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Abstract 

In the last sixty years, „creativity‟ has emerged as a buzzword, „hot‟ topic, and 

scholarly subject. In light of this unprecedented interest, this thesis aims to address the 

paucity of rigorous academic and professional enquiry in the West into what 

constitutes the creativity of stage acting.  

The argument is made that there are two distinct contexts in which actors are 

called upon to be creative: rehearsal and performance. This distinction is seldom 

made. Post-Stanislavsky there is an overwhelming focus on the creative processes of 

actors in rehearsal where (in the hegemonic Western acting style of psychological 

realism) they collaborate with directors to create characters. The assumption is made 

that being creative in this arena will automatically translate into successful 

performances. However, in performance, actors are primarily responsible for creating 

much more than characters, and this expanded creativity requires techniques, 

strategies and skills which differ from those practised in rehearsals.  

The enterprise of this dissertation is to establish the theoretical framework for 

an actor training which maximises the actor‟s creativity for and in theatrical 

performance. It is in three parts.  

Part One (“Creativity”) provides the necessary background and identifies the 

issues. Chapter One (“The emergence of the concept”) traces the history of creativity 

as a concept and perceived value. Chapter Two (“The psychology of creativity”) 

investigates how psychology has dominated creativity research, setting the parameters 

for how creativity is defined. It argues that psychology has been overwhelmingly 

preoccupied with establishing the locus of creativity in either the creative individual 

(his/her personality traits or mental processes) or in the creative product. Chapter 

Three (“Entr‟acte”) attempts to fill this perceived gap in psychology‟s research and 

theories, focussing on its obvious omission of the creative act. 

Having established provisional definitional criteria for a theory of creativity 

based on the creative act, Part Two (“Acting and Creativity”) addresses the question 

of what actually constitutes the creativity of stage acting. Chapter Four (“Acting: 

towards a (re)definition”) examines the assumptions which underpin the Western 

hegemonic definition of acting. Key concepts in Diderot‟s Paradoxe sur le Comédien 

(caractère, personnage, rôle and modèle idéal) provide foils against which the 

contemporary Western definition of acting and its creativity are (re)viewed. Chapter  
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Five (“The emergence and rise of character”) investigates the major trends occurring 

toward the end of the nineteenth century which contributed to the rise of „character‟ 

and a new character-centric acting. The implications of how these radical changes re-

defined the creativity of acting are examined. Chapter Six (“Stanislavsky: creativity 

and acting”) analyzes Stanislavsky‟s ideas on the creativity of acting, the West‟s most 

influential theories and practices on the subject. It is argued that while unequivocally 

championing the creative status of actors, Stanislavsky inadvertently diminished the 

actor‟s creative scope. Stanislavsky‟s legacy is one where the „real‟ creativity of 

acting occurs in rehearsal spaces with directors. In the process, both audience and 

performance are marginalized.   

Part Three (“Creativity and Actor Training”) shifts to the contemporary context, 

examining how inherited conceptions of the actor‟s creativity inform actor training in 

the West and proposing a revision of both the theory and the practice. Chapter Seven 

(“Creativity and contemporary mainstream actor training”) surveys mainstream 

conservatory schools in the West (Australia, England, the United States) and identifies 

a major shortcoming: while all the schools in question are production-oriented in their 

training, they are not performance-oriented. This is a crucial distinction, and one that 

has significant implications for how the creativity of acting is perceived. Addressing the 

current gaps in Western mainstream actor training, Chapter Eight establishes the 

theoretical framework for a performance-oriented training (“Towards a performance-

oriented actor training”). It argues that performance requires different skills, strategies 

and techniques. These are then outlined: approaches designed to, firstly, enhance the 

actor‟s full-situation awareness through an increased capacity for divided consciousness 

and, secondly, to equip actors with the ability to engage an audience through timing and 

presence.  

 

The thesis concludes (“Performing Creativity”) that the creativity of stage 

acting is much broader than character creation and the collaboration of actors and 

directors in rehearsals. Actors create in performances and, more radically, create 

performances. Such an expanded conception of the actor‟s creativity has not only the 

potential to enrich acting practice and its training, but also to inform creativity 

research in general.  
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     Introduction 

Creativity is the great buzz word and growth industry of our times. Perceived as a 

desirable personal attribute, integral to notions of individual development and 

expression, social and cultural success and even economic survival, it has become the 

province of potentially all people in a growing range of domains, and associated with 

an increasing array of activities. Our paradigms for creativity may have once been 

derived from the arts and sciences, but Robert Weiner observes that now ―all we need 

do is look at the telephone listings‖ to discover that these traditional domains ―are just 

a fraction of the spheres‖ in which creativity is evoked (3). John Hope Mason is right 

to claim that during the course of the twentieth century an ever-increasing ―number of 

human attributes came to be crowned with the laurel wreath of ‗creativity‘‖ (Value of 

Creativity 228).  

Apparently ubiquitous, creativity occurs from the boardroom (Management 

and Creativity: from creative industries to creative management)
1
 to the bedroom (Sex 

101: Over 350 Creative Ways to a Godly, Loving, Pleasurable Marriage),
2
 and is 

pertinent to a growing number of human endeavours: scrapbooking (Creativity Tips for 

Scrapbookers),
3
 bricklaying (Creative Brickwork),

4
 religion (Jesus and Creativity),

5
 

and even divorce (The New Creative Divorce).
6
 In June 2008, a search of online 

bookseller Amazon yields a staggering 355,163 references in English which have 

‗creative‘ or ‗creativity‘ in their titles. Charles Leadbeater, creativity adviser to 

governments and corporations, and author of We think: the power of mass creativity 

comments: ―[c]reativity is almost becoming a mass activity, rather than what it has 

been—an elite, esoteric and avant-garde activity‖ (qtd. in M. Irving 4). Charles 

Landry, author of The Creative City and The Art of City-Making: Building a More 

Creative City proposes that we ―redefine the scope of creativity, focusing much more 

on unleashing the mass of ordinary, day-to-day, dormant creativity that lies within 

most of us‖ (The Art of City-Making 4).  

 
 

1
 Chris Bilton, Management and Creativity: from creative industries to creative management 

(Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2007).   
2
 John Gries and Cathy Gries, Sex 101: Over 350 Creative Ways to a Godly, Loving, 

Pleasurable Marriage 3rd ed. (Garland, TX: Hannibal Books, 2004).  
3
 Tracy White, Creativity Tips for Scrapbookers (Bluffdale, UT: Primedia, 2007).   

4 
Terry Knight, Creative Brickwork (London: Brickwork Development Association, 1997).  

5
 Gordon D. Kaufman, Jesus and Creativity (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 2006).  

6 
Mel Krantzler and Patricia B. Krantzler, The New Creative Divorce: how to create a 

happier, more rewarding life during—and after—your divorce (Holbrook, MA: Adams Media, 1999).  
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Beyond its potential for lifestyle enrichment, the value of this ubiquitous 

creativity is largely economic: quite simply, ―creative people create capital‖ (Cosic 

32). In the bestsellers, The Rise of the Creative Class and The Flight of the Creative 

Class, Richard Florida (Professor of Business and Creativity at the Rotman School of 

Management, University of Toronto) urges governments and the private sector to 

develop creative environments in which, he argues, economies have the potential to 

flourish. His ―hothouses of innovation‖ are those cities where the creative class, 

comprised of ―scientists, artists, designers, engineers, financiers, marketers and sundry 

entrepreneurs‖ interact, sharing ―each other‘s knowledge, energy and capital to make 

new products, new services, and whole new industries‖.
7 

Evidence seems to suggest 

that Florida is correct: according to Chris Powell, Chair of Britain‘s National 

Endowment of Science, Technology and Arts, ―industries which have their origin in 

individual creativity, skill and talent and which have the potential for wealth and job 

creation‖ represent the fastest growing sector of the British economy (qtd. in M. Irving 

4). Indeed, it is estimated that the current value of creative industries world-wide is 

over $3.04 trillion, and by 2020 it will have reached $6.1 trillion.
8
 The message is 

clear: ―[c]ontinue to innovate or stagnate‖.
9
 

 Many have risen to the challenge Florida and other creativity-evangelists have 

set. Governments both in the West and in Asia have created initiatives to nurture 

creativity. The government of Tony Blair, for example, launched the ―Creative 

Economy Program‖, and in 2005, the Australian government, through the Prime 

Minister‘s Science, Engineering and Innovation Council, published its strategies for 

developing creativity in The Role of Creativity in the Innovation Economy. In Asia, 

education programmes designed to nurture and promote creativity are widespread: 

Singapore‘s ―Thinking Schools, Learning Nation‖ (1998) focuses on the development 

of ―various thinking skills, such as problem-solving, creative and critical thinking‖; 

China‘s ―Guidelines of Curriculum Reforms in Foundation Education‖ (2001) aims ―to 

develop creative and problem-solving abilities‖; Hong Kong‘s ―Learning to Learn‖ 

 
 

7
 Richard Florida, ―Creative Class War‖ (Washington Monthly. Jan-Feb. 2004) 25 Mar. 2005 

<http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/features/2004/0401.florida.html>.   

  
8 

―About Creative Industries‖ (Queensland Government Tourism, Regional Development 

and Industry 25 June 2007) 25 Mar. 2008  

 <http://www.dtrdi.qld.gov.au/dsdweb/v3/guis/templates/content/gui_cue_cntnhtml.cfm?id=34221>.  
  9 

Peter Beattie, former premier of the Australian state of Queensland quoted in ―Foreword 

from the Premier‖ (Smart State Strategy 2005-2015 19 Jan. 2006) 25 Mar. 2008 

<http://www.smartstate.qld.gov.au/strategy/strategy05_15/foreword.shtm>. 

 

http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/features/2004/0401.florida.html
http://www.dtrdi.qld.gov.au/dsdweb/v3/guis/templates/content/gui_cue_cntnhtml.cfm?id=34221
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(2001) identifies creativity as ―among the three most important generic skills that all 

students need to develop‖; and in its ―White Paper of Creativity Education‖ (2001), 

Taiwan boldly declares that it intends to ―become a ‗Republic of Creativity‘‖ (Cheng 

149-150).  

 This importance placed on creativity and the vital role it is perceived to play in 

a society‘s wellbeing is not an entirely new notion. In the eighteenth century, 

philosopher and economist Adam Smith, and in the nineteenth, polymath Francis 

Galton, were among others concerned with ―their nations‘ futures and how to 

safeguard them‖, and already they had found the answer in creativity (Albert and 

Runco 26). If one could nurture creativity in the individual, then the whole society 

would benefit. The difference today is that there is an increased urgency for everyone 

to be creative in whatever field or activity they are engaged in. This is evidenced by 

the plethora of populist manuals aimed at nurturing creativity in the individual: How to 

be More Creative,
10

 Cracking Creativity: The Secrets of Creative Genius,
11

 and The 

Creativity Book: A Year‟s Worth of Inspiration and Guidance.
12

  

 Creativity is, however, more than just a populist fad: it is attracting significant 

and growing academic interest. It is, in the words of Lynn Townsend White, ―one of 

the chief intellectual commitments of our age‖ (113). One need only consult a database 

such as Blackwell Synergy, which lists 850 multidisciplinary journals, to confirm this. 

From 1879 to 1949 there are 1,118 recorded articles on the subject of creativity and 

creativeness. In only ten years, from 1950 to 1959, the yield is almost as much (1,092), 

and then, in each subsequent ten-year period the number of articles almost doubles.
13

 

Since 2000 to the present, Blackwell Synergy lists 26,673 articles on creativity. The 

majority of these articles (15,125) come from the social and behavioral sciences 

(anthropology, communications, media and cultural studies, education, psychiatry and 

psychology); this is followed by the humanities (history, literature, philosophy, 

language, linguistics, theology and religion) with 5,863; while business, economics, 

accounting and finance yield 3,512. Within this cohort, psychology produces the 

 
10

 David D. Edwards, How to be More Creative (Mountain View, CA: Occasional 

Productions, 1996).  
11

 Michael Michalko, Cracking Creativity: The Secrets of Creative Genius (Berkeley: Ten 

Speed Press, 2001).  
12

 Eric Maisel, The Creativity Book: A Year‟s Worth of Inspiration and Guidance (New 

York: Tarcher/Putnam, 2000).  
13

 1960-1969 (2,359); 1970-1979 (4,506); 1980-1989 (6,926); 1990-1999 (14,442).  
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greatest volume of literature on creativity.
14

 Psychology is indisputably the leader in 

creativity research, having even established as early as the 1960s its own journals 

devoted to the subject: The Journal of Creative Behavior and Creativity Research 

Journal.  

In contrast to this plethora of literature on creativity, the relative paucity of 

articles issuing from the arts, where one would expect the subject of creativity to be 

taken up to a much greater extent, is noteworthy. From 2000, Blackwell Synergy only 

has 1,294 creativity-related articles from art, design, art history, art criticism, museum 

studies, music, and architecture. Given the increasing academic interest in creativity, 

this is somewhat surprising. Alarming is the fact that there are no articles from any of 

the performing arts.  

This gap has, to some extent, been filled by psychology‘s creativity research, 

which has included studies of performing artists. However, the subjects of this thesis, 

stage actors, are poorly represented. In The Creative Personality and the Creative 

Process, for example, psychologist Linda Melrose includes a novelist, two editors, two 

industrial designers and a playwright—but no actors, despite the fact that she once 

worked as a professional actor (48-49). Of the limited literature that exists, most is 

predominantly and (given psychology‘s disciplinary focus) understandably concerned 

with the actor‘s psychological make-up, personality traits, and perceived neuroses.
15

 In 

 
14

 Blackwell Synergy has 2,822 psychology articles on creativity, closely followed by 

education (2,717), anthropology (2,471) and business management (2,349). Psychology‘s number 

does not include, however, the articles published in The Journal of Creative Behavior and Creativity 

Research Journal. 
15

 Cf. Rothenberg and Greenberg, The Index of Scientific Writings on Creativity (1566-1974). 

Of the thirty-two publications related to acting (out of a total of 6,823), almost two-thirds are about 

the psychology, personality and ‗neuroses‘ of the actor (170-172). These include: Anon. ―Mad 

Actors,‖ Journal of Psychological Medicine 8 (1883): 1-27; Conrad Chyatte, ―Personality Traits of 

Professional Actors,‖ Occupations 27 (1949): 245-50; Otto Fenichel, ―On acting,‖ Psychoanalytic 

Quarterly 15 (1946): 144-60; Sigmund Freud, ―Psychopathic Characters on the Stage,‖ Standard 

Edition of the Complete Works of Sigmund Freud (London: Hogarth Press, 1953) 303-10; A.L. 

Golden, ―Personality Traits of Drama School Students,‖ Quarterly Journal of Speech 26 (1940) 564-

75; J.C. Gustin, ―Psychology of the Actor,‖ Psychoanalysis 4.2 (1955): 29-36; D.M. Kaplan, 

―Homosexuality and American Theatre: a psychoanalytic comment,‖ Tulane Drama Review 9.3 

(1965) 93-108; Lorenz Kjerbuhl-Peterson, Psychology of Acting (Boston: Expression Co., 1935); Kurt 

Koffka, ―The Art of the Actor as a Psychological Problem,‖ American Scholar 11 (1942) 315-26; J.D. 

Mitchell, ―Applied psycho-analysis in the director-actor relationship,‖ American Imago 13 (1956) 

223-39; S.B. Payn, ―Group psychotherapy approach to discord among performing artists,‖ 

International Journal of Group Psychotherapy 15 (1965): 350-57; C.L. Stacey and H.D. Goldberg, ―A 

personality study of professional and student actors,‖ Journal of Applied Psychology 37 (1953) : 24-5; 

William H. Stock, Some psychological and physiological factors affecting excellence in acting, PhD 

thesis (Michigan State U, 1968); F.P. Tobolski et al., ―Conformity and success in the field of 

dramatics,‖ Journal of Social Psychology 43(1956): 269-73; J.A. Tracy, ―A study of personality traits 

of mature actors and mature public speakers,‖ Speech Monographs 2 (1935): 53 -6; M.N. Walsh, ―A 
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―On Acting‖, Otto Fenichel, for example, argues that the actor is an exhibitionist who 

in acting fulfills ―a certain erogenous‖ and ―narcissistic satisfaction‖ (150-151). 

Actors‘ greatest anxiety, according to Fenichel, is ―castration fear‖ and they require 

―success on stage […] in the same way as milk and affection are needed by the infant‖ 

(151). The title of Kurt Koffka‘s article encapsulates what has been and continues to 

be the focus of most of psychology‘s literature: ―The Art of the Actor as Psychological 

Problem.‖ 

Recently, however, there have been signs of a shift from the overwhelming 

interest in the creative personality of actors to the creative process itself—acting. 

Psychologist and creativity researcher Robert Keith Sawyer makes the point that 

―[a]cting is a relatively new topic of creativity research, only beginning to receive 

attention in the 1990s‖ (―Acting‖ 41). This attention is long overdue, according to 

Sawyer, because acting has the potential to enrich existing conceptions of creativity. 

He observes:  

Acting has three characteristics that make it uniquely valuable to creativity 

researchers: it emphasizes the creative process, rather than the creative 

product; it is usually created by a collaborative ensemble; and it emphasizes 

spontaneity. (―Acting‖ 41) 

Sawyer‘s proposals have been taken up, however, only to the extent that both the 

collaborative and spontaneous aspects of the actor‘s creativity have received some 

attention. The collaborative nature of theatre production has drawn interest, especially 

as a model for organizational creativity and creative problem-solving in personal 

relationships.
16

 The spontaneous or improvisational aspect of acting has also attracted 

some of psychology‘s creativity researchers, not least Sawyer.
17

 Research into the 

 
psychoanalytic study of an actor,‖ Samiska 17 (1963): 12-41; Philip Weissman, Creativity in the 

Theatre: a psychoanalytic study (New York : Basic Books, 1965); Philip Weissman, ―Development 

and creativity in the actor and playwright,‖ Psychoanalytic Quarterly 30 (1961): 549-67.  

To this list one could add more recent publications: Cf. Brian Bates, ―Performance and Possession: the 

actor and our inner demons,‖ (1991); Jacqueline Hammond and Robert J. Edelmann, ―The Act of 

Being: personality characteristics of professional actors, amateur actors and non-actors,‖ (1991); 

Kathleen A. Fitzgerald, Adaptive and Maladaptive Narcissism and Creativity: how are they related in 

professional male and female actors? (1999); Colette L. Valette, The Relationship between Creativity
 

and Ego Identity of Actors and Actresses (1988).  
16

 Cf. Robert Keith Sawyer, Group Creativity: music, theater, collaboration (2003); Timothy 

Clark and Iain Mangham, ―From Dramaturgy to Theatre as Technology: The Case of Corporate 

Theatre,‖ (2004); William M. Doll, The structure of creativity: the organizational dynamics of a 

resident theatre company (1972); Stan Houston et al., ―Developing creative solutions to the problems 

of children and their families: communicative reason and the use of forum theatre,‖ (2001).   
17

 Cf. Robert Keith Sawyer, Explaining Creativity (2006); ―Acting‖ (2005); ―Creativity as 

mediated action: a comparison of improvisational performance and product creativity‖ (1995).     
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―creative process‖, however, remains largely uncharted territory. Sawyer has himself 

attempted such an investigation, but his focus to date has been almost entirely on 

improvisational acting. In instances when the mainstream context—actors working 

with scripts—is addressed, Sawyer betrays a limited understanding of acting, over-

simplifying its processes, and deriving his evidence from only one style, the American 

Method. At a first glance, psychologist Jill Nemiro‘s research appears to be an attempt 

to fill this gap. Yet her promisingly titled ―Interpretive Artists: A Qualitative 

Exploration of the Creative Process of Actors‖ disappoints. Firstly, it fails to 

differentiate between the creativity of screen and theatre acting, and secondly, it is 

based on interviews with just three actors: ―Actor A‖ with ―extensive experience in 

theater including Broadway musicals, television series, and commercials‖, ―Actor B‖ 

with a similar range of acting experience, and ―Actor C‖ who had only acted in 

―various graduate student films‖ or ―as an extra‖ (231).  

While psychology has not successfully filled the gap in literature on the 

creativity of acting, one would expect that, closer to home, theatre studies might—

especially given recent academic interest on the subject. But in current Western theatre 

discourse, there is surprisingly little literature on the creativity of acting and, notably, 

on the acting investigated in this thesis: the practice of actors working with scripts and 

for ‗live‘ audiences. It can, of course, be argued that implicit in every theory and 

methodology of acting is a conception of what constitutes creative acting. However, 

the volume of literature directly addressing the subject is limited, and the assumptions 

underpinning definitions of the stage actor‘s creativity are rarely—if ever—

questioned. A survey of the major theatre journals yields no articles which explicitly 

explore the topic.
18

 While they may allude to the creativity of acting, or refer to it in 

passing, it is never the primary focus. Doctoral dissertations on the subject are also 

limited in number. Shelley Russell-Parks‘ A Phenomenological Analysis of the Actor‟s 

Perceptions During the Creative Act (1989) is a notable exception. In her thesis, 

Russell-Parks investigates the role of divided consciousness in the actor‘s creativity.
19

 

As one of many vital factors which characterize the actor‘s creativity, divided 

 
18

 Article abstracts were canvassed in the following: Asian Theatre Journal (1984-2004); 

PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art (1998-2002); Performing Arts Journal (1976-1997); TDR 

(1988-2002); The Drama Review: TDR (1968-1987); TDR (1967-1968); The Tulane Drama Review 

(1957-1967); The Carleton Drama Review (1955); Theatre Journal (1979-1995); Educational Theatre 

Journal (1949-1978).  
19

 Ruby Allen‘s 2001 thesis (The Experience of Altered States of Consciousness by Actors 

during Performance) covers very similar ground.   
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consciousness and Russell-Parks‘ contribution to its analysis is taken up in the final 

chapter of this thesis. Books on creativity and acting are similarly limited in number: 

the Library of Congress catalogue has eighty titles. While this might at first seem a 

significant amount, most tend to be focused on improvisation and theatre games, 

actors‘ anecdotes, the teaching of children and teens and, once again, the psychology 

of actors. Of the six that address the creativity of the acting process, three are populist 

Method manuals for aspiring screen actors.
20

 To the extent that the other three books 

use the term ‗creative‘ in their titles as more than a marketing buzz word, the creativity 

of acting is not investigated, but assumed. In The Moving Body: Teaching Creative 

Theatre, Jacques Lecoq presumes without question that the actor‘s creativity is an 

―abstract dimension, made up of spaces, lights, colours, materials, sounds‖ which is 

―laid down in all of us by our various experiences and sensations‖ and ―out of which 

will spring dynamic vigour and the desire to create‖ (47). Hardie and Arnita Albright, 

Acting, the Creative Process and Ramon Delgado, Acting with Both Sides of Your 

Brain: Perspectives on the Creative Process are similarly based on unquestioned 

assumptions, namely that the creativity of acting is completed by the creation of 

characters and that there is little (if any) difference between the creative processes of 

actors working in rehearsal and performance.  

The proposed endeavour of this thesis is, therefore, to address the absence of 

rigorous academic or professional enquiry in the West into the creativity of stage 

acting. The importance of such an investigation is twofold: firstly, as Sawyer suggests, 

acting has the potential to inform existing creativity research. Secondly, identifying the 

creativity of acting has the potential to enrich not only acting theories, but crucially its 

practice and teaching. Before addressing this main focus, Part One will provide the 

necessary backdrop and examine the concept of creativity itself.  

Part One: Creativity 

Chapter One: Prelude: the emergence of the concept. 

Despite the fact that men and women have obviously exercised their creativity since, at 

least, the first recorded cave paintings some thirty thousand years ago, the actual word 

 
20

 John Strasberg, Accidentally on Purpose: reflections on life, acting, and the nine natural 

laws of creativity (1996); Allan Miller, A Passion for Acting: exploring the creative process (1992); 

Anita Jesse, Let the Part Play You: a practical approach to the actor‟s creative process (1994).  
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‗creativity‘ is a surprisingly relative newcomer to the English language. Here, in the 

Prelude, its etymological evolution (from ‗creator‘, ‗creation‘, ‗create‘, ‗creative‘ and 

finally through to ‗creativity‘) is traced. In the process, this survey teases out some of 

the main factors contributing to the emergence of creativity as a concept and perceived 

value. It also spotlights the increasing democratization of the term: initially perceived 

as an attribute of god alone, creativity filters down to popes, kings and then eventually 

to all men and women.   

Instrumental in promoting the concept of a ubiquitous creativity is twentieth-

century psychology. It is responsible for ‗creativity‘ entering the vernacular and it has 

dominated creativity research. Chapter Two, therefore, focuses on the impact 

psychology has had on shaping the hegemonic conception of creativity in the West.  

Chapter Two: The psychology of creativity. 

The earliest psychological studies of creativity are attributed to William Stanley 

Jevons in The Principles of Science (1887) and William James in The Principles of 

Psychology (1890). Although highly influential, these studies were only part of 

broader investigations into intelligence. It was not until the 1950s that creativity 

research became an interest in its own right for psychology. This chapter investigates 

the reasons behind psychology‘s sudden interest in creativity, and then proceeds to 

examine the research.  

 Psychology‘s research has been overwhelmingly preoccupied with identifying 

the locus of creativity. The central question that has driven the research is whether 

creativity is located in people, processes or products. While the creative product has 

supplied psychology with an almost universally accepted definition, people—their 

personalities and cognitive processes—have been conceived as the primary source of 

creativity. Given its disciplinary focus, it is hardly surprising to find that psychology 

has privileged the subject-as-origin. Yet increasingly, psychology has found that its 

own person-based theories and their methodologies are suspect. In more recent years, 

therefore, psychology has examined the role of reception and environment in 

creativity. While these ‗confluence‘ or ‗systems‘ approaches appear promising, they 

have, to date, failed to shake psychology‘s conviction that the individual subject is the 

source of creativity.  
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There remains, however, one aspect that psychology has not investigated: the 

creative act. For such an investigation, one must go outside of psychology and its 

research.   

Chapter Three: Entr‘acte. 

An investigation of the creative act requires a re-cognition of acts per se. In the 

Western metaphysical tradition, logos and its assumptions of ‗truth‘, ‗essence‘ and an 

originating subject have been privileged. In the process, the act has been marginalized. 

However, in the last fifty years, ideology-based attacks on the subject-as-origin and the 

authority of the word-text have run parallel to a growing interest in the act. Early 

twentieth-century Process philosophy and, more recently, Event philosophy, combined 

with science‘s Chaos, Complexity and Quantum theories have all suggested that acts, 

events, processes (not things or matter) are primary. This establishes the necessary 

groundwork for considering the possible primacy of the creative act.  

Having paved the way for the creative act, cross-cultural research provides the 

departure point for its investigation. As prototypes of human creativity, creation myths 

are a particularly fruitful area of investigation. Even a cursory survey of creation 

myths across cultures reveals a prevalence of creating rather than creator myths. This 

emphasis on the act of creating, as opposed to the constitution of the creative 

individual, is reinforced by anthropology, a relatively new ‗player‘ in creativity 

research. Anthropology foregrounds aspects of creativity which have been sidelined by 

psychology, notably the role of reception, tradition, physical skill and discipline.  

Armed with these new perspectives on creativity, Part One concludes by 

setting out some definitional criteria for the creative act. With these in mind, the 

central theme of this thesis—the creativity of acting—can be taken up.  

Part Two: Acting and Creativity 

Chapter Four: Acting: towards a (re)definition. 

Before turning to the creativity of acting it is necessary to define what acting is. It is a 

somewhat slippery term, invoking many synonyms and describing a range of activities. 

In this thesis, however, it refers to the practice of actors working with scripts and 

performing for ‗live‘ audiences. Yet even within this more circumscribed context, a 
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singular definition of acting proves elusive, quite simply because there has never been 

one acting style in Western theatre(s). Despite this variety, however, ‗impersonation‘ 

(although diverse itself) is widely considered to be the base denominator of all styles 

and, increasingly, has come to denote the (re)presentation of the highly individuated 

characters of psychological realism.  

In the current context, the hegemonic definition of acting positions character 

centre-stage. But this has not always been the case. The actor‘s identification with 

character, an acting rooted in subject positions, has not always been at the heart of 

acting. This chapter challenges this assumption and, in the process, paves the way for 

redefining acting and its creativity. Diderot‘s Paradoxe sur le Comédien (1830)—a 

watershed work in acting theory—provides the point of departure for this investigation 

of the modern ‗character‖, its key concepts (caractère, personnage, rôle and modèle 

idéal) providing foils against which our contemporary definition of acting and its 

creativity can be (re)viewed.  

Chapter Five: The emergence and rise of ‗character‘. 

From Diderot to Stanislavsky, a monumental shift took place in how acting was 

defined and its creativity accounted for. This revolution was fuelled by the emergence 

and rise of character in the second-half of the nineteenth century. The major influences 

contributing to this rise are examined in this chapter: Romantic dramatic theory, the 

theatre of Naturalism, and psychology.  

The new character-centric acting that emerged at this time posed new problems 

for actors and theorists, requiring new acting processes and new theories. In On Actors 

and the Art of Acting (1875), George Henry Lewes articulates these issues and 

suggests that actors‘ identification with the ‗inner life‘ of characters is a possible way 

forward for this ‗new‘ acting. In a process that was unprecedented, actors are asked to 

draw on their own individual expression. What resulted is a concept of acting which 

privileged the notions of ‗being‘ over ‗acting‘, the actor‘s ‗inner‘ resources over 

physical skills, and an acting whose creativity is located in subject positions rather 

than actions. In this shift, acting became primarily and proudly psychological. This 

was the legacy that Stanislavsky inherited and consolidated.  
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Chapter Six: Stanislavsky: creativity and acting. 

Stanislavsky went beyond theorizing on the new acting demanded by Naturalism: he 

developed a methodology for it, an approach which would be equally valuable to 

actors, directors, and teachers—and which is still highly influential to this day in 

acting practice, theory and training. Stanislavsky‘s System has attracted a great deal of 

academic attention. However, there has been surprisingly little analysis of 

Stanislavsky‘s conception of creativity—surprising, because the creativeness of the 

actor is at the heart of Stanislavsky‘s theories and methodology.
21

 It is this gap in the 

literature that this chapter aims to begin filling.  

When it came to defining the creativity of the actor, Stanislavsky was not 

entirely revolutionary. He had inherited from earlier nineteenth-century theorists the 

assumptions that the actor‘s primary creative product is the psychological character, 

and that actors‘ creativity fundamentally resides in their own inner resources. 

However, where Stanislavsky made his indelible mark was in formulating a 

methodology of unprecedented comprehensiveness, which would address the crucial 

issue confronting nineteenth-century actors and theorists alike: how to bring together 

the inner lives of actor and character. In so doing, Stanislavsky established a blueprint 

for the actor‘s creative process, and although Stanislavsky was himself loathe to 

describe his System as definitive, aspects of his methodology, particularly his psycho-

technique, took root and to the present day inform actors‘ creative processes.    

The second part of this chapter investigates in more depth Stanislavsky‘s ideas 

on the creativity of acting. It is unequivocal that Stanislavsky‘s enterprise was to 

champion the creative status of actors, but in drawing the creative roles of the director 

and actor closer together, Stanislavsky, in fact, diminished the actor‘s creative scope. 

The legacy we have inherited from Stanislavsky is one where the ‗real‘ creativity of 

acting occurs in rehearsal spaces with directors; the corollary—audiences and 

performances are marginalized.   

 

 
21

 Stanislavsky scholar, Sharon Marie Carnicke, has comprehensively investigated 

Stanislavsky‘s theories, but she stops short of a critical examination of his conceptualization of 

acting‘s creativity (cf. Stanislavsky in Focus and ―Stanislavsky‘s System: pathways for the actor‖).   

Similarly, Bella Merlin‘s otherwise insightful interpretation of the System fails to question the 

assumptions Stanislavsky makes regarding the creativity of acting (cf. The Complete Stanislavsky 

Toolkit).   
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Part Three: Creativity and Actor Training 

Chapter Seven: Creativity and contemporary mainstream actor training. 

Institutionalized actor training is a relatively new phenomenon in the West, emerging 

and gaining momentum in the twentieth century. In training actors for the mainstream 

theatre, the conservatory schools are perceived as the acme. They are represented here 

by the National Institute of Dramatic Art and the Western Australian Academy of 

Performing Arts (Australia); Bristol Old Vic Theatre School and Royal Academy of 

Dramatic Art (England); the Juilliard Drama Division (United States). In this chapter, 

the common characteristics of the conservatory training are outlined, and the two 

traditions on which they are fundamentally based—Stanislavsky and Michel Saint-

Denis—investigated.  

Stanislavsky-based exercises and techniques provide the foundation for the 

training, while Saint-Denis‘ blueprint for what an acting school should be has been 

adopted to varying degree by the schools in question. Among his tenets, a production-

oriented training was of paramount importance. However, it will be argued in the final 

section of this chapter that a production-oriented training does not equate with training 

for performance.  

Chapter Eight: Towards a performance-oriented actor training. 

This final chapter aims to establish the theoretical framework for a performance-

oriented training which will maximize the creativity of stage acting. As a first step, this 

requires the actor‘s acknowledgment of the performance situation, not least its 

defining characteristic: audiences. The actor-audience relationship is the base 

denominator of theatre, and yet in Western mainstream theatre practice and training it 

is often marginalized. Some major reasons for this are outlined, and then the case is 

put that in order for actors to achieve their full creative potential, they should speculate 

on spectators and learn to see themselves as an audience might. This requires a special 

ability common to all creative individuals: the capacity for aesthetic detachment or 

divided consciousness.  

Actors frequently refer to a divided consciousness in performance, and most do 

so in a positive light, perceiving it as a boon to their creativity. Despite this, however, 
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only a small number of Western theorists or practitioners have sought to develop 

strategies and techniques aimed at nurturing the actor‘s divided consciousness. Nor is 

it a subject that attracts any significant attention in Western mainstream training. This 

is an oversight which should be addressed: actors require this split consciousness 

because performance is itself liminal, and it is in the limen or thresholds that they 

produce dramatic characters and all their other creations. Before focusing on these 

other creations, certain aspects of Stanislavsky‘s approach to characterization, those 

which risk restricting the actor‘s creativity, are highlighted and alternative approaches 

suggested. This then clears the way for investigating the actor‘s creativity beyond 

character.   

The question of what actors create beyond characters can be put another way: 

why do audiences come to the theatre? What do they expect to experience? There are 

numerous answers to this question: narratives, situations, imaginary worlds, and 

action, all of which are grounded in a body of physical skills which audiences 

sometimes want to see highlighted. Even more fundamentally, audiences want to be 

engaged, and actors need to create the spaces in which this can take place. This 

requires skills in timing and presence, both of which are integral to the actor‘s 

creativity and to creativity in general.  

Conclusion: Performing creativity. 

In concluding, the three theorists principally profiled in this thesis—Diderot, 

Stanislavsky and Lewes—are revisited and their attitudes towards the creative status of 

acting canvassed. This survey exposes some of the main arguments made against the 

creativity of acting and which remain current: its seeming ubiquity and unoriginality, 

and its inherently mimetic and ephemeral nature. While these are easily countered and 

the creative status of acting resoundingly affirmed, there remains one final, crucial 

question: what is the creativity of stage acting?  Using the terminology of 

psychology‘s creativity research investigated in Chapter Two this can be teased out 

into three questions: what is acting‘s creative Product, Person, Process?  

 This thesis has argued and now concludes that the creative scope of acting is 

much broader than character creation and the collaboration of actors and directors in 

rehearsals. Actors create in performances and, more radically, create performances. 

Moreover, they can be taught the necessary techniques to maximize their creativity in 
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performance. Such an expanded conception of the stage actor‘s creativity not only has 

the potential to enrich acting practice and its training, but also to inform and invigorate 

creativity research in general. 
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Chapter One 

Prelude: the emergence of the concept. 

‗Creativity‘ is a relative newcomer to the English language. Cultural historian, Jacques 

Barzun observes: ―[i]n contemporary culture, no idea is so appealing, no word put to 

more frequent and varied use than creativity‖ (4). Defined in The Oxford English 

Dictionary (1989) as ―[c]reative power or faculty, ability to create‖, its first recorded 

usage is cited as 1875.
1
 However, as John Hope Mason notes, while creativity is a new 

word, ―what it refers to—creative activity and ability—is not‖ (Value of Creativity 7). 

For centuries, artists and scientists have engaged in creative activities and exercised 

their creative abilities. So why was it only in the late nineteenth century that the term 

came into existence? What necessitated its coinage?  Creativity had been preceded by 

the words creator, create, creation, and creative. Tracing the path etymologically 

uncovers the significant signposts, the underlying factors leading to its emergence as a 

perceived value, its use in an ever-increasing range of domains, and its seeming 

democratization: a capacity which has seemingly filtered down from God to kings and 

eventually to potentially everybody.  

In the earliest recorded usage in the thirteenth century, it was unequivocal: 

‗creator‘ = God: ―[t]he Supreme Being who creates all things‖ (OED ―Creator‖ 

Def.1).
2
 Almost one hundred years on, with the emergence of the verb ‗create‘ and its 

product or activity ‗creation‘, the power of the divine remained intact. To ‗create‘ 

could only ever be ―[s]aid of the divine agent‖ (―Create‖ Def. 1a), and ‗creation‘ 

describes ―the action of bringing into existence by divine power‖ (―Creation‖ Def. 1a). 

Derived from the Latin creare, ‗create‘ had the sense: ―to produce where nothing was 

before, to form out of nothing‖ (―Create‖ Def. 1a). Creatio was always ex nihilo: an 

act beyond human capabilities. That ―there is no new thing under the sun‖ (Eccles.1.9), 

or to cite Lucretius, ―nil posse creari/de nihilo‖ (De Rerum Natura I.155-6) are 

 
 
1
 Attributed to English historian Adolphus W. Ward, A History of Dramatic Literature to the 

Death of Queen Anne Vol.1 (London: Macmillan, 1875) 506: ―The spontaneous flow of 

[Shakespeare‘s] poetic creativity‖ (qtd. in OED ―Creativity‖).  
2
 Unless otherwise specified, all definitions throughout this thesis are taken from The Oxford 

English Dictionary 2
nd

 ed. (1989).  
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reminders that only the divine can possibly create in this ‗original‘ manner. 

Athanasius, fourth-century theologian and Bishop of Alexandria, writes: 

Indeed God creates and yet it is said of human beings also that they create. 

[…] Is it the case, therefore, that God creates as do human beings? Never! 

[…] For God creates, without need of anything, by calling into being what 

is not, while humans first pray and then fashion the subsisting matter. (188; 

―De Decretis‖ sec.11) 

Ten centuries later, in 1592, poet and playwright John Davies writes in a similar vein: 

―[t]o create, to God alone pertains‖ (―Create‖ Def. 1c). But at the close of the sixteenth 

century, this had become less adamant, and in the ensuing centuries, people‘s faith in 

their own power and creative abilities gathered momentum. Already at the end of the 

fifteenth century, men and women began to approximate the divine and this was 

reflected in the new meanings of ‗create‘ which emerged—meanings with temporal 

aspects. At this time, for example, ‗create‘ came to mean, ―invest with rank‖, as in: 

―The Kyngis Grace created him Duke‖ (―Create‖ Def. 3).
3
 Although temporal senses 

of the Latin creare had existed, this was the first time ‗create‘ was used as such in 

English.
4
 Granted, this ―Grace‖ was seen to originate in God as ―the divine influence 

which operates in men‖, but even if it was creation by ‗proxy‘, the agent was 

unquestionably human.
5
 From the closing decades of the fifteenth century, it becomes 

apparent that a conviction in human creativity emerges and intensifies. Writing in 

Renaissance Florence in 1481, Cristoforo Landino ventured: ―[a]lthough the invention 

of the poet is not all from nothing, it is further from making and comes closer to 

creating‖ (qtd. in Hope Mason, Value of Creativity 48). One hundred and fifty years 

later, Francis Bacon is confident: ―[d]iscoveries are like new creations and imitations 

of Divine works‖ (The New Organon 99). Thus, by the second half of the sixteenth 

century the big ‗C‘ Creator conceded the existence of small ‗c‘ creators and creations, 

and this is reflected in the new definitions emerging at this time:  

 
3
 Shakespeare contains numerous examples of this use of ‗create‘: ―I create you/Companions 

to our person and will fit you/ With dignities becoming your estates‖ (Cymbeline 5.v. 27-29); 

―Richard, I will create thee Duke of Gloucester‖ (King Henry VI Part 3. 2. vi. 1357); ―Behold, I 

choose thee, Tamora, for my bride/ And will create thee empress of Rome‖ (Titus Andronicus 1. i. 

359-60).  
4
 Hope Mason notes that creare was used for certain mortal acts such as ―begetting a child‖ or 

―establishing a new legal status‖ and it was then subsequently ―adopted by Jerome in his translation of 

the bible‖ to describe God‘s act of creation‖ (Value of Creativity 7; 238).  
5
 ―The divine influence which operates in men to regenerate and sanctify, to inspire virtuous 

impulses, and to impart strength to endure trial and resist temptation. Often spoken of as the grace of 

God […]‖ (―Grace‖ n Def.11 b). 
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 create: ―To make, form, constitute, or bring into legal existence (an institution, 

condition, action, mental product, or form, not existing before)‖ (―Create‖ Def. 

2a); 

 creation: ―The action of making, forming, producing, or bringing into 

existence‖ (―Creation‖ Def. 2a); 

 creator: ―One who, or that which, creates or gives origin to‖ (―Creator‖ Def. 

2a).  

This shift became possible because of events in Western Europe during the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries: in particular, the political upheavals of the 

Reformation and the unprecedented technological and cultural changes of the 

Renaissance. During the Reformation, who might assume the title of creator here on 

Earth was contentious. One could speculate that the emergence of temporal uses of 

‗create‘ was partly born out of the contest between the Church and State which 

resulted in the ceding of power from Pope to kings. This transition of power had 

already been anticipated in the doctrine of the Divine Right of Kings, but was fulfilled 

in the Reformation. The Act of Supremacy (1534), for example, legislated for the King 

as the supreme head of the Church of England, and in an act powerfully signifying the 

wresting of power away from the Papacy, the Book of Common Prayer in English was 

instated in 1552. But, it would not be long before a further trickling down of power 

occurred: in a little over a hundred years, the Divine Right of Kings disappeared with 

the overthrow of James II (1688) and a constitutional monarchy was instituted in 

England.   

Running parallel to this, certain events of the Renaissance both bolstered belief 

in human creativity, and boosted its value. Scientific discoveries and technological 

advances radically altered people‘s world views. Copernicus and then Galileo, for 

example, overturned the medieval cosmic order. God‘s Earth was not the centre of the 

universe, nor did it necessarily work in mysterious ways but rather, as Bacon proposed 

in Novum Organum (1620), it could be explained through empirical observation and 

inductive reasoning. But it was not just a question of the human discovery of what was 

already there—these scientific discoveries relied upon technological innovations. It 

was Galileo‘s telescope, for instance, which allowed him to prove the Copernican 

system. These inventions and their creators would eventually be honoured with prizes 

and legally protected by patents. Robert Weiner makes the point: 
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the idea of a patent is a direct and strong testimony to the significance of 

creation. […] It values innovation, it prohibits imitation, and it gives 

economic advantage to recipients. (68)
6
   

Not to be overlooked in this ‗rise‘ of creativity as a human value was the emergence of 

a commercial class across Europe: bankers, merchants, and traders were at this time 

financing, selling, and trading the usefully innovative. This enlarged scope still did not 

evoke human creativity as it is conceived today, but it had moved a considerable step 

closer. When Shakespeare wrote in the midst of the Renaissance: ―Are you a god?  

[W]ould you create me new?‖
 
(The Comedy of Errors 3.ii.40)—it could be rhetorical, 

but it could also be a direct question.   

From the seventeenth century, ‗to create‘ would assume increasing value. Hope 

Mason, who has conducted one of the most comprehensive surveys to date of the 

history of creativity, identifies the following as crucial to its emergence as a value:
7
  

 continuing ―scientific and technological advances began to make a sense of 

human independence possible‖ (Value of Creativity 5);  

 ―the introduction of free-market economies [meant] constant innovation 

became inescapably necessary‖ (5). Writing in 1767 (An Inquiry into the 

Principles of Political Oeconomy), James Steuart epitomizes this popular 

sentiment: he who did not ―turn his talents to account…will undoubtedly be 

left behind‖ (184); 

 ―in the last quarter of the eighteenth century [there developed] a new 

perception of history, namely, the modern idea of progress […] of continuing 

improvement […] making the new not only possible and necessary but also 

desirable‖ (Value of Creativity 5-6). 

It is not surprising, therefore, that in the late seventeenth century the adjective 

‗creative‘ emerged to define a positive human attribute: ―[h]aving the quality of 

creating, given to creating; of or pertaining to creation; originative‖ (―Creative‖ Def. 

1a). To be creative would become integral to the emerging concepts of ‗individuality‘ 

and ‗freedom‘: to exercise one‘s creative ability enabled one to realize his or her own 

 
6
 In England, the precursor to modern patent laws, the Statute of Monopolies, was established 

in 1624 (Haggart 181). 
7
 Weiner‘s Creativity and Beyond, to which I am also indebted, also provides a 

comprehensive discussion of creativity‘s emergence as a concept and value. 
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‗essential‘, ‗good‘ nature. Hope Mason observes that a ―revival of Stoic thought in the 

Renaissance reintroduced the notion that people should be true to their own ingenium 

[talent]‖ (Value of Creativity 137). This conviction gained momentum in the following 

centuries. At the close of the eighteenth century, Coleridge was adamant: creative 

ability is to be encouraged in all men and women, and ―to develop the powers of the 

Creator is our proper employment‖ (235). This belief in human creativity informs our 

current conception of creativity, namely, that it is a universal human capacity, 

inextricably bound with notions of ‗self‘, ‗individuality‘, ‗self-fulfillment‘ and 

‗happiness‘; it should be nurtured—not as a luxury, but as a matter of imperative. 

Matthew Arnold writes in the mid-nineteenth century:  

It is undeniable that the exercise of a creative power, that a free creative 

activity, is the highest function of man; it is proved to be so by man‘s 

finding in it his true happiness. (10; ―Function of Criticism‖ 61-64) 

Nor for Arnold is this ―free creative activity‖ restricted to the few who produce ―great 

works of art or literature‖ but can be achieved by all men engaged in ―well-doing‖ (10; 

66-69). Benjamin Disraeli is unequivocal: ―Create. Man is made to create, from the 

Poet to the Potter‖ (292). In The Ego and Its Own (1844), Max Stirner proclaims: ―I 

am the creative nothing [das schöpferische Nichts], the nothing out of which I myself 

as creator create everything‖ (7).  

For many philosophers and political theorists, with differing agendas, a utopian 

society had to be one where men and women could freely create. Vastly contrasting as 

their theories are, for both Marx and Nietzsche to create was central. The Marxist 

concept of alienation describes the state in which one is denied the opportunity to 

create his or her ‗world‘. In Economic and philosophic manuscripts of 1844, Marx 

writes: 

Indeed, labor, life-activity, productive life itself […] is the life of the 

species. […] Man makes his life-activity itself the object of his will. […] 

Through and because of this production, nature appears as his work and his 

reality […] for he duplicates himself not only, as in consciousnesses, 

intellectually, but also actively, in reality, and therefore he contemplates 

himself in a world he has created. (114) 

In The Gay Science, Nietzsche writes: 

What kind of fool would believe that it is enough to point to this origin and 

this misty shroud of delusion in order to destroy the world that counts as 

‗real‘, so-called ‗reality‘! Only as creators can we destroy! (70; ch. 58)
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This importance placed on the creative potential of the individual may, 

paradoxically, have been in part a reaction against the ‗creative‘ enterprises of the 

Industrial Revolution, which resulted in a surge of innovation in both commerce and 

industry. Increasingly throughout the eighteenth century, ‗to create‘ was applied to 

commercial activities (Hope Mason, Value of Creativity 93). In The Wealth of Nations 

(1776), Adam Smith wrote of creating new markets, produce, capital, demand and 

employment.
8
 However, Smith was simultaneously wary of these new creations. In the 

sixth edition of The Theory of Moral Sentiment (1790) he describes two different 

models for achieving the ―respect and admiration of mankind‖: ―one, by the study of 

wisdom and the practice of virtue; the other, by the acquisition of wealth and 

greatness‖ (pt.1, sec. 3. 29). He leaves us in no doubt, however, as to which he finds 

the more ‗virtuous‘:  

two different pictures, are held to us, according to which we may fashion 

our own character and behaviour; the one more gaudy and glittering in its 

colouring; the other more correct and exquisitely beautiful in its outline; the 

one forcing itself on the notice of every wandering eye; the other attracting 

the attention of scarce any body but the most studious and careful observer 

[…] a small party, who are the real and steady admirers of wisdom and 

virtue. (pt.1, sec. 3. 29) 

Nor was Smith‘s a lone caution. Integral to the Romantic aesthetic of the mid-

eighteenth to mid-nineteenth centuries was a vehement reaction against the material 

and gross creations of commerce and industry. As a form of defence, therefore, 

Romantic writers and thinkers appropriated ‗creative‘ for themselves, prescribing who 

and what could be defined as such. It was at this time that a definition emerged which 

made blatant the link between ‗creative‘ and artistic and literary endeavours. An earlier 

definition which associated creation with the imagination did exist.
9
 But it was only 

now that creating was so categorically bound to literature and the arts:  

Spec. of literature and art, thus also of a writer and artist: inventive, 

imaginative; exhibiting imagination as well as intellect, and thus 

differentiated from the merely critical, ‗academic‘, journalistic, 

professional, mechanical, etc, in literary and artistic production. (―Creative‖ 

Def. 1b)  

 
8
 ―market‖ (IV.7.94);  ―produce and capital‖ (IV.7.136) ―demand‖ (I.2.88); ―employment‖ 

(IV.1.10).   
9
 ―An original production of human intelligence or power; esp. of imagination or imaginative 

art‖ (―Creation‖ Def. 5a). 
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The Romantic aesthetic set up oppositions which continue to influence our conception 

of ‗creative‘ and ‗creativity‘: 

   Non-Creative   Creative 

  make    create 

  craft    art 

  craftsperson/artisan  artist 

  acquired skill    innate ability  

imitative   originative; self-expressive 

  commercial   non-commercial 

  rational thought  inspiration; imagination; insight 

intellect   feeling 

outer    inner 

  ordinary   extraordinary 

Thus, by the mid-nineteenth century, ‗creative‘ was applied in a variety of contexts 

and had assumed a range of characteristics. It was used to simultaneously describe: 

 the extraordinary, innate ability of poets and artists and their aesthetic 

productions; it was associated with genius, inspiration, imagination, 

originative self-expression, and creative „personality‟;  

 an individual capacity latent in all men and women, which can and should 

be fostered; 

 the creative enterprises of the commercial, industrial and scientific worlds 

and their focus on innovative products, inventions, and ingenious problem-

solving. 

Although these may appear contradictory, they are all based on two main premises: 

firstly, that creative ability, whether it produces commercial or aesthetic products, is a 
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thing of unquestionable value, and secondly, that ‗creative‘ refers to a human capacity, 

located in individuals and their products. This is where and when a new noun—

creativity—finally comes onto the scene.  

The Oxford English Dictionary (1989) dates the first recorded use of 

‗creativity‘ at 1875.  Initially synonymous with ‗creative ability‘, it would not be too 

long, however, before creativity assumed a more expanded meaning. Alfred North 

Whitehead and the Process philosophers proposed a notion of creativity that was so 

radical that it transcended even God.
10

 In Philosophy of Creativity, David Lee Miller 

notes that ―one of Whitehead‘s main hypotheses‖ is that creativity is ―the basic moving 

force modifying all things‖—including divine life itself (68). In Whitehead‘s own 

words:  

‗Creativity‘ is the universal of universals characterizing ultimate matter of 

fact. It is the ultimate principle by which the many, which are the universe 

disjunctively, become the one actual occasion, which is the universe 

conjunctively. […] The ultimate metaphysical principle is the advance from 

disjunction to conjunction, creating a novel entity. (Process and Reality 28) 

But it was in the second half of the twentieth century that the decisive developments 

occurred:  

 creativity entered the vernacular, and; 

  became increasingly the exclusive province of psychology.  

It is under the auspices of psychology that creativity has been popularized and defined 

as particular, psychological qualities of the individual.
11

 Given that its linguistic 

predecessor, ‗creative‘, had already been used to describe certain mental capacities, 

and was increasingly aligned to notions of individuality and self-actualization, this is 

not a surprising development.  

 The next chapter will focus on the hegemony psychology has assumed over the 

concept, but looking back now over the etymological lineage, an interesting 

progression emerges. In the beginning, there is ‗creator‘—a source—from which an 

 

10
 The neologism of creativity is frequently and erroneously attributed to Whitehead. 

Philosopher Lewis S. Ford, for example, ―notes that creativity is a Whiteheadian neologism‖ which can 

be traced to Religion in the Making (Berthrong 27).  
11

 Hope Mason observes that the French créativité and German Kreativität are derivatives of 

creativity as used in American psychology (Value of Creativity 10). 
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action (‗create‘) and a product (‗creation‘) are then derived. The relationship and 

interplay between this triumvirate has been central to subsequent creativity research 

which, as the next chapter will show, is propelled by the question of whether creativity 

is the property of person, product or process.  

 Next, the adjective emerged, reinforcing the importance of the ‗creative‘ 

person and the ‗creative‘ product, and begging definition of the qualities behind such 

ascriptions. This focus on defining person and/or product necessarily diminished 

investigation of the act. It is noteworthy that all the citations in the OED refer to 

products or people with not one example describing creative acts.  

 Finally, there comes the most interesting step: from ‗creative‘ a new putative 

‗source‘ is extrapolated—‗creativity‘. For the first time, with the advent of this abstract 

noun, ―attention could be directed to a phenomenon, capacity, or characteristic 

noticeable in many dimensions of human endeavour‖ (Weiner 89). One should be 

cautious, however, of normalizing what is presented as ‗natural‘. Creativity is an 

abstraction, which Whitehead reified as an epistemological principle and psychology 

as particular mental capacities of an individual. In other words, creativity is a classic 

example of hypostatization whereby a noun is derived from referring a series of 

actions to a purported source. Having thus been postulated, ‗it‘ must now be located 

and made ‗real‘. Such hypostatization, though common in many disciplines, is 

especially common in psychology, where there is a tendency toward reifying as mental 

processes such abstractions as ‗intelligence‘, ‗drive‘, and indeed ‗creativity‘.  

‗Creativity‘ as such, does not necessarily exist, but is itself a human creation, a 

product of linguistic evolution or slippage. All this notwithstanding, the introduction of 

‗creativity‘ heralded important and crucial developments. Given that psychology was 

responsible for its entering the vernacular and has to a great extent driven the 

investigation of its assumed mental processes, it is to psychology that we must now 

turn to examine further why it adopted creativity, how it has defined it, and the 

parameters it set for its research. 
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Chapter Two 

        The psychology of creativity. 

Psychology folklore has it that creativity only became a major research interest 

following J. P. Guilford‘s address to the American Psychological Association in 1950: 

that he ―almost single-handedly‖ (Sternberg and O‘Hara 252) rallied support for what 

had been described as ―one of psychology‘s poor orphans‖ (Sternberg and Lubart, 

―Concept of Creativity‖ 4), and offered ―a compelling rationale and research agenda‖ 

(Mayer 449). This account is partially accurate: Guilford‘s address does seem to mark 

a turning point.
1
 However, to attribute creativity‘s popularity to Guilford alone 

obfuscates the fact that there had been prior interest within psychology—and that the 

post-World War II cultural, political and economic environment was one in which 

creativity was already perceived as vital.  

 Creativity may well have been a neglected topic or, if considered at all, only 

part of a broader investigation into intelligence or genius, but there had been some 

significant early interest in its study, which directly influenced subsequent research. In 

the later part of the nineteenth century, William Stanley Jevons (The Principles of 

Science 1887) and William James (The Principles of Psychology 1890) independently 

worked on divergent-thinking and ideational complexity, both of which became 

integral to creativity research and its major methodologies (Albert and Runco 25-26). 

Divergent-thinking tasks, for example, are central to psychology‘s psychometric 

approach, rapidly becoming ―the main instruments for measuring creative thinking‖ 

(Sternberg and Lubart, ―Concept of Creativity‖ 7). Guilford himself developed the 

highly popular ―Unusual Uses Test‖, a divergent-thinking task, whereby subjects list 

as many uses they can conceive of for a common, everyday object.  

Concurrent to the work of Jevons and James, Francis Galton researched the 

influence of hereditary factors on genius (Hereditary Genius 1869; Inquiries into 

Human Faculty and its Development 1883). His influence on subsequent creativity 

research has been profound: he was one of the first researchers to apply statistics, and 

 
1
 Feist and Runco note ―creativity research is roughly five times higher‖ than that cited by 

Guilford. They estimate that from ―the late 1960s until 1991 almost 9,000 creativity references have 

been added to the literature‖ (272).   
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his use of case studies of eminent creators is a method still in use.
2
 In addition to this, 

Galton proposed that creative products are derived not from extraordinary, but rather 

general abilities. This is where he undoubtedly exerted the most influence: he wrested 

genius from the mystical, postulating that its roots are, in fact, in general ability: 

―Galton gave us evidence for the ideas that genius was divorced from the supernatural 

and, although exceptional, was a potential in every individual‖ (Albert and Runco 25). 

This emphasis on creativity as a ―potential in every individual‖ had currency in 

the social and political theories of the nineteenth century. As noted in Chapter One, the 

free exercise of one‘s creative abilities was central to many utopian visions. Although 

it is purely speculative to suggest that Galton was influenced by them, it is beyond 

question that his conception of genius as a general ability, and the corollary that genius 

can be nurtured, have since significantly informed notions of creativity. It underpinned 

the theories of Lewis Terman, generally acknowledged as the first American 

psychologist to take up research on genius. It also influenced Terman‘s student 

Catherine Cox, whose impact on creativity research has been significant in two ways: 

firstly, in instigating a new methodology, which used psychometric testing in addition 

to subject biographies; and secondly, in her findings that ―youths who achieved 

eminence are characterized not only by high intellectual traits, but also by persistence 

of motive and effort, confidence in their abilities, and great strength or force of 

character‖ (Albert and Runco 27). Cox‘s findings marked a monumental shift away 

from psychology‘s existing pre-occupation with determining the relationship of 

creativity and intelligence to a new focus: the personality determinants of creativity. 

This has given rise to some of the most significant theories in creativity research, the 

person-based theories, which will be discussed later in this chapter. 

When Guilford, therefore, urged his colleagues to take up creativity research, it 

was not a carte blanche on offer. Even a cursory survey shows that there had been 

earlier research which informed his agenda: a psychometric approach, based on the 

assumption that creativity is measurable in everyday subjects. 

 
2  

Cf. Wallace and Gruber, Creative People at Work and ―The case study method and 

evolving systems approach‖; Simonton, ―Creativity from a Historiometric Perspective‖.   
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 The psychometric enterprise can be viewed as a reaction against the other 

major twentieth-century theory of creativity—the psychodynamic. Influenced by 

Freud, the central premise of the psychodynamic enterprise was that creativity is 

located in the interaction between the conscious and unconscious minds, and its 

methodology involved analysis of case studies of eminent creators. Given its bias 

towards qualitative as opposed to quantitative research, it is not difficult to see why 

psychologists of the psychometric school would react against such an approach. 

Sternberg and Lubart observe ―[t]his methodology has been criticized because of the 

difficulty of measuring proposed theoretical constructs […] and the amount of 

selection and interpretation that can occur in case-study‖ (―Concept of Creativity‖ 6). 

Guilford himself had noted that ―the difficulty of studying highly creative people in the 

laboratory had limited research on creativity‖ (Sternberg 93). For psychology—eager 

to establish its credentials as a science—any approaches bordering on the mystical, or 

which defy analysis were not to be encouraged. It cannot be underestimated that, since 

its inception in the nineteenth century, psychology has rigorously defended its claim 

that it is a science with practical application. Countering criticisms that it is, at best, a 

quasi science which ―still lacks fundamental central concepts‖ such as the laws which 

are associated with physics or chemistry, psychology has been at pains to demonstrate 

that its research—and its research topics, such as intelligence, memory, and 

creativity—can be scientifically quantified (Bullock and Trombley 702). This has been 

a major assumption underpinning most psychological approaches to creativity 

research: creativity can be located and measured. In this context, a psychodynamic 

approach could be perceived as keeping creativity trapped in the realm of the 

mysterious, in Romantic and Platonic notions of the extraordinary creative 

individual—inspired, possessed or mad. If creativity has such a sublimatory basis, then 

from the psychometric perspective, it defies scientific analysis and measurement—and 

confirms some common perceptions of creativity: 

The mystical approaches to the study of creativity have probably made it 

harder for scientific psychologists to be heard. Many people seem to 

believe […] that creativity is something that just doesn‘t lend itself to 

scientific study, because it is a spiritual process. We believe that it has been 

hard for the scientific approach to shake the deep-seated view of some 

people that, somehow, scientific psychologists are treading where they 

should not. (Sternberg and Lubart, ―Concept of Creativity‖ 5)  

Not surprisingly, therefore, the psychometric school has dominated creativity research 

within psychology. Plucker and Renzulli note that in the twenty-five years following 
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―Guilford‘s call to arms‖, the majority of creativity research ―was conducted under the 

aegis of the psychometric perspective‖ (36). Under its patronage, creativity:  

 is not restricted to the arts and literature, but defines pre-eminence in 

all fields; 

 is an ordinary mental capacity primarily located in cognitive functions 

or personality traits; 

 can be measured and potentially nurtured in all people.  

After World War II, such a concept of creativity was enthusiastically embraced. Frank 

Barron captures the mood of the 1950s: 

Governments became interested because the sheer physical power and, by a 

very short step, political power that comes from inventiveness had suddenly 

(with Hiroshima) become so manifest; commerce is newly interested 

because the increase in goods, services, and profits is most evidently 

dependent on new ideas; religion is interested because old meanings have 

been destroyed and new ones call to be created; the individual is interested 

because to create is to be more fully and freely oneself. Perhaps at no other 

time […] in human history has there been such general recognition that to 

be creative in one‘s own everyday activity is a positive good. (Creativity 

and Personal Freedom 7) 

Barron is not claiming anything that is startlingly new. By the mid-nineteenth century, 

as outlined in the previous chapter, governments and industries had vested interests in 

innovation. In addition to this, ‗individualism‘, an emerging value in itself, was said to 

be realized in creative self-expression.  But what is new is the sense of urgency to 

create. More than ever before in the West, creativity was viewed as valuable. In the 

aftermath of World War II, to rebuild—to create anew—had become imperative. It 

was as if post-Hiroshima and post-Holocaust, there was a compelling need to assert a 

positive creativity, well-distanced from the creations which had brought about mass 

destruction. From the macro-level to the micro, creativity would increasingly be 

perceived as desirable. 

At the micro-level, emphasis on the individual‘s creativity intensified: ‗self-

improvement‘ through creative expression had already been seeded in the previous 

century, but while for Arnold, Disraeli and Marx individual creativity was ultimately 

for the betterment of society, now it was enough that it served the individual. A 

common mantra of the 1960s—‗First, change yourself, re-create yourself, and then 

you can change the world‘—encapsulated this belief. This trend was helped along by 
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psychology and, in particular, by its creativity research: ―[w]hether they knew it or not, 

researchers on creativity were in the avant-garde of a new version of individualism‖ 

(Albert and Runco 28). Writing in the introduction to Creativity and its Cultivation 

(1959), Harold Anderson is unequivocal—creativity is the cutting edge of 

individualism: 

What is new in Creativity is the growing realization, the emerging 

discovery, of the tremendous unsuspected potentialities in the creativity of 

man, in the nature of human resources, in the meaning of respect for the 

individual. Such a discovery, which has been taking on meaning since the 

Renaissance and which is still in process, may prove as significant as 

Darwinian evolution or the discovery of atomic energy. (x-xi) 

Guilford‘s exhortation to take up creativity research, therefore, did not emerge out of 

the blue, but was a response to an existing trend, one which he himself identified: 

There is undoubtedly in this country, and possibly also in others, an 

undercurrent of need felt for increased creative performance and a desire to 

know more about the nature of creativity itself. (―Traits of Creativity‖ 142) 

This ―undercurrent of need‖ was, to great degree, created and generated by the United 

States government, its military, and business corporations. Guilford was in no doubt 

who the stakeholders in this enterprise were, and what was at stake:  

We are in a mortal struggle for the survival of our way of life in the world. 

The military aspect of this struggle, with its race to develop new weapons 

and new strategies, has called for a stepped-up rate of invention. […] In a 

world grown small so far as travel and communication are concerned and a 

world in which the exploding population competes ever more strongly for 

its resources, adjustments in the political and personal-relations areas call 

increasingly for imaginative solutions. (―Traits of Creativity‖ 142-143) 

Psychology‘s role in this push for increased creativity was clear: to investigate the 

nature of creativity in order that it might effectively nurture it in all individuals, and in 

a wide range of domains. Guilford writes: 

A large number of courses have been instituted in this country whose aim is 

to develop the creativity of individuals, some of the courses being at 

universities, some in industry, and some in governmental agencies. The 

methods of instruction have been somewhat varied, for no one knows at 

this stage what are the most effective ways of bringing about creative 

performance. (―Traits of Creativity‖ 159) 

Creativity training did already exist, but for many psychologists, it lacked scientific 

legitimacy. Alex Osborn (1953), for example, had success with his brainstorming 
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methods, but in response to these, Guilford was critical: ―there have been no reports of 

rigorous experiments designed specifically to test these impressions‖ (―Traits of 

Creativity‖ 159). More recently, Sternberg and Lubart have articulated psychology‘s 

objection to approaches such as those of Osborn and Edward de Bono (1970; 1992). 

While acknowledging that ―[t]hese approaches have had considerable public visibility‖ 

and that ―they may well be useful‖, they caution that, from a psychologist‘s point of 

view, they ―lack any basis in serious psychological theory, as well as serious empirical 

attempts to validate them‖ (―Concept of Creativity‖ 5-6).  

‗Serious‘ psychology would fill the gap in creativity research by providing the 

theoretical and scientific basis which it otherwise lacked. It would lend academic 

legitimacy to the enterprises of governments, corporations and foundations, who in 

return could provide research funding. Weiner identifies ―several private corporations, 

the United States government (especially the military), foundations, like those of Ford, 

Rockefeller, and Carnegie, and academic institutes, like that for Personality 

Assessment and Research at the University of California, Berkeley, which have all 

focused attention on analyzing the character of creativity‖ (131). In the 1950s, 

Guilford was himself part of a research team commissioned by the United States 

military to carry out creativity testing on soldiers. 

However, while Guilford and others made claims about investigating the very 

character or nature of creativity, they had, in fact, simply assumed some of its key 

definitional criteria. The creativity that psychology defined was inextricably bound to 

the creativity that the United States government, its military and its corporations 

wanted. Weiner makes the point that ―much of the training in the 1950s was tied with 

training for creativity, and the military and corporate organizations involved had clear 

values in mind‖—values which ―creativity was meant to serve‖ (287). This concept of 

creativity, still current today, not only defines creativity as innovative, but also 

valuable. It is not sufficient that creativity yields products which are original, they 

must also be useful.  In ―Fifty Years of Creativity Research‖, Mayer concludes that 

―there appears to be consensus that the two defining criteria of creativity are originality 

and usefulness‖ (450).
3
   

 
3
 Cf. Boden, ―Computer Models of Creativity‖ 351 and  The Creative Mind 1; Feist 274; 

Gardner, ―The Creator‘s Patterns‖ 145; Lubart 339;  Martindale 250; Plucker 307-308;  Sternberg 

105; Sternberg & Lubart, ―The Concept of Creativity‖ 3; Swede 2; Wallace and Gruber, Creative 

People at Work 4. 
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In addition to this, it is also assumed that creativity is ubiquitous, evident 

across a range of discourses and describing a range of activities: 

The action of the child inventing a new game with his playmates; Einstein 

formulating a theory of relativity; the housewife devising a new sauce for 

the meat; a young author writing his first novel; all of these are, in terms of 

our definition, creative. (Rogers 72) 

Creativity may have previously been seen to only exist in exceptional or extraordinary 

human feats, but now it is conceived as desirable in virtually all human endeavours. 

Increased creativity in all areas of life is seen to be an answer, if not the answer, to all 

serious social and cultural threats. Carl Rogers claimed that ―[m]any of the serious 

criticisms of our culture and its trends may best be formulated in terms of a dearth of 

creativity‖ in education, leisure activities, science, industry and family life. (69). He 

went on to warn: 

With scientific discovery and invention proceeding, we are told, at a 

geometric rate of progression, a generally passive and culture-bound people 

cannot cope with the multiplying issues and problems. Unless individuals, 

groups, and nations can imagine, construct, and creatively devise new ways 

of relating to these complex changes, the lights will go out. (Rogers 70)  

Writing some forty years later, Sternberg and Lubart reaffirm this belief:  

Creativity is a topic of wide scope that is important at both the individual 

and societal level for a wide range of task domains. At an individual level, 

creativity is relevant, for example, when one is solving problems on the job 

and daily life. At societal level, creativity can lead to new scientific 

findings, new movements in art, new inventions and new social programs. 

The economic importance of creativity is clear because new products or 

services create jobs. Furthermore, individuals, organizations, and societies 

must adapt existing resources to changing task demands to remain 

competitive. (―Concept of Creativity‖ 3) 

At all levels and in all domains, creativity is imperative not only for success, but in the 

extreme, has become ―a synonym for survival‖ (Dimasi 3). 

However, at the same time as creativity‘s scope was being expanded, its focus 

was being diminished. In another new development, creativity is increasingly 

conceived as a form of problem-solving: on the individual level (―solving problems on 

the job and in daily life‖) or the organizational (adapting ―to changing task demands‖). 

Weiner observes that this ―was the invention of completely new and classically 

American concepts of creativity‖, which not only conceived of creativity as problem-
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solving, but also promoted its training (131). With these new developments 

psychology‘s research agenda was set.  

The notion of training for creativity relies on the assumption that a locus of 

creativity can actually be established: if creativity is to be taught, then it must be 

locatable. And, indeed, one finds that since the 1950s, psychology has been 

preoccupied with locating creativity. The key question driving the majority of the 

research has been: ―is creativity a property of people, products or processes?‖ (Mayer 

450). In recent years, other sources of creativity have been put forward and the 

traditional triumvirate has faced challenges, but it continues to dominate psychology‘s 

research and its theories.
4
 However, the enterprise to locate creativity in the person, 

product or process has not revealed a conclusive answer. Instead, the assumption that 

creativity can be located has itself become seriously suspect, and increasingly the 

predominant psychometric methodologies have faced attack. Within psychology itself, 

there is no longer any confidence that creativity can be reduced to a property of 

people, products or processes. This triumvirate requires careful analysis. 

One: product. 

Donald MacKinnon claims that for some, ―the starting point, indeed the bedrock of all 

studies of creativity, is an analysis of creative products‖ (In Search of Human 

Effectiveness 187)—those artifacts, texts, ideas, theories, performances, discoveries 

and so forth, which creativity yields. Unquestionably, products have provided the basis 

for defining creativity. Teresa Amabile makes the point that ―most explicit definitions 

have used the creative product as the distinguishing sign of creativity‖ (19). There is, 

moreover, overwhelming consensus that creativity is manifested in products which are 

deemed:  

 novel (innovative, original, unexpected, ground-breaking), and  

 valuable (useful, appropriate, tenable, satisfying). 

 
4
 In 1961, Rhodes (―An analysis of creativity‖) had already proposed ―press‖ (i.e. 

‗environment‘) as another possible locus. It was not, however, until the 1980s that this would become a 

serious contender. Plucker and Renzulli note that the ―study of the context in which creativity occurs […] 

has only recently gained significant attention‖ (46). These ‗environmental‘ or ‗systems‘ approaches will 

be examined later in this chapter. 
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Mayer claims unequivocally that the ―majority endorses the idea that creativity 

involves the creation of an original and useful product (449).
5
 It is not difficult to 

understand why the definition of creativity should be sought in the product. Not only 

are most products amenable to analysis and description, but it is easier to extrapolate 

criteria from them than, for example, from creative processes. Creative processes may 

be, as Gregory Feist suggests, beyond the pale of ―empirical scrutiny‖ but the creative 

product is not (273). Yet although the creative product has given rise to definitional 

criteria, there are, in fact, very few theories which attempt to locate creativity in 

products.
6
  

Most product-centred research has not attempted to establish product as a 

source or origin, but has focused on measuring the creativity of products (Besemer and 

O‘Quin; Reis and Renzulli), and establishing evaluation criteria or rating scales 

(Amabile; Hennessey and Amabile). While the product has provided the basis for 

defining creativity, it has not, to date, yielded any significant theories in regards to 

locating it. This conclusion would seem self-evident: creativity may be judged and 

defined by the product, but logically, it cannot be located there. Preceding the product, 

there must be a creative act, or for psychology, a creative person.  

Before moving on, however, to psychology‘s person-based theories, it is worth 

noting that product-theory prompts a very interesting question in relation to the main 

subject of this thesis—the creativity of acting: namely, if the definition of creativity is 

derived from the creative product, what then is the product of acting? If the painter 

creates a painting, the poet a poem, the sculptor a sculpture, the playwright a play, and 

so forth, then what does the actor create? Following the formula, it would appear to be 

 

5 
Wallace and Gruber concur: ―[l]ike most definitions of creativity, ours includes novelty and 

value. The creative product must be new and must be given value according to some external criteria‖ 

(―The case study method and evolving systems approach‖ 94); Sternberg and Lubart comment 

―[c]reativity is the ability to produce work that is both novel (i.e. original, unexpected) and appropriate 

(i.e. useful, adaptive concerning task and constraints‖ (―Concept of Creativity‖ 3); Amabile: ―[a] 

product or response will be judged as creative to the extent […] it is both a novel and appropriate, 

useful, correct or valuable response to the task at hand (33). Finally, Hausman, speaking from outside 

psychology: ―an act that is creative must, in a special way be controlled and must yield a product which 

is valuable and new with respect to its Structure and Form‖ (19).   
6
 Two putative product theories are Wallace and Gruber‘s (1999) ―evolving systems‖ and 

Boden‘s (1999; 2004) ―computational theory‖. However, while some such as Mayer define these as 

product theories, this classification is inaccurate (450). Based on studies of eminent creators, 

―evolving systems‖ is more accurately person-based, and Boden clearly locates creativity in everyday 

cognitive processes (―conceptual thinking, perception, memory and reflective self-criticism‖) rather 

than in products (The Creative Mind 1). 
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an action or an act. Yet several other answers also come to mind: character, emotion, 

audience response. The answer to what constitutes the creative product of acting is 

crucial, for it determines how acting and its creativity are defined. If, for example, the 

creative product of acting is considered to be character, then acting is defined as 

character-creation and its creativity is primarily judged in terms of characterization: 

how true-to-life, convincing, complex, consistent with the playwright‘s fictional 

character and so on may be just some of the criteria used to assess the actor‘s 

creativity. On the other hand, if the creative product of acting were deemed to be 

performance, then other criteria would come into play: is the performance well-paced, 

is it suspenseful when necessary, does it hold the spectators‘ attention, did it elicit the 

gasp of rapturous response, is it clear, can it be seen and heard and so forth.  

What the creative product of acting is will be a central question of this thesis. 

But before turning to this question in Part Two, we must first proceed where 

psychology proceeded, from its aborted investigation of the product as the locus of 

creativity, to an inquiry into person. 

Two: person. 

Person theories propose that creativity is located in personality traits. These traits are 

derived from personality tests, ―designed to measure the correlates of creative 

behavior‖ (Plucker and Renzulli 42). Examples of some commonly used tests include 

the ―Group Inventory for Finding Talent‖ (Davis and Rimm), the ―Sixteen Personality 

Factor Questionnaire‖ (Cattell and Butcher), and the ―Khatena-Torrance Creative 

Perception Inventory‖, which is comprised of two instruments: ―What kind of person 

are you‖ and ―Something about myself‖. The tests themselves are routinely based on 

studies of eminent creators from whom are elicited a canon of common personality 

traits that can be subsequently used to define non-eminent creative individuals. Such 

personality tests can be challenged on three main counts. 

Firstly, a theory based on the assumption that creative personality traits exist, 

needs to establish a consensus as to what these traits are. There is no such consensus. 

From the earliest personality-trait research there were contradictions in the findings: 

Psychologist Joseph Rossman (1931), for example, identified ‗self-confidence‘ as 

characteristic of the creative personality, whereas in the same year, William Hirst 

distinguished ‗bashfulness‘ and ‗over-sensitivity‘ (Melrose 15-16). Apart from such 
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contradictions, there exists the questionable assumption that people are either one or 

the other, but not both. It assumes that in all situations people will consistently display 

one trait and not its opposite, whereas empirical evidence reveals that people are 

frequently both—depending on the situation or the stage of the creative process. 

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi makes the point:  

persons are characterized not so much by single traits. […] They are not 

just introverted, but can be both extroverted and introverted, depending on 

the phase of the [creative] process. (―Implications of a Systems 

Perspective‖ 331) 

 In his study of exceptional creators across a range of domains, Csikszentmihalyi 

concludes that there is no definitive, coherent set of traits but that, on the contrary, 

creative individuals often possess contradictory characteristics. They can be both smart 

and naïve, playful and disciplined, extroverted and introverted, humble and proud, 

masculine and feminine, and so forth (Flow and the Psychology of Discovery 58-76). 

Even Feist, who argues for the ―consistency of the creative personality‖ (284-285), 

must concede that ―creative people appear to be simultaneously very labile and 

unstable and yet can be rather controlled and stable‖ (288). Creative individuals defy 

the rigid characterization which personality trait theories attempt to impose on them. 

Wallace and Gruber are accurate in their claim that if trait theories ―are to be 

considered at all valid, they must provide a precision they can never deliver‖ (Creative 

People at Work 5). Indeed, the research has yielded such an unwieldy array of putative 

creativity traits that they are rendered invalid as a useful set of descriptors. In her 

―Pyramid of Talent Development‖, for instance, Jane Piirto lists the following 

personality traits: ―drive‖, ―passion‖, ―self-discipline‖, ―intuition‖, ―curiosity‖, 

―openness‖, ―naivety‖, ―imagination‖, ―risk-taking‖, ―perception‖, ―insight‖, 

―tolerance for ambiguity‖, ―perfectionism‖, ―volition‖, ―resilience‖, ―androgyny‖, 

―persistence‖, ―over-excitability‖, ―intellect‖, ―emotion‖, ―imagination‖, ―sensuality‖ 

and ―creativity‖ itself (5).
7
 It would appear from these lists of traits, that when it comes 

to the creative personality, anything goes. 

 
7
 Plucker and Renzulli list: ―awareness of their creativity‖, ―originality‖, ―independence‖, 

―risk-taking‖, ―personal energy‖, ―curiosity‖, ―humour‖, ―attraction to complexity and novelty‖, 

―artistic sense‖, ―open-mindedness‖, ―need for privacy‖, ―heightened perception‖ and ―a tolerance for 

ambiguity‖ (42). David Perkins observes: ―studies of creative people in the U.S. suggest that they 

remember, notice, recognize patterns, apprehend a thing or situation objectively, are flexible, 

spontaneous, vigorous, and open to advice‖ (qtd. in Hanna 164). Dean Keith Simonton includes 

―motivation‖, a ―creative cognitive style‖, ―relative introversion‖ and a ―high degree of independence 

and autonomy‖ (―Creativity in Psychology‖ 143).  
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 The second main objection is that personality trait theories assume that 

psychometric tests predict real-life creativity. There has, however, been no consistent 

evidence that there is such a correlation. If creativity is to be found in individuals who 

possess creative qualities, then it logically follows that all people who have these 

qualities should be creative. This is clearly not the case. As Csikszentmihalyi points 

out ―[c]onservative and unimaginative scientists have made important contributions to 

science‖ (―Implications of a Systems Perspective‖ 328). Robert Weisberg concurs: 

―creative individuals within a given field may not possess a set of characteristics that 

differentiate them from noncreative individuals‖ (Creativity: Genius and Other Myths 

88).  

Finally, there is a fundamental flaw in the methodology. Any list of putative 

personality traits which define the creative personality must itself be derived from a 

preconceived notion of what these traits are. This preconceived notion, however, must 

have already been derived from the list it now purports to establish. In brief: to 

understand x one must have an understanding of y, but to understand y an 

understanding of x is required. This is an exemplary hermeneutic circle, whereby one 

assumes ―the very capacity for understanding that can only be achieved through the 

process of investigation‖ (Lubbe 96). 

Having failed to convincingly establish personality traits as the locus of 

creativity, theorists have frequently investigated other determinants. Motivation is one 

that is commonly cited (Amabile; Collins and Amabile; Weisberg, Creativity: Genius 

and Other Myths). Amabile has been at the forefront of this research, arguing that 

intrinsic motivation is crucial: ―[p]eople will be most creative when they feel 

motivated primarily by interest, enjoyment, satisfaction, and challenge of the work 

itself‖ (Hennessey and Amabile 11). While it seems reasonable to argue that 

motivation enhances creativity, it would appear not to be the primary source of 

creativity. Furthermore, it can be considered an aspect of the personality and, 

therefore, be added to the already growing list of creativity traits.   

Again and again person-based theories of creativity come to dead-ends. It 

would appear, therefore, that investigating the last remaining variable—the creative 
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act—might provide a fruitful line of inquiry. Logically, the creative act would seem a 

more likely source because, presumably, subjects are deemed creative based on what 

they create and this, in turn, is based on creative processes. Identifying the 

shortcomings of its person-based theories, psychology has itself increasingly 

investigated creative processes. 

But before proceeding to them, it might be worth pausing to consider what the 

application of person-theories to the creativity of acting might yield. Personality tests 

on actors have been conducted under the auspices of psychology. Feist cites the 

findings of two prominent studies: 

Marchard-Haycox and Wilson (1992) administered the Eysenck Personality 

Profile to 162 performing-artists (actors, dancers, musicians and singers) 

and found that they scored significantly higher than control subjects on 

anxiety, guilt and hypochondriasis. Similarly Hammond and Edelman 

(1991), using the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire, found that 

professional actors scored significantly higher on the neuroticism scale than 

did nonactor comparison subjects. (278) 

Using the ―Shyness and Sociability Scale‖ in addition to the ―Eysenck Personality 

Questionnaire‖, Hammond and Edelman also found that there was ―elevated 

Extroversion and Sociability scores and depressed Shyness scores in a sample of 51 

professional actors when compared with a sample of 52 nonactors‖ (Feist 279). 

Extrapolating from this, actors are neurotic, anxious and guilt-ridden hypochondriacs 

with a tendency toward extroversion. While these findings may appear suspect and 

even ridiculous, there is within theatre discourse a tendency to attribute vital aspects of 

the actor‘s creativity to his or her personality. One of Australia‘s leading actors‘ 

agents, Bill Shanahan, cited ―neurosis‖, for example, as the ―special ingredient‖ a good 

actor should possess (Trengrove viii-ix). Playwright Louis Nowra suggests that actor 

Judy Davis‘s ―dark‖ and ―obnoxious personality‖—a ―combination of self-loathing 

and narcissism and haughty ego‖—is necessary fuel for her prodigious talent (21). 

Those ―special ingredients‖ of the actor‘s creativity, what Nowra describes as the 

―indefinable allure of a major actor‖ (19), or what is commonly referred to as 

presence, tend overwhelmingly to be located in the personality of the actor. Whether 

presence—one of the most prized aspects of actors‘ creativity—is a personality 

attribute remains a question for the final chapter of this thesis. But now it is time to 

turn to the third of psychology‘s three suggested loci of creativity—process. 
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Three: process. 

Process theorists posit that creativity is fundamentally located in cognitive processes. 

Their focus is on the stages involved in creative thinking: ―[c]reativity depends on how 

people think‖, claim Smith, Ward and Finke: ―mental processes are, in our view, the 

essence and the engine of creative endeavors‖ (1). The research has, in the main, been 

based on divergent-thinking tests, a psychometric instrument, pioneered by Guilford 

and since developed by others, most notably E. Paul Torrance.
8
 Both Guilford‘s 

―Structure of the Intellect‖ (SOI) and the ―Torrance Test of Creative Thinking‖ 

(TTCT) remain the most frequently used. Based on problem-solving tasks, they ―are 

scored for fluency (or number of ideas), flexibility with respect to the variety of 

perspectives represented in the ideas, originality (or statistical infrequency), and 

elaboration of ideas beyond that required by the prompt‖ (Plucker and Renzulli 39). 

Subjects, for example, have to list as many conceivable uses for a commonplace 

object, such as a cardboard box or, given a picture prompt, must formulate as many 

questions as possible. These pen-and-paper tests, however, are dubious instruments, 

and their capacity to measure creativity faces serious challenge. 

In the first instance, they are based on the assumption that fluency, originality, 

flexibility and elaboration are criteria of creativity. But psychology‘s own findings 

indicate that creativity is not essentially related to these abilities, and that these tests 

lack predictive validity. There has been no conclusive evidence to date that high test 

scores translate into real-life creativity. Plucker and Renzulli articulate what is a 

concern for many creativity researchers within psychology: 

While evidence of reliability for the SOI, TTCT, Wallach and Kogan, 

Getzels and Jackson, and similar tests […] is fairly convincing, the 

predictive and discriminant validity of divergent-thinking tests enjoys 

mixed support. The debate centers around the predictive validity of the tests 

and the apparent susceptibility of divergent-thinking tests to administration, 

scoring, and training effects. (40)  

Similarly, Mayer warns:  

a purely psychometric approach to creativity may unnecessarily restrict a 

fuller understanding of human creativity. Critics argue that divergent-

thinking tests do not really measure and predict creative thinking, are too 

 
8
 For an outline of the most commonly used tests see Sternberg and Lubart, ―The Concept of 

Creativity‖ 6-7; Mayer 452; Plucker and Renzulli 39-41.  
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task specific, and have added little to cognitive theory or educational 

practice. (454)
9
 

Guilford himself questioned the predictive validity of the testing, conceding that the 

―information on validity is scattered‖ and concluding that the test results did not 

always indicate originality in real-life situations: ―[o]ne should not expect a great deal 

of predictive validity for test scores representing the factor of originality‖ (―Traits of 

Creativity‖ 158).  

The other major criticism which can be leveled at divergent-thinking tests is 

their emphasis on problem-solving tasks. Although creativity in all fields undoubtedly 

involves solving problems, to assume that creativity is merely problem-solving is 

problematic. Yet the models formulated by process theorists have increasingly 

restricted creativity to this one aspect, so much so, that creativity and problem-solving 

have for some become synonymous. In Creativity, Genius and Other Myths, Weisberg 

slips from ‗creativity‘ to ‗problem-solving‘, assuming them to be one and the same. 

Similarly, throughout ―Productive Problem Solving‖, Dominowski makes no 

distinction between the two (73-95); and in ―The Creator‘s Patterns‖, Gardner places 

them in the same arena: ―I focus equally on problem-solving, problem-finding, and the 

creation of products‖ (145). 

    Creativity as problem-solving. 

The first process model of creativity is attributed to Hermann von Helmholtz (1896), 

who examined his own creative process and elicited three stages: investigation, rest, 

and a sudden and unexpected solution. In 1926, Graham Wallas expanded on this: 

preparation, incubation, illumination, and verification (Melrose 24). By the 1970s, 

MacKinnon had outlined the following stages:  

 ―preparation‖—this involves the ―experience‖ and ―cognitive skills‖ 

necessary to ask the right question or pose the correct problem;  

 ―effort‖ required to solve the problem; 

 ―withdrawal‖ from the problem to allow it to incubate; 

 ―moment of insight‖—the Eureka moment; 

 
9
 Critics of psychometric testing include Gardner (Creating Minds); Kogan and Pankove; 

Sternberg; Wallach; and Weisberg (Creativity: Beyond the Myth of Genius). Noteworthy is the fact 

that Kogan and Wallach were once proponents of psychometric testing, having themselves formulated 

creative thinking tests.   
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 ―verification, evaluation, elaboration and the application of insight‖ 

[my emphases].  (―Creativity: a multi-faceted phenomenon‖ 251) 

Then, in the late 1980s, Howard Gruber added two more stages to the Wallas model: 

expansive application and problem-finding (20). Where the early process models may 

have implied creativity-as-problem-solving, it is now explicit.  

Psychologists have themselves challenged these models on the basis that the 

creative process is not experienced as sequential, with discrete stages. Irving Taylor 

observes that ―the sequence of steps was more varied than originally described‖ (16); 

and W. Edgar Vinacke maintains that there is ―the recurrence of some stages‖ and a 

―lack of true separation between the alleged stages‖ (qtd. in Melrose 25). Even Wallas 

makes the qualification:  

In the daily stream of thought these four different stages constantly overlap 

each other as we explore different problems. […] Even in exploring the 

same problem, the mind may be unconsciously incubating on one aspect of 

it, while it is consciously employed in preparing for or verifying another 

aspect. (42) 

However, while the sequence of the stages is in question, the assumption that creativity 

is a type of problem-solving remains intact. This is the crucial reduction which 

requires challenge. One can understand its origins. It can be argued that creativity-as-

problem-solving serves psychology‘s broader enterprise: to demystify creativity, 

render it accessible and teachable. It can also be argued that creativity as a form of 

problem-solving has its roots in the economic developments of the seventeenth 

century, where useful innovations and technological problem-solving were at the heart 

of a new concept—‗progress‘. Zimmerman makes the point that: 

Cognitive problem-finding and problem-solving initiatives are strategies 

that fit a product-oriented conception of creativity that emphasizes 

individuality, a strong work ethic, a belief that progress is always for the 

betterment of society. (73) 

Yet while creativity and problem-solving may be in part analogous, and such a 

comparison might provide a starting point for the investigation of creativity, to 

perceive them as synonymous is erroneous and ultimately reductive of creativity‘s 

complexity. Creativity-as-problem-solving may provide a convenient model, but it is 

overly mechanistic and reductive, raising obstacles that even its proponents have failed 

to overcome. 
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If, as process theorists such as Weisberg suggest, ―thought processes involved 

in artistic creativity are of the same sort as […] ordinary individuals solving simple 

problems‖ (Creativity: Genius and Other Myths 5), then it follows that anybody who 

solves a problem is, by definition, creative. If, as Margaret Boden claims, ―[i]t is not a 

special ‗faculty‘ but an aspect of human intelligence in general […] grounded in 

everyday abilities such as conceptual thinking, perception, memory and reflective self-

criticism‖, then ―every one of us is creative‖ (Creative Mind 1).
10

 Such notions are 

hardly surprising, given psychology‘s commitment to a democratic, all-inclusive 

creativity. In fact, psychology has a vested interest in a creativity that can be nurtured 

in all people, and across all discourses: one cannot overlook, as Weiner points out, that 

―a thriving creativity industry now markets itself to corporations and individuals‖ (7). 

Creativity Inc has become a global enterprise. Gerard Puccio, Chair of The 

International Center for Studies in Creativity (Buffalo College, State University of 

New York), and David González write:  

Our visits to the East have allowed us and the entire faculty at the 

International Center for Studies in Creativity, the wonderful opportunity to 

expand our vision and disseminate information about the study, application 

and power of creativity. […] We have focused primarily on delivering 

creativity workshops, classes and conducting seminars and presentations in 

creative thinking and Creative Problem Solving. (408)  

There are, however, serious problems with the concept of a universal creativity. As 

Boden herself is forced to qualify ―every one us is creative‖, but only ―to a degree‖ 

(Creative Mind 1).   

Moreover, it cannot reasonably be argued that all problem-solving activities are 

creative. A creativity which is defined as problem-solving must then include all 

problem-solving—even the most banal—within its rubric. Weisberg, for example, is 

forced to assert that ―getting dressed, taking a shower, cooking a meal, or starting a 

car‖ are all potentially creative (Creativity: Genius and Other Myths 147), and more 

radically, given that ―the environment is constantly changing‖:  

all behavior involves novelty at its core, which renders meaningless any 

distinction between the creative and the non-creative. (Creativity: Genius 

and Other Myths 148) 

 
10

 Also for Mayer, creativity is ―a general skill or trait or characteristic that can be applied to 

a wide variety of situations‖ (451). Smith, Ward and Finke assert that ―creative thinking encompasses 

special combinations and patterns of the same cognitive processes seen in other noncreative 

endeavors‖ (1).  
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Creativity, in such an argument, not only loses its distinction as a value, but also its 

definition. If creativity is everything, then it is nothing. This clearly is an untenable 

position. To equate, for example, Einstein‘s Theory of Relativity with an innovative 

curry recipe is obviously ludicrous. While there may be superficial similarities in the 

processes involved, they are by no means fully analogous. To argue that creativity is 

evident in all activities is to reduce its complexity and ultimately render it 

meaningless.  

Turning to acting, momentarily, it is worth noting that one of the major 

arguments made against its creative status is precisely based on its supposed ubiquity: 

Acting is ubiquitous. It is one artform that everyone […] is likely to 

encounter, especially in these days of television. […] Anything that 

common can not be very special! (Hornby, The End of Acting 50).  

Acting is everywhere, because supposedly anybody and everybody can do it. 

American actor, Edward Hugh Sothern (1859-1933) ironically observes: ―[a]ny one 

can walk and talk and look and gesticulate‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 

572). Caught on the horns of this obvious dilemma—that creativity is both distinctive 

and valuable as well as ordinary and ubiquitous—psychology has attempted solutions.  

Some theorists have tried to circumvent the problem by categorizing problems 

into different types. Weisberg, for instance, distinguishes between: the ―well-defined‖ 

and ―ill-defined problem‖ (Creativity: Genius and Other Myths 139), and Amabile 

draws a distinction between those that are ―algorithmic‖ and ―heuristic‖ (33). But 

while the ill-defined or heuristic gives rise to more creative results, the well-defined or 

algorithmic problems still remain within the rubric of creativity. Boden gets around 

what she herself describes as the ―conceptual difficulties in saying what creativity is, 

what counts as creative‖ by identifying two sorts: ―P‖ (personal) and ―H‖ (historical) 

creativities. As the terms suggest, ―P‖ creativity refers to ―a surprising valuable idea 

that‘s new to the person who comes up with it‖ and ―H‖ creativity is of broader 

significance, applying to that which ―has arisen for the first time in human history‖ 

(Creative Mind 2). In ―The Creator‘s Patterns‖, Gardner identifies five types of 

creative activity:   

 ―The solution of a well-defined problem‖; 

 ―The devising of an encompassing theory‖;  

 ―The creation of a frozen work‖ (e.g. a painting, a novel); 
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 The performance of a ritualized work (e.g. theatre, dance); 

 A high-stakes performance (e.g. protests, fasts). (150-151) 

Another attempt at a solution has been to place creativity along a continuum. 

Simonton, for instance, argues that ―creative behavior should be defined as a 

continuum ranging from point zero of no creativity to the level of Galileo‖ (―Creativity 

in Psychology‖ 140). Yet the problem with all these approaches is that creativity is 

stretched beyond definition and we remain no closer to solving the original dilemma: 

‗P‘ and ‗H‘ creativities, a continuum that includes a zero-creativity coordinate, or a 

range of different categories of creativity defines all behaviour as creative. 

So problematic is this notion of a ubiquitous creativity that since the 1980s it 

has been hotly contested within psychology itself, resulting in two opposing schools of 

thought: creativity as domain-specific versus universal. Kaufman and Baer note that 

―whether creativity is a general ability or whether it is domain specific is an important 

[question] that has yet to be resolved in creativity research‖ (xiii). Proponents of 

domain-specific creativity reject ―the idea that one grand theory can account for all 

creative work‖ (Gruber 4), but that ―different kinds of creative ability are required in 

different domains‖ (Mayer 451). They maintain that theorists should ―abandon 

attempts at grand theories and focus instead on accomplishments in specified fields by 

persons with common levels of training and expertise‖ (Busse and Mansfield 99). This 

domain-specific concept of multiple creativities may have destabilized the concept of a 

singular, universal creativity, but it has not addressed the crucial problem of 

distinguishing what is creative and what is not. Domain-specific theorists may argue 

that different creative abilities are required for different creative activities, but the 

creative status of the activities is not questioned. Once again creativity is potentially 

everywhere and manifested in potentially everything: all self-expression, acts of 

individuality and problem-solving, for example, are now nominally creative. Gary 

Bertwhistle, ―Australia‘s foremost creative thinker‖ says this:  

People often think that they need to have the big extraordinary idea […] in 

order to be creative. It can be as simple as how to answer the phone more 

effectively, where you‘ll present your proposal to a client, what your proposal 

will look like, how you can save money by buying a different brand of coffee, 

or different biscuits.
11

  

 
11

 ―In 1997 Gary studied creative problem solving [my emphasis] in New York and 

established Blue Moon Creative to communicate the vast opportunities that exist in our creative 

minds,‖ 10 Feb. 2008 <www.talkseminars.co.uk/?page:SpeakerProfileGaryBertwhistle>.  

http://www.talkseminars.co.uk/?page:SpeakerProfileGaryBertwhistle
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But, in the words of Hope Mason, such use of ‗creativity‘ is ―to stretch the meaning of 

the word beyond the limits which give it its distinctions‖ (Value of Creativity 232). It 

is apparent that the fundamental proposition of process theories—that creativity is an 

ordinary, individual capacity evident in potentially all acts of problem-solving—needs 

revision if the concept of creativity is to be at all meaningful. Creativity is, quite 

obviously, a much more complex phenomenon than process models suggest. Even a 

cursory investigation of eminent creators such as those featured in Brewster Ghiselin‘s 

The Creative Process reveal as such. These creators‘ accounts indicate that there is no 

singular creative process. For some, the creative process begins with an indeterminate 

idea, an indescribable instinct toward something only vaguely imagined. Poet, Stephen 

Spender, describes this as a ―dim cloud of an idea which I feel must be condensed into 

a shower of words‖ (qtd. in Ghiselin 118). Mozart, on the other hand, articulated a 

very different process, whereby ―the whole‖: 

stands almost complete and finished in my mind, so that I can survey it, 

like a fine picture or a beautiful statue, at a glance. Nor do I hear in my 

imagination the parts successively, but I hear them, as it were, all at once. 

[…] For this reason the committing to paper is done quickly enough, for 

everything is, as I said before, already finished. (Ghiselin 45) 

Picasso would seem to concur, observing that his ―initial vision remains almost intact‖, 

but then immediately offers up a completely different account of his creative process: 

―the picture is not thought out and determined beforehand‖ (Ghiselin 56-57). This is 

not to accuse Picasso of duplicity, but to indicate that even within the practice of one 

artist, there is not one definitive creative process but there can, indeed, be many. Some 

process theorists would agree: ―there is no single process that we can identify as the 

creative process‖ (Smith, Ward and Finke 1). While the evidence overwhelmingly 

suggests that there is no singular, creative process, there is one aspect that appears to 

be common to all: insight.   

    The question of insight. 

Creative insights are described in lay terms as those ‗Eureka!‘ or ‗Aha!‘ moments 

when the creative idea or solution arises spontaneously, often when the person is 

thinking about something else, or as Arthur Koestler describes, ―thinking aside‖ (145). 

In psychological terms, it is defined as ―a genuine discontinuity in the underlying 

perceptual-cognitive processing of information—a more or less spontaneous 

restructuring of the problem that immediately yields the solution‖ (Bowers, Farvolden 
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and Mermigis 46). Anecdotal evidence of these sudden flashes has been well 

documented: Archimedes in the bath, Poincaré in the street, Kekulé‘s fireside nap—the 

accounts are numerous.
12

 As part of the creative process, insights are difficult to 

dismiss. They were central to Gestalt theories of creativity in the 1930s and 1940s 

(Kohler; Wertheimer) and to many of the early creativity theorists. Koestler, for 

example, placed insight at the core of creativity, describing it as a ―bisociative‖ act 

―which connects previously unconnected matrices of experience‖ and ―is signaled by 

the spontaneous flash of insight which shows a familiar situation or event in a new 

light‖ (45).    

Despite the importance placed on insights in the creative process, they have 

been largely abandoned as a research topic. Mayer attributes this to the fact that 

―cognitive psychology opted for the precision of the information-processing approach‖ 

(459). Insights are understandably problematic for those who perceive creativity as 

scientifically accessible, because the evidence to date suggests that insights are 

processes of the ‗unconscious‘ mind, and as a consequence defy analysis. Schooler and 

Melcher make the point that the ―suddenness of insight solutions has prompted many 

theorists to postulate a role of the unconscious and hence unreportable processes‖ 

(100). For some psychologists, especially those of the psychometric and cognitive 

schools, any significant involvement of the unconscious in creativity poses a grave 

dilemma. However, the evidence of insight experiences in creative processes is 

overwhelming, and psychology has had to account for them.  

Faced with the anecdotal evidence, most process theorists have accepted 

insights as part of creativity, but have sought to diminish their importance. Tardif and 

Sternberg observe that the ―majority view falls somewhere in between, with ‗flashes of 

insight‘ discussed as a small but necessary component of the creative process‖ (430). 

Wallace and Gruber write: 

 
12

 Archimedes is said to have cried ―Eureka!‖ when, on entering his bath, he suddenly solved 

a volume and density problem he had been preoccupied with. Henri Poincaré solved a mathematical 

theory (Fuchsian Functions) that he had been puzzling over while in the street (Koestler 116). 

Friedrich August von Kekulé‘s fireside nap resulted in ―what was probably one of the most important 

dreams in history‖ (Koestler 117-18). The flames became ‗snakes‘ and the image of a snake biting its 

own tail gave him the clue to discovering the structure of benzene, a major breakthrough for organic 

chemistry.  
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We do not query the occurrence of E! experiences in the course of some—

perhaps even all—creative lives, but we do question the validity of 

telescoping the essence of the creative process into a moment, an ―act‖. 

(Creative People at Work 16) 

Few would disagree with this. It seems self-evident that the creative process is itself a 

complex phenomenon that cannot be collapsed into the single moment of insight.  

Boden reduces the significance of insights by maintaining that they only exist as post-

hoc constructions: ―[t]hese reports of flashes of insight bearing the stamp of certainty 

on them were made with hindsight‖ (Creative Mind 36). Undoubtedly, all recalled 

experiences are post-hoc constructions, but this does not refute their existence as 

primary experiences. It may be valid to argue that creators‘ accounts of their insight 

experiences are, like all accounts, (re)constructions, but it cannot then be concluded 

that the insights did not, in the first instance, exist. At this point, post-hoc proponents 

commonly counter-argue that the sudden flash the creator describes is only recalled as 

such, and is, instead, a series of incremental steps (Boden, Creative Mind 28). They 

maintain that insights are not sudden, but are comprised of a series of stages or steps, 

which are part of the conscious mind: 

There seems to be very little reason to believe that solutions to novel 

problems come about in leaps of insight. At every step of the way, the 

process involves a small movement from what is known. (Weisberg, 

Creativity: Genius and other Myths 50)  

The problem with this, however, is that it does not account for what the majority of 

creators describe as the ‗Aha!‘ moments when the solution does appear in a flash, 

when the form is suddenly manifested, when everything clicks into place. Harold Rugg 

observed that among artists there is ―clear agreement on two distinguishing features: 

an indispensable preparation period, marked by conscious effort and intense 

concentration; and then the sudden and unexpected flash of illumination‖ (6). Nor is it 

only the creators who resoundingly describe insights as such, but psychology‘s own 

process theorists would seem to concur: insights are sudden, emerging from the 

unconscious. From Helmholtz‘s sudden and unexpected solution, to Wallas‘s 

description of ‗illumination‘ as the surprise ―appearance of the happy idea‖ (41), 

through to MacKinnon‘s ―moment of insight‖, theorists have accepted that there is an 

insight or illumination stage which is both sudden and ―largely an involuntary act‖ (I. 

Taylor 64). 
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There are undoubtedly conscious steps or stages which precede or follow 

moments of insight, but the insights themselves originate beyond the realm of the 

conscious mind, surfacing without conscious thought, or judgment. Numerous 

accounts by creators themselves reinforce the concept of the unmediated insight. 

Picasso, for example, famously claimed: ―Je ne cherche pas, je trouve” [―I do not 

seek, I find‖] (qtd. in Koestler 120). Henry James is explicit:  

These things continued to fall together, as by the neat action of their own 

weight and form; even while the commentator scratched his head about 

them; he easily sees now that they were always well in advance of him. As 

the case completed itself he had in fact, from a good way behind, to catch 

up with them, breathless and a little flurried, as best he could. (qtd. in 

Ghiselin 16) 

Even Boden is finally forced to concede that ―intuition is an enigma. Sometimes, it is 

experienced as a sudden flash of insight, with no immediately preceding ideas in 

consciousness‖ (Creative Mind 6).  

The evidence from many fronts overwhelmingly suggests, therefore, that 

insights are neither protracted nor rational, but are characteristically sudden and 

unmediated, often occurring when the subject is not consciously thinking about the 

problem at hand. To date, psychology‘s process theories have not been successful in 

providing evidence to the contrary, nor have they offered a theoretical framework 

which accounts for insights as conscious cognitive processes.  They might, therefore, 

be forced to acknowledge that creativity cannot simply be conceived as the cognitive 

functions associated with problem-solving, but that crucial aspects of creativity such as 

insights defy such reduction.  

Before moving on from process theories, however, a heuristic application of a 

process, problem-solving model reveals something interesting about the creativity of 

acting. While acknowledging that these models are highly reductive of the complexity 

and dynamics of the creative process, they can be applied to acting, or to be more 

accurate, the rehearsal stage of acting. Using Mackinnon‘s five-stage model:  

1. Actors identify the problems they may incur in realizing their 

roles; 

2. They work at home and in rehearsal to find solutions on how to 

play their roles; 
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3. If solutions are not forthcoming, they will let the problem 

incubate; 

4. Then, on the rehearsal floor or in the middle of the night or on a 

bus, a solution may become immediately apparent; 

5. They take this solution and test it in rehearsal in the hope that 

the director will say: ―You hit it today‖. 

However, where does performance come into this? Is it just an extension of the final 

stage, that is, of rehearsal?  Does the actor take what was ratified by the director in 

rehearsal and merely repeat it in performance, or does performance herald a new 

creative process?  Given that creative actors do more than just repeat in performance, 

then a process model of performance might be as follows: 

1. Actors identify and anticipate potential problems, moment-to-moment, 

in the performance situation. Without the director present, they are 

responsible for much more than their characters or roles: they must also 

take responsibility for monitoring the audience, controlling the rhythm 

and pace of the performance, calibrating vocal levels and so forth; 

2. Without time for reflection, solutions must be instantaneous; 

3. There is no time for the problem to incubate; 

4. Actors must hit on a solution—or else fail; 

5. There is no opportunity for testing the solution—it succeeds or fails in 

the moment it is enacted and received by the audience.  

In performance, in other words, the final four stages of the rehearsal process lose 

distinction and even, one could say, conflate. Sawyer, in fact, asks whether ―it is 

appropriate to represent creativity as occurring in sequential stages?‖ (―Acting‖ 53). 

He suggests that acting—most notably in performance—challenges this notion: the 

insight or Eureka stage is not necessarily distinct from the final evaluation or 

verification stage: 

How can the analyst separate the ideation and evaluation stages, when the 

time constraints of a performance do not allow conscious reflection and 

evaluation? If the ideation and evaluation stages are temporarily 

indistinguishable during acting, then they may be indistinguishable in other 

forms of creativity as well. (―Acting‖ 53) 
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The possibility of a radical distinction between creativity in rehearsal and in 

performance will be taken up in the final three chapters of this thesis. It is time, now, 

to examine psychology‘s attempts to move beyond person and process theories. 

Confluence theories: beyond the subject-as-origin? 

Both person and process theorists have not been able to support their respective 

propositions. They have failed to establish the locus of creativity in either personality 

traits or cognitive processes. This failure has in large part been due to their 

psychometric methodology.
13

 Increasingly, the psychometric approach has come under 

scrutiny and attack, not only from outside but within psychology itself. In ―The 

Creator‘s Patterns‖, Gardner concedes ―that while some useful information has been 

gleaned from this [psychometric] research, it has failed to establish itself as 

sufficiently valid and has been abandoned by some of its strongest supporters‖ (144). 

In their comprehensive overview, ―Psychometric Approaches to the Study of 

Creativity‖, Plucker and Renzulli acknowledge that ―psychometric analysis of 

creativity solely within a specific area (e.g. process, person, product, or context) is less 

defensible than in previous eras‖ and are forced to conclude: 

Psychometric conceptions of creativity have been far too narrow. […] 

While the psychometric study of creativity will have a lasting legacy, 

whether the legacy is one of activity or passivity is yet to be determined. 

[…] Researchers electing to measure creativity must adapt their methods to 

address the serious and often accurate criticisms of psychometric 

approaches to avoid the creation of a dead methodology. (50-51)  

 Further to this, however, process and person theories remain problematic on a 

second major count: they both assume that the subject (his/her personality traits or 

cognitive processes) is the origin of creativity—an assumption which has been 

questioned by psychology itself. Runco and Albert write: 

So accustomed are some of us in the Western social sciences to look for 

and find an identifiable source, origin, or cause of behavior, it can come as 

a surprise to learn (again) that the individual, regardless of his or her 

 
13

 To date, the only possibly viable alternative to the psychometric approach is the qualitative 

case-study or biographical approach. Wallace and Gruber (1989; 1999) are its leading exponents. 

However, in lacking a perceived scientific basis, it is usually used in conjunction with psychometrics: 

―the biographical approach provides a useful adjunct […] but one that needs to meet the criteria for 

scientific investigation‖ (Mayer 456).  
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obvious talent, is only part of the matrix of change and innovation and is, in 

part, its product. (258-259) 

Creativity, it seems, may not be a capacity which can simply be located in products, 

people or processes. Increasingly, theorists have been forced to look beyond the 

person, and acknowledge the possible role of social and environmental factors in 

creativity (Gardner Creating Minds; Gruber; Hennessey and Amabile; Mumford and 

Gustafson: Simonton ―Creativity from a Historiometric Perspective‖; Smith, Ward and 

Finke; Sternberg and Lubart ―Investing in Creativity‖; Wallace and Gruber ―The case 

study method and evolving systems approach‖). For Csikszentmihalyi, creativity is ―as 

much a cultural and social as it is a psychological event‖ (―Implications of a Systems 

Perspective‖ 313). In the last twenty years, theories which view creativity as a 

confluence of variables, including but not restricted to the individual, have emerged: 

Lubart sums up their rationale: 

Creativity does not occur in a vacuum. When we examine a creative 

person, creative product, or creative process, we often ignore the 

environmental milieu. We decontextualize creativity. The environment, 

however, is always present and can have a profound effect on creative 

expression. […] In this vein, recent theories have acknowledged that a 

confluence of environment-centered variables and person-centered 

variables (intelligence, knowledge, cognitive styles, personality and 

motivation) is necessary for creativity. (339)  

In their 1998 study of 143 creativity researchers, Runco, Nemiro and Walberg 

concluded that the majority believed creativity to be a ―complex syndrome‖ (1). Hans 

Eysenck, himself an advocate of the psychometric enterprise, concedes that there is 

more at play than the cognitive functions and personality of the individual: ―a possible 

set of cognitive, personality, and environmental variables […] are likely to interact in a 

multiplicative fashion to produce creative products and achievements‖ (208).  

But while these confluence theories aim to move beyond the subject-as-origin, 

they have, in the main, continued to conceive of creativity as ultimately a quality of the 

individual. Piirto‘s ―Pyramid of Talent Development‖, for example, claims to account 

for ―person, process and product as well as environmental factors‖, but at the base of 

the pyramid are genetic and personality aspects, while environmental factors are 

represented as suns, which hover above the pyramid (4-5). The suns (environment) 

may play a nurturing role, but ultimately creativity resides in the pyramid or person 

itself. To cite another instance, Gardner asserts: 
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If one wants to understand the phenomena of creativity, one cannot simply 

focus on the individual—his brain, her personality, their motivations. 

Instead, one must broaden one‘s focus to include a study of the area in 

which that creative individual works and the procedures by which 

judgments of originality and quality are rendered. (―The Creator‘s Patterns‖ 

146)  

But having made the argument for a locus of creativity beyond the person, Gardner 

unequivocally locates creativity in the intellectual capacities of the individual, namely 

in what he has conceived as the seven human intelligences: linguistic, logical, musical, 

spatial, kinesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal (146).  

Csikszentmihalyi has stood out in his attempts to develop a Systems theory 

which views creativity as a complex phenomenon: a dynamic between individuals, 

domains and fields. The domain he identifies as ―the cultural field or symbolic 

aspect‖—a ―set of symbolic rules and procedures‖, such as mathematics or theatre 

(Flow and the Psychology of Discovery 27). The field is not, as commonly defined, a 

discipline, but for Csikszentmihalyi denotes the social aspect of the domain—the field 

of experts who ―choose from among the novelties those that deserve to be included in 

the canon‖ (42). Together with the individual (the ‗creator‘), these systems interact to 

produce the innovative. In the Systems model of creativity, reception, therefore, is 

central: 

the audience is as important to [creativity‘s] constitution as the individual 

to whom it is credited. […] Originality, freshness of perceptions, divergent-

thinking ability are all well and good in their own right […] but without 

some sort of public recognition they do not constitute creativity. In fact, 

one might argue that such traits are not even necessary for creative 

accomplishment. (―Implications of a Systems Perspective‖ 314) 

The inclusion of reception into the investigation of creativity is refreshing. Given that 

value (appropriateness or usefulness) is almost universally held to be a definitional 

criterion of creativity, and that verification or evaluation has been included as a vital 

stage of creativity in process theories, it is surprising reception was not taken up earlier 

and by a greater number of theorists. Although Csikszentmihalyi is not the only 

creativity theorist in psychology to acknowledge its importance, he has, to date, given 

the most comprehensive account of its role in the creative process.
14

 

 
14 

There are some notable exceptions: Amabile, for instance, claims that creativity is ―defined 

by the quality of the response that a product elicits from an observer‖ (17). Gardner: ―[n]o person, act, 

or product is creative or noncreative in itself. Judgments of creativity are inherently communal‖ (―The 

Creator‘s Patterns‖ 145). Boden: ―[i]f, by some miracle, a composer had written atonal music in the 

16th century it would not have been recognized as creative‖ (The Creative Mind 74). More recently 
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  However, while Csikszentmihalyi maintains that ―creativity is a phenomenon 

that is constructed through an interaction between producer and audience‖ 

(Csikszentmihalyi and Rich 45-46), he does not thoroughly investigate the complexity 

of this interaction. The problem lies in how he conceives the interplay between 

domains, fields, and individuals. The interaction between these systems is reduced to a 

simplistic and mechanistic model, failing to reflect the complexity and dynamics of 

creativity toward which Csikszentmihalyi himself gestures. He maintains, for example, 

that ―[c]reativity is not the product of single individuals but of social systems making 

judgments about individuals‘ products‖ (Csikszentmihalyi and Rich 46). This is 

accurate up to a point: creativity is in part determined by external judgments, and its 

verification can only, as Koestler notes, be made post factum (332), citing  Love‟s 

Labour‟s Lost (5.ii.2-4) to make the point: ―a jest‘s prosperity lies in the ear/Of him 

that hears it, never in the tongue/of him that makes it‖ (68). But, the Systems model 

fails to investigate how individuals might actively influence and, in part, construct 

fields and domains. Rather, it seems to suggest that fields and domains are impervious, 

immutable, existing outside the influence of individuals: 

[the individual] must learn the rules and the content of the domain, as well 

as the criteria of selection, the preferences of the field. […] Writers say that 

you have to read, read, and read some more, and know what the critics‘ 

criteria for good writing are.  (Flow and the Psychology of Discovery 47) 

Surely, there is a much more dynamic interplay than is suggested here, and the 

individual is, to varying degree, responsible for the ―rules and the content of the 

domain‖ as well as ―the preferences of the field‖. Simonton acknowledges this when 

he includes ―persuasion‖ (the individual‘s ability to influence fields and domains) as 

the fourth possible locus of creativity (Runco and Albert 260-61).  

If individuals, therefore, play a more influential role than the Systems model 

describes, the corollary is also true: fields (the gatekeepers of the domain) certainly 

play a more influential role; they are not just passive arbiters, but are active 

participants in the construction of the creative product. For example, arts funding 

organizations, gallery curators, literary agents, publishers and theatre audiences are all 

more than just adjudicators; they most certainly, to varying degrees, set the parameters 

for what is being created and, to a degree, participate in the creation.  

 
Averill states: ―Creativity is a judgment we make about behavior, not an inherent property of 

behavior‖ (239).   
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Despite its faults, the Systems model could, however, prove interesting to 

acting: 

  The individuals = actors; 

 The fields = those experts who decide what is and what is not creative—i.e. 

directors, critics and audience; 

 The domains = rehearsal and performance. 

What is noteworthy here is that the ‗field‘ is spread across two ‗domains‘, with 

members of the ‗field‘ exerting greater or lesser control in each: bar some exceptional 

circumstances, critics and audience are only ever present in performance, where they 

arguably yield more, or at least more direct, influence than the director, who is present 

only by proxy. There has been, to date, no Systems approach to the study of acting and 

creativity.
15

 Rather than attempt one now, it may be more productive to follow 

psychology where it has gone, namely to a profound questioning of its own 

disciplinary constraints as the major hindrance to a comprehensive understanding of 

creativity:  

Unidisciplinary approaches to creativity have tended to view part of the 

phenomenon (e.g., the cognitive processes of creativity, the personality 

traits of creative persons) as the whole phenomenon, often resulting in what 

we believe is a narrow, unsatisfying vision of creativity. (Sternberg and 

Lubart, ―The Concept of Creativity‖ 12)  

Advocates, therefore, for an interdisciplinary approach have come forward. In ―The 

Creator‘s Patterns‖, Gardner suggests that ―the study of creativity is inherently 

interdisciplinary‖ (145), and Wehner, Csikszentmihalyi and Magyari-Beck make the 

point: ―[w]e touch different parts of the same beast and derive distorted pictures of the 

whole from what we know‖ (270). They have called for a multidisciplinary approach 

to bridge the perceived ―parochial isolation‖ of creativity research to date. Magyari-

Beck even suggests the formulation of a new discipline, ―Creatology”, which would 

synthesize approaches across diverse domains (Csikszentmihalyi, Flow and the 

Psychology of Discovery 313).  

Whether an interdisciplinary approach will necessarily yield results remains 

hypothetical, but what is without doubt is that psychology has not been able to resolve 

 
15

 In his PhD dissertation, The collaborative artist: Creativity theory for theatre production, 

Jimmy Bickerstaff applies Systems theory to theatrical production, but not to acting. 
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the complexity of creativity, or even the problem of its definition. Putatively, there is a 

consensus as to what creativity is, but in actuality this is not the case. In 1999, Mayer 

is unequivocal: ―[an] important challenge for the next fifty years of creativity research 

is to develop a clearer definition of creativity‖ (459). Sternberg echoes this in 2003: 

―the definition and criteria of creativity are a matter of ongoing debate‖ (97). Again, in 

2004, Boden concedes that there ―are fundamental conceptual difficulties in saying 

what creativity is‖ (The Creative Mind 13). Perhaps this is the problem: perhaps 

creativity is what it does. It is time to turn to the one aspect that psychology has 

consistently overlooked: it has investigated persons, processes and products, but what 

is missing is an investigation of the creative act.  
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Chapter Three 

Entr‟acte. 

It‘s written here: ‗In the Beginning was the Word!‘ 

Here I stick already! Who can help me? It‘s absurd, 

Impossible, for me to rate the word so highly 

I must try to say it differently  

[…] 

‗In the Beginning was the Act!‘ 

(Goethe, Faust Part 1 Sc. 3 1224-1237)
1
 

This revision of John (1.1) is more than a little semantic sally, a dabbling in word-play; 

it is blasphemy, challenging the integrity of our creation myth, and in the process 

destabilizing the logocentric foundations on which Western metaphysics is founded. 

From Plato‘s Theory of Forms onwards, in Western philosophy, logos (‗word‘, 

‗speech‘, ‗discourse‘, ‗reason‘, ‗theory‘) has been privileged over experience and 

actions.
2
 Logos stabilizes the flux of existence and allows the world to be known. In 

Phaedo, it is logoi and not our experience of physical objects themselves that best 

reflects the ‗true‘ and ‗perfect‘ reality of Forms. Socrates says: 

when I was worn out with my physical investigations, it occurred to me that 

I must guard against the same sort of risk which people run when they 

watch and study an eclipse of the sun. […] I was afraid that by observing 

objects with my eyes and trying to comprehend them with each of my 

senses I might blind my soul altogether. So I decided that I must have 

recourse to theories, and use them in trying to discover the truth about 

things. (Phaedo 99d; 158) 

 
1
 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust (A.S. Kline Translation 2003) 25 Mar. 2007   

<http://www.tonykline.co.uk/PITBR/German/FaustIScenesItoIII.htm>. All quotations from Faust in 

this chapter are from this source. 
2
 ―Logos‖ is a complex, philosophical term with many meanings. However, in a general 

sense, and the sense that is used in this thesis, it refers to word, speech, discourse, reason, theory and 

other concepts associated with language and logic.  

Cf. ―logos‖ The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy. 1999. CredoReference. 21 Feb. 2007 

<http://www.credoreference.com.ezproxy.library.uwa.edu.au/entry/828760>.  

Also ―logos‖ Encyclopedia of Classical Philosophy. 1997. CredoReference. 21 Feb. 2007 

<http://www.credoreference.com.ezproxy.library.uwa.edu.au/entry/7222932>.     

 

http://www.tonykline.co.uk/PITBR/German/FaustIScenesItoIII.htm
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Pinned to some transcendental ‗reality‘, ‗deity‘ or ‗truth‘, logos is “voice, word, or 

expression of a central, original and absolute cause or origin‖ (Powell 12). In her 

preface to Jacques Derrida‘s Of Grammatology, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak writes 

that Logocentrism is ―the belief that the first and last things are the Logos, the Word, 

the Divine Mind, the infinite understanding of God, an infinitely creative subjectivity‖ 

(lxviii). Logos is authorized truth—the authentic and authoritative word of an 

originating subject: ―[i]n the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, 

and the Word was God‖ (John 1.1-2). God speaks the world into existence: ―He said 

[…] and it was so‖ is a repeated refrain throughout Genesis. When it comes to Western 

concepts of creativity, this is highly significant. In the process of prioritizing the word 

and the originating subject, the act is rendered mysterious, radically diminished. 

Creation myths provide valuable prototypes for cultural conceptions of creativity 

(Hope Mason, ―The character of creativity‖ 697; 710; Lubart 341). The blueprint for 

ours has a creator-as-origin, a product and a disappearing act…  

It is not difficult to fathom why words, texts, things, nouns have all been 

privileged. They have substance, a reassuring solidity; they denote things we can fix 

and scrutinize; they are universal and definitive. To quote Mephistopheles: 

With words fine arguments can be weighted 

With words whole Systems can be created 

With words, the mind does its conceiving 

No word suffers a jot from thieving  

(Faust Part 1 Sc. 4 1997-2000) 

Events and their sub-categories (acts, actions, and processes), on the other hand, are 

much messier, elusive, slippery.
3
 Events, acts, actions and processes are fluid, 

evanescent, singular—refusing to be fixed, frustrating scrutiny. Psychology has used 

this as a reason for its focus on creative persons and products: the creative act is 

mysterious and beyond the ―pale of empirical scrutiny‖ (Feist 273). It is also a reason 

 

3
 Act, action, process and event are all related. As ―a thing done, a deed‖ (―Act‖ Def. 1a), an 

act is commonly synonymous with an action. Process denotes ―a continuous or regular action or series 

of actions […] leading to the accomplishment of some result‖ (―Process‖ Def. 6). Events emphasize the 

―accomplishment‖, the ―result‖ (Def. 3a). Also ―an event in its customary meaning would be the 

physical happening, which occurs and identifies a particular place and time‖ (―Event‖ Def. 2b).  
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why, until the last thirty years, traditional university theatre and drama studies were 

restricted to the study of texts, not performance. A text is recuperable and analyzable, 

whereas performance is ephemeral, here and now, denying recovery and, putatively, 

defying analysis. It may be recorded, but then becomes a recording of the performance 

and not the performance itself. Peggy Phelan writes: 

Performance‘s only life is in the present. Performance cannot be saved, 

recorded, documented, or otherwise participate in the circulation of 

representations of representations: once it does so, it becomes something 

other than performance. (146) 

Chantal Pontbriand makes the point: performance ―does not represent‖—on the 

contrary it ―actualizes time and place‖ or, in other words, it ―presents‖ (155). 

Temporal and singular, occurring only here and now, ―every theatrical performance 

constitutes an unrepeatable, unique event‖ (de Marinis 51). Performance, therefore, in 

its particularity, defies generalizations and abstraction: ―since nothing can be repeated 

or re-presented, everything in performance is personalized, individualized, 

concretized, particularized‖ (George, Buddhism as/in Performance 18). Characterized 

by temporality, singularity and particularity, performance is highly problematic for 

theorists. It is why, according to Marco de Marinis, even in the theatre, the text is 

prioritized:   

The written text, when it exists, is generally the only component of the 

performance which is present and persistent…the only part available to the 

analyst. The other components disappear, as we know, with the end of the 

performance, because their performance is ephemeral and non-persistent. 

[…] This state of things, has undoubtedly favored the ‗promotion‘ of the 

dramatic text from the status of a single component that happens to be 

present and lasting to the status of a unique, significant component, a 

prioritized element, totally representative of all other components. (16) 

Ephemerality and non-persistence also trouble the theorizing of acting and have been a 

major reason given for it not being considered a creative art-form. In their introduction 

to Actors on Acting, Cole and Chinoy make the point that the ―evanescence of their 

art‖, the inability for it to be ―examined independently and retrospectively‖ has made it 

―hard for the actor to take himself seriously as an artist‖ (xiii-xiv). George Henry 

Lewes writes:  

The painter leaves behind him pictures to attest his power; the author leaves 

behind him books; the actor leaves only a tradition. The curtain falls—the 

artist is annihilated. Succeeding generations may be told of his genius; none 

can test it. (49) 
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Despite these difficulties, however, events and performances are not so easily 

marginalized. They might be elusive, but they will not just slip away. In the words of 

Casati and Varzi: 

One could take the massive indeterminacy […] to be evidence that 

systematic theorizing about events is impossible. On the other hand, it is 

not clear that the indeterminacy is any worse in the case of events than in 

the case of objects, and we seem able to theorize in a systematic fashion 

about them. If that is right, then the indeterminacy in our event concept 

would seem to be no fatal hindrance to the development of systematic 

theorizing about events.
4
  

So, once more taking the lead from Faust: ―Let‘s plunge into time‘s torrent/Into the 

whirlpools of event!‖ (Part 1 Sc 4 1754-1755). 

  Recognizing Events. 

In the last fifty years, attacks on one of the major assumptions underpinning 

logocentrism—the subject-as-origin of an authoritative, stable text—have cleared the 

path for recognizing the possible alternative primacy of events. Ideology-based attacks 

on the subject-as-origin have been part of a broader, concerted effort to destabilize the 

subject. Although this has come from disparate quarters (feminism, deconstructionism, 

postmodernism, post-structuralism and Marxism), fundamental to all is the recognition 

of the subject as an ideological construct, itself produced by discourses (race, class, 

gender, religion, nationality, and so forth)—and in turn reproducing them. In other 

words, the subject does not and cannot pre-exist or exist outside of these ideological 

constructs. Always suspect and unstable, the self has no ‗essence‘: when you peel the 

onion, layer by layer, you end up with nothing. Buddhist philosophy has known this 

for centuries: the self has no core, but is rather ―dispersed, dynamic and Being is 

becoming‖ (George, ―Reorientations‖ 32). ―How completely‖, writes Satkari 

Mookerjee, ―the Buddha had rid himself of the notion of a fixed being is well-

established by all the passages where he replaces the actor by the act itself‖ (168). 

Shwe Zan Aung makes the point: ―[i]n Buddhism there is no actor apart from action‖ 

(7).   

This would not surprise the many actors who know that they are defined by 

what they do. Their characters, if they can be said to exist at all, are bundles of actions. 

 
4 From the Conclusion of Roberto Casati and Achille Varzi‘s ―Events‖ (The Stanford 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy 8 May 2006) 3 Oct. 2007 <http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/events/ >.  

 

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/events/
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It is for this reason that actors have been at times throughout Western history viewed 

as dangerous, deceitful, immoral creatures who, in acting, rupture notions of an 

essential, ‗natural‘, ‗true‘ self—a ‗soul‘ which is immutable and so can be judged. The 

actor, writes Joseph Roach, is not only ―in danger of losing his own identity‖, but also 

of falsifying it (49). According to Tertullian in Apology De Spectaculis (AD 197-202), 

the actor commits a mortal sin by changing what is God-given (Barish 46). William 

Prynne, writing centuries later, conveys the same sentiment in Histrio-mastix (1633): 

―all men at all times, to be such in shew, as they are in truth […] to act themselves, not 

others‖ (qtd. in Barish 92). Indeed, as Jonas Barish‘s The Anti-Theatrical Prejudice 

reveals, the history of acting is full of accounts of the dangers of the protean, 

chameleon-like nature of actors and acting on and off the stage. In King Henry VI Part 

3, the future Richard III claims:  

I can add colours to the chameleon,  

Change shapes with Proteus for advantages,  

And set the murd‘rous Machiavel to school. 

(3. ii. 193-95)
5
 

Actors are iconic examples of the dispersed subject, and once the integrity of 

the subject is ruptured, its status as the origin of creativity must also be rendered 

suspect. Jung famously remarked: ―It is not Goethe who creates Faust, but Faust 

which creates Goethe‖ (qtd. in Ghiselin 13). Logically, he is correct: a creator cannot 

pre-exist, but is born in and by the creative act: if there is no creative act, there is no 

creator or creation. Grammatically, of course, a verb and object require a subject, and 

this is easily hypothesized as the primary agent. However, without the predicate—the 

process and the product—the subject is meaningless, or more radically, does not exist 

as creator. Many others have followed this logic: Alfred North Whitehead maintains 

that ―during the creative act the creator is not fully determined. He is not determined 

because he is developing toward what he will be in the future [when] the process 

attains synthesis in the object to be created‖ (Hausman 63). Edmund Husserl claims 

that the ―creating consciousness‖ is indeterminate and empty; it does not pre-exist, but 

is evoked as consciousness ―only in so far as it intends an object‖ (Hausman 64). In 

 
5
 Barish makes the point that in Renaissance literature the chameleon could change into any 

colour except white—the colour of innocence and honesty (103).  
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―The Death of the Author‖, Roland Barthes forcefully argues that the writer does not 

pre-exist, but is born in the act: 

the modern scriptor is born simultaneously with the text, is in no way 

equipped with a being preceding or exceeding the writing, is not the subject 

with the book as predicate. (145) 

A Chinese creation myth makes this point very clearly: P‘an Ku ―makes and becomes 

the world at the same time. […] He in a way forms himself‖ (Franz 132). The creator 

does not—and cannot—pre-exist, but is created in the act. In the Mahapurana, the 

Jains pose the obvious question: ―[i]f God created the world, where was he before the 

creation?‖ (Sproul 192).   

The destabilization of the subject has gone hand in hand with the questioning 

of the authenticity and primacy of the text. Western universities in the1980s witnessed 

the emergence of new interdisciplinary departments, commonly called Cultural Studies 

which, founded as they were on new theoretical bases (postmodernism, post-

structuralism, feminism, post-colonialism, deconstructionism and so forth), further 

weakened the traditional English department and its focus on the ‗literary‘ text.
6
 

Theatre and drama academics and theorists could not ignore these radical changes, and 

so became part of the enterprise, turning their backs on Modernism, which viewed 

drama as a ―literary form‖ and ―emphasized the priority of the dramatic text and a 

fidelity to the author‘s intentions‖ (Chinna 51).
7
 Nor could they ignore the fact that the 

concept of performance was increasingly being co-opted to revitalize other discourses 

and their theories. Marvin Carlson observes:  

The study of traditional ―artistic‖ performance, such as theatre and dance, 

has taken on new dimensions and begun to explore newly observed 

relationships between these and other social activities, while the various 

social sciences have found theatre and performance metaphors of great use 

in exploring particular kinds of human activities within their own fields of 

study. (Performance 7) 

Carlson views performance as ―a kind of critical wedge‖, which ―has moved out of the 

arts‖ and ―into almost every branch of the human sciences—sociology, anthropology, 

 
6
 Johannes Birringer (9-10) and Niall Lucy (vi) note these developments in both the U.S.A 

and Australia respectively. 

 
7
 The paradigmatic shift from ‗drama‘ to ‗theatre‘ studies is exemplified by recent 

developments such as the emergence of the ―Theatrical Event Working Group‖ (cf. Cremona et al.  

Theatrical Events: Borders, Dynamics, Frames). The group is made up of international theatre 

scholars whose research is aimed at investigating the theatrical event and making it ―an integral part of 

Theatre Studies‖ (Sauter 9).  
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ethnography, psychology, linguistics‖ (6-7). In Performance Theory, Richard 

Schechner identifies performance as an ―inclusive term‖ with theatre as ―only one 

node on a continuum that reaches from the ritualizations of animals […] through to 

play, sports, theater, dance, ceremonies, rites and performances of great magnitude‖ 

(xiii). And Bonnie Marranca observes that the proliferation of performance has even 

infiltrated everyday life: ―as a therapeutic technique, and used to describe sexual 

activity, the operation of a car, a politician‘s form, business management style‖ (135). 

Stephen Chinna notes that ―nearly everything is measured in terms of its potential 

performance, or ‗effectivity‘‖ (44).  Given its proliferation, its growing popularity, it 

would not be long before a new department emerged, Performance Studies, which 

would call for ―the substitution of the old-text paradigm by a new one‖ (George 

―Reorientations‖ 31). Performance, events, acts all come into play, the possibility of 

their ontological status entertained, not only within Theatre but in other discourses.  

The Event. 

In the second-half of the last century, in the West, events have been investigated in 

unprecedented fashion. Event philosophy emerged and the 1996 publication of Casati 

and Varzi‘s anthology, Events, is a testimony to its growing influence. The editors 

write in the introduction to Fifty Years of Events that ―the nature of events and the 

place they occupy in our conceptual scheme […] has received extensive consideration 

in the philosophical debate over the last few decades‖.
8
 In the fifty-year period from 

1947 to 1997, they identified 1,850 publications by over nine hundred authors focused 

on the philosophy of events. Events, acts, performances also receive unprecedented 

attention within the linguistic, political and cultural theories of the 1980s.  Barthes, for 

example, relocates ‗meaning/s‘ in performance—the instance of reception where the 

text performs for its audience: ―there is no other time than that of the enunciation and 

every text is eternally written here and now‖ (145). Umberto Eco advocates a concept 

of power that is not centralized, but exists in acts of ―minute or molecular consensus‖ 

(175). Michel Foucault proposes that there are ―a whole order of levels of different 

types of events‖ which can account for discourses such as history and power (114). 

 
8
 From the Introduction of Roberto Casati and Achille Varzi, Fifty Years of Events: An Annotated 

Bibliography 1947-1997 (CNRS, Séminaire d'Epistémologie Comparative, Aix-en-Provence and 

Department of Philosophy, Columbia University, New York, 1997) 29 Sept. 2007 

<http://www.pdcnet.org/eventsbib.htm>. 

 

http://www.pdcnet.org/eventsbib.htm
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Derrida‘s events rupture ―essence, existence, substance, subject […] God, man‖ and all 

other ―centred-structures‖ (―Structure, Sign and Play‖ 279-280). 

These cultural theories gained further support from science and its Chaos, 

Complexity and Quantum theories: ―In science‖, writes Natalie Crohn Schmitt:  

it has come to be understood that the event is the unit of things real—that 

energy not matter, is the basic datum. In the increasingly widespread 

perception of reality as endless process, performance, not the art object, 

becomes primary. (―Theorizing about Performance‖ 231) 

This recognition of the event as the ―basic datum‖ is not new. It was anticipated by 

early twentieth-century Process philosophy. In The Method of Extensive Abstraction, 

Whitehead writes of ―event-particles‖ as the basic components of the universe, and 

proposes that ―the concept of an ether of events should be substituted for that of a 

material ether‖ (86). He makes the same philosophical case that certain Eastern 

philosophies have made for over two thousand years: in Buddhism, events are the 

―possible fundamental components of universes‖ (George, Buddhism as/in 

Performance vi). To quote Garma Chang: ―[t]hings do not exist: only events‖ (81). In 

Sufi, Hindu and Taoist world views, the world ―cannot be understood as an 

assemblage of entities‖, but rather ―must be understood directly, as moving, 

interrelated events‖ (Melrose 420).
9
  In fact, as Peter Kakol observes: 

The idea that reality is a cumulative process of perspectival and experiential 

events has been advocated by philosophers and religious thinkers in various 

places around the world since people first started writing down their 

thoughts on the nature of reality. (207)
10

 

This widespread acknowledgment of the primacy of the event paves the way, at 

least theoretically, for recognition of the creative act. In the previous chapter, it was 

shown that creativity research to date, predominantly the domain of American 

psychology, has been motivated and overwhelmed by one question: is creativity 

located in products, persons or cognitive processes? While products have given rise to 

a broad definition which has attracted almost unanimous support (the creative product 

is deemed both novel and valuable), product-theories have not furthered our 

understanding of how creativity occurs or where it might reside. Person and process 

 
9
 Linda Melrose is indebted here to Fritjof Capra, The Tao of Physics: an exploration of the 

parallels between modern physics and eastern mysticism (Boston: Shambhala Publications, 1975).  
10

 In addition to Buddhist and process philosophers (Whitehead and Hartshorne), Kakol 

identifies Heraclitus, the Stoics, Leibniz, Hegel, Nietzsche, Bergson, William James and Deleuze.  
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theories have also failed on this score: personality traits or cognitive processes have 

not been convincingly established as the loci of creativity. The outstanding omission in 

psychology‘s research has been any serious investigation of the act.  

                               The Creative Act. 

A cross-cultural survey of creation myths, even a cursory one, would seem to support 

the primacy of creative acts in non-Western (and even to a degree, in Western) 

cultures. Shiva dances creation, while other creating gods are commonly crafts-

people—smiths, potters, sculptors and so forth.
11

 And then there are the lovers: 

Brahma impregnates Savitri and she gives birth to the Vedas (O‘Flaherty, Hindu Myths 

49), Gaia and Uranus couple to produce the world, and Shiva‘s ―erect phallus swollen 

with all the potentialities of future creations‖ is a graphic reminder of the physicality 

of creation (O‘Flaherty, Siva 10). In contrast to our creator myth, these are creating 

myths: the act, not the subject, assumes the greater significance. Weiner makes the 

point that although ―creator gods exist in Hinduism and Mahayana Buddhism‖, for 

example, ―such gods are not of primary importance‖ (275). This is evidenced clearly in 

Hindu mythology, where the gods have many different forms and epithets: Vishnu has 

nine avatars or manifestations (Anantashayana, Hari, Narayana, Padmanabha, 

Perumal, Tamil, Ranganatha, Venkatachala, and Vithoba);
12

 and in what would shock 

Tertullian and Prynne to their God-given cores, Shiva has just over one thousand, and 

Devi, his consort, ―changes her aspects according to Shiva‘s manifestations‖.
13

 In 

Hindu cosmogony, identity is multiple, fluid, constantly transforming: Brahma 

becomes a stag in order to pursue Kama‘s daughter and, subsequently, their union 

produces various animals and sages‖ (O‘Flaherty, Siva 30).
14

 Identity does not 

preempt, but arises out of the demands of the situation: ―in the nature of the situations 

lies the particular qualities symbolized by the god‖ (O‘Flaherty, Hindu Myth 34). The 

gods are, in other words, defined by what the do: they are actors, performers.  

 
11

 P‘an Ku uses a chisel; the Egyptian god Ptah creates the world and other gods on his 

potter‘s wheel (Franz 133) and Nemesis in Plato‘s Timaeus ―wove the whole world as a big mantle‖ 

(Franz 135). 
12

 ‗Vishnu‘ Dictionary of Hindu Lore and Legend, 2002. Credo Reference. 27 Feb. 2008 

<http://www.credoreference.com.ezproxy.library.uwa.edu.au/entry/4827126>.   
13

 ‗Shiva‘ Dictionary of Hindu Lore and Legend, 2002. Credo Reference. 27 Feb. 2008 

<http://www.credoreference.com.ezproxy.library.uwa.edu.au/entry/4826591>.   
14

 Numerous other examples of transforming, shape-shifting creating-gods can be cited. The 

most obvious are the ‗trickster‘ and ‗smith‘, the two figures primarily responsible for creative acts in 

shamanism (Leeming and Page 48). 
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Even in the Judaeo-Christian tradition, there have been Old Testament scholars 

who in the last fifty years have challenged readings of the orthodox ex nihilo and 

logocentric creation and spotlighted the creative act. Hermann Gunkel, for instance, 

argues that there was pre-existing chaos which Yahweh had to overcome. Evidence of 

the Chaoskampf –―the battle between the creator-god and the powers of chaos‖—is to 

be found in the Psalms (Gunkel qtd. in B. Anderson 2).
15

 Nor does one need to delve 

too deeply to find in Genesis the ‗second‘ creation story in which God is portrayed as 

an artisan—the potter, forming the universe from the earth: ―the Lord God formed man 

of dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life‖ (Gen.2.7). 

Goethe‘s Faust might have had a point: ―In the Beginning‖ there may have, indeed, 

been the ―Act‖. 

Such an investigation of creation myths is not just academic: such prototypes 

and cosmogonies significantly challenge, and in the process radically revise our 

conceptions of creativity, not least by spotlighting the physical dimension of creativity. 

While mental acts are undoubtedly crucial to the creative process, an act is also 

corporeal or creatic (―of or pertaining to the flesh‖). Robert Burns Woodward (1917-

1979), Nobel-prize winning chemist, says this about his own creative work: 

liquids, dormant, distilling, sloshing; swirling, the fumes; the odors—good 

and bad; the rainbows of colors; the gleaming vessels of every size, shape 

or purpose. Much as I might think about chemistry, it would not exist for 

me without those physical, tangible, sensuous things. (qtd. in Crystal 

Woodward 237) 

Secondly, these creating myths draw attention to the importance of skills, physical 

skills, in the creative act. Often overlooked, skills are not just instrumental, but integral 

to creativity. The genius of Rembrandt or Monet, for example, resided not only in their 

minds and imaginations, but also in their brushwork, how they actually, physically 

applied paint to canvas. In regards to acting, physical skills are a crucial part of its 

creativity—and, as such, will be taken up in the final chapter.  

 
15

 In the Psalms, Yahweh is frequently described as a divine warrior doing battle with the 

forces of chaos: ―Thou rulest the raging of the sea/When the waves thereof arise, thou stillest them/Thou 

hast broken Rahab in pieces, as one that is slain; thou hast scattered thine enemies with thy strong arm‖ 

(Ps. 89. 9-10). ―Thou didst divide the Sea by thy strength; thou brakest the heads of dragons in the 

waters/Thou brakest the heads of leviathan in pieces/and gavest him to be meat to the people inhabiting 

the wilderness‖ (Ps.74. 13-14) 19 Dec.2006 <http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/>.  

 

http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/
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A survey of creation myths across cultures offers, however, just a starting point 

for how intercultural studies might enrich our conceptions of creativity. In order to 

help it move beyond its disciplinary emphasis on the creative person, psychology itself 

has seen this potential (Lau, Hui and Ng; Lubart ―Creativity across Culture‖; Raina; 

Sternberg and Lubart ―The Concept of Creativity‖; Wehner, Csikszentmihalyi and 

Magyari-Beck). But to date, the majority of this research has been disappointing, 

largely because ―the assessment of creativity‖ has tended to be ―dependent on Western 

measures‖ (Lau, Hui and Ng 6). Predominant in the cross-cultural research has been 

the use of psychometric assessment tools, specifically divergent-thinking tests. As 

shown in the previous chapter, the validity of these tests within their own Western 

contexts has been seriously questioned. Their use in non-Western contexts is even 

more suspect. Lubart makes the point:  

Translated versions of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking are used 

often in cross-cultural research. However, it is difficult to determine 

whether creativity as embodied in the Torrance tests is congruent with the 

actual definitions of creativity in the cultures studied. (346)
16

 

The other disappointing aspect of psychology‘s cross-cultural research has been its 

application of Western concepts in non-Western contexts. Psychologist Elisabeth 

Rudowicz observes that this continuing use of Western concepts has led to distortions 

and misconceptions: ―[c]reativity in the Western sense might be seen as absurd from 

common Hindu and Buddhist perspectives‖ (59). In the final count, even cross-cultural 

psychology has been unable to significantly extend its creativity research and theorize 

beyond the creative individual.
17

 

In this respect cross-cultural studies by a relative newcomer to creativity 

research—anthropology, and its related discipline social anthropology—appears more 

 

16
 This is a concern echoed by others. Leung, Au and Leung note: ―the extensive use of 

American creativity tests in cross-cultural comparisons may underestimate the creativity of the 

Chinese‖ (127), and Vivian Cheng states that ―the cross-cultural comparisons of creative competence 

indicate mixed results‖ and concludes that any differences may in fact ―arise from cultural bias in 

assessment methods‖ (146). 
17

 Recently published, The International Handbook of Creativity by James C. Kaufman and 

Robert J. Sternberg also fails to satisfactorily move beyond the definition of creativity established by 

American psychology. While Non-Western perspectives on creativity (Latin American, Israeli, 

Turkish, Chinese, Korean, Indian and African) are represented in the anthology, they serve largely to 

reinforce the hegemonic definition as most of the contributors are psychologists who are themselves 

heavily influenced by American psychology‘s creativity research.  
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promising.
18

 Anthropology‘s enterprise to broaden the tight focus on the creative 

individual is a breath of fresh air. The conveners of the Association of Social 

Anthropologists 2005 conference (―Creativity and Cultural Improvisation‖) comment 

that in recent years a number of approaches have been developed that ―bring into 

critical focus the limitations entailed in conceptualizing creativity as a form of 

invention exercised by the autonomous individual‖ (Ingold and Hallam 1). Within 

anthropology, creativity is commonly conceived as ―[a]t once a property of individuals 

and of social situations‖ (Lavie, Narayan and Rosaldo 5). From the anthropological 

viewpoint, creativity is a social act—a performance, which occurs between actors and 

audiences: 

Creativity is a process that takes place between ‗gifted‘ individuals and 

their culture. The individual gift is wasted if it does not resonate with the 

community. (Hastrup 45)  

Recognition of creativity as interplay between individuals and social situations, actors 

and audiences is just one instance of anthropology‘s dialectical reasoning. 

Anthropology also breaks open the monism of the originating subject by substituting a 

dialectic between tradition and originality. 

In Western conceptions of creativity, there is an overwhelming emphasis on 

absolute originality. Tradition, on the other hand, has no place and is even considered 

as inhibitive of creativity: it is routinely accepted that those who strive for novelty 

must ―free themselves and their contemporaries from the dead weight of tradition‖ 

(Kristeller 111). This emphasis on originality is hardly surprising given our prototype: 

―[i]n the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without 

form, and void‖ (Gen.1.1-2). John 1.3: ―[a]ll things were made by him; and without 

him was not any thing made that was made‖. Humans, however, cannot create as God 

created; it is both a mortal impossibility and a sin, and to think otherwise is considered 

by some to be a blasphemy. But despite this, ex-nihilo creation lurks as an ideal in 

Western concepts of creativity, where originality is assumed as the defining criterion. 

Paul Kristeller makes the point that with works of art, originality ―is not only a 

descriptive term but also a highly praised value‖—an end in itself (110). The original 

is prized, often quite simply because it is original—never been seen before. Weiner 

 
18

 In the late 1930s and early 1940s, Margaret Mead studied creativity in Balinese culture and 

in the 1950s, there was the research conducted by Margaret Lowenfeld and Edith Cobb. But these are 

exceptions. Harold Anderson‘s Creativity and Its Cultivation, which is based on the proceedings of a 

mid-1950s interdisciplinary symposia on creativity, features fourteen contributions—eight from 

psychologists and just one from an anthropologist (Margaret Mead). 
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observes: ―we seem to believe in the eternally new, not the eternally same or eternally 

repetitive‖ (162).  

This has been notably damaging to actors, who have commonly been denied 

the status of creativity because, putatively, they do not create anything original. In a 

2004 television appearance, Australian playwright David Williamson claimed that an 

actor such as Nicole Kidman could not be considered truly creative, the reason given 

being that, unlike writer/performer Barry Humphries, she did not create anything.
19

 

Mikel Dufrenne argues that creativity cannot be attributed to ―the actor and the 

instrumentalist‖ because even though, like other artists ―they too strain‖, it is ―only in 

order to realize a model, not to create something out of nothing‖ (35).  

Lear identifies the logical flaw inherent in such a concept of originality: 

―[n]othing will come of nothing‖ (King Lear 1. i. 92). In fact, belief in the possibility 

of creating something from nothing has failed to achieve significant support. Barthes, 

for example, conceives of the text as ―never original‖, but existing as ―a tissue of 

quotations drawn from innumerable centres of culture‖ (146). In The Act of Creation, 

Koestler writes: 

The creative act is not an act of creation in the sense of the Old Testament. 

It does not create something out of nothing; it uncovers, selects, reshuffles, 

combines, synthesizes already existing facts, ideas, faculties, skills. (119) 

In place of the concept of radical originality, Koestler argues that creativity involves 

revealing ―some previously neglected aspect of experience‖, uncovering ―what has 

always been there‖ (337), or connecting ―previously unrelated dimensions of 

experience‖ (98). In the end, the concept of absolute originality is untenable, simply 

because the original can only be identified insofar as it differs from the traditional. 

Weisberg notes that ―[w]ithout some sort of reference to the past, there would be no 

coherence […] even the most radically new creative products must be tied to the past‖ 

(―Creativity and Knowledge‖ 246). Csikszentmihalyi writes: 

‗New‘ is meaningful only in reference to the ―old‖. Original thought does 

not exist in a vacuum. […] Without tradition there cannot be novelty. 

(―Implications of a Systems Perspective 314-15) 

 
19

 ―The Greatest Australian,‖ ABC Television (Sydney: 26 Jan. 2004).  
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Anthropology has been especially instrumental in overturning the negative role 

that tradition has commonly assumed in creative praxes. From Victor Turner on, 

anthropologists have viewed creativity as the dialectic between innovation and 

tradition. For Turner, creativity occurs in ―liminal‖ spaces between the known and 

unknown: ―when the past is momentarily negated, suspended, or abrogated, and the 

future has not yet begun, an instant of pure potentiality when everything, as it were, 

trembles in the balance‖ (Turner 44). The important point here is that while the ―past is 

momentarily negated‖ it must still exist: the liminal requires both coordinates. Put 

another way, the ―old is persuasively revived‖ always ―in the presence of the bleached 

bones of the past‖ (Fernandez 45). Anthropologists Melissa Demian and Sari Wastell 

comment: 

the innovations which appear to cause temporal or historical discontinuities 

are not always (if indeed ever) genius-instigated and unprecedented  

practices or forms of knowledge. Rather, they are appropriations in the 

sense that practices, information or belief systems are ‗transplanted‘ and 

then recontextualized by those who appropriate them. (119)  

Jazz musician Oscar Peterson makes the point: ―[e]ach performance is a combination 

of the constraint of the genre […] and the freedom to create something novel‖ (qtd. in 

Csikszentmihalyi and Rich 54). Centuries earlier, Zeami wrote that theatre is ―a 

process that required a judicious use of the traditional and the unexpected‖ (Rimer 

xxii). The magical hana moments of Noh theatre, those instances of startling surprise 

and novelty in a performance, arise ―by skillfully alternating‖ the conventional and 

familiar ―with different or unfamiliar elements, to revitalize the image in the 

spectator‘s mind‖ (Masakazu xxxiv). Creativity cannot occur in the absence of 

traditional practices and their techniques and skills. 

One of the most significant outcomes of this inclusion of tradition in creativity 

research has been to focus attention on the role of conventional skills, techniques, and 

disciplines in the creative process. Lending support to the conclusion reached earlier 

from an analysis of creation myths, creativity from the anthropological viewpoint is, in 

no small part, a product of creative skills and disciplined practice. This provides a 

major challenge to a current, common conception of creativity as unfettered self-

expression, in which technique or skills training have either no role to play or can, 

indeed, inhibit creativity. This view that discipline and creativity are mutually 

exclusive has been perpetuated by psychology. Writing on Chinese education, for 

example, Howard Gardner concluded that ―the great emphasis on skills acquired 
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through very rigid training programs that start at a very young age is detrimental to 

creativity development‖ (Cheng 140). Based on her exploration of ―embodied 

creativity‖ in Javanese dance traditions, anthropologist Felicia Hughes-Freeland makes 

the observation: 

In high art traditions in Indonesia and elsewhere, the role of the dancer has 

been to conform to a pre-existing movement text by working to perfect the 

execution of dance figures: to repeat, not to innovate or improvise. Such 

practices have been seen as expressions of regimes of discipline, not self-

expression. (212)  

However, Hughes-Freeland argues that ―creativity and constraint are complementary, 

not opposites; they are co-present and co-dependent in performance‖ (218). Creativity 

can and does thrive in—and because of—―regimes of discipline‖ in which skills are 

practised and actions performed repeatedly. Zeami, once again, is apposite: ―[t]he 

Flower [hana] represents a mastery of technique and thorough practice, achieved in 

order to create a feeling of novelty‖ [my emphasis] (52-53). Based on his anthology of 

eminent creators, Ghiselin draws the conclusion: ―[t]echnical processes merge 

indissolubly with the creative process‖ (28).  

In destabilizing the subject-as-origin and privileging events, anthropology, 

event philosophy, and cultural and social theories such as postmodernism and 

deconstructionism have all contributed to the possible foregrounding of the creative 

act. Based on their premises, some initial definitional criteria for the creative act could 

be extrapolated. The creative act is:  

 a performance between actors and audience; 

 fully ‗embodied‘—having both mental and physical dimensions; 

 a product of physical skills and regimes of discipline; 

 liminal—an interaction between opposites: old and new; tradition and 

innovation; expected and unexpected. 

It is with these criteria in mind that I now turn to the central theme of this thesis: the 

creativity of acting. However, before proceeding there, it is necessary to investigate 

acting itself.  
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Chapter Four  

Acting: towards a (re)definition. 

‗Acting‘ invokes many synonyms: ‗playing‘, ‗pretending‘, ‗impersonating‘, 

‗imitating‘, ‗performing‘, ‗representing‘—to cite just a few. It is a term which is used 

in two contexts: there is the acting that is commonplace behaviour, occurring in 

everyday life and there is the acting that is an art, craft or body of skills practised by 

actors in theatre, radio, film and television. It is frequently—and incorrectly—assumed 

that the latter ‗naturally‘ evolves from the former. This misconception is, to a degree, 

understandable since to act in its everyday and its theatrical senses have existed side-

by-side since their first recorded uses in the late-sixteenth century.
1
 Undoubtedly, they 

are related, but it is misleading to consider them synonymous. In 1880, William 

Archer wrote in Masks or Faces?:  

We are all actors in rudiment, the tendency to such imitation being part of 

the mechanism of animated nature. That is why the stage is besieged by 

incompetent aspirants, the general tendency being easily mistaken for 

special aptitude. Conversely, I believe, that is why some theorists seek to 

exclude acting from the dignity of art. They ignore the amount of labor and 

thought required to transmute, not only the general tendency, but even a 

very special aptitude, into accomplished mastery. (217-18)
2
 

Archer correctly distinguishes between the ‗acting‘ which is everywhere, done by 

everybody in everyday situations—the innate ―general tendency‖—and the ‗acting‘ 

which is an art with its own body of skills—the ―special aptitude‖ that requires ―labor‖ 

to achieve ―accomplished mastery‖. It is this kind of acting which is examined in this 

thesis. More specifically, while acknowledging that there are numerous and varied 

contexts in which acting occurs, the acting referred to here is the practice of actors 

working with written texts and performing for ‗live‘ audiences. It is this acting which 

informs most mainstream Western actor training, and while in recent years attention 

has been given to screen-acting, the stage remains the primary training ground.  

 
1
 In its everyday sense ‗to act‘ (―to bring into action, bring about, produce, perform, work, 

make, do‖) was first cited in 1594 (―Act‖ v Def. 2). This was the same year it was used in a theatrical 

sense: ―[t]o carry out or represent in mimic action (an ideal, incident, or story; to perform a play) (―Act‖ 

v Def.4). 
2
 The slippage between ‗everyday‘ acting and acting as an art-form remains commonplace, 

even among those within theatre discourse. Declan Donnellan, for example, author of The Actor and the 

Target writes: ―[a]cting is a reflex, a mechanism for development and survival. This primitive instinct to 

act is the basis of what I mean by ‗acting‘. […] It is ‗first nature‘ and so cannot be taught like chemistry 

or scuba diving‖ (2).  
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Ostensibly, this type of acting is easily identified—we know it when we see 

it—but when it comes to definitions the term proves to be surprisingly slippery. 

Attempts to formulate a definition have been frustrated by the fact that there is no one 

acting, but multiple ‗actings‘ or acting styles. Despite the current hegemony of 

psychological realism, Western acting praxis is today, as it has been historically, 

multifarious. The evidence needed to formulate a complete and systematic description 

of past acting styles is unfortunately scant. Historical accounts of acting have to be 

pieced together from a number of sources: anecdotal evidence, costumes and masks, 

theatre architecture, the spatial relationships between actors and audiences, paintings 

and other graphic depictions of actors, commentaries included in scripts, related 

disciplines such as oratory and so forth. But what can unequivocally be deduced is that 

there has never been one, universal acting style in the West. Even in the last century, 

Meyerhold, Brecht, Artaud and Grotowski had all proposed a different acting for their 

theatres, and in the contemporary context, Robert Wilson‘s acting—slick, precise, 

virtuoso—is very different to the seeming anti-virtuosity of Forced Entertainment or 

the jarring bricolage of styles evident in the Wooster Group. But even though ‗acting‘ 

has been various and multivalent, it is generally accepted that common to all styles is 

one irreducible factor: impersonation.  

In Actors on Acting, Cole and Chinoy make the point that ―impersonation or 

the assumption of dramatic personality‖ is a prerequisite of all acting (34). At its core, 

it seems that acting always involves the adoption of a character or dramatic personality 

which is differentiated from the actor‘s ‗self‘ to varying degree. However, as there are 

many acting styles, there are also multiple types of impersonation in Western theatre 

traditions. Rather than a historical survey, a heuristic continuum can be formulated 

with the ‗actor-as-abstract‘ at one extreme, the ‗actor-as-self‘ at the other, and 

significant coordinates along the axis: 

1___________2__________3_______________4__________________5_________________6 

‗abstract‘      ‗type‘     ‗individuated-type‘   ‗ highly individuated ‘      ‗multiple-personae‘    ‗self‘  
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1. Actor-as-abstract: 

Actor is ‗objectified‘ or represents ―one of the formal elements of a production‖, as in 

the works of Robert Wilson (Bishop 39-40). Other examples include: Maurice 

Maeterlinck‘s ‗actor-as-puppet‘, Gordon Craig‘s ‗Über-marionette‘, Oskar 

Schlemmer‘s ‗Tänzermensch‖, Tadeusz Kantor‘s ‗mannequin‘.  

2. Actor-as-type: 

Actor impersonates a conventional type or stock character. Examples can be found in 

commedia dell‟ arte, melodrama, pantomime. 

3. Actor-as-individuated-type: 

Actor takes as basis for impersonation a social, historical, cultural or theatrical type 

and incorporates individual traits. Medieval Mystery plays, Restoration comedies, 

farce, and the theatre of Brecht provide examples of this. 

4. Actor-as-highly-individuated-character: 

Actor‘s impersonation (re)presents a psychologically complex and motivated 

character. This is exemplified in Naturalism and its associated acting style 

psychological realism.  

5. Actor-as-multiple-personae: 

Actor‘s impersonation is comprised of multiple identities, a bricolage of personae. 

This composite might include various manifestations of the character and, possibly, the 

actor‘s ‗self‘. This describes much of the Wooster Group‘s acting. On playing John 

Proctor in LSD (…Just the High Points…), Willem Dafoe claims that he ―makes no 

distinction between being himself in the first part, playing John Proctor in the second, 

and playing himself (stoned) rehearsing John Proctor in the third‖ (Auslander 43).  
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6. Actor-as-„self‟: 

Associated with postmodern performance, the actor, according to Michael Kirby, 

―never behaves as if he were anyone other than himself. He never represents elements 

of character. He merely carries out certain actions‖ (42). Kirby terms this ―non-

matrixed‖ and gives the example of John Perreault‘s Oedipus, a New Work (1971), in 

which ―the main performer operates a tape recorder‖ and so ―we do not think that this 

is a representation of Oedipus‖ (41).  

With ‗actor-as-object‘ and ‗actor-as-self‘ as extreme borderline cases, impersonation is 

present in all the coordinates.
3
 In fact, in most current definitions impersonation is 

conflated with the representation of character: acting is fundamentally ―the art or 

practice of representing a character in a dramatic production‖ (The Penguin English 

Dictionary); ―the performing art in which an actor by means of movement, gesture and 

intonation attempts to realize a fictional character for the stage, for motion picture, and 

for television‖ (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica); ―the representation of a usually 

fictional character on stage or in films‖ (Columbia Encyclopedia). On the other hand, 

the OED definition is noteworthy: ―[t]he performing of plays or other fictitious scenes 

and incidents, playing, dramatic performance; feigning a character not one‘s own, 

simulation‖ (―Acting‖ Def. 3a). According to this definition, acting is, in the first 

instance, about playing and performing and only secondly about impersonation of 

character. It is timely to recall that the etymology of acting is from the Latin actuary, 

meaning a ―thing done‖: the actor is ―one who does things‖ (Partridge qtd. in Zarrilli, 

Acting (Re)Considered 346).
4
 William Worthen reinforces the point: ―to act is simply 

to do something, to express or create meaning through action (Greek: drama: an ‗act‘ 

or ‗deed)‖ (The Idea of the Actor 3).  

However, over the last century and into the present, the doing has been 

increasingly sidelined, and character has assumed the central focus. Acting has 

become primarily about character creation, marking a shift from doing to being, a pre-

 
3 It can be argued that even in these two extremes, the actor adopts a performance persona 

which, however minimally, is distinguishable from the actor‘s everyday, non-performance persona or 

personae.  
4
 Eric Partridge, Origins: A Short Etymological Dictionary of Modern English 3

rd 
ed. 

(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1961).   
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occupation with the embodiment of subjects rather than engaging in actions.
5
 This 

increased importance placed on character is not merely a point of historical interest, 

but has vital implications for the current conception of mainstream-acting, its theories, 

praxis and training. ‗Finding‘, ‗building‘, ‗creating‘ a character are commonly held to 

be at the heart of acting. Even though, as Phillip Zarrilli points out in Acting 

(Re)Considered, ―the psychologically whole ‗character‘ is no longer central to many 

types of contemporary theatre since the 1960s‖ (22), ‗character-centric‘ acting is the 

hegemonic practice.
6
 In his introduction to Pollock‘s translation of Diderot‘s Paradoxe 

sur le Comédien (The Paradox of Acting), and Archer‘s Mask or Faces?, Lee 

Strasberg writes: 

The actor‘s basic problem has remained the same throughout the ages. He 

is the only artist whose raw material is himself; he uses his own muscles, 

brain, emotions, voice, speech, and gesture to identify with and create 

another human being. [my emphasis] (xiii-iv) 

We find it difficult—almost impossible—not to view acting through the prism of 

character. In the words of Peter Thomson: ―[w]e now take it for granted that the 

relationship of actor to character is at the heart of the theatrical enterprise‖ (4). 

But character did not always occupy centre-stage, and nor did it exhaust the 

actor‘s creative skills.  In fact, its presence has at times been assumed where it has had 

no place at all. For Strasberg, writing in the second half of the twentieth century, there 

is no doubt that creating and identifying with ―another human being‖ is at the heart of 

the actor‘s craft and has been so at least since Diderot. For Diderot, however, writing 

in the mid-eighteenth century, character could not have possibly been conceived as the 

highly individuated, psychologically-complex construct which informs Strasberg‘s 

understanding of the term. Character in our modern sense of the term simply did not 

exist. And yet there is a tendency to assume its presence where it has never been. 

Thomson makes the point by way of anecdote: ―[a] successful young director (Jude 

 
5
 ‗Impersonation‘ as ―the dramatic representation of character‖ did not enter English until the 

early nineteenth century (―Impersonation‖ Def. 2). Its etymological predecessor ‗personation‘ was in 

use at the end of the sixteenth century. However Edward Burns makes the point that on the Elizabethan 

stage ―[t]o personate is to use the resources of one‘s person to present, not another being in the 

Stanislavskian sense [i.e. in the modern sense] but a thing done, action in this sense‖ (120). 
6
 Zarrilli‘s examples include the 1970s works of Samuel Beckett (Not I ; A Piece of 

Monologue) (19); the productions of Dario Fo, Rachel Rosenthal and Anna Deavere Smith which ―enact 

multiple roles‖ (actor as multiple personae) and stress narrative and events over character (21); and the 

works of Robert Wilson and Laurie Anderson  (actor-as-object or as self) (21). Also included are the 

Wooster Group, Forced Entertainment and Suzuki‘s theatre (22).   
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Kelly) asked John Barton to define his attitude to character in Shakespeare‘s plays‖. 

Barton replied that Shakespeare:  

would have associated the word ‗character‘ with the formation of letters in 

writing or printing, not with invented creatures, not with people at all. (qtd. 

in Thomson 4)
7
 

So ingrained is character, that it is difficult for us to conceive of acting without it at the 

centre, but as Zarrilli observes, in order to arrive at a greater understanding of acting/s, 

the assumptions and terminologies underpinning its conceptions must be questioned: 

―[t]oo often, when we think and talk about acting, we do not examine either our 

language or the assumptions that lie behind it‖ (Acting (Re)Considered 8). This is the 

enterprise of this chapter: to re-examine character and the assumption that it is the 

primary creative product of acting. Such an investigation holds more than theoretical 

or historical interest. Its significance lies in its potential to radically revitalize our 

conception of acting—namely by going back to its roots in action. Just as a conception 

of creativity which is primarily located in subjects—rather than actions—is severely 

limited, so it is with acting. Acting which is so intently focused on character, and so 

firmly rooted in subject positions limits the scope of acting—its definition, theories, 

practice and training. Thus, recognition of acting‘s full creativity necessitates a 

preliminary redefining of acting, one in which the primacy and privileging of character 

current in Western mainstream theatre is reviewed. It is character which is in question. 

„Character‟ in question. 

Diderot‘s Paradoxe sur le Comédien (Paradoxe) provides the best starting point for 

such an investigation.
8
 A pivotal work, it has set the parameters of a debate which has 

been ongoing:
9
  

 
7
 In the theatrical sense, ‗character‘ was not used until the mid-seventeenth century: ―[a] 

personality invested with distinctive attributes and qualities, by a novelist or dramatist; also, the 

personality or ‗part‘ assumed by an actor‖ (―Character‖ Def. 17.a). However, Barton is not entirely 

accurate here: in Shakespeare‘s time ‗character‘ was applied to a person‘s physical features, 

particularly in how they reflected their moral character (―Character‖ Def. 10): ―thou hast a mind that 

suits with this thy fair and outward character‖ (Twelfth Night 1. ii. 51). 
8
 Paradoxe is used in this chapter to denote the French source text and Paradox the English 

translation.   
9
 The debate precedes Diderot: Luigi Riccoboni (1728) put forward an argument for actor 

identification, and then in 1747 Sainte-Albine (Le Comédien) argued the same case. The latter has been 

attributed as the main stimulus for Diderot‘s Paradoxe (1773). For a summary of the major participants 

in this debate see Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 161. 
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[Paradoxe] has remained to this day the most significant attempt to deal 

with the problem of acting. Any discussion of acting almost invariably 

touches on Diderot‘s famous paradox: to move the audience the actor must 

himself remain unmoved. (Strasberg qtd. in Paradox x) 

This aspect of the debate is not, however, my primary concern here. It is an argument 

which has been taken up by many others, dominating many theories. William Archer‘s 

Masks or Faces (1888), George Henry Lewes‘ On Actors and the Art of Acting (1875), 

Henry Irving‘s ―The Art of Acting‖ (1885) and Constant Coquelin‘s L‟art et le 

comédien (1887) are among the more prominent works which have found inspiration 

in the Paradoxe. Underpinning this debate is, however, a more crucial, yet neglected 

issue: the conception of character.  

To understand what character meant for Diderot, one needs to scrutinize three 

key terms: caractère, personnage and rôle.
10

 They are commonly assumed as being 

interchangeable, but a close reading of the original French reveals crucial differences. 

Caractère appears relatively rarely in Paradoxe: approximately seventeen times. 

Although it may be easy to assume that caractère defines the individual subject 

created by a novelist, dramatist or actor, in most instances in Paradoxe it denotes 

something else, namely moral disposition: ―le caractère d‟homme‖ (16); ―son propre 

caractère‖ (35); ―Quinault-Dufresne, glorieux de caractère‖ (37); ―son caractère 

naturel‖ (69).
11

 Diderot‘s use is consistent with common usage in his time: in the 

seventeenth century, caractère shifted radically from its original senses (a mark of a 

weight or coin and a writing sign) to define the collection of common traits in the 

moral make-up of a person.
12

 It is understandable how definitional slippage has at 

times occurred and the assumption made that Diderot must have been referring to 

character as we now use the term. For example, when he writes of the ‗character that 

you have to render‘—―le caractère que tu avais à rendre‖ (43)—it could be assumed 

as meaning ‗theatrical character‘, but in keeping with its usage at the time, it would 

most certainly have referred here to a person‘s moral disposition and not the person or 

 
10

 Dictionnaire Historique de la Langue Française (1992) provides the source for the French 

etymological survey in this thesis.  
11

 It should be noted that there was a theatrical sense of the word in use in Diderot‘s time. 

Molière has been attributed as the first person to use caractère for the people of a text. Voltaire (1751) 

coined the expression ‗pièce de caractère‟ to describe a play-genre which focuses on a type of character 

(Dictionnaire Historique). But only one instance, which clearly uses the theatrical sense of the word, can 

be cited in Paradoxe: “les comédies de verve et meme de caractères‖ (35).  
12

 This meaning of caractère as ―mental or moral constitution‖ entered the English 

vernacular some twenty years after the French: ―[t]he sum of the moral and mental qualities which 

distinguish an individual or a race‖ (―Character‖ Def.11). 
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character per se. It is vital to recognize that the French caractère and English 

‗character‘ stood for the moral qualities, multiple strands, as it were, which had not yet 

been tightly woven into the integrated, singular personality or subject of our modern 

conception. The notion of character as a person or subject was to come later, in the 

mid-eighteenth century. However, even then, it is not our modern theatrical sense of 

the word: rather, character remains an abstraction, an hypostatization, a metonym for 

moral actions: ―[i]l désigne en particulier la manière d‟être moral d‟ou, par 

métonymie, les personnes envisagés sous l‟angle de leur personnalité‖ (Dictionnaire 

Historique). It was the same in English: ―person regarded in the abstract as the 

possessor of specified qualities‖ (―Character‖ Def. 16a).  The ‗person‘ is only, if ever, 

envisaged through the moral traits he or she displays: they are primary.
13

  

Rather than using caractère to define the theatrical character in ways which 

approximate our own contemporary use of the word, Diderot opts for ‗personnage‘.
14

 

Personnage was used to describe a fictional person in a scene or dramatic work from 

the late-fourteenth century, and its use is still current.
15

 But again, one must be wary of 

assuming the presence of a theatrical character in our own modern sense. In Paradoxe, 

personnage more accurately describes certain moral and physical qualities which have 

been extrapolated from an historical or eminent figure, the text, and from the actor‘s 

own imagination, and which the actor imitates. It does not denote an integral character. 

This is a crucial distinction, one made clear by Diderot‘s key concept: the modèle 

idéal. 

For Diderot, the modèle idéal is either drawn from the text, the actor‘s own 

imagination, and/or from the study of an eminent person (―distingués personnages‖ 

55) or historical figure (―personnages historiques‖ 14). Its purpose is to serve as a role 

model for the actor to imitate. It may coincide with the writer‘s ideal model, but 

―sometimes and perhaps oftener, the actor‘s conception is stronger than the poet‘s‖, 

going ―well beyond the poet‘s ideal type in the writing of it‖ (Paradox 42-43). 

 
13

 On the few occasions in Paradoxe where caractère does seem to denote the individual  

‗person‘, it in fact implies a ‗type‘: ―toutes sortes de caractères‖ (5) or ―caractères divers‖ (65). 

‗Types‘, which are more akin to Aristotle‘s concept of ―types of natural dispositions‖, which are ―drawn 

along the lines of the universal, not the individual‖ (Else 477).  
14

 For example:  ―Sur les planches tout a changé: ici il fallait un autre personnage‖ (59) and 

―le poëte avait placé le personnage‖ (51).  
15

 In 1384, personnage is first used to define a fictional character in a dramatic work 

(―personne fictive mise en action dans un ouvrage dramatique‖). Then, in 1422, personnage was used 

for human representation in the plastic arts. It was not until 1754 that it was used to depict a fictional 

character in a narrative work, and then 1878 in the novel (Dictionnaire Historique). 
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Frequently, this modèle ideal is described as a spectre, un grand fantôme (39) which a 

good actor conjures up as a prototype in order to emulate its movements, actions, 

gestures and all its expressions (―Elle imitait le mouvement, les actions, les gestes, 

toute l‟expression‖ 39). Referring to the actress Clairon (1723-1803), Diderot writes:  

Doubtless she has imagined a type, and to conform to this type has been her 

first thought; doubtless she has chosen for her purpose the highest, the 

greatest, the most perfect type her imagination could compass. This type, 

however, which she borrowed from history, or created as who should create 

some vast spectre in her own mind, is not herself. (Paradox 15-16)  

The modèle idéal is vital to Diderot‘s theory for two main reasons. Firstly it ensures 

that acting is neither diminished nor made paltry by the actor drawing solely on his or 

her own moral disposition or everyday passions and physicality: a ―sure way to act in a 

cramped, mean style, is to play one‘s own character‖ (Paradox 39).
16

 Secondly, the 

modèle idéal is a key component in Diderot‘s broader enterprise to establish acting 

alongside the privileged arts of his day: music, poetry, painting and sculpture.  

 Throughout Paradoxe, analogies are drawn between and acting and other 

arts.
17

 Composers, writers and, more obviously, painters and sculptors all worked from 

a modèle idéal, their success largely dependent on their choosing the best possible 

model (Paradoxe 39). It follows, therefore, that if actors were to be deemed artists, 

they must also have their own modèle idéal. This is where, according to Diderot, 

Clairon was a genius: her talent lay in her ―imagining a mighty shape and copying it 

with genius‖ (Paradox 42-43). With the modern tendency to place subjects at the heart 

of processes, one must be careful not to conceive of the modèle idéal as theatrical 

character in our sense of the word: it is a template for the physicality and emotions 

which the actor represents, and not the source of an integrated subject or character. 

Furthermore, although enormously significant, it is not the actor‘s creative goal, but 

only a stage in the acting process. The actor‘s ultimate creation is the rôle. 

 
16

 ―Je dis plus: un moyen sûr de jouer petitement, mesquinement, c‘est d‘avoir à jouer son 

propre caractère‖ (Paradoxe 35).  
17

 ―A great actor is neither a pianoforte, nor a harp, nor a spinet, nor a violin, nor a violincello; 

he has no key peculiar to him; he takes the key and the tone fit for his part of the score, and he can take 

up any‖ (Paradox 46). Elsewhere in Paradoxe, acting is equated with painting: actors who rely on their 

emotions in playing a role, for instance are described as ―mere roughed-out actors‖ incomparable to the 

―finished pictures‖ (Paradox 63), and frequently the actor is described in such sculptural terms as ―un 

grand mannequin d‟osier‖ (Paradoxe 71).  
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In the contemporary context, ‗role‘ and ‗character‘ are routinely used 

synonymously, but for Diderot rôle had a meaning distinct from either personnage or 

caractère—a distinction made clear in the following: ―dans la société des personnages 

d‟âge, de figure, de voix, de caractère propres à remplir ses rôles‖ (Paradoxe 59): 

here, personnages refers to eminent people, caractère to a person‘s disposition, 

whereas rôle indicates the part played by an actor.
18

 In its first use, rôle referred only 

to the actual words spoken by actors, ―tous les mots de son rôle‖ (Paradoxe 6), and 

then by extension, toward the mid-sixteenth century in France, came to define the 

person who acts the words and, thus, apparently approximating ‗character‘ and 

‗personnage‘. However, a close reading reveals this is not how it is used in Paradoxe: 

rôle is not aligned with subjects, but with actions.  

Diderot uses rôle to describe how the actor plays out a performance and, more 

specifically, to denote a type of plan or blueprint for the actor‘s actions. Drawing upon 

one of its earliest uses in French as the proper function of a person in society,
19

 the 

emphasis is clearly on the correct and satisfactory performance of a task, not on the 

person performing the task. This definition of rôle as score for the actor‘s performance 

is crucial to Diderot‘s theory. The actor who meticulously organizes, arranges and 

works out the details of his or her playing (jeu), as meticulously as a composer might a 

piece of music, will have fulfilled his or her proper role and, subsequently: 

will be one and the same at all performances, will always be at his best 

mark; he has considered, combined, learnt and arranged the whole thing in 

his head; his diction is neither monotonous nor dissonant. His passion has a 

definite course—it has bursts, it has reactions; it has a beginning, a middle, 

and an end. The accents are the same, the positions are the same, the 

movements are the same; if there is any difference between two 

performances, the latter is generally the better. He will be invariable. 

(Paradox 15)  

With the role ingrained through repetition in rehearsals, the actor will be confident in 

performance, assured of his or her effects, and most importantly, will be free to 

moderate these effects for the audience:   

faithful copying of himself and the effects he has arrived at […] will so 

prevail that his acting, far from losing in force, will gather strength. […] He 

 
18

 In English, part (―Part‖ Def. 12b) is synonymous with role, depicting both the words of a text 

which are ―assigned to or represented by an actor‖ and ―character‖.  
19

 For example, ―servoit au role d‟escuier‖ (1196) and then in the mid-sixteenth century: ―jouer 

son rôle‖ (to play one‘s role) (Dictionnaire Historique).  
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will increase or moderate his effects, and you will be more and more 

pleased with him. (Paradox 14)  

This is achieved by the actor who in performance is ―self-controlled‖ and not by the 

―extravagant creature who loses self-control‖ and ―has no hold on us‖ (Paradox 17).
20

   

This ―self-control‖ is of paramount importance to Diderot, the pivot on which 

his paradox is poised: the actor who maintains control in performance, who does not 

identify with the emotions he or she represents, who in Diderot‘s terms is free of 

sensibility, is then and only then able to give full and proper expression to the passions 

demanded by the role.
21

 The actor who, on the other hand, does experience the 

emotions he or she is playing will become exhausted and subsequently erratic in their 

performances:  

From them you must expect no unity. Their playing is alternatively strong 

and feeble, fiery and cold, dull and sublime. To-morrow they will miss the 

point they have excelled in today. (Paradox 15) 

The paradox, therefore: the actor who performs without passion is the actor who has 

the greatest potential to best represent passions and arouse them in the audience.  

Passions are the crucial thing here: the actor‘s primary task is not to represent 

‗character‘, but to render ―a definite course‖ to the passions. The great actor ―has 

rehearsed to himself every note of his passion […] diverse modes of feeling arranged 

in concert to obtain the greatest effect, scored orchestrally, played piano and played 

forte, harmonized to make an individual effect‖ (Paradox 19-20). Just as Thomson 

argues that Elizabethan acting was ―a matter of temperament‖ (13), so the claim can be 

made that eighteenth-century acting was a matter of passion, best described as a 

―structured sequence of passions, accented by moments in which the actors held a 

climactic tableau indefinitely‖ (Roach 69). The actor‘s challenge—and in which 

Diderot‘s ‗pin-up boy‘, David Garrick, excelled—was the ability to orchestrate the 

transitions from one pose to another (Roach 73; 91). The passions were central in 

 
20

 It is important to note that Diderot did not discount the use of emotions in the rehearsal, but 

implied it was only in performance that they interfered with the execution of the role: ―I fancy that if 

there is anyone sure to give and preserve the sublimity, it is the man who can feel it with his passion and 

his genius and reproduce it with complete self-possession‖ (Paradox 24).  
21

 ‗Sensibility‘ is a key concept in eighteenth-century Europe (Roach 96). Diderot defines 

‗sensibility‘ in Paradox as ―that disposition which accompanies weakness, which follows an easy 

affectation of the diaphragm, on vivacity of imagination, on delicacy of nerves, which inclines one to 

being compassionate, to being horrified, to admiration, to fear [and so forth]‖ (43). In Paradox, ‗heart‘ 

(15), ‗emotion‘ (16), ‗feeling‘ (14-15), and ‗passion‘ (15) are all used synonymously with ‗sensibility‘. 
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Diderot‘s day. It was an age that gave rise to the Charles Le Brun drawings (Méthode 

pour apprendre à dessiner les passions 1702) and numerous other attempts at 

describing, classifying and notating the passions.
22

 The passions pervaded eighteenth-

century discourses, and acting was not exempt.
23

 Actor and teacher Charles Macklin 

(1697-1797) proclaims in ―The Art and Duty of an Actor‖: 

If the actor has not this philosophical knowledge of the passions, it is 

impossible for him to imitate them with fidelity. […] Unless the actor 

knows the genus, species, and characteristic that he is about to imitate, he 

will fall short in his execution. (qtd. in Actors on Acting 121)
24

 

Roach accurately observes that in Le fils naturel (1757), Diderot himself ―probably 

came closer than anyone in the eighteenth century to a practical demonstration of a 

gestural language of the passions‖ (76). For theatre theorists and actors alike, playing 

the passions was at the heart of acting—and, moreover, was what delighted the 

audiences: ―eighteenth-century audiences expected a display of multiple passions‖ 

(Thomson 93). Their primacy is evidenced by the eighteenth-century convention of 

‗pointing‘: ―detaching a famous speech from the action of the play and delivering it 

directly to the audience, repeating it if necessary‖; this ―forced the actor to present a 

specific passion to his audience‖, which ―was directly answered by […] tears or 

laughter, applause or abuse‖ (Worthen, The Idea of the Actor 71-72). The well-drawn 

‗character‘ or, ‗character‘ per se, was not the object for audiences or actors. George 

Taylor writes that in playing Hamlet, Garrick: 

was not concerned primarily with the significance of the ghost as his 

murdered father, but with the expression of the passions of fear and 

amazement. It was these that convinced his audience that he saw a ghost, 

not his overall interpretation of the Prince of Denmark. (―The Just 

Delineation of the Passions‖ 61) 

One must, then, be wary of the modern tendency to insert character where it 

has no place. Diderot‘s caractère, personnage and rôle are neither interchangeable, 

nor do they directly equate with our own conceptions of the theatrical character. The 

paradox itself did not hinge on the actor‘s identification with character, as is 

commonly assumed, but with the actor‘s identification with the sequence of passions. 

 
22

 Charles Le Brun, A method to learn to design the passions (Los Angeles: Williams 

Andrews Clark Memorial Library, U of California, 1980).  
23

 Joseph Roach‘s The Player‟s Passion (70-92) is insightful here, listing many of the 

significant European texts of the eighteenth century which dealt with the ‗passions‘.  
24

 Charles Macklin, ―The Art and Duty of an Actor,‖ Memoirs of the Life of Charles Macklin, 

Esq., Volume I. Comp. James Thomas Kirkman (London: Allen, 1799) 362-66.   
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This is modern slippage, and its occurrence is, as one expects, unwitting, but 

nevertheless insidious. Take, for instance, the following extract from Pollock‘s 

translation: 

All the emotions he has given to you. The actor is tired, you are unhappy; 

he has had exertion without feeling, you feeling without exertion. Were it 

otherwise the player‘s lot would be the most wretched on earth: but he is 

not the person he represents. [my emphasis] (Paradox 20) 

In the original, however, Diderot writes: ―mais il n‟est pas le personnage‖ (11). 

Pollock has substituted ―person‖ for ―personnage‖, but as this chapter has shown, for 

Diderot, personnage does not describe a person (or a character) but more accurately 

denotes the passions and physical qualities which the actor has extrapolated from a 

modèle idéal. To recapitulate, the objective of Diderot‘s actor —his or her primary 

creative product—was the affective representation of the passions.  

The putative ‗character-centricity‘ of acting, and character as the total sum of 

the actor‘s creative‘s role are, it would seem, not as prevalent as is commonly 

assumed. This thesis does not, of course, suggest taking character out of acting. 

However, revealing that it has not always been at its centre opens up the possibility—

indeed the necessity—of re-defining acting, with the potential to reinvigorate current 

conceptions. That the hegemonic psychological realism is, by definition, character-

centric should not get in the way of the possibility of learning from past acting praxes 

and theories. The teleological impulse to assume that as history progresses, things get 

better should be overcome.
25

 There are concepts and terminologies we can recuperate 

from the past—lost aspects which have the potential to revitalize acting. Thomson 

describes the Elizabethan and Jacobean actor as refusing ―to dwindle and be squeezed 

into a defined ‗character‘‖ but, rather, as ranging ―boldly between styles and even 

genders‖, displaying a ―sheer theatricality‖ which has largely been lost to modern 

actors and their audiences (14). In a similar vein, this investigation of Diderot has 

shown an alternative acting whose key concepts could breathe new life into our current 

practice. Let us summarize these concepts and the creative process of Diderot‘s actor. 

Diderot did not explicitly address the creativity of acting, although he did enrol 

it into the privileged and creative arts.  He was in no doubt that the actress Clairon 

 
25

 In relation to ―the usually unexamined character‖, Edward Burns writes that such 

―assumptions became vividly apparent‖ and that ―we do assume that character ‗depiction‘ has 

developed/progressed, become richer, fuller, more subtle‖ and that the apotheosis of art is ―the 

‗depiction of ‗characters‘ with whom audiences can identify‖ (15). 
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suffered the same artistic struggles when she created her ―grand mannequin‖ as did the 

sculptor du Quesnoy (Paradoxe 7).
26

 In Paradoxe sur le Comédien, Diderot suggests 

that the actor‘s creativity is played out in a number of stages. Firstly, in preparing the 

rôle, the actor creates a modèle idéal, whose physical aspects, moral disposition/s and 

passions provide an ideal model for the actor to copy. This, the actor‘s first creation, is 

derived from the text, the actor‘s knowledge or observation of eminent personnages 

and, not least, the actor‘s imagination:  

Sometimes the poet feels more deeply than the actor; sometimes and 

perhaps oftener, the actor‘s conception is stronger than the poet‘s; and there 

is nothing truer than Voltaire‘s exclamation, when he heard Clairon in a 

piece of his, „Did I really write that?‘ Does Clairon really know more about 

it than Voltaire? Anyhow, at that moment the ideal type in the speaking of 

the part went well beyond the poet‘s ideal type in the writing of it. But this 

ideal type was not Clairon. Where, then lay her talent? In imagining a 

mighty shape, and in copying it with genius. [my emphasis](Paradox 42-

43) 

This last point is the crucial one, and leads to the second stage of the actor‘s creative 

process: the embodiment of this ideal model. This is achieved through imitating ―the 

movement, the action, the gesture, the whole embodiment‖ of the model (Paradox 42-

43). It is a process of trial and error, repetition and hard work. Once again Diderot 

describes Clairon: 

When, by dint of hard work, she has got as near as she can to this idea, the 

thing is done; to preserve the same nearness is a mere matter of memory 

and practice. If you were with her while she studied her part how many 

times would you cry out, That is right! And how many times she would 

answer, You are wrong! (Paradox 15-16) 

―The thing‖ that is created by the actor here is not just the embodiment of the modèle 

idéal—it is also the rôle. This is a vital point: the second stage also involves creating 

the role or part. As the actor‘s blueprint for performance it was for Diderot, 

unequivocally, a crucial part of the actor‘s creativity:  

He who comes out of the wing without having the whole scheme of acting 

in his head, his whole part marked out, will all his life play the part of a 

beginner. (Paradox 63)
27

 

 
26

―Je ne doute point que la Clairon n‟éprouve le tourment du Quesnoy dans ses premières 

tentatives‖ (Paradoxe 7). 
27

 Here Pollock translates the French rôle as ‗part‘. 
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In creating the role, the good actor is meticulous: every detail, every effect has been 

carefully chosen and practised. Diderot writes:  

He has rehearsed to himself every note of his passion. He has learnt before 

a mirror every particle of his despair. He knows exactly when he must 

produce the handkerchief and shed tears; and you will see him weep at the 

word, at the syllable, he has chosen, not a second sooner or later. The 

broken voice, the half-uttered words, the stifled or prolonged notes of 

agony, the trembling limbs, the fainting, the bursts of fury—all this is pure 

mimicry, lessons carefully learned, the grimacing of sorrow, the 

magnificent aping which the actor remembers long after his first study of it. 

(Paradox 19) 

Such careful preparation does not lead to mechanical, cold performances. This is the 

paradox: it allows the actor ―a full freedom of mind‖ to be creative in performance 

(Paradox 63). With the role well-ingrained, the actor is free, according to Diderot, to 

mobilize all his or her skills to enact a sequence of effects, and to monitor his or her 

impact on the audience:  

to arrange the light and shade, its forts and feebles; to maintain equal merit 

in the quiet and the violent passages; to have variety both in harmonious 

detail and in the broad effect; to establish a system of declamation which 

shall succeed in carrying off every freak of the poet‘s—this is a matter for a 

cool head, and profound judgment, an exquisite taste, a matter for hard 

work. (Paradox 63) 

This represents a very different creative process and set of concepts from those that 

inform our hegemonic acting (psychological realism). It is apparent that a radical shift 

occurred on the way from Diderot to Stanislavsky.  
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Chapter Five 

The emergence and rise of „character‟. 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century in England, there was a resurgence of 

interest in the art of acting. There ―are signs‖, writes George Henry Lewes in On 

Actors and the Art of Acting (1878), ―of a revival of the once splendid art of the actor‖ 

(5). In the rush to Stanislavsky, nineteenth-century theorists like Lewes and William 

Archer are frequently overlooked, but they are worth closer scrutiny for the light they 

throw on the trends which so radically changed the craft and, not least, for revealing 

how Stanislavsky in so many ways continued and codified a revolution which had 

already occurred.  

Much of the discussion on acting at this time still focused on Diderot‘s paradox 

and its question of the actor‘s identification with the emotions he or she represents. It 

was, for example, central to William Archer‘s Masks or Faces? (1880) and ignited 

heated debate between Henry Irving and Constant Coquelin, with the latter 

passionately defending Diderot‘s position: 

Study your part, make yourself one with your character, but in doing this 

never set aside your own individuality. Keep the control of yourself. 

Whether your second self weeps or laughs, whether you become frenzied to 

madness or suffer the pains of death, it must always be under the watchful 

eye of your ever-impassive first self. (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on 

Acting 199) 

Beyond the question of the paradox, however, there is something of far greater 

significance here. Coquelin may well be Diderot‘s champion, but his conception of 

acting is a far cry from Diderot‘s. Rather than a modèle idéal providing a template for 

the actor to emulate, the actor should now identify—totally—with a character: ―make 

yourself one with your character‖. Irving may have been Coquelin‘s opponent in the 

paradox debate, but on this they concurred. In a lecture given at Harvard University in 

1885, Irving answered the question ―what is acting?‖ by quoting the actor William 

Charles Macready: 

―To fathom the depths of character, to trace its latent motives, to feel its 

finest quiverings of emotion, to comprehend the thoughts that are hidden 

under words, and thus possess one‘s self of the actual mind of the 
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individual man‖—such was Macready‘s definition of the player‘s art. (qtd. 

in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 354) 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, it seems clear that acting had been radically 

redefined: it is first and foremost about ‗character‘. In Coquelin‘s own words: ―[i]t is 

the character that is the starting point of everything‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors 

on Acting 194).  

This trend toward a character-centric acting had been gradual. Skilful rendering 

of the passions remained significant in acting and its theories. Archer, for example, 

claims that reproducing the physical effects of the so-called simple emotions ―must be 

the very groundwork of the actor‘s art‖ (102). And by describing acting as the playing 

of passions, Tommaso Salvini (1829-1915), the greatly applauded actor of the 

nineteenth century, would not have been out of place on the eighteenth-century stage:  

I felt the need of studying, not books alone, but men and things. […] In 

short, all the passions for good and evil which have a root in human nature. 

I needed to study out the manner of rendering these passions. (qtd. in Cole 

and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 455) 

Salvini proceeds, however, to describe a process which did not concern the eighteenth-

century actor:  

I must become capable of identifying myself with one or another personage 

to such an extent as to lead the audience into the illusion that the real 

personage, and not a copy, is before them. [my emphasis] (455)  

Increasingly, the playing of the passions was subordinated to realizing the character. 

Lewes claims that the actor should not merely present the emotions, but more 

specifically, ―the emotions of the character he is personating […] the integrity of 

which is never sacrificed to isolated effects‖ (67).
1
 This is a crucial change. Whereas 

for Diderot the meticulous scoring of a rôle gave a performance cohesion and unity, 

now it relies on the ―integrity‖ or unity of a character. In On Actors, Lewes stresses 

this point: Macready, for example, lacked ―that sympathy with the character which 

would have given an impressive unity to his performance—it was a ‗thing of threads 

and patches,‘ not a whole‖ (41). Charles Mathews, on the other hand, is commended 

for ―a certain artistic power of preserving the unity of character‖ (63). Moreover, what 

 
1
 By ―isolated effects‖ Lewes is specifically referring to ‗pointing‘, which remained an acting 

convention into the nineteenth century. In On Actors, Lewes criticizes their use: the actress Rachel, for 

example, is described on one occasion as ―resembling Kean in the sacrifice of the character for a few 

points‖ (32).  
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is clearly spelled out now is how this unity of character is to be achieved: ―sympathy 

with the character‖. This is the paradigmatic shift: successful acting now relies on how 

closely actors identify with their characters. Lewes praises the actress Eliza Felix 

Rachel for the way ―she thoroughly identified herself with the character‖ (37). 

Macready is redeemed by a performance in which he ―did not stand outside the 

character‖, but rather, ―felt himself to be the person, and having identified himself with 

the character‖ expressed ―what the character felt‖ (43). Although in Masks or Faces?, 

Archer does not subscribe to the possibility of total identification or transformation 

into character (93), he still uses the new terminology: ―incarnate in your personage‖ 

(100), ―work myself into a character‖ (34), ―putting on the character‖ (30), ―entering 

into the skin of Tartuffe‖ (97), ―to live in it‖ (100). Searching for the factors behind 

this development, one finds three major influences contributing to this stellar rise of 

character.  

One: Romantic dramatic theory. 

Romantic dramatic theories paved the way: a major difference, as Marvin Carlson 

points out in Theories of the Theatre, ―between classicism and romanticism was a shift 

in general focus from plot to character‖ (174). He observes that English critics such as 

William Hazlitt (1788-1830) and the German Romantics shared ―an interest in 

character rather than actions as the central element of drama‖ (221). This trend toward 

privileging character was especially prevalent in the theorizing of Greek tragedy. 

Aristotle did not hold the tragic hero or character (éthos) as primary, but rather action 

(praxis). Elizabeth Belfiore (1992), Gerald Else (1957) and John Jones (1971) are 

among classical scholars who have conducted thorough re-readings of Aristotle‘s 

Poetics, to reveal ―that we have imported the tragic hero into the Poetics where the 

concept has no place‖ (J. Jones 13).
2
 The nineteenth-century Romantic theorists not 

only inserted the tragic hero where he or she never existed, but also focused on ―those 

parts of the Poetics which seemed to promise human and psychological interest‖ (J. 

Jones 12). 

 
2
 Jones notes that Aristotle never mentions the tragic hero in the Poetics and, in fact, insists 

―that Tragedy does not imitate human beings‖ (18). He quotes Aristotle: ―[t]ragedy is an imitation not of 

human beings but of action and life‖ (Poetics 50a16). According to Belfiore, ethos never meant 

dramatic character in the Poetics (95-96), but was used to indicate either ―what kind of choice is made 

by an agent of a dramatic action‖ (94), or ―as one of the six qualitative parts of a tragedy, second in 

importance to plot‖ (92). 
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Nor was Shakespeare exempt from this trend. Indeed, it is by reference to 

Shakespeare that one can most readily grasp how potent character became. Hazlitt, for 

example, views Shakespeare‘s major strength as his characterization: in his view, 

Shakespeare was distinguished from his peers in his ability to create characters who 

were each ―as much itself, and as absolutely independent of the rest, as if they were 

living persons, not fictions of the mind‖ (qtd. in Carlson, Theories of the Theatre 221-

222).
3
 Of course, it would have been impossible for Shakespeare to think of character 

in this modern sense. Instead, as Burns claims, the Elizabethan character is best 

described in terms of ―pictures produced in action only momentarily‖, a claim 

supported, he argues, by the commonplace of devices such as ―allegorical vignettes‖, 

―meta-theatrical presentations‖, disguise and cross-dressing (124). It might, in fact, be 

more accurate to view the Shakespearean character as discontinuous, a body of 

multiple, often conflicting dispositions—and ultimately determined by circumstances 

and events. Where the action goes, or needs to go, the character follows: the best way 

Rosalind can escape her uncle‘s court, survive in the world, and woo Orlando is to 

assume a male guise. Macbeth is explicit:  

  Strange things I have in head, that will to hand; 

  Which must be acted ere they may be scann‘d. 

  (Macbeth 3.iv. 138-39) 

However, in the nineteenth century, the order is reversed: character is primary, 

the source of and key to all actions. Such characters even burst their fictional 

boundaries. In our contemporary context, the idea that characters can ‗exist‘ beyond 

the events of the play seems quite normal; to ask the actor playing the part how many 

children has Lady Macbeth, for example, is quite usual—but at the end of  the 

nineteenth century, and even well into the twentieth, this was revolutionary. For the 

first time, it is presumed that ―each dramatic persona has life anterior and (if he 

survives the disease of the fifth act) posterior to the text‖ (Roach 172). Character 

biographies become not just of interest to the actors playing the part, but to the public. 

The popularity of works such as Mary Cowden Clarke‘s The Girlhood of 

Shakespeare‟s Heroines (1851-52) is evidence of this. If Romantic dramatic theory 

 
3
 William Hazlitt, ―Lectures on the English Poets,‖ Collected Works Vol. 5, Ed. P.P Howe 

(London: Dent, 1930) 50. 
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served to promote character to new heights, then the emerging aesthetic of Naturalism 

ensured that the task was completed. 

Two: Naturalism.  

Zola‘s ―man of flesh and bones on the stage, taken from reality, scientifically 

analyzed, without one lie‖ was at the centre of the theatre of Naturalism (Cole and 

Chinoy, Actors on Acting 209). Otto Brahm, its major exponent in Germany, is 

unequivocal: ―[w]e no longer wish merely to play ‗effective scenes‘ but rather wish to 

present complete characters with the whole conglomerate of qualities with which they 

are endowed‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 288). The agenda is 

articulated succinctly by Strindberg in his preface to Miss Julie (1880). Here he 

outlines—from text to make-up—Naturalism‘s mission.  Particularly noteworthy is the 

significance he places on character: most of the preface is, in fact, concerned with the 

question of character. Strindberg argues for a new concept of character for the stage—

a character that does not represent ―an individual who has stopped developing, or who 

has moulded himself to a fixed role in life‖ (94). In contrast to this, the new drama of 

Naturalism must contain characters that mirror ―how richly complex a human soul is‖ 

(94). To highlight this complexity, Strindberg plumbs the depths of the play‘s 

characters. He lists, for example, all of ―the many possible motivations for Miss Julie‘s 

unhappy fate‖ (94).
4
  And in the case of Jean, he even predicts his future:   

So he survives the battle unharmed, and will quite possibly end as an 

hotelier; and even if he does not become a Rumanian [sic] count, his son 

will probably get to university and very likely end up on the bench. (97) 

In comparison, plot is given short-shrift, just one paragraph and even then it is 

subordinated to character. Strindberg claims that he has kept the plot of Miss Julie 

simple because: 

I believe that what most interests people today is the psychological process. 

Our prying minds are not content merely with seeing something happen—

they must know why it happens. (99)  

 
4
 ―The passionate character of her mother; the upbringing misguidedly inflicted on her by her 

father; her own character; and the suggestive effect of her fiancé upon her weak and degenerate brain. 

Also, more immediately, the festive atmosphere of Midsummer Night; her father‘s absence; her 

menstruation; her association with animals; the intoxicating effect of the dance; the midsummer 

twilight; the powerfully aphrodisiac influence of the flowers; and finally, the chance that drove these 

two people together into a private room—plus of course the passion of the sexually inflamed man‖ 

(93-4). 
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In the words of John Galsworthy (1867-1933): ―a human being is the best plot there is‖ 

(qtd. in Carlson, Theories of the Theatre 307).   

This ―human being‖—the individual subject of everyday life, and prototype for 

the new character of Naturalism—was at this time being radically re-conceived. Roach 

makes the point that in a way which was unprecedented, the individual ―came to be 

scrutinized as a network of endowments and limitations, themselves the complex 

product of heredity and environment‖ (173). This new conception was the product of 

emerging philosophical and scientific theories of the human body/mind which came 

under the disciplinary umbrella of psychology.     

Three: The psychological character. 

One should caution against conceiving of psychology as a cohesive discourse, defined 

by a single set of theories, research methods, let alone agendas. Historically, it was 

more accurately a wide-ranging field of investigations conducted by individuals. The 

scope was broad: from Wilhelm Wundt‘s enterprise to establish a scientific, 

experimental psychology to Sigmund Freud‘s theories of the unconscious mind; 

Hermann Ebbinghaus‘s investigations on memory to Ivan Pavlov‘s work on 

conditioned reflexes. Yet despite this, common to all the research and its theories was 

a preoccupation with the individual and an assumption of its primacy. Burns makes the 

point that with the advent of modern psychology in the nineteenth century ―forces and 

effects‖ previously conceived as ―impersonal‖ or ―interpersonal‖, become 

―personal‖—located in the mental states and processes of the individual (157). In a 

radical shift, the inner-world of the individual is prioritized and postulated as the 

source of and motivation for actions. Raymond Williams makes the important 

observation that psychology and ‗psychological‘ assume the existence of: 

a separable or at least radically distinguishable inner world, within which 

processes of feeling and relationship and activity can be described ‗in their 

own terms‘, such processes often being taken as primary, with the outside 

world—nature or society—seen as secondary or contingent. (209)   

It is in this context, therefore, that Macready can describe the actor‘s task as delving 

―the depths of character‖ or that Strindberg can speculate on the latent motives for 

Miss Julie‘s actions. It is the subterranean world—the psychology of the character—

which now becomes the primary concern of the actor.  
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Clearly, this new product of acting—the psychological character—required a 

new acting and new theories. Initially, the new directors attempted to resolve the 

problem pragmatically. In order to support the illusion of characters behaving naturally 

with life-like verisimilitude, actors should appear as if they are not actually acting. 

André Antoine, therefore, used with rare exception in his Théâtre-Libre productions 

amateur actors, who were not ‗contaminated‘ by the traditional actor training. Brahm, 

in a similar vein, called for ―human beings who find the emotions of the character to 

be represented from within and who express these with a simple natural voice‖ and 

without regard to the conventional gestures of ―stock types‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, 

Actors on Acting 288). Any hint of the ‗theatrical‘ should be underplayed or, even, 

eliminated. One radical way was to ‗ignore‘ the audience: one of the most 

controversial practices of the late nineteenth century was ―Antoine‘s Back‖, named 

after the common practice at the Théâtre-Libre of actors turning their backs on the 

audience. It caused quite a stir. In the words of Zola: ―[t]his doesn‘t seem like much, 

but it is enormous for us in France‖ (qtd. in Carlson, Theories of the Theatre 276-77). 

Strindberg in his preface to Miss Julie mourns the fact that ―I do not dream that I shall 

ever see the full back of an actor throughout the whole of an important scene‖ (83).  

This ‗denial‘ of the audience was, in turn, further enabled by technological 

innovations, namely the introduction of gas lighting and limelight. While the ―intensity 

of limelight‖ virtually blinded actors, cutting them off from the audience, gas lighting 

in the auditorium could be dimmed, further obscuring the audience, and relegating 

them to the role of voyeurs (Mackintosh 36). These acting conventions and technical 

innovations all contributed to the enterprise of Naturalism, putatively convincing the 

audience that they were witnessing ‗real‘ people on the stage. It also served the 

Romantic notion of the solitary artist, oblivious to his or her audience, but who is 

accidentally overheard, captured in the outpourings of his or her soul. In practice, 

however, these new acting conventions were not always deemed successful. As an 

audience member, Lewes, for example, found ―Antoine‘s Back‖ untenable:   

[e]ven the French actors, when not excellent, carry the reaction too far; and 

in the attempt to be natural forget the optique du théâtre, and the demands 

of art. They will sit upon side sofas, and speak with their faces turned away 

from the audiences, so that half their words are lost. (105) 

But, while Lewes may have been disturbed by the extremes of this so-called ‗natural‘ 

acting, he was an integral part of the push for a new character-centric acting. Rather 
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than merely impose a new set of theatrical conventions, Lewes and others realized that 

more fundamental changes were required. 

New theories, problems and creative processes. 

Among the nineteenth-century English theorists, Lewes stands out: Archer himself 

credited Lewes as being the ―the most highly trained thinker who ever applied himself 

to the study of theatrical art in England‖ (qtd. in Roach 181), and George Bernard 

Shaw is perfectly hyperbolic in his praise of Lewes as: ―the most able and brilliant 

critic between Hazlitt and our own contemporaries‖ (qtd. in Carlson, Theories of the 

Theatre 229).
5
 Lewes had also been an actor, but it is for On Actors and the Art of 

Acting that he is primarily known within theatre discourse. In the main, this work is a 

critical investigation of a number of eminent nineteenth-century English and European 

actors: Edmund Kean, Charles Kean, Eliza Felix Rachel, William Charles Macready, 

William Farren, Charles Mathews, Frédéric Lemaître, Mr and Mrs Keeley and 

Tommaso Salvini to name the most prominent. At a first glance, it may appear as 

superficial musings on acting by a Victorian theatre-enthusiast, but On Actors and the 

Art of Acting deserves a more attentive reading because it clearly articulates criteria for 

what generally came to be considered ‗creative‘ acting. Lewes writes:  

the success of the personation will depend upon the vividness of the actor‘s 

sympathy, and his honest reliance on the truth of his own individual 

expression, in preference to the conventional expressions which may be 

accepted on the stage. This is the great actor, the creative artist. (146)
6
 

Lewes goes on to identify what theorists and practitioners increasingly perceived as 

the major obstacle to this new, creative acting: the conventional, codified practices 

inherited from the previous century: 

The majority have not learned to speak, much less to act; they mouth and 

gabble, look at the audience instead of their interlocutors, fling emphasis at 

random, mistake violence for emotion, grimace for humor, and express 

their feelings by signs as conventional and unlike nature as the gestures of a 

ballet-dancer. Good acting, on the contrary, like good writing, is 

remarkable for its individuality. It charms by its truth; and the truth is 

always original.  (Lewes 155) 

 
5
George Bernard Shaw, Our Theatre in the Nineties Vol. 3 (London: Constable, 1931) 163.  

6
 Lewes defines ‗personation‘ as speaking ―through the persona or character‖; when the actor 

―for the moment is what he represents‖ (146). This marks a modern use of the word, distinct from its 

earlier uses which are associated with the embodiment of actions.  
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 This ‗old‘ acting will no longer suffice; it is far too generalized and broad, not refined 

enough to realize the new characters of Naturalism, with all their complexities and 

idiosyncrasies. In certain genres such as Greek tragedy ―[w]e do not demand 

individual truth of character and passion; the ideal sketch suffices‖ but, writes Lewes: 

―in modern drama we demand […] the minute individualities of character‖—a shift 

―from the simple and general to the complex and individual‖ (150). In place, therefore, 

of conventional forms of expression, actors must draw upon their own ‗inner‘ 

resources to create their own individual expressions. This becomes the new hallmark 

of their creativity: 

Rachel personated, she spoke through the character, she suffered her 

inward feelings to express themselves in outward signs; she had not to cast 

about her for the outward signs which conventionally expressed such 

feelings. […] Those few she personated, those she created. [my emphasis] 

(150) 

Such an actor-centric acting, one which depends on the actor‘s own individual 

expression, was, however, not without its problems. It raised a number of intriguing 

questions for the theorist and, no doubt, pressing problems for the actor. Questions of 

some urgency included how the actor would find the appropriate expression, by what 

standards or measures it would be judged, and finally whether it would be read as 

intended by the audience. The latter was, indeed, a concern for some theorists of the 

time. Coquelin warns: 

those [traits] must be avoided which are purely individual; the actor must 

take care not to adopt the characteristics of some special miser whom he 

may know but the public does not know. (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors 

on Acting 195) 

Lewes also observes that an acting based largely on individual and unique expression 

may prove problematic in reception. He suggests, therefore, that actors should straddle 

both individual and conventional expressions. He praises the French actor Charles 

Fechter for doing this:  

We not only feel in the presence of an individual, a character, but feel that 

the individual is consonant with our previous conception of Hamlet. (120)  

Other possible ways around this problem were found: directorial supervision is clearly 

one, and as will be shown in the next chapter, actors did increasingly rely on directors. 

Another obvious solution would be for the actor to maintain an aesthetic distance from 

which they can monitor their effects. However, with the new ideal of actors identifying 
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with their characters, such gaps become problematic. The ultimate solution, in fact, 

was to be found in the actor‘s identification with character. Lewes suggests that if the 

actor ―personates‖, or ―is what he represents‖ then like the great Rachel the 

appropriate feelings will express themselves (146). In short: it is believed that if the 

actor can thoroughly identify with the character, then all else will ‗naturally‘ follow. 

Coquelin writes:  

If you have assimilated the essence of your personage, his exterior will 

follow quite naturally, and if there is any picturesqueness, it will come of 

itself. It is the mind which constructs the body. (Coquelin qtd. in Cole and 

Chinoy, Actors on Acting 194) 

It is not surprising, therefore, that Lewes should favour ―being‖ over ―acting‖. The 

conventional artist:  

cannot be the part, but he tries to act it, and is thus necessarily driven to 

adopt those conventional means of expression with which the traditions of 

the stage abound. Instead of allowing a strong feeling to express itself 

through its natural signs, he seizes upon the conventional signs, either 

because in truth there is no strong feeling moving him, or because he is not 

artist enough to give it genuine expression. (146) 

With this movement toward individual expression, what is ‗natural‘, ‗genuine‘, and 

‗original‘ is privileged—and acting, with its basis in convention, pretense, imitation 

and repetition becomes severely problematic. ‗Being‘ is the new ideal, one that has 

persisted, to varying degrees, in contemporary psychological realism. In the words of 

Lee Strasberg: ―[i]t was the fact that it was not acting which made it great acting‖, and 

―[i]f you want to be an actor, don‘t act. Be‖ (qtd. in Hornby, The End of Acting 21).  

  One should, of course, be wary of taking Lewes literally. He was, after all, a 

man of the theatre, and as previously discussed, he was wary of the extremes of 

‗natural‘ acting. However, once the creative source of acting is located in the actor‘s 

inner ‗self‘, rather than in a body of conventional skills, it becomes inevitably rooted 

in the subject‘s „being‟, and acting (the doing) is diminished in significance. Actors 

cannot ‗be‘ actions, which can only be ‗acted‘. Actors can only ‗be‘ themselves or 

characters, and so acting becomes essentially located in subject positions. It becomes 

both character and actor-centric: actors who are deemed successful are those able to 

penetrate their own ‗inner‘ selves and assimilate the ‗essence‘ of a character. This 

necessitates a completely new creative process.  
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A psychological acting. 

Firstly, the actor ―must read the play carefully over many times, until he has grasped 

the intention of the author and the meaning of the character he is to represent‖ 

(Coquelin qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 192-93). Actors have, of course, 

always studied their roles. Diderot, for example, praised Clairon for doing precisely 

that (Paradox 15-16). Her genius lay, according to Diderot, in her ability to choose a 

modèle idéal and score a rôle. The difference now is that, for the first time, the actor is 

called upon to make an intellectual and psychological study of the text and his or her 

own character. To recall Macready: to ―fathom the depths of character‖, ―trace its 

latent motives‖ and ―comprehend the thoughts that are hidden under words‖.
7
   

In the second stage, the actor moves beyond an intellectual understanding and 

must identify with and create the character. This was the most important question that 

the nineteenth-century theorists and actors had to confront: ―how the interior life of the 

character and the interior life of the actor could somehow be brought together‖ (Roach 

172). This was perceived as primarily a psychological problem, and if psychology 

posed the problem, then it also provided the answers. Going outside the discourse in 

this way—especially to prevailing sciences or philosophies of the body/mind—has 

historical precedence: given that acting relies on the body of the actor, it has always 

been susceptible to such theories. In The Player‟s Passion, Roach argues this point 

convincingly. If Renaissance physiology, with its basis in Galenic humours and animal 

spirits, had underpinned seventeenth-century theories of acting, and Cartesian 

interactive machine/soul dualism was the basis for the eighteenth, then it was 

inevitable that the mind/body theories of the newly established discipline of 

psychology would be influential. Two major psychological concepts were co-opted by 

acting theorists: the assumption that ‗inner‘ processes are primary and affective, and 

the ‗subconscious‘.  

One of the most fundamental premises of psychology is that the mind is the 

source. Emotional reflexes and impulses proceed ―from interior to exterior, from 

subjective to objective: a psychic tremor stirs a physical act‖ (Roach 191). Acting 

theory and practice assumed that this flow from inner to outer could be profitably 

harnessed: through careful study and concentration, the appropriate feelings or 

 
7
 In this process, the dramatic text and authorial intention gains unprecedented authority. 

Logos is clearly privileged over action.  
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thoughts could be induced, and it would then follow that the actor would produce quite 

naturally the ‗right‘ expression. To this end, Archer borrowed the concept of 

―autosuggestion‖ from Eduard von Hartmann‘s highly influential Philosophy of the 

Unconscious (1868), adopting the term to describe the ―mental concentration‖ that 

some actors utilize in helping them ‗get into their character‘ (Masks or Faces? 171-

72). The actor Wilson Barrett described it to Archer thus: 

I always endeavour to get a short time to myself, in my dressing room, to 

think over my character and work myself into it. […] I have noticed the 

same thing in other actors. (181)
8
 

A psychological working ―into‖ the character was not, of course, enough in itself: the 

actor had to produce the goods. Archer, for example, states that the right temperament 

or inner feelings alone are insufficient: ―emotion alone, without the faculty of dramatic 

expression, will not make itself felt across the footlights‖ (139).
9
 Lewes writes in a 

similar vein: ―[i]t matters little what the actor feels; what he can express gives him 

distinctive value‖ (77). However, in the acting of psychological realism, an assumption 

of ‗inner‘ to ‗outer‘ has remained largely unchallenged and is evident to this day: 

Australian actor Bud Tingwell comments: 

The most important thing I learnt was that if you understood the play to the 

point where you could think the thought processes of a character, 

everything would slot into place. […] If you get inside the thought 

processes something else does take over. If your thinking is right then you 

shouldn‘t need to worry. (qtd. in Trengrove 192) 

The second, highly influential concept that acting borrowed from psychology 

was the ‗subconscious‘. Roach comments that by ―the 1870s the word unconscious and 

its physiological counterpart subconscious achieved popularity pervasive enough to 

constitute a fashion‖ (179). For acting, the subconscious came to be perceived as the 

ultimate source of the actor‘s creativity: the creative treasure trove which the actor 

needed to unlock. The capability, however, to plumb one‘s ‗inner‘ creative source was 

not universal. There were some fortunate actors who possessed the right temperament, 

 
8
 The ‗psychological‘ concept ‗autosuggestion‘ is counter-balanced by the somatically-based 

‗innervation‘, a concept which Archer derived from Charles Darwin‘s The Expression of Emotions in 

Man and Animals (1872). Archer uses ‗innervation‘ to describe Macready‘s practice of shaking a ladder 

offstage to achieve a required level of rage. In other words, a physical action, and not a mental frame of 

mind, is used to bring about the desired affect. Despite acknowledging its occurrence, Archer, however, 

concludes that ―[a]s a rule, however, mental concentration, rather than any physical device, is resorted 

to in order to overcome the difficulty of ‗striking twelve at once‘‖ (175).  
9
 Elsewhere in Masks or Faces?, Archer writes: ―the use of inward emotion is to reinforce, not 

to supplant, outward expression. No one has ever doubted that the actor must be able to express what he 

feels, or feeling will avail him nothing‖ (140).  
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or in modern parlance, ‗psychological make-up‘, to afford them easy access. Mr 

Bancroft acknowledges with some awe that Mrs Bancroft possessed ―nerves and 

muscles [which] sensitively respond to the touch‖ of her creative imagination (qtd. in 

Archer 113). For those less fortunate, assistance was required. It became necessary, 

therefore, to provide theories which would explain how the actor could tap into their 

inner well-spring of creativity and coax it out. The psychological concept which had 

the most far-reaching influence was Théodule Armand Ribot‘s memory of the 

emotions.
10

 It was most notably taken up by Stanislavsky and then half a century later 

became the very basis of Lee Strasberg‘s System.
11

 Ribot‘s influence on Stanislavsky 

will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter; for now the point to be made is 

that earlier, nineteenth-century theorists had already taken up the concept of emotion 

memories. Archer, for example, invokes a concept which is very similar, ―personal 

emotion‖ (130-131). In Chapter Five of Masks or Faces?, he asks the question: ―[h]as 

a personal emotion (whether recent or remote) influenced your acting in a situation 

which tended to revive it?‖ (130). He gives examples of actors who used the memory 

of a personal event to arouse the emotions in their acting. Rachel used the memory of 

hearing of the ―unexpected death of a friend‖ to help her play Camille in Horace (147) 

and Macready, similarly, used the death of his own daughter in playing Virginius 

(133).
12

  

The monumental shift that took place in nineteenth-century acting was that it 

became in no small part—and fundamentally—a psychological process, an ‗inner‘ 

process, eluding, at times, even actors themselves:  

I could not reasonably expect my obliging informants to study a 

disquisition on psychology […] to be accurately introspective of their 

experiences. (Archer 78)   

Archer describes himself as ―an amateur psychologist‖ (77), and argues that Diderot‘s 

―First‖ and ―Second‖ speakers in Paradoxe should be substituted for a psychologist 

and an actor (107).
13

 Only a psychologist, it seems, can penetrate acting: ―criticism is 

 
10

  La Psychologie des sentiments (1896) was translated into English as The Psychology of 

the Emotions (1897).    
11

 Strasberg: ―[m]y work at the Actor‘s Studio and in my private classes revolved around 

emotional memory as part of the actor‘s training‖ (111). 
12

 Other examples in this chapter are more accurately accounts of recollections of observed 

events than those personally experienced: for example, Ellen Terry‘s observations of patients at the 

Barnstead Asylum in order to play Ophelia (148).  
13

 Elsewhere in Masks or Faces?, Archer levels criticism at what he perceives is Diderot‘s lack 

of psychological understanding: ―[t]o have undertaken a systematic psychology of acting would have 
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one thing, the psychology of art another, and to this the question at issue belongs‖ 

(79). Archer looks forward to a time when ―a better-equipped psychology may thread 

the maze [of mimetic emotion] to its innermost recesses‖ (226).  It is apposite to recall 

that the full title of Archer‘s work is Masks or Faces?: A Study in the Psychology of 

Acting. It should also be noted that, beyond his theatre credentials, George Henry 

Lewes was also a highly respected scientist, philosopher and psychologist. The 

Problems of Life and Mind (1878), although incomplete at his death, was acclaimed 

for its penetration of, among other things, psychological issues. Lewes was, therefore, 

part of the emerging science of psychology, whose influence on acting was so crucial. 

Woe betide the actor who ignores ―the psychological conditions on which effects 

depend‖ for, according to Lewes, he or she will ―pass into the artificial‖ (86).   

 Thus, toward the end of the nineteenth century, two strands came together: 

acting‘s move toward the embodiment of a unique individual, and psychology‘s move 

towards subject-positions as the source of creativity converged to create a new 

orthodoxy. The implications of this for the subject of this thesis—the creativity of 

acting—may be provisionally summarized:  

Firstly, with the advent of a psychological approach to acting, creativity 

becomes fundamentally rooted in the ‗inner-world‘ of the actor, and the creativity of 

physical skills is overlooked. Lewes was already concerned with the growing tendency 

of audiences to ―overrate a fine actor‘s genius and underrate his trained skill‖ (6). Part 

of his endeavour to revive ―the once splendid art of the actor‖ (5) involves re-

educating audiences so that they will no longer ―assign excellence or deficiencies to 

the actor‘s mind, when in reality they depend solely on his means of physical 

expression‖ (8). Despite this caution, however, acting is, henceforth, bi-furcated: there 

is the ‗inner‘, creative work of the actor and the ‗outer‘, physical work, which is 

necessary but not in itself deemed creative.  

Secondly, as actors become preoccupied with character-identification, and 

retreat into their own inner worlds, the audience becomes a problematic aspect of their 

creative processes. According to Lewes, audiences disturb ―the artistic imagination of 

the actor by withdrawing it from its direct object‖ and frustrating the actor‘s attempts 

 
led him too far afield‖ (90) and ―Diderot‘s psychology of the audience is surely as false as his 

psychology of the actor‖ (93). Nor does Aaron Hill‘s The Actor: a treatise on the art of acting escape 

censure: for Archer it ―showed a deficiency in psychological acumen‖ (85-6).  
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toward ―imaginatively identifying himself with the character‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy 

347). 

Thirdly and finally, with creativity firmly locked in subject positions, and 

acting redefined as one subject (the actor) identifying or coming together with the 

other (the character), the act or ―thing done‖ is marginalized. 

This is the legacy which Stanislavsky inherited, and turned into what remains 

not only the hegemonic theory of stage acting in the West, but also the standard 

account of its creativity.     
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Chapter Six  

 Stanislavsky: creativity and acting.   

If the late-nineteenth-century acting theorists sowed the seeds for a new, revitalized 

acting, then it was Konstantin Stanislavsky (1863-1938) who brought their nascent 

theories to fruition: consolidating the emerging character-centric focus, formulating a 

systematic methodology for the actor‘s identification with character, and in the process 

defining the creativity of acting.   

Importantly, this was from the perspective of a practitioner—an actor, director 

and teacher. This point cannot be underestimated. In the main, acting theories—

themselves few in number—had been formulated by non-practitioners, on-lookers who 

possessed some knowledge of acting, but who were, nevertheless, outsiders. Diderot 

and Lewes, for example, had only fleeting experiences as actors, while Archer had 

none at all. The defect is that these were not based on what actors actually did or 

experienced, but on what they were perceived to be doing.
1
  

Actors, themselves, had not helped matters, as there has been a longstanding 

reticence among them, existing to the present, to scrutinize, let alone theorize their art.
2
 

There have been exceptions: Constant Coquelin, for instance, was described by 

American critic George Jean Nathan as ―the only actor who ever lived who proved that 

he had a critical mind in the appraisal of acting‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on 

Acting 192). On the whole, however, actors‘ accounts of acting have tended to fall into 

three main categories: anecdotes, defences of acting against accusations of immorality, 

and ad hoc speculations, which even when insightful, as with Coquelin‘s, lack the 

structure and cohesion of a theory. Stanislavsky himself observes: ―[w]e have retained 

random thoughts uttered by Shakespeare, Molière […] and other individual lawgivers 

in the realm of our art. But all these valuable opinions and advices are not 

 
1
 Although Archer solicits information from actors, the enquiry in Masks or Faces? is 

circumscribed by the question of identification posed in  Diderot‘s paradox. 
2
 There are numerous reasons why this is so. Many actors, for example, fear it may destroy the 

‗magic‘ of what they do. Shelley Russell-Parks quotes Derek Jacobi: ―I prefer not to analyze my 

working and performance methods that specifically. Whatever union exists between my technique and 

my intuition is best left to their own manipulation‖ (14). Or at the other extreme, acting is considered so 

mundane and commonplace that analysis is seen as unnecessary. Australian actor Bob Hornery, for 

instance, is of the opinion that acting ―is something your common sense should tell you‖ (qtd. in 

Trengrove 48). Both these views are compounded by the ‗elusiveness‘ of acting: acting does inherently 

obscure itself; it is a vanishing act and, therefore, frustrates attempts at analysis.  
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systematised‖ (My Life in Art 166).
3
 This was the void that Stanislavsky sought to fill: 

his mission was to formulate an actor‘s theory of acting, and more crucially, a 

methodology: 

All that has been written about the theatre is only philosophizing, very 

interesting, very deep. […] All these works are valuable and necessary, but 

not for the actual practical work in the theatre, for they are silent on how to 

reach certain results, on what is necessary to do firstly, secondly, thirdly, 

and so forth, with a beginner, or what is to be done with an experienced and 

spoiled actor. […] There is no practical textbook. (MLA 167) 

Stanislavsky goes on to ask: ―[i]s it necessary to say that there can be no system for the 

creation of inspiration or system for creation itself?‖ (MLA 167) The question is 

rhetorical: for Stanislavsky, there could be a ―system‖, and toward the close of the 

nineteenth century and into the twentieth the need for one was great. Stanislavsky‘s 

timing could not have been better. The emerging theatre of Naturalism demanded a 

new acting style, and a working methodology for this would have obvious appeal, 

indicating a way how even the ―experienced and spoiled actor‖ could be successful in 

the new theatre. Moreover, Stanislavsky‘s System claimed to be universal in its 

application, an approach for all genres: ―[t]he approach to drama and tragedy, or to 

comedy and vaudeville, differs only in the given circumstances which surround the 

actions of the person you are portraying‖ (AAP 150-1).
4
 In what reads unashamedly as 

an advertisement for his methods, Tortsov, the fictional teacher in Stanislavsky‘s 

trilogy, recounts how an ―actress who enjoyed great popular success‖ came to him for 

retraining. After set-backs and frustrations, the actress returned to the stage equipped 

with the new methodology and was triumphant: ―she thanked me for giving back her 

talent‖ (AAP 274-75).  

Nor, indeed, were the benefits restricted to actors. In another instance of good 

timing, Stanislavsky‘s System was, arguably, even more useful to directors, who at 

this time were relative newcomers in the theatre now come to the fore to translate the 

new Naturalistic drama into theatre. For many of those, especially those without first-

hand experiences of acting, a practical methodology could prove to be an invaluable 

guide, enabling directors to better understand, communicate with, instruct, guide, and 

 
3
 The Stanislavsky texts referred to in this chapter are abbreviated as follows: My Life in Art 

(MLA); An Actor Prepares (AAP); Building a Character (BAC); Creating a Role (CAR); Stanislavski‟s 

Legacy (SL). 
4
 ―Drama, comedy, tragedy do not exist for the actor. There is only I, a person in given 

circumstances‖ (Stanislavsky qtd. in Toporkov 197).  
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exert control over the creative processes of what is after all their primary medium—the 

actor. It should not be overlooked that while Stanislavsky‘s System had its genesis in 

his experiences as an actor—and would always find its impetus there—it was largely 

formulated when he was a director and teacher.  

There is no doubt that Stanislavsky intended his work to benefit teachers as 

much as actors: not only to ―be of practical aid to the actor‖ but also ―of aid to the 

teacher at the moment he meets his pupil‖ (MLA 167). The concept of a formalized 

actor training, as opposed to apprenticeships, was starting to take hold at the beginning 

of the twentieth century. Alison Hodge makes the point that this was due, in no small 

part, to ―the widening influence at the turn of the century of objective scientific 

research‖ (2). In keeping with this broader enterprise, theatre practitioners from 

Western Europe:  

began to search for absolute, objective languages of acting that could offer 

models, systems and tested techniques to further their craft. […] Once this 

attempt at rationalising the acting process was under way, its increased 

pedagogical aims led to the opening of new studios, schools, academies, 

laboratories and theatres throughout Europe and the United States. (Hodge 

2)  

Institutionalized actor training would require clear, teachable methodologies, and 

Stanislavsky‘s System had the potential to provide this. One could, in fact, speculate 

that since the publication of his works in the West, it has been teachers of acting who 

have read Stanislavsky more often than students or actors. 

In formulating a methodology for acting which promised to meet the new 

demands of actors, directors and teachers, Stanislavsky was at the right time and place: 

the conditions ripe for his System. So fertile was the ground that it has continued to 

flourish. Stanislavsky has set the parameters to which theorists and practitioners have 

adhered, adapted, or argued against. Even beyond his direct and obvious influence on 

mainstream psychological realism, Stanislavsky has been the man and the measure.
5
  

 

 
5
 In ―Towards a Poor Theatre‖, Grotowski writes that although his solutions, ―differ widely‖ 

and he sometimes arrives at ―opposite conclusions‖ to Stanislavsky: ―I was brought up on Stanislavski; 

his persistent study, his systematic renewal of the methods of observation, and his dialectical 

relationship to his own earlier work make him my own personal ideal. Stanislavski asked the key 

methodological questions.‖ (15-16). In ―Some of the things that can be learnt from Stanislavsky‖ 

(1952), Brecht outlines nine things he valued and assumed from Stanislavsky (Willett 236-37). 

Eugenio Barba considers Stanislavsky to be the ―primal father of modern Western theatre‖ (qtd. in 

Christoffersen 72).  
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Stanislavsky‟s legacy: what acting is and how to do it. 

Stanislavsky‘s System has launched numerous commentaries and continues to do so 

well into this new millennium.
6
 The focus in this thesis, however, is on Stanislavsky‘s 

contribution to the theory and practice of creativity in acting—and of this there has 

been surprisingly little analysis. It is often referred to in passing, but, to date, has not 

been the main focus of enquiry.
7
 Toward the end of the twentieth century, Crohn 

Schmitt highlights the gap: 

There now exists […] a vast and rapidly growing body of literature on the 

psychology of creativity, in light of which Stanislavski‘s theorizing ought 

to be considered. (Actors and Onlookers 147) 

It would be difficult to overlook how often Stanislavsky invokes the actor‘s 

―creativeness‖.
8
 The assumptions behind Stanislavsky‘s conception of creativity and 

the implications it has for acting and its training have been seldom questioned or 

exposed. It has all become naturalized, removed from the specifics of time and place. 

Yet, as preceding chapters have hopefully made clear: Stanislavsky not only benefited 

from being at the right time and in the right place, he also suffered from it too, 

adopting unquestioningly the dominant assumptions of his times and the specific 

ambitions of the theatre of his age.   

It was only towards the second half of the nineteenth century that acting was 

beginning to be re-defined as character-creation, specifically the psychologically 

complex, highly-individuated character, which would soon emerge in Naturalism and 

then continue to hold sway in the Western dominant convention of theatrical realism. 

Stanislavsky assumed and went on to consolidate this definition, ensuring its 

hegemony in the twentieth and into the twenty-first centuries. For Stanislavsky it was 

 
6
 Noteworthy publications since 2005 include: Sharon Marie Carnicke, Stanislavsky in 

Focus: an acting master for the 21st century 2
nd

 ed.  (New York: Routledge, 2008); Bella Merlin, The 

Complete Stanislavsky Toolkit (London: Nick Hern Books, 2007); Jonathan Pitches, Science and the 

Stanislavsky Tradition of Acting (London and New York: Routledge, 2006); Rose Whyman, The 

Stanislavsky System of Acting: legacy and influence in modern performance (Cambridge and New 

York: Cambridge UP, 2008). 
7
 For example, in ―Stanislavsky‘s System: pathways for the actor‖, Sharon Marie Carnicke 

refers in passing to what Stanislavsky believed to be the ―three basic drivers behind creativity‖: 

―mind‖, ―will‖ and ―feeling‖ (33). Richard Hornby in Chapter Six of The End of Acting draws upon 

Stanislavsky‘s ―creative state‖ to investigate the creativity of acting. However, neither conducts a 

critical investigation of Stanislavsky‘s conception of the actor‘s creativity or the assumptions it is 

based on.  
8
 Stanislavsky‘s translator, Elizabeth Reynolds Hapgood, did not use the word creativity, but 

rather its equivalent creativeness. As outlined in Chapter One of this thesis, ‗creativity‘ entered English 

vernacular in the second half of the twentieth century. I use creativity and creativeness synonymously 

in this chapter.  

http://catalog.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?SC=Author&SEQ=20080309222726&PID=21256&SA=Whyman,+Rose.
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unequivocal: acting is fundamentally character-creation, not just the external features, 

but the realization of the character‘s ―inner life‖ or soul: ―[t]he fundamental aim of our 

art is the creation of this inner life of a human spirit and its expression in artistic form‖ 

(AAP 14). In Creating a Role, he writes: ―the spiritual life of the role [is] the main 

objective of our art‖ (172), and ―to convey on the stage the living, human, spiritual 

essence of the character we are portraying‖ (264).  In order to bring this ―inner life‖ of 

the character onto the stage, the actor has to align his or her own ‗inner-self‘ to that of 

the character‘s. In Stanislavsky‘s own words, the actor ―must fit his own human 

qualities to the life of this other person, and pour into it all of his own soul‖ (AAP 14). 

This does not mean, Stanislavsky cautions, that one has licence to adjust ―the part to 

suit one‘s more facile resources‖, but instead one should look for and select ―in oneself 

emotions related to a part‖, or in other words, ―to love your role in yourself‖, rather 

than ―love yourself in the part‖ (BAC 23; 22). Any actor who has trained in a 

Stanislavsky-based methodology will be very familiar with this catch cry, and will 

probably be as nonplussed as Vanya, the student-actor, when Tortsov asks:  

―Where do you end and where does your character begin?‖  

―There‘s no possible way of saying,‖ exclaimed Vanya all confused. (CAR 

257)   

The confusion is understandable, because the lines between character and actor are 

blurred. This conception of character/actor intimacy is not new: late-nineteenth-

century theorists such as Lewes had already articulated the idea, but Stanislavsky takes 

it further, bringing together the inner lives of character and actor to the point where 

they are frequently conceived as indivisible:  

a great deal that is in your part and a great deal that is in you have become 

so intertwined that you cannot easily distinguish where the actor begins or 

the character ends. When you are in that state you come closer and closer to 

your part, you feel it inside you and feel yourself inside it.  (CAR 257-58)  

To ―feel yourself inside it‖: this is the radical shift, marking a new ideal for the actor: 

to get ―closer to the source of his inner life, his own nature as an actor, closer to that 

mysterious and intimate center which is the ―I‖ in a role‖ (CAR 71). Worthen makes 

the point: 

By mastering the character‘s predetermined past and by synchronizing it 

with his own motivating desires, the actor becomes ready to realize his own 

identity on the stage. […] The committed and creative actor achieves an 
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authentic sense of being through acting, the sense of ‗I am‘. (The Idea of 

the Actor 147-48) 

Creativity and commitment come together in this fusion of self-discovery with its 

counterpart—self-revelation. To show that he or she has contacted the ―source of his 

inner life‖, the actor must give the impression of self-revelation and create the illusion 

of deeply-felt sincerity and naturalness. The progression is clear: while eighteenth-

century acting can be defined as the skilful playing of the passions, and nineteenth-

century acting the convincing portrayal of character, Stanislavsky gestures towards an 

acting which is revolutionary: acting as self-revelation. Lewes, as was shown in the 

last chapter, prioritized the actor‘s individual, self-expression, but Stanislavsky takes it 

that one step further: through the prism of character, ‗true‘, ‗creative‘ actors reveal 

their ‗essential‘ beings: 

characterization is the mask which hides the actor-individual. Protected by 

it he can bare his soul down to the last intimate detail. This is an important 

attribute or feature of characterization. (BAC 30) 

It is not difficult to understand why Stanislavsky would seek to promulgate a 

conception of acting as self-revelation. This is, after all, the Romantic ideal, art as 

utterance from the soul, and if acting is to be deemed a creative art-form it must 

subscribe to a dominant aesthetic. Naturalism, in turn, supplied not only an 

increasingly sophisticated technology of illusion, but it also emphasized ‗real-life‘ 

depth and complexity of character. As Worthen notes, with a new emphasis on ―the 

powerful representation of dramatic character‖, acting moved closer to the ideals of 

Romanticism and Naturalism, but what pushed it over the line is the notion that it is 

somehow ―a dignified expression of the artist‘s identity‖ (The Idea of the Actor 149). 

This is our inheritance in the contemporary, Western, mainstream tradition: acting, as 

an art, is part character-creation and part self-revelation. The question of ratio will 

become, in the twentieth century, a point of contention for theorists, intrigue for 

audiences and of practical concern for actors.  It is this concern that the System aims to 

address—and, in the process, reveal the methodology of creative acting. 

The „System‟. 

If the most pressing concern confronting nineteenth-century acting theorists was to 

explain how the inner lives of actors and their characters could coalesce, then 

Stanislavsky showed how it could be done. This is the reason Stanislavsky stands out, 
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why he has endured. Had he just theorized, he may have receded into the shadows of 

theatre history, being of academic interest only, but his System—a comprehensive 

approach to acting by a respected actor with an insider‘s intimate knowledge—ensured 

his far-reaching attraction and influence: indeed, Stanislavsky‘s System would become 

legendary. ‗Legendary‘ is used advisedly here because a definitive System exists only 

as theatre folklore, and what we have inherited in the West is not first-hand, but has 

been numerously mediated. 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to detail the reasons behind the obfuscation 

of Stanislavsky‘s System, but the main ones may be outlined. Firstly, the System was 

generally disseminated via secondary sources: émigré actors and students who had 

once worked with Stanislavsky. This occurred most significantly in the United States, 

with the teachings of Richard Boleslavsky and Maria Ouspenskaya, who subsequently 

provided the foundations for the American Method. Secondly, My Life as Art and An 

Actor Prepares, Stanislavsky‘s first publications, were published ―in English, a 

language which he could neither speak nor read‖ and ―before he issued them in his 

own language‖ (Carnicke, Stanislavsky in Focus 5). Stanislavsky was, therefore, 

forced to relinquish a considerable amount of trust and control to his translator and 

editor in the West, Elizabeth Reynolds Hapgood: ―I trust your tact, taste, care,‖ he tells 

her, ―Fix, cross out what is difficult to understand. Do everything that you think 

necessary‖ (qtd. in Stanislavsky in Focus 74). Finally, in addition to problems of 

translation, the circumstances in which Stanislavsky published would bring about 

distortions to his System. This occurred most significantly with the publication of An 

Actor Prepares. It was intended by Stanislavsky to be the first volume of a two-part 

work, An Actor‟s Work on Himself (Rabota Aktiora nad Soboj), but succumbing to the 

pressures of publisher deadlines, Stanislavsky prematurely and somewhat reluctantly 

released the first volume as An Actor Prepares (Stanislavsky in Focus 73). His 

reluctance stemmed from an understandable concern: ―if Part One appeared alone it 

would convey a false impression of ‗ultra-naturalism‘‖ (J. Benedetti xi). In the 

posthumous Russian publication of Rabota Aktiora nad Soboj, ―Tortsov cautions his 

students that they have yet to acquire a holistic system […] the corporeal life of the 

actor‖ (Stanislavsky in Focus 143). This caveat was, however, omitted from An Actor 

Prepares, thus giving the erroneous impression of a complete System—a distortion 

further compounded by the thirteen-year delay before Building a Character was 

published in English. For this period, ―half of Stanislavsky‘s System appeared to be 
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whole‖ (Stanislavsky in Focus 73). This would be a recurrent problem: a part would be 

taken for the whole, or followers would co-opt those parts which best suited their own 

agendas. This occurred most blatantly with Stanislavsky‘s appropriation in the United 

States. David Krasner makes the point that even ―whilst they collaborated together in 

the Group Theatre during the 1930s‖, Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler and Sanford Meisner 

―each emphasized different aspects‖: broadly speaking, Strasberg stressed the 

psychological, Adler, the sociological, and Meisner, the behavioural (129).
9
 These 

differences culminated in the famous ‗fallout‘ between Adler and Strasberg and the 

rendering of the Group into two factions.
10

  

The frequency of this kind of wrangling—what Stanislavsky himself described 

as ―all the twisted interpretations put on my so-called system‖ (SL 206)—may have led 

to his claim: ―[t]here is no System‖. This startling declaration makes sense when 

viewed as Stanislavsky‘s attempt to protect his lifelong, constantly evolving 

methodology from the danger of becoming definitive: 

The System is a guide. Open and read. The System is a handbook, not a 

philosophy. The moment when the System begins to become a philosophy 

is its end. Examine the System at home, but forget about it when on stage. 

You can‘t play the System. There is no System. (Stanislavsky qtd. in 

Carnicke, ―Stanislavsky‘s System‖ 33) 

Stanislavsky was continually shifting ground and revising his methodology, a fact 

which is evidenced in his later work on the Method of Physical Actions. It is often 

overlooked, however, that well before this putative recanting of the psycho-technique, 

Stanislavsky was already, in An Actor Prepares, gesturing toward what can only be 

described as a method of physical actions: 

you must do as I did and establish the right direction by laying down a 

series of physical actions. These you must tread down until you have 

permanently fixed the true path of your role. Now go up on to the stage and 

repeat, several times, the detailed physical actions that we worked out last 

 
9
 By way of explaining why Adler and Strasberg were drawn to different aspects of 

Stanislavsky‘s System, Carnicke puts forward an interesting hypothesis: ―they chose tools that 

compensated for their individual strengths and weaknesses. […] For Adler, emotional risibility did not 

present an acting problem. She needed, instead, a structure and craft to temper her. On the other hand, 

Strasberg tended to be ―pathologically shy‖ and so ―[r]ecall of personal emotions and private moment 

exercises were clearly necessary‖ to him (Stanislavsky in Focus 60).  
10 

After seeking Stanislavsky‘s own advice in Paris, Adler ―specifically opposed [Strasberg‘s] 

take on affective memory‖ and what she perceived as his neglect of other vital aspects of Stanislavsky‘s 

System: namely given circumstances, imagination and the Method of Physical Actions (Carnicke, 

Stanislavsky in Focus 60).  
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time. Mind you, only physical actions, physical truths, and physical belief 

in them. Nothing more! (AAP 142) 

For Tortsov, there is never only one ‗right‘ methodology. He may privilege working 

from the inner-psychological, but as a practitioner he is fully aware that there is more 

than one viable and proven approach, and his methods must be flexible, and even 

multiple, to meet the particular demands of each student and situation. To the eager 

student Nicholas, who wants a ―psychological objective‖, Tortsov responds:   

You will have time enough for that. It is too early to be involved in 

psychology. For the time being, limit yourself to what is simple and 

physical. In every physical objective there is some psychology and vice 

versa. You cannot separate them. […] Do not draw too fine a line between 

physical and spiritual nature. Go by your instincts, always leaning a little 

toward the physical.  (AAP 120-21) 

A few pages on, however, Tortsov argues: ―[t]ry always to begin from working from 

the inside‖ (AAP 129). On the contradictions which occur in Stanislavsky, Carnicke is 

apposite: ―unlike theory, practice is functional and contextual; therefore, it can hold 

apparently contradictory principles to be equally true‖ and ―makes it possible to 

support or refute nearly any view of the System‖ (Stanislavsky in Focus 8-9). It is 

clear: Stanislavsky himself was continuously creating new solutions for specific 

problems. It is also clear that his students and followers preferred the easier route of 

formulae. 

To this day, one will find actors‘ scripts dissected into ―units‖, ―bits‖ or ―beats‖ 

(the only difference being that the advent of the fluorescent marker-pen has made it 

more colourful); directors will routinely ask actors to define their ―objectives‖ or 

outline the ―given circumstances‖ of their scenes. All these terms, plus ―through-line‖, 

―magic-if‖, ―circle of concentration‖, ―emotion memory‖ and so forth are, more or 

less, familiar to any Western actor. Even if (as one may suspect is the case with the 

majority of actors) they have not read Stanislavsky at first hand, they would know 

these terms and have some conception of what they mean. The terminology has itself 

been instrumental in the transmission of the System: acting processes, like any 

processes, are evanescent, and very often conceived as messy and unwieldy. Once 

given a name or label, however, they appear concrete, and more easily encapsulated 

and transmitted. In short, Stanislavsky‘s terminology, his language of acting, has made 

him accessible, user-friendly, ensuring his longevity—especially for the teacher and 

student-actor. Directors and actors would also benefit: the specialized vocabulary has 
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given them a common language and, therefore, much desired common-ground in the 

rehearsal-room. Jean Benedetti observes that it is like a ―resource base‖, which is 

―readily available and can quickly be referred to in rehearsal‖ (15). The importance of 

this vocabulary is evidenced by the publication in 1963 of An Actor‟s Handbook, a 

Stanislavsky-lexicon, pitched on the back cover ―as an essential guide for actors and 

directors‖.  

Possessing its own jargon, acting could be taken ‗seriously‘ as both a 

profession and a creative art. Toporkov observes that the latter was especially 

important to Stanislavsky: he wanted acting to be perceived as an art such as ballet and 

music with its own techniques and skills, and a specialized language would help to 

give this impression (Toporkov 214). Despite Stanislavsky‘s ambivalence in later 

years about the possibility of articulating a definitive System, he maintained to the end 

an unwavering belief in the actor‘s primary role being a creative one.  

The creativity of acting. 

It would appear from my research that no other acting theorist or practitioner invoked 

‗creativeness‘ and ‗creative‘ so frequently as Stanislavsky, or was so preoccupied with 

identifying the creativity of acting: 

My lifelong concern has been how to get ever closer to the so-called 

‗System‘, that is to get ever closer to the nature of creativity. (Stanislavsky 

qtd. in Carnicke, ―Stanislavsky‘s System‖ 33)
11

  

For Stanislavsky the issue of creativity was not merely theoretical, but practical—and 

pressing. Establishing the creativity of acting had the potential of raising its perceived 

status. It can be argued that Stanislavsky‘s enterprise to formulate a System was, in no 

small degree, a tactical response to an anti-acting prejudice that has existed throughout 

much of its history and which Stanislavsky had himself experienced firsthand:  

And I, a man of position, a director of the Russian Musical Society, found 

that it was dangerous for my reputation if I appeared. It was necessary to 

hide behind a pseudonym. (MLA 146) 

In an amusing anecdote, he recalls the reaction of his childhood governess to his public 

debut:   

 
11

 K.S Stanislavskii, Sobranie sochinenii, vol.3 [An Actor‟s Work on Himself, Part II] 

(Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1990) 371.  
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I never, never thought, that our Constantin, who was such a clean boy, 

could ever do a thing like that. It is terrible, terrible. Why did my eyes 

behold it? (MLA 147)
12

 

With its own specialized processes, acting might achieve a degree of professionalism 

and earn some respectability. But there was also a matter of even greater urgency for 

Stanislavsky. If acting‘s moral and social standing was in need of a boost, then acting 

itself was in a desperate state. According to Tortsov, the theatres were brimming with 

examples of bad acting: derivative, imitative, clichéd and mechanical (AAP 24-31). In 

order to rescue the art of acting and enable the actor to lay claims to being a true artist, 

it was imperative for Stanislavsky that actors identify and acknowledge their 

creativity:  

Craftsmanship teaches the actor how to walk on the stage and play. But true 

art must teach him how to awaken consciously his subconscious creative 

self for its superconscious organic creativeness. (MLA 168)
13

 

In formulating this ―creativeness‖, however, Stanislavsky was not particularly 

revolutionary. He derived his assumptions on what actors primarily create—

character—from the nineteenth-century acting theories, which were themselves 

influenced by Romantic and Naturalistic character-centricity. His assumption that the 

locus of creativity is the subconscious is also Romantic, and his belief that it can be 

harnessed or nurtured through conscious technique has its source in psychology. The 

latter was the crucial influence, providing Stanislavsky with the theoretical basis for 

what was new and radical: the ‗psycho-technique‘.  

The „subconscious‟: the “promised land” of creativity. 

Stanislavsky, it would seem, had a lay-person‘s understanding of the subconscious. 

This is evidenced by his frequent use of metaphor: the subconscious is alternatively 

conceived as a natural power like ―steam, electricity, wind, water or other involuntary 

forces‖ (AAP 15); the waves of the ocean (AAP 282); or most commonly ―the region‖, 

―the promised land‖ which his psycho-technique enables the actor to cross into 

(Chapter 16 ―On the Threshold of the Subconscious‖ AAP). By his own admission, 

Stanislavsky lacked scientific grounding:  ―I do not know what science says on this 

 
12

 In his childhood and youth, Stanislavsky had performed in and directed plays in the custom-

built theatre on his family estate. These, however were only for in-house audiences of family and 

friends. 
13

 ‗Superconscious‘ (Sverkhsoznanie) refers to a ‗higher consciousness‘, a ―realm of the 

unconscious that transcends the individual‘s experience and unites the one with the many‖ (Carnicke, 

Stanislavsky in Focus 180). 
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subject. I can only share with you what I have felt and observed in myself‖ (AAP 

237).
14

 Stanislavsky is arguably being disingenuous here: he did draw from 

psychology‘s theories of the subconscious. In An Actor Prepares, for example, he 

acknowledges Ribot‘s influence on his own concept of ―emotion memory‖ (166).
15

 In 

fact, Stanislavsky persisted with the concept of emotion memory, even when Ribot 

himself was forced to admit in his The Psychology of the Emotions that ―emotional 

memory is nil in the majority of people‖ (qtd. in Roach 209).
16

 However seemingly 

tenuous Stanislavsky‘s scientific understanding of the subconscious may have been, 

what was beyond question for him was the existence of the subconscious—and its link 

to creativity.  

The subconscious as the locus of creativity served Stanislavsky‘s enterprise to 

simultaneously align acting with the new, Naturalistic theatre, on the one hand, and the 

Romantic aesthetic, on the other. In keeping with Naturalism, Stanislavsky sought to 

deny acting‘s ―legitimate claim to the artificial, the mimetic, the exaggerated‖ 

(Worthen, The Idea of the Actor 150). The subconscious was central to this aim: it 

offered an alternative to the pejoratively ‗theatrical‘ and, in its place, gave acting a 

‗natural‘ source. For Stanislavsky, it is not theatrical conventions but ―organic nature‖ 

which ―directs all the important centres of our creative apparatus‖, notably, the 

subconscious (AAP 282).  

To incorporate acting under the rubric of the Romantic aesthetic was a crucial 

concern for Stanislavsky. Worthen argues that Stanislavsky‘s ―projects‖ can ultimately 

―be considered as an attempt to accommodate the theater to the prevailing attitudes of 

Romantic art‖ (The Idea of the Actor 150). Once again, the subconscious would play a 

vital role, for with the creative subconscious postulated as the wellspring of actors‘ 

creativity, they could be perceived as possessing important traits of the Romantic 

artist—sincerity  and truth. In An Actor Prepares, Stanislavsky writes that actors: 

 
14

 ―I confess that in the realm of intuition and the subconscious I know nothing, except that 

these secrets are open to the greatest artist Nature‖ (BAC 300). 
15

 In The Psychology of the Emotions (1897), Ribot maintains that ―individuals retain a 

subconscious record of emotional experiences accumulated over the span of their lives. These are not 

stored in isolation, however, but are always associated with the physical and sensory circumstances 

that accompanied their first occurrence‖ (Counsell 28).  
16

 Emotion memory remained as part of the psycho-technique, and eventually mutated into 

‗affective memory‘, the very foundation of Strasberg‘s Method. In A Dream of Passion, Strasberg 

defines the Method as ―the procedure by which the actor can use his affective memory to create a reality 

on stage‖ (122).  
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 see, hear, understand and think differently before and after we cross the 

‗threshold of the subconscious‘. Beforehand, we have ‗true-seeming 

feelings‘, afterwards—‗sincerity of emotions‘. (282)     

The subconscious, in other words, authenticated acting, and there could be nothing 

more authentic than the inner-being of anybody, including the actor. On the ―threshold 

of the subconscious‖, according to Stanislavsky, the actor is put in touch with his or 

her ‗essential-being‘: ―the sacrosanct ‗I‘ of the actor, the artist-human, that is the 

source of inspiration‖ (CAR 13).  

A characteristic of the ‗subconscious‘, however, is that it cannot be directly 

accessed. With such a vested interest in the creative subconscious, Stanislavsky 

urgently needed to develop a technique to bring actors in touch with ‗it‘. And so he 

developed the ―psycho-technique‖: a series of exercises related to the ―sense of truth‖, 

―emotion memory‖, ―units and objectives‖ and ―imagination‖ outlined in An Actor 

Prepares and Building  a Character. Their purpose: ―to put us in a creative state in 

which our subconscious will function naturally‖ (AAP 281). Tortsov instructs his 

students:  

only our subconscious gives us inspiration; yet we apparently can use this 

subconscious only through our consciousness, which kills it. Fortunately 

there is a way out. […] To be sure, this calls for extremely complicated 

creative work. […] To rouse your subconscious to creative work there is a 

special technique. […] One cannot always create subconsciously and with 

inspiration. No such genius exists in the world. Therefore our art teaches us 

first of all to create consciously and rightly, because that will best prepare 

for the blossoming of the subconscious, which is inspiration. (AAP 13-14) 

As well as drawing on Ribot, Stanislavsky‘s psycho-technique was also heavily 

influenced by psychology‘s school of Behaviourism and in particular the work of Ivan 

Pavlov (Counsell 29-30; Roach 206-7). Colin Counsell observes that: 

Whereas Ribot provided the principle of Emotion Memory, it is 

Behaviourism that underpins the actual practice of the Psycho-Technique. 

[…] Just as Behaviourism asserts that stimuli can evoke physical responses 

directly via the nervous system, without wilful choice, so the Psycho-

Technique is presumed to enable emotions to find physical expression not 

consciously but precisely by bypassing consciousness. (30) 

Unlike Pavlov‘s dogs, however, actors in Stanislavsky‘s System ―must provide their 

own trick stimuli‖ and ―consciously fabricate lures for their unconscious selves in 

order to induce emotional responses‖ (Counsell 30). This is where the psycho-

technique enters and becomes the cornerstone of Stanislavsky‘s acting, providing a 
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way for the actor to access his or her own creative subconscious. In Creating a Role, 

Stanislavsky writes: ―[t]hrough the conscious to the unconscious: that is the motto of 

our art and technique‖ (10). The psycho-technique also fulfilled another crucial 

function: it reified the subconscious, reinforcing its existence. Stanislavsky‘s students 

may not have been entirely clear about the nature of the subconscious, but in some 

ways the psycho-technique made it ‗real‘: ―[a]lthough we knew nothing of the 

subconscious we still sought contact with and reflex approaches to it‖ (BAC 274-75).  

Even when aspects of the psycho-technique such as emotion memory lost their 

theoretical basis and were rendered suspect, Stanislavsky was steadfast. This is not the 

place to debate the pros and cons of this for actor-training; what is crucial are the 

equations: actor creativity has its locus in the subconscious, where actors seek to unite 

their true selves to the truth of their characters by techniques of emotional equivalence.  

The creative product: character. 

Stanislavsky was unequivocal: the actor‘s creative product is character—the creation 

of a living soul. Again this is not startlingly new, but Stanislavsky differed from his 

predecessors by moving beyond the theoretical to provide a methodology of 

unprecedented comprehensiveness. This is well documented. What is less obvious but 

just as influential is that he also, simultaneously, restricted the actor‘s authority and 

creativity in decisive ways. Although not his main aim and, therefore, often unheeded, 

Stanislavsky defined not only the creative role of the actor but also what he saw as the 

other two major artists of the theatre: the writer and, more significantly, the director. If 

all the creative responsibilities are clearly defined and assigned, if each knew his or her 

place, this would facilitate, according to Stanislavsky, the creation of a unified, well-

integrated theatrical production: 

What is important to me is that the collective creation of all the artists of 

the stage be whole and complete and all those who helped to make the 

performance might serve for the same creative goal and bring their 

creations to one common denominator. (MLA 143) 

By simultaneously defining the creative responsibilities of the writer and the director, 

however, Stanislavsky set boundaries for those of the actor:  

In the creative process there is the father, the author of the play; the mother, 

the actor pregnant with the part; and the child, the role to be born. […] The 

director helps the process along as a sort of matchmaker. (AAP 312) 
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The playwright produces the ‗seminal‘ work and it is the duty of the actor in 

collaboration with the director to bring this to fruition. With a script of merit, the actor 

and director should remain faithful to its integrity:  

I take the position that in the production of any significant and artistic play 

the director and actors must try to achieve an exact and profound 

understanding of the spirit and thought of the playwright and not replace 

them by their own inventions. (SL 182) 

However, for Stanislavsky no script gives an actor all that he or she needs: they must 

use their own creativity to realize it in flesh and blood. It is in this way that the actor is 

deemed a creative artist, independent from the writer or director. When the student 

Grisha asks, ―what is left for the actor since everything is prepared by others? Just 

trifles?‖ Tortsov is indignant: 

What do you mean, trifles? […] Do you think that to believe in the 

imaginative fiction of another person, and to bring it to life, is a trifle? […] 

We know of cases where a bad play has achieved world fame because of 

having been re-created by a great actor. […] We bring to life what is hidden 

under the words; we put our own thoughts into the author‘s lines, and we 

establish our own relationships to other characters. […] We filter through 

ourselves all the materials that we receive from the author and the director; 

we work over them, supplementing them out of our own imagination. […] 

And as a final result we have truly productive activity. […] And that 

tremendous work you tell me is just trifles! No, indeed. That is creativeness 

and art. (AAP 52-3) 

Carnicke is correct in claiming that ―Stanislavsky consistently demands respect for the 

actor as a creative artist, independent of the author who wrote the play, the designer 

who envisions it, and the director who stages it‖ (Stanislavsky in Focus 162). 

However, she is only partially correct. There is no doubt that Stanislavsky rated highly 

the independent creativity of the actor, but increasingly he conceived of it as 

dependent on the director.  

It cannot be overstressed that in Stanislavsky‘s day, directors were relative 

newcomers. Cast as ―matchmaker‖, the director may have seemed indispensable, but 

writers and actors throughout most of theatre‘s history got along perfectly well without 

their services. Rudlin and Paul make the point that the ―ubiquity of the director in 

theatre and film is today as unquestioned as that of the sea captain: every ship must 

have one‖, but: 
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when Copeau, at the age of thirty-five, gave up the role of dramatic critic 

for that of metteur en scène in 1913, the job had only been thought of as 

desirable, let alone necessary, for three decades or so. (Rudlin and Paul 

123) 

In order to secure their fledgling status within the theatrical enterprise, directors 

needed to define their own creative role within theatrical production. Firstly, they 

assumed the role of spokesperson for the author, who in Jacques Copeau‘s words: 

―finds it indispensable to get help from a method of interpretation. So he turns to the 

specialist in this method: the director‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Directors on 

Directing 224). Over and above this, the director, as ‗first spectator‘, also becomes 

spokesperson for the audience. ‗Omniscient‘ and ‗omnipresent‘, directors position 

themselves at both the beginning and the end of the theatrical process, and increasingly 

actors come to rely on them as mediators: to assume primary responsibility for 

interpreting the text and for speculating on the spectators. Between text and actor, 

between audience and actor, the director is now firmly positioned—the linchpin of the 

theatre‘s creative processes, the point around which it now pivots. It is not the purpose 

or desire here to argue a case for the dispensability of directors, but to make the point 

that Stanislavsky allocated increasing creative responsibilities to the director, ensuring 

not only his/her role in the bigger picture—mise en scène, overall interpretation, 

orchestration of ensemble playing—but also in the creative processes of the actor.  

Stanislavsky‘s director is crucial to the actor in two main ways: firstly, he/she 

takes care of things which might get in the way of the actors achieving their main goal 

of creating characters. The director, for example, assumes responsibility for ―the 

expressiveness of the over-all performance‖ and its ―external shaping‖ (SL 192). 

Secondly, in Stanislavsky‘s own words, the director ―must facilitate the creativeness of 

the actors‖ (SL 192).  There are numerous ways in which a director can do this: as 

inspirational coach or muse—―[a] talented director may come along and drop just a 

word, the actor will catch fire and his role will glow with all the colours of his soul‘s 

prism‖ (BAC 77). The director also helps the actor keep on track, making sure that the 

role ―evolves naturally and only from the artistic kernel of the play‖ (SL 192). More 

intrinsically, the director assists the actor in the realization of character: helping the 

actor, for example, ―break down the role into smaller units‖ and ―separate objectives‖ 

(SL 192). Under this direction, actors are nominally left free to concentrate on their 

creations. The correlation, however, may prove less of a boon: the creativity of actors 

is restricted to character-creation. The question, therefore, arises whether the director 
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has, in fact, usurped some of the actor‘s other creative responsibilities. In An Actor 

Prepares, Tortsov challenges the students: 

Just try to stand up in such a space [an empty space] and pour out the role 

of Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth! How difficult is it to do without the help of a 

director, or scheme of movements, without properties that you can lean on. 

(181) 

The actor‘s work has become ―difficult‖ without the director. Not that directors 

should, in Stanislavsky‘s opinion, foist themselves upon ‗their‘ actors, showing ―them 

all the ‗business‘‖, but they have become unquestionably integral to their actor‘s 

creativity: ―I have arrived at the conviction that the creative work of the director must 

proceed in unison with that of the actor‖ (SL 192). It is their creative collaboration that 

becomes the most significant relationship in the theatrical enterprise—a collaboration 

which, however, does not occur on stage in performance, but, crucially, only in 

rehearsal. The rehearsal is, thus, established as the place where the ‗real‘ creative work 

of the actor takes place and, consequently, performance becomes marginalized. Post-

Stanislavsky, the preeminence of the rehearsal in theatrical production may seem 

‗normal‘: ‗the rehearsal process‘ has become part of theatrical vernacular and practice, 

but the extensiveness and complexity of rehearsals are, it must be remembered, a 

relatively new phenomenon, one that Stanislavsky played a huge part in creating. At 

the Moscow Art Theatre of the late-1920s and early-1930s, the impact of this new 

phenomenon was evident:  

During very intensive, very active rehearsal work, nobody gives any 

thought to the final result, that is, to the final performance; here the future 

audience is somehow ignored. […] Much more attention is given to things 

which the audience will never see. (Toporkov 49)   

Stanislavsky‘s attention was essentially on the actor in the rehearsal or classroom: the 

theories, methodologies and techniques are primarily all designed for these arenas. At 

the Opera-Dramatic Studio in Moscow (1935-1938), ―students spent almost two years 

studying before they were allowed to begin work on a play‖, let alone perform one for 

an audience—two years focused on developing the ―means by which to create and 

communicate the Dramatic ‗I‘‖ (J. Benedetti 13). Rehearsals, according to 

Stanislavsky should be as long as it takes for the character to reach ‗full-term‘, that is, 

―as long as that of a human being‖ (AAP 313). This is when and where the primary 

creation occurs. It can be argued that Stanislavsky‘s psycho-techniques (relaxation of 

muscles, concentration of attention, faith and sense of truth, imagination, given 
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circumstances, emotion memory and so forth) are aimed at enabling the actor in 

performance to induce the ―creative inner state‖ so that he or she can recreate anew 

night after night. Stanislavsky recognized that in performance, the actor is not in some 

kind of creative-stasis: 

in our art you must live the part every moment that you are playing it, and 

every time. Each time it is recreated it must be lived afresh and incarnated 

afresh. (AAP 19)  

But performance is not considered as being a site of creativity in its own right, one 

possibly requiring different skills to those needed in the rehearsal. Performance is, at 

most, when and where a prior creation is ―recreated‖.  

Performance: creativity eclipsed. 

It is not difficult to understand why rehearsals should become a privileged site. For 

theorists of acting, it is much easier to put their theories to the test in the laboratory-

like environment of rehearsal and classroom, compared to which the performance 

situation, with its many variables, tends to frustrate analysis and elude control. It is not 

by accident that the rise of the modern director occurred alongside the rise of the 

rehearsal, and that the director‘s primary creative realm happens to be the rehearsal. 

Beyond rehearsal, in performance, the director is present only by proxy.
17

 It must not 

be overlooked that at the time of formulating his theories and methods, Stanislavsky 

was primarily a director and teacher: although his work finds its impetus in his 

experiences as an actor, his success and renown are based on his work as director-

teacher. In this role, he would naturally favour the domain in which he could most 

fully exercise his own creative control. But the unfortunate result is that it is in 

rehearsal where Stanislavsky conceives the actor‘s ‗real‘, and even only, creative work 

to take place: 

the actor‘s work begins with the search for the artistic kernel of the play. 

This he must transplant to his own soul and from that moment shall begin 

his creative process. [...] If it is to be a genuine, living process and result in 

the creation of a living, vivid, truly artistic image […] much more time is 

necessary than is usually allowed. […] That is why in our theatre we do not 

put on a production after some eight or ten rehearsals […] but only after 

dozens of rehearsals which sometimes continue over a period of several 

months. (SL 183)  

 
17

 Polish director Tadeusz Kantor (1915-1990) is an exception here, appearing as an ‗actor‘ in 

some of his productions. 
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With this emphasis on rehearsal, performance is occluded as a creative site for the 

actor. In An Actor Prepares the first year passes and the students have not yet 

performed a play for an audience, only exercises and scenes for colleagues and 

teachers. The assumption is clear: nothing significant can be learned—or taught—in or 

about performance. In fact, it is viewed as an obstacle. Tortsov‘s advice to the student-

actors after their first year could not be clearer: 

You must first discover what the obstacles are, and learn to deal with them. 

[…] The most important one, as you know, is the abnormal circumstance of 

an actor‘s creative work—it must be done in public. (AAP 294)  

The performance situation is even considered perilous. Cast out of the safe, laboratory 

environment of the rehearsal, actors are stranded: ―left to act without direction‖ (AAP 

264). In addition to this, they must ‗cope‘ with audiences. Tortsov again advises: 

―I hope you will take your minds off the audience‖ (AAP 72); 

―The magnet of the audience is to be resisted‖ (AAP 73); 

―Forget about the public. Think about yourself. […] If you are interested, 

the public will follow you‖ (AAP 120); 

―There are still many actors […] who in defiance of any illusion we can 

create, by means of light, sounds or colour still feel their interest more 

centred in the auditorium than on the stage‖ (AAP 184); 

―[T]he stage, with all its attendant publicity, tends to lead actors away from 

natural, human adaptations to situations, and tempts them to conventional, 

theatrical ways‖ (AAP 233).  

In fact, psycho-techniques such as ―concentration of attention‖ and ―public solitude‖ 

are especially designed to mitigate the potentially disruptive influence of audiences, 

enabling the actor to retreat into him or herself ―like a snail in its shell‖ (An Actor‟s 

Handbook 115). One must, of course, contextualize Stanislavsky‘s circumspection 

regarding audiences. In the first instance, there was his own stage fright. In My Life in 

Art, Stanislavsky describes how exercises aimed at focusing in on himself, helped him 

to overcome his own performance anxiety and promote his creativity:  

my public exercises centred my attention on the perceptions and states of 

my body, at the same time drawing my attention away from what was 

happening on the other side of the footlights, in the auditorium beyond the 

black and terrible hole of the proscenium arch. In what I was doing I ceased 

to be afraid of the audience, and at times forgot that I was on the stage. I 
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noticed that it was especially at such times that my creative mood was most 

pleasant. (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting  493) 

Beyond his own stage fright, Stanislavsky was also countering nineteenth-century, 

audience-oriented acting conventions, antithetical to the new theatre of Naturalism. 

Stanislavsky, however, does not seriously suggest ―that the actor must 

altogether cease to feel the public‖ but, as Worthen notes, ―the public is concerned 

only insofar as it neither exerts pressure on him nor diverts him unnecessarily from the 

artistic demands of the moment‖ (―Stanislavsky and the Ethos of Acting‖ 37-8). As a 

man of the theatre, and especially as an actor, Stanislavsky must have known that his 

fourth-wall, public-solitude acting is for the actor, as well as audiences, only an 

illusion. When the fictional student Paul, for example, argues that actors get nothing 

from audiences—only ―[a]pplause and flowers‖, Tortsov counters: 

What about laughter, tears, applause during the performance, hisses, 

excitement! Don‘t you count them? [...] The audience constitute the 

spiritual acoustics for us. They give back what they receive from us as 

living, human emotions. (AAP 203-4) 

Tortsov even goes as far to suggest that an audience can inspire the actor‘s creativity: 

―[a] crowd of spectators oppresses and terrifies an actor, but it also rouses his truly 

creative energy‖ (AAP 262-63). Advising novice actors, Stanislavsky is unequivocal:  

take your places beside us in front of the footlights more often. The things I 

am talking about are not learned in the classroom, in rehearsals, or in 

working at home. They are learned principally in front of the footlights, 

before a full auditorium, heart to heart, in the very moment of creativeness. 

(SL 202) 

What is learned ―in front of the footlights‖ is, however, never articulated. 

Unfortunately, Stanislavsky goes no further on the subject, falling short of even 

gesturing toward a methodology of actor/audience/performance. But it is the heart of 

the matter: performance is when and where the actor becomes the primary creator: 

Notwithstanding the control of preparation and reception by the director, 

the actor controls production. […] It is not possible (except perhaps for 

Tadeusz Kantor) for directors to materialize on stage and polymorphically 

embody their internal Platonic interpretations. […] A production is 

prepared under one set of circumstances. It is performed under another set, 

which varies night to night, moment to moment. The messages must, 

therefore, be continuously re-encoded, so that they are received in the 

desired way, under differing conditions. It is, of course, at this point that the 

performance ‗realizes‘ itself, via the actor. Up to now, it has merely been a 
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complex of well-founded conjectures, lacking the audience as the vital 

articulatory component. (N. Arnold 78-9)  

It is in performance that the actor must embark on a new act of creation—with the 

audience as complicit and even co-creators. Michael Chekhov is unequivocal: 

―performance is in reality a mutual creation of actors and audience‖ (28). It is ironic, 

therefore, that while Stanislavsky championed the creativeness of the actor, to a great 

degree he actually curtailed it, occluding from the actor‘s repertoire the creative 

relationship of actor and audience. Masakazu makes the observation: ―[w]hen 

Stanislavski and his successors took the center stage, the audience was always treated 

as a subordinate factor in performance and was never regarded as an essential part of 

dramatic creation‖ (xxxii). ―Never‖ may be too strong a word, but what is certain is 

that Stanislavsky privileged the creative processes of the rehearsal room. It was there, 

working with directors, that the actor‘s ‗true‘ creativity resided.   

An actor‘s creativity is, however, not restricted to collaborating with directors 

in rehearsal rooms or, even, to character-creation: actors create more than characters 

and they do so in performances for audiences. Stanislavsky never ventured this far. 

Nor did his followers. Not the least bequest of Stanislavsky to Western theatre is to 

have drawn the line on the actor‘s creativity this side of performance. It is a line 

which, as the next chapter reveals, remains firmly in place in actor-training, where 

Stanislavsky‘s legacy, combined with professional pedagogies, serve to establish a 

hegemonic practice.  
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Chapter Seven 

Creativity and contemporary mainstream actor training. 

The tradition of institutionalized actor training is relatively young, arising co-

incidentally with and, as we shall see, not independently of Stanislavsky‘s System.  

Although it is highly probable that actor training is as old as theatre itself—Greek 

choruses, for example, were very likely trained, especially in voice production—

institutionalized actor training in the West only emerged in the late-nineteenth and 

early-twentieth centuries: 

Western culture has enjoyed a long history of actor apprenticeship, but not 

the systematic traditions of actor training that are integral to Eastern 

performance cultures such as the Noh theatre. […] It was not until the 

beginning of this century [the twentieth] that an explosion of interest in the 

power and potential of actor training took hold in the West. (Hodge 2-3) 

Alison Hodge gives three major reasons for this growing interest in the ―power and 

potential of actor training‖. Firstly, it can be partly attributed to a ―growing awareness 

of the rigorous training in Eastern traditions‖ (2). Secondly, as mentioned in the 

previous chapter, theatre practitioners in the West, following a general trend for 

―objective, scientific research […] began to search for absolute, objective languages of 

acting that could offer models, systems and tested techniques to further the craft‖ (2). 

Thirdly, the emergence and flourishing of formalized, systematic actor training was, in 

no small part, due to the newcomer in the theatrical enterprise—the director. Hodge 

makes the point that the majority of ―these new systems‖ were not instigated by actors, 

but by directors (2). Among the fledgling director-teachers there were those who had 

been actors themselves (Stanislavsky, Meyerhold and Michael Chekhov), but it was as 

directors that they formulated their theories and methodologies for actor training. 

 It is not difficult to fathom the reasons why directors should become interested 

in actor training. In order to realize their own directorial visions for their own theatres, 

it is highly desirable—if not essential—to have actors equipped to carry off the 

appropriate style. This became apparent toward the end of the nineteenth century in the 

theatre of Naturalism which, in the first instance, needed a director to coordinate all 

the facets of the new, highly technical productions while, in turn, the director required 

a corpus of actors who could meet the demands of the new genre. According to 
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Antoine, unless ―the naturalistic plays were staged‖ as well as ―acted in the right way, 

they would fail‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Directors on Directing 27). The pioneer 

directors of Naturalism shared similar desires for the ―right‖ acting: an ensemble 

acting, ―which will thrive on truth, observation, direct study of nature‖ (Antoine qtd. in 

Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 213). Otto Brahm states: 

Let the actor study nature, nothing more than that. […] The actor, turning 

from the theatre to nature, from the conventions of the four boards to truth, 

will ever win new strength; and he will learn to shun all stylizing, all 

arbitrary mannerisms, all stage affectations. (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, 

Actors on Acting 293) 

All of this is found in Stanislavsky: ―no artificial, theatrical technique can even 

compare with the marvels that nature brings forth‖ (AAP 16). Stanislavsky, however, 

went on to assist nature by establishing a ‗non-theatrical‘ technique, a methodology for 

Naturalism and, in so doing, can be viewed as the founder of modern actor training. 

Already in the early part of the twentieth century, Stanislavsky had inspired schools 

and studios devoted to teaching acting. Jacques Copeau is unequivocal in his 

indebtedness to Stanislavsky: 

among the people whose words instructed me, whose example sustained 

me, it is you, dear Constantin Stanislavsky, whom I should like to name as 

my dear teacher. (qtd. in Rudlin and Paul 218) 

Copeau along with Meyerhold and Michael Chekhov, to name only the most eminent, 

all developed actor training schools aimed at serving their own directorial visions for a 

‗better‘ theatre.
1
 Throughout the course of the century a plethora of diverse actor 

training theories and methodologies would emerge. Hodge‘s Twentieth Century Actor 

Training gives an overview of some of the most significant of these training praxes.
2
 

One system of institutionalized training, however, emerged during the course of the 

twentieth century and which has today become the benchmark for mainstream actor 

training: the conservatory schools, with the key figure behind these, Michel Saint-

Denis.   

 

 
1
 The Vieux Colombier School (1923-1938); Meyerhold Theatre School (1923-1938); 

Chekhov Theatre Studio (1936-1939).  
2
 In addition to Stanislavsky, Copeau, Meyerhold, Michael Chekhov, Twentieth Century 

Actor Training includes Brecht, Joan Littlewood, Strasberg, Adler and Meisner within the rubric of 

Method Acting, Joseph Chaikin, Peter Brook, Grotowski, Barba, and Wlodzimierz Staniewski.  
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       The contemporary conservatory schools. 

The conservatory schools are epitomized by the National Institute of Dramatic Art 

(NIDA) and the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) in 

Australia; Bristol Old Vic Theatre School (BOVTS) and Royal Academy of Dramatic 

Art (RADA) in England; and the Juilliard Drama Division in the United States.
3
  

Emerging at different times over the twentieth century (RADA 1904; BOVTS 1946; 

NIDA 1959; Juilliard 1968; WAAPA 1980), they represent for many of those who 

constitute the mainstream theatre-industry (directors, playwrights, agents, producers, 

casting directors and actors) the ‗best‘ training on offer: the training most likely to 

yield successful, that is employable actors and, even, ‗stars‘. Among the graduates 

there just might be another Cate Blanchett (NIDA) or Frances O‘Connor (WAAPA), 

Daniel Day Lewis (BOVTS) or Kevin Kline (Juilliard)—all perceived as extremely 

talented and, from the point of view of agents, casting directors and producers, 

potentially ‗hot property‘. Ellis Jones, former director of acting at RADA, notes that 

―so many of the biggest current stars were first ‗spotted‘ at drama school‖ (84). So 

sought after are some of these student-actors, that Margot Harley, former administrator 

of the Juilliard Drama Division (1968-1980) and co-founder of its graduate company 

(The Acting Company) ―lamented the fact that even second year students now had 

agents‖, which would largely preclude them from work in theatre, including Juilliard‘s 

own graduate company, because ―there was no money in it for the agent‖ (Houseman 

236).  

To this end, all these schools have as the crowning glory of their training an 

audition showcase of prepared scenes and monologues in which the graduating class 

shows off its talents to prospective employers. BOVTS has ―a specially devised 

programme presented in the West End‖.
4
 RADA has the ―Tree Performance‖ (named 

after its founder Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree), and WAAPA and NIDA both have 

showcase auditions which tour major Australian cities. Juilliard, as part of its 

marketing, boasts of attracting ―more than four hundred professionals‖ to its ―Actor 

Presentations‖—―theatrical agents, managers, and other television and theatre 

 
3
 The acting courses in question here are: NIDA, Bachelor of Dramatic Art (Acting); 

WAAPA, Advanced Diploma of Performing Arts (Acting); BOVTS, 3 Year Bachelor Arts 

Professional Acting; RADA, Bachelor Arts Acting; Juilliard, Bachelor of Fine Arts (with Liberal 

Arts) and Diploma (without Liberal Arts).  
4
 ―3

rd
 Year BA Professional Acting,‖ Bristol Old Vic Theatre School (BOVTS), 15 Sept. 

2007 <http://www.oldvic.ac.uk/3yr_ba_acting.html>.  
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professionals who are interested in new talent coming on to the scene‖.
5
 BOVTS 

claims ―that 100% of students find work where they use their skills in the first year 

after graduating‖.
6
 For how long after the first year this impressive employment rate 

continues is not documented. In fact, it is impossible to accurately assess the 

employment records of these schools given that their advertised claims for success are 

based on only an extremely small proportion of illustrious graduates and there are no 

comprehensive records tracking the full alumni. Despite this, however, it is beyond 

dispute that conservatory-trained graduates have come to represent the new crop of 

‗talent‘ which both feeds and meets the demands of the mainstream theatre and, 

increasingly, the film and television industries.
7
   

The esteem in which these schools are held is not just industry hype. It is 

substantiated by an intensive, comprehensive three to four-year training conducted by 

high-calibre staff with significant professional credentials themselves. Furthermore, 

even before they commence their training, these students are deemed the cream of the 

crop: hundreds audition, but only a chosen few gain entry. Juilliard, for example, 

auditions approximately one thousand ‗hopefuls‘ each year for only eighteen places.
8
 

In fact, the schools‘ work begins not on the first day of training, but with the entrance 

auditions. NIDA sees its primary role as not only ―to train exceptionally gifted young 

people‖ but ―to select‖ the right ones in the first place.
9
 For staff at Juilliard, Matthew 

Gurewitsch observes that ―spotting talent may be the faculty's most arduous task‖. 

From the entrance auditions to the final showcase programmes, maintaining the 

prestige of the schools is paramount. In his study of conservatory schools in Australia 

and England, Ross Prior makes the observation: 

 
5
 ―Programs of Study: actor training (Fourth Year)‖ Juilliard, 3 Feb. 2008, 12 June 2008 

<http://www.juilliard.edu/college/drama/programs_actortraining.html>.    
6
  ―History,‖ BOVTS, 15 Sept. 2007 <http://www.oldvic.ac.uk/history.html>.  

7
 Jane Baldwin makes the point that ―Juilliard graduates are now found more often working 

in television and film than in theatre, although the training has not made concessions‖ (177). All the 

schools in question, except for Juilliard, include screen and radio acting in their curricula in order to 

meet ―industry demands‖: WAAPA, for instance, defines its training as primarily ―theatre based‖, but 

―in response to industry demands for actors working in the screen and voice over sectors of the 

industry, the course includes acting for screen and radio‖ (Advanced Diploma 4). In a similar vein, 

BOVTS describes itself as an ―industry-led vocational training establishment‖ (―Training,‖ BOVTS, 

15 Sept. 2007 <http://www.oldvic.ac.uk/training.html>.   
8
 ―Drama Division,‖ Juilliard, 3 Feb. 2008, 12 June 2008 

<http://www.juilliard.edu/college/drama/drama.html>.  
9
 ―About NIDA,‖ National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA), 2006, 3 Sept. 2007 

<http://www.nida.edu.au/ABOUT-NIDA/default.aspx>.  

 

http://www.juilliard.edu/college/drama/programs_actortraining.htm
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These institutions ride high on their reputations in a fiercely competitive 

market place. […] Prestige has the potential to attract the best students. 

Prestige attracts more high-profile teachers. Prestige attracts the wealthy 

benefactors. Prestige attracts the ‗best‘ agents for graduating students. 

Prestige will help the actor get the ‗best‘ jobs…or so the thinking goes. (41) 

There is yet another crucial factor that bestows prestige and authority on the 

conservatory schools—tradition. Implicit in the etymology of ‗conservatory‘ is the 

notion of a training based on a methodology which has been ‗conserved‘, is tried and 

true, and is now passed on: ―[t]he conservatoire ideology reinforces the concept of 

conserving and passing on a tradition of practices‖ (Prior 42). The tradition to which 

contemporary conservatory training is indebted was largely established by one of the 

most significant figures in twentieth-century actor training—Michel Saint-Denis.  

                          The Michel Saint-Denis tradition. 

A nephew of Jacques Copeau, Saint-Denis (1897-1971) began his theatrical career as 

an actor with the Théâtre du Vieux-Colombier (1913), became an assistant to Copeau 

in the Vieux Colombier School (1921), co-founded the Compagnie des Quinze (1929), 

and then in 1935, together with George Devine and Marius Goring, established the 

London Theatre Studio (1935-1939). This school was forced to close with the advent 

of World War II, but post-war, Saint-Denis went on to establish four schools in 

relatively quick succession: The Old Vic Theatre School (1947-1952);
10

 L‟Ecole 

Supérieure d‟Art Dramatique (1953-present); the National School of Canada (1960-

present); and in 1968 the Juilliard Drama Division, which to this day remains ―true to 

the Saint-Denis guidelines‖.
11

 Nor was the influence of Saint-Denis restricted to his 

own schools. Jane Baldwin observes that, following on from ―the success of the 

London Theatre Studio and the Old Vic School‖, other more established schools such 

as RADA ―borrowed from Saint-Denis‘s curricula‖ (193). She goes on to write:  

There is barely a drama school in England of importance that is not imbued 

with Saint-Denis‘s practices. Many of his disciples became teachers who 

went on to train other teachers. Even a cursory look at Britain‘s leading 

drama schools reveals the extent to which Saint-Denis‘s disciples 

dominated English training from the 1960s through the 1990s. (Baldwin 

187-88)  

 
10

 The Old Vic Theatre School was forced to close due to Arts Council of Great Britain 

funding cuts (Saint-Denis, Training for the Theatre 50).  
11

 ―Drama Division,‖ Juilliard, 3 Feb. 2008, 12 June 2008 

<http://www.juilliard.edu/college/drama/drama.html>.  
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 Beyond British shores, the Saint-Denis tradition can be detected in schools in places 

as diverse as ―Australia, Greece and Jamaica, just to name a few‖ (Baldwin 188). The 

hallmarks of the Saint-Denis-influenced actor training can be summarized as follows:  

 an emphasis on vocational (rather than academic) training; 

 a three to four-year, full-time course; 

 a small intake of students, selected through auditions, who remain as a 

discrete class or ‗ensemble‘ for the duration of their training; 

 a curriculum divided between two main areas of pedagogy: technique 

(voice and movement training) and imagination (improvisation and 

interpretation). 

To a greater or lesser extent these characteristics of the Saint-Denis training are all 

evident in the curricula of the schools in question.
 
With the exception of Juilliard, 

which is a four-year course, all the others are three-year full-time courses. All the 

schools have a small annual intake of students (between twenty and thirty) who remain 

together as a unit for the duration of their training. The curricula are broadly divided 

into two streams: technique (voice and movement) and acting. The only major point of 

departure is that all the courses (with the exception of that of WAAPA) are now 

degree-conferring and, therefore, technically academic. However, it would be accurate 

to say that they remain pedagogically vocational.  

Beyond these preliminary characteristics, Saint-Denis stipulated that the 

training should include four other features which he considered to be vital to a school‘s 

success. Firstly, and most crucially, the training should encompass a range of theatrical 

styles. Saint-Denis‘ principal goal was to ―train the student to become as creative as 

possible in the interpretation of all styles‖ (Training for the Theatre 164). For Saint-

Denis a training that included the classical repertoire as well as the contemporary had 

the potential to give the actors ―flexibility and creative freedom‖ (Training for the 

Theatre 53). Again and again he makes this same point:  

Our purpose was to enlarge the actor‘s field of expression and to equip him 

in such a way that he could put each technique that he learned to the service 

of his acting without falling into the trap of specialisation in any one of 

them. We wanted to form an actor who would be able to handle a sword as 

well as a cup of tea […] an actor whose voice would have the wide range 

necessary to carry classical and modern texts. (Training for the Theatre 46) 
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In order to achieve this versatility, Saint-Denis maintained that the training should not 

be tied to one methodology, but rather offer a variety of approaches and techniques. 

He writes:  

we must prevent the idea from arising that there is only one way of 

proceeding. Should that happen, we run the risk of missing our goal.  

(Training for the Theatre 164)  

The Saint-Denis training drew from three main sources: firstly, he was influenced by 

the training he himself undertook at the Vieux Colombier School and Compagnie des 

Quinze. Secondly, he utilized techniques established by other practitioners, most 

notably Rudolf Laban and Frederick Matthias Alexander (Alexander Technique) and  

those developed by his own teachers, especially Litz Pisk in movement and dance and 

Jani Strasser in voice. Finally, Saint-Denis was influenced by Stanislavsky. Baldwin 

observes that in many ways ―Stanislavsky‘s System was the point of departure‖ for 

Saint-Denis (163). At his first school, the London Theatre Studio, ―he began‖, writes 

Baldwin, ―experimenting with Stanislavsky‘s system‖ (191). He was selective, using 

only those exercises ―which would not lead our actors to an excessively subjective 

concentration‖ which was, in his view, not appropriate for playing the classics 

(Training for the Theatre 48).
12

 Saint-Denis believed that if ―Stanislavsky‘s system is 

applied literally, it leads merely to realism‖ (Training for the Theatre 38). However, 

―applied selectively with discrimination, it can be made the ‗grammar of all styles‘ that 

it aspires to be‖ (Training for the Theatre 38). What Saint-Denis valued about 

Stanislavsky‘s methodology was its capacity for ‗truthful‘ playing. On seeing the 

Moscow Art Theatre perform in Paris in 1922, Saint-Denis wrote that it was ―one of 

the main contributions‖ to his own ―artistic development‖ (Training for the Theatre 

35). He claims: 

Their first performance of The Cherry Orchard filled me with admiration, 

almost against my will. […] What struck me most was the lightness of their 

acting; these performers seemed constantly to improvise their movements 

and their text. […] There was no straining after the truth, nothing was 

overdone, and yet the smallest reaction was played out fully with realistic 

precision. (Training for the Theatre 35)  

 
12

 Saint-Denis was critical of the growing influence of American realism and Method acting, 

and their tendency, in his opinion, towards excessive subjectivity and introspection. His comments on 

seeing Method actors: ―[t]heir faces, their gestures and words, were far less important to them than 

their nervous systems, their secret ‗stirrings‘, the meaning behind the words. Though a photograph of 

life was intended, only the negative was being shown, not the finished print‖ (Training for the Theatre 

189). 
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After meeting with Stanislavsky, Saint-Denis undertook, writes Baldwin, ―an 

exhaustive study of Stanislavsky‘s newly translated An Actor Prepares‖ with the 

express purpose of coming to terms with those ―qualities of Stanislavsky‘s production 

that most impressed him: spontaneity, emotional truth, depth of internal 

characterization‖ (Baldwin 81). Subsequently, Saint-Denis did not ―reject his own 

theatricalist methods‖ but ―integrated Stanislavsky‘s concepts into the curriculum‖ 

(Baldwin 192).    

  Stanislavsky has remained influential in conservatory training to the present: 

―[t]here is little doubt‖, writes Prior, ―that Stanislavsky has had the greatest influence 

on shaping modern approaches to training‖ (36). The degree to which the 

conservatories acknowledge Stanislavsky‘s influence varies. Juilliard is a little 

circumspect when it comes to Stanislavsky, because of his association, in America, 

with the Method. Ian Watson makes the point that Juilliard, established in 1968, was 

part of a reaction against ―the Americanized Stanislavsky that was being taught during 

the 1950s‖ (―Actor Training in the United States‖ 69). NIDA, RADA and WAAPA, on 

the other hand, all quite openly acknowledge Stanislavsky‘s influence. Tony Knight, 

Head of Acting at NIDA says that their students are required to read An Actor 

Prepares, Building a Character and Creating a Role.
13

 Acting classes at RADA, 

according to Ellis Jones ―explore the ideas set out by Stanislavsky‖ (22). The training 

at WAAPA ―is founded on the traditional training values of Stanislavsky‖ (Advanced 

Diploma 7). A survey of its syllabus shows that elements of Stanislavsky‘s psycho-

technique are central to the WAAPA training. Second-year acting students, for 

example, learn how to ―[a]nalyse a variety of play scripts and scenes and apply 

transactional acting tools—beats, action, objectives, given circumstances‖ (Advanced 

Diploma 22). Given that conservatory-trained students will most commonly find 

careers in film, television and mainstream theatre where psychological realism is the 

hegemonic acting style, it is hardly surprising that aspects of Stanislavsky‘s psycho-

technique remain current.  

The second of Saint-Denis‘ mandates was that the training should always 

involve work on whole plays. To this end, Saint-Denis was vehemently against 

―working on isolated scenes‖:  

 
13

 Tony Knight, ―Actor Training,‖ Email to Helen Trenos 30 Aug. 2007.  
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The interpretation work should always be done by studying a whole play, 

or, at least, one act of a play; we must avoid the customary practice of 

working on isolated scenes. […] Detached from their contexts, the student 

takes the risk of placing too much importance on his own work instead of 

maintaining the necessary balance of relationships with the other characters 

in the play. (Training for the Theatre 81)  

In his model curriculum in Training for the Theatre (88-99), by the end of the first 

year the students have already undertaken the ―Discovery Play Project‖, read and 

studied ―three plays in three different styles‖ and rehearsed a play in the final term. 

The contemporary conservatory schools have, in the main, followed this tradition of 

working on whole plays. With Juilliard, however, this would prove increasingly 

problematic. American actor training, notably the Method, has typically considered 

scene work as essential. After Saint-Denis‘ death in 1971, the director of the Juilliard 

Drama Division, Michael Kahn, introduced scene work in the first year because he felt 

―students had previously acquired bad acting habits that rehearsal technique alone did 

not correct‖ (Baldwin 171). For similar reasons, it is not uncommon for students in all 

the cited schools to undertake scene work in their acting classes. A concern with  scene 

work, over and beyond those articulated by Saint-Denis, is that it tends to focus on, 

and therefore prioritize, characterization rather than other aspects of acting such as 

storytelling or the scoring of an entire role.   

The third aspect which Saint-Denis deemed to be vital–even non-negotiable—

was that the training should be part of a production-oriented course. Saint-Denis 

considered that training for training‘s sake was potentially detrimental: the actor 

should, in his view, always be focussed on the production of plays as his or her final 

goal. Starting with studio or black-box productions with minimal or no production 

elements, the training would culminate in the final year with full-scale productions. By 

the end of their three years, students would have acted in nine productions ―crowned 

by a two-week repertory season‖ (Training for the Theatre 81). True to the Saint-

Denis tradition, the conservatory schools under discussion are all production-oriented. 

Each has an impressive annual production schedule, covering a range of genres and 

styles. At NIDA in 2007, for example, there are approximately one dozen second and 

third-year productions ranging from Shakespeare to Sheridan, Chekhov to Kushner, 

Marivaux to Martin Crimp.
14

   

 
14

 Macbeth, Antony and Cleopatra, Julius Caesar; Sheridan, The Rivals; Marivaux, The 

Game of Love and Chance; Chekhov, The Wood Demon and Three Sisters;  Brecht, The Private Life 
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The fourth and final aspect of the Saint-Denis training was that the school 

should be affiliated to a professional theatre company:  

It was my conviction that a liaison with a professional company, playing a 

wide-ranging repertoire […] was indispensable to the existence of a total 

school. (Training for the Theatre 51)  

In all his five schools, Saint-Denis ―aimed at establishing a complete theatrical 

organization with, at its centre, a permanent, professional repertory company‖ 

(Training for the Theatre 81).
15

 The benefits of affiliation to a theatre company were 

numerous. In the first instance, it provided job opportunities for graduates, while the 

theatre company itself would be enriched by the infusion of eager, fresh and well-

trained actors. Over and above this, in the bigger picture, such a company ―could 

invigorate and enrich the theatre of the day‖ (Training for the Theatre 45). Following 

in the tradition established by the pioneers of modern actor training, Saint-Denis 

believed a ―school was a place to re-invent theatre‖ (Training for the Theatre 50). 

Finally, Saint-Denis believed that affiliation to a professional theatre company would 

remind students of the ―realities of their professional life‖. He maintained that a 

―school of the kind planned for Juilliard should not exist in isolation‖, because if that 

were the case students ―could easily become introverted and lose sight of the realities 

of professional life‖ (Training for the Theatre 68). About L‟Ecole Supérieure d‟Art 

Dramatique in Strasbourg, Saint-Denis comments: 

There were two professional touring companies […] made up from our own 

former students and professional actors. […] The fact that the theatre was 

in the same building as the school, and that the students were living in the 

atmosphere and under the eye as it were, of the profession, was of great 

advantage to both students and actors. (Training for the Theatre 57)  

At the time of writing, however, only NIDA has its own graduate company.
16

 This is 

hardly surprising: it is clear that even if an institution is turning out only twenty 

graduates a year, within time this will necessitate an ever-increasing number of 

graduate or affiliated professional companies.  

 
of the Master Race; Dario Fo, Can‟t pay won‟t pay; Tony Kushner, A Bright Room Called Day; Nigel 

Williams, Class Enemy; Martin Crimp, Attempts on her Life.  
15

 Referring to the London Theatre Studio, Saint-Denis writes: ―[w]e did not want a school 

for a school‘s sake; our guiding lines were clear: we wanted a place for training young actors who, on 

issuing from the studio, would form a company‖ (Training for the Theatre 45). 
16

 With the closure of the Bristol Old Vic for refurbishment in 2007, and its future as a 

company in question, the BOVTS has lost its associate professional company. After losing its funding 

in 1988, the Juilliard graduate company (The Acting Company) is no longer linked specifically to 

Juilliard. WAAPA and RADA have never had any formal links to a theatre company. 
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To summarize: it was Saint-Denis who provided the traditional model, the 

prototype, for actor training in the contemporary conservatory school. Although he 

was greatly influenced by Stanislavsky, Saint-Denis was not, it seems, constrained by 

his methodologies. He writes:    

Stanislavski is a great reformer and genuine naturalist. How he insists, how 

he repeats that ‗our art is founded on the organic bases of the laws of 

nature.‘ But this is not the starting point for a true artist, who wants to 

create worlds which have a life of their own no longer ruled by the laws of 

nature. The power of the artist is to create characters, places, languages, 

and styles which are outside nature. (―Stanislavski and Shakespeare‖ 83) 

Yet while Saint-Denis indicates here that the actor‘s creativity involves more than 

characterization, and is grounded not in nature but in artistic conventions, he 

fundamentally assumes Stanislavsky‘s basic premises. Baldwin writes that, ―[l]ike 

Stanislavsky, Saint-Denis endeavoured to discover techniques to help the actor 

truthfully create a character‘s inner life‖ (192). She goes on to make the point that for 

―Saint-Denis, characterization was the essence of acting; accordingly, the acting 

classes concentrated on the transformational aspect of performing‖ (Baldwin 195).  

Like Stanislavsky, Saint-Denis also believed that the locus of the actor‘s 

creativity is the subconscious; it is the repository of the actor‘s imagination, 

inventiveness and authenticity. While physical skills are necessary, they are not in 

themselves a source of creativity. Saint-Denis writes that ―the actor‘s inventiveness, in 

order to be liberated, needed a technique of physical and vocal expression‖, but ―[h]e 

knew that acting, in order to be authentic, must be rooted in the very depth of self‖ 

(Training for the Theatre 32). On the actor Louis Jouvet, who Saint-Denis much 

admired, he observes that his transformation ―was brought in to play by his 

subconscious‖ (Training for the Theatre 31).  

There is one significant way in which Saint-Denis does seem to deviate from 

Stanislavsky: it would appear from Saint-Denis‘ demands for a production-based 

training that he moved away from Stanislavsky‘s emphasis on the creative 

collaboration of actors and directors working in rehearsals. Saint-Denis seems to at 

least canvass the possibility of the actor‘s creativity in performance. Combing the 

curricula and syllabi of the contemporary conservatory schools, their training does 

appear to extend from rehearsal into production. Without exception, they not only 

provide a production-based training, but ―[p]roductions are a fundamental component 
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of the course‖ (WAAPA, Advanced Diploma 52). It is in productions that students ―put 

all that has been learned so far in the classwork into practice before an audience‖.
17

 

The RADA course ―divides itself roughly into two parts; intensive work on individual 

skills and the application of these skills to work on group projects and production for 

public performances‖.
18

 In reference to NIDA, Tony Knight comments:  

The performances are the climax of the term‘s work; we are not into too 

many sheltered workshops. […] The practical application of skills and 

methods is the central focus.
19

  

However, closer investigation of the schools‘ courses, the curricula and the 

Saint-Denis prototype reveals a picture in which the emphasis remains primarily 

focused on rehearsal processes and not on performance, and where a production-

oriented course does not, in fact, equate to a performance-oriented course. The crucial 

difference between them may not be immediately apparent: a production-oriented 

course, ostensibly, aims at performance, but conceives it as a place where the actors 

‗show‘, ‗present‘ or ‗transfer‘ what they have achieved in the rehearsal or classroom 

onto the stage. In other words, the performance serves as a ‗rubber-stamp‘ for a prior 

creation, but is not an act of creation in itself; an audience exists only to validate the 

rehearsal process.  

What I would call a performance-oriented course, on the other hand, would 

conceive of performance not as validation of rehearsal work, but as what it is: a 

creative site, if not the most important creative site in theatre.  

A performance-oriented training. 

To establish performance as a creative site, one must first of all counter a tendency in 

Western mainstream theatre to privilege the dramatic text as the primary creation, and 

the director‘s relationship with the actor in rehearsal as the most significant creative 

relationship in the theatre. Inheriting the Naturalistic legacy, Saint-Denis was 

unequivocal: the actor‘s creativity is subservient to the writer‘s. Baldwin makes the 

point that the ―philosophy underlying Saint-Denis‘s training ‗considered the author as 

the only completely creative person‘‖ (192). In Saint-Denis‘ own words: 

 
17

 ―3
rd

 Year BA Professional Acting,‖ BOVTS, 15 Sept. 2007 

<http://www.oldvic.ac.uk/3yr_ba_acting.html>.   
18

 ― RADA Acting Course: BA in Acting Degree,‖ Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, 15 Sept. 

2007 <http://www.rada.org/acting5.html>.  
19

 Tony Knight, ―Actor Training,‖ Email to Helen Trenos 30 Aug. 2007.  

. 
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To avoid conceit and extravagance we maintained that our chief practical 

purpose was wholly and above all to serve interpretation, and that dealing 

with an important play it was healthy to consider the author as the only 

completely creative person: director, designer, and actor had to understand 

the author‘s intention and submit to it. (Theatre: The Rediscovery of Style 

92) 

The creative process for the actor is hereby circumscribed to working with the director 

in the rehearsal room, where ―the author‘s intention‖ is realized and the actor‘s main 

focus is creating the author‘s character. Saint-Denis details the rehearsal process as 

follows: 

the young actor could be shown how to extend the meaning of a play as a 

whole: the meaning of the different sections of the play, the meaning of his 

own part in relation to others. A young actor must understand and take into 

account the views of the director of the play, for it is on these views and on 

the kind of relationship established between the actor and his director that 

the unity of the show will depend. It was then that the young actor recalling 

his experiences in improvisation, had to attack the last phase of rehearsals, 

and finally, bring his character to life, both mentally and physically. 

(Theatre: The Rediscovery of Style 107) 

In this process, the performance is, at best, a third creative site—if deemed to be a 

creative site at all. However, as David George points out: 

the Postmodern debunking of all Modernist hierarchies has enabled 

performance to claim its place not only as a legitimate field of inquiry in its 

own right but as a primary phenomenon, enabling us now to reverse the old 

flow chart: in place of DRAMA  THEATRE  PERFORMANCE, we 

now have PERFORMANCE as the primary ontology. (Buddhism as/in 

Performance 11)  

Zarrilli writes in a similar vein: ―performance‖ is ―not about something‖ but is ―that 

thing itself‖ (Acting (Re)Considered 14). Pontbriand comments: ―performance 

presents; it does not represent‖ (155) and director Anne Bogart claims ―meeting an 

audience is a thing unto itself‖.
20

 Even if one does not accept this premise of the 

primacy of performance, it is still clear that there is, as Hornby notes, ―simply more 

going on in a theatrical performance that can be programmed into a script‖ (Script into 

Performance 96). The performance cannot be fully prescribed by the text, but always 

exceeds the text. Where a script exists, it does so only as a blueprint for performances. 

To cite Tennessee Williams: 

 
20

 Anne Bogart ―ATHE Conference,‖ Email to Helen Trenos 16 Oct. 2006. 
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The printed script of a play is hardly more than an architect‘s blueprint of a 

house not yet built or built and destroyed. The color, the grace and 

levitation, the structural pattern in motion, the quick interplay of live 

beings, suspended like fitful lightning in a cloud, these things are the play, 

not words on paper, not thoughts or ideas of an author, those shabby things 

snatched off basement counters at Gimbel‘s. (qtd. in T. Cole 280-81) 

There is ―more going on‖ than can be ―programmed in a script‖ or set in rehearsals. 

Once again, Hornby is apposite:  

The director sits in the auditorium during a performance while the actors go 

through on their own, night after night. The director may be a tyrant during 

rehearsals, give notes after every performance, and even call post-opening 

rehearsals, but the stage has still come to belong to the actors. (Script into 

Performance 97)  

Performance, in other words, is an occasion where the actor embarks on a new act of 

creation with and for audiences. Recalling Stanislavsky: the ―very moment of 

creativeness‖ occurs in front of the footlights (SL 202).  

But in the conservatory schools, performances are pre-empted as possible 

creative sites and the impression given that it is in rehearsal, working with directors, 

that the actor‘s ‗real‘ creative work takes place. Performances become merely 

―presentations‖ or ―showings‖ of a prior creation. Students in contemporary acting 

schools, according to Ellis Jones, can anticipate a training which includes voice, 

movement, text, acting—and ―[r]ehearsing for presentations‖ (92-93). Performing is 

occluded—reserved for post-graduate experiences—even though the schools would 

concur with WAAPA that their training equips students to ―audition, rehearse and 

perform‖ [my emphasis] (Advanced Diploma 4). They are not being disingenuous: the 

assumption is that all the necessary skills for acting can be and are acquired in class 

and rehearsal rooms. Saint-Denis is unequivocal: ―students will learn to act by 

rehearsing plays‖ (Training for the Theatre 189). What is learnt ―rehearsing plays‖ and 

in class is then ―transferred‖ to the performance situation. The successful student, 

according to the WAAPA curriculum, demonstrates ―the ability to transfer rehearsed 

material into performance‖ (Advanced Diploma 35). The implication is clear:  

performing requires no additional skills. Creativity in rehearsals will translate into 

successful performances.  

The reality is very different: performances involve one crucial factor not 

present in rehearsals—‗live‘ audiences. It is true that in the conservatories audiences 
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do appear to play a part. They are, however, very ‗select‘ audiences. In the first year 

and into the second, it is commonly limited to faculty members and fellow students. In 

front of this ‗in-house‘ audience, it is believed that the students are free to experiment 

and put their newly learned skills to the test without the risks of potentially damaging 

public censure. Ellis Jones puts the case: 

For the first two years, schools discourage exposure. […] When you are 

going through a period of intense training your focus is on your equipment 

and you need the space to make mistakes out of the spotlight. (87)  

Saint-Denis was of the same opinion, preferring not even to use the word 

‗performance‘ so as to avoid putting any untoward pressure on the students: 

In the beginning of the training we call any performance the students give a 

showing, and not a performance. The reason is that we want to encourage 

the student‘s concentration, and leave him free to make, with guidance, the 

connection between his inner existence and his means of expression, 

without disturbing him with the feeling that he has to prove himself. The 

important thing in the first year is to plant the roots of the actor‘s invention 

at the deepest possible level. (Training for the Theatre 197)  

Following suit, Juilliard avoids using the word ‗performance‘ in its first year, 

preferring the term ―Rehearsal Projects‖. The rationale is familiar: it steers students 

away from having to achieve ―performance results‖ and toward ―exploring an actor‘s 

process‖.
21

 But while all this is understandable, especially in the early part of the 

training, it has worrying implications: namely, that performance is not seen as a 

potential spark to ―the actor‘s invention‖, or even an integral part of the actor‘s 

process. Just as alarming and in addition to this, audiences are restricted to the role of 

critics and judges, who exist only to validate the student‘s work. They are not vital 

participants in a theatrical event, let alone conceived as possible co-creators or co-

conspirators. 

It might seem that these caveats apply only to the early days of the training and 

―[e]ventually, the day comes when the student actors have the chance they‘ve been 

waiting for: to get out there in front of an audience and do it!‖ (Brown 129).  

Generally, this day comes toward the end of the student‘s penultimate year with black-

box productions for ‗invited guests‘, and then in the final year with full-scale 

productions open to the ‗general public‘. It is in the final phase of the training that 

 
21

 ―Course Description 2007-2008: Dramatic Interpretation 1,‖ Juilliard, 3 Feb. 2008, 12 June 

2008 

<http://www.juilliard.edu/asp/occ/course_details.php?course_code=DRAMA%20101-2&div=Dr>.  
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students are believed ready to come out of the ‗hot-house‘ and perform for a general 

public audience.
22

 The ―emphasis shifts‖ at the end of the third year, according to the 

Juilliard course description, ―from the laboratory to the theatre, with the addition of 

costume, makeup, lighting, music, and some scenery‖—and an audience.
23

 Put another 

way, the audience is an ‗added extra‘, like the other production elements and, once 

again, the notion that audiences are not integral to the acting process is reinforced. 

This is the significant omission in the training: there is no serious speculation on the 

spectators, on the role audiences play in the actor‘s creative processes. The demands of 

an audience go unanswered or even unquestioned to this day. WAAPA, for example, 

expects students to ―demonstrate an understanding of the role of the director‖ 

(Advanced Diploma 36)—and even of ―performing arts companies and key people in 

Australian theatre‖ (49)—but in the entire curriculum, this is never extended to 

understanding the role of the audience. In fact, in the fifty–three page curriculum, 

‗audience‘ is mentioned only twice: in the one instance referring to a classroom of  

faculty and peers, and in the other to  the members of the industry (agents, directors 

and actors) who are there to scrutinize the actors‘ employment potential.
24

 

This all raises some obvious and crucial questions: what is required for training 

for performance? Is it possible? If so, does it require additional areas of creativity for 

which actors are not being trained? It is apposite to note that Eastern training praxes do 

train actors for performance. James Brandon comments that ―most Asian actor training 

is not ‗person‘ centered‖, but is ―first skill centered and then audience centered‖ (44). 

It is not concerned with creativity in rehearsals or the creative relationship between 

actors and directors—both rehearsals and director being non-existent. The focus of the 

training is entirely on acquiring the appropriate skills for creating performances for 

audiences. Can we take a lesson from this? Do we not owe it to the student actors in 

the Western conservatory schools to at least investigate the possibility of training for 

performance? Such an investigation would have the potential to enrich the creative 

scope of their acting, aiming at not only making them good actors, but also good 

 
22

 How the ‗general public‘ is actually defined varies with each institution. At Juilliard, for 

example, only a limited number of tickets are released for sale as they become available or one hour 

prior to a performance. Most of the schools have so-called ‗Friends‖ of their institutions—regular 

patrons of their productions.   
23

 ―Course Descriptions 2007-2008: Dramatic Interpretation III,‖ Juilliard, 3 Feb. 2008, 12 

June 2008 

  <http://www.juilliard.edu/asp/occ/course_details.php?course_code=DRAMA%20301-2&div=Dr>. 
24

 The first time ‗audience‘ is mentioned it refers to the classroom situation in first year 

Acting classes (7) and then in reference to the Showcase performances, which ―take place in large 

theatre spaces before audiences of invited professional agents, casting agents, directors, actors etc‖ 

(51).  
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performers. In the following chapter, I will establish the theoretical framework for a 

performance-oriented training.  
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Chapter Eight  

Towards a performance-oriented actor training. 

In Western mainstream theatre practice, the work of the actor occurs in two different 

contexts: rehearsal and performance.
1
 This, it would seem, is self-evident. Also 

seemingly apparent is that each of these two arenas requires different things of the 

actor. Performance makes different demands upon the actor: there is, put simply, the 

pressure to get it right, here and now, without the director and in the presence of an 

expectant audience. Obvious though all this may seem, a distinction between 

rehearsing and performing is seldom made in actor training. In the previous chapter it 

was revealed that the contemporary conservatory school training, for example, does 

not take into account any significant difference between the two. Performance is an 

event towards which the training is directed, but for which student actors are not 

specifically trained. When it comes to acting theories, Elly Konijn makes the 

observation that:  

Common acting theories usually do not make a clear distinction between 

rehearsal and performance. Usually they describe a rehearsal method to 

reach an accurate portrayal. These methods barely touch on acting in 

performance. (―The Actor‘s Emotions Reconsidered‖ 78)    

Any distinction between the two is also obfuscated by the fact that, in their theatrical 

senses, the two terms, acting and performing, are routinely used synonymously. 

Although performing denotes a much broader spectrum of activities than acting (not 

all performers are actors), to act or to perform are commonly held to mean one and the 

same thing.
2
  

However, while ‗acting‘ and ‗performing‘ are, indisputably, related terms and 

activities, their definitions are differently nuanced. ‗To act‘ emphasizes mimetic 

activity—―carry out or represent in mimic action‖—in a way that performance does 

not (―Act‖ v Def. 4). Moreover, while they both denote performing on stage, 

 
1
 Performance has become, as Carlson notes, ―an essentially contested concept‖ 

(Performance 5). Over the last thirty years, it has experienced almost as explosive an expansion as 

creativity. As used here, however, it means not a new or hybrid genre, but quite simply the ultimate 

destination of all acting—the event which occurs in all theatres.  
2
 OED defines ‗to act‘ as ―to perform (a play)‖ and ―[t]o perform on stage‖ (―Act‖ v Def. 4; 

8a). To ‗perform‘ is defined in similar terms:  ―[t]o act or play (a part or role in a play, ballet, etc.)‖ 

and ―[t]o act in a play […]‖ (―Perform‖ v Def. 4c; 4d). 
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definitions of ‗perform‘ stress the audience, whereas in definitions of ‗act‘ no mention 

of audience is ever made.
3
 An audience is, of course, implicit in definitions of ‗to act‘ 

and the assumption is made that actors will, eventually, act for spectators, but it 

remains possible for ‗acting‘, as a set of imitative and expressive skills, to occur 

without an audience. ‗Performing‘, on the other hand, requires the presence of an 

audience. This is a crucial difference, which in the definitional slippage between the 

two terms is often glossed over.   

This chapter aims to establish the theoretical framework for training actors for 

theatrical performance. Training actors to perform has the potential to broaden the 

scope of the stage actor‘s creativity which, in the Stanislavsky tradition, has focussed 

overwhelmingly on the creativity of actors working with directors in rehearsals, 

creating characters. However, actors are called upon to create more than characters and 

they do so for and with audiences in performances.  

Developing expertise in performance: situation awareness. 

In the Cambridge Handbook of Expertise and Expert Performance, Mica Endsley 

claims that ―situation awareness‖ is ―a critical cornerstone for expertise in most 

domains‖ (633). It is defined as ―the perception of the elements in the environment 

within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the 

projection of their status in the near future‖ (634). In the rehearsal or classroom, acting 

students are routinely encouraged to be open and vulnerable to the elements of their 

environment: to their fellow-actors and to the immediate physical, sensory world in 

which they are playing. This was a crucial aspect of Stanislavsky‘s methodology, 

which ―communion‖, ―irradiation‖, and ―grasp‖ (concepts detailed in Chapter 10, An 

Actor Prepares) aimed to serve. On ―grasp‖ Stanislavsky writes: 

We actors must have that same power to seize with our eyes, ears and all 

our senses. If an actor is to listen, let him do it intently. If he is called upon 

to smell, let him smell hard. If he is to look at something let him really use 

his eyes. (AAP 217) 

Following suit, students in Western mainstream training are encouraged to develop 

their sensory perceptions. Exercises such as those outlined in Jean Benedetti‘s 

 
3
 ―Perform‖ is defined as “[t]o present (a play, ballet, opera, etc.) on stage or to an audience; 

to play or sing (a piece of music) for an audience‖ (―Perform‖ v Def. 4b); ―[t]o act or play […]; to 

represent (a character on stage or to an audience‖ (―Perform‖ v Def. 4c); ―[t]o act in a play; to sing, 

dance, or play music, esp. for an audience‖ (―Perform‖ v Def. 4d) [my emphasis].   
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Stanislavski and the Actor, for example, where students are taught to develop their 

visual, aural, tactile, olfactory and gustatory awareness are standard (35-37). These 

exercises are aimed at sharpening the students‘ awareness of their immediate 

surroundings and stimulating their imagination so that in preparing a role they can 

readily create the fictional world of the play. Simultaneously, students are encouraged 

to be fully open and vulnerable to their acting partners. According to Bella Merlin, in 

The Complete Stanislavsky Toolkit, the actor should be sensitive to: 

every tiny detail of information that your partner gives you through their 

eyes, nostrils, eyebrows, breathing pattern, small step towards you, flinch 

away from you, tremor of the little finger, flutter of the left hand. (209) 

For Stanislavsky this close attention to one‘s acting partner—the uninterrupted flow of 

psychic and emotional energy that passes between actors—was of utmost importance. 

Ultimately, it is assumed to be what engages audiences:  

If actors really mean to hold the attention of a large audience they must 

make every effort to maintain an uninterrupted exchange of feelings, 

thoughts and actions among themselves. And the inner material for this 

exchange should be sufficiently interesting to hold spectators. (AAP 197) 

Contemporary Stanislavskian, Merlin, puts it like this: ―you have to start by ‗infecting‘ 

your partner. Unless you can ‗infect‘ your partner, you make it almost impossible to 

touch the restless spectator sitting in the dark on K15‖ (251). Consequently, the 

student actor is trained to occlude everything but the fictional world. Jean Benedetti 

advises his students:  

our world is the acting space. That is where our concentration should be, 

not backstage, not in the audience but there in the make-believe world we 

have created. (32)  

There is, however, an obvious problem with these premises. Firstly, it remains 

questionable whether actors‘ acute sensitivity to their immediate environment, acting 

partners or their total absorption in the fictional world of play necessarily engages an 

audience. Arguably, many self-indulgent performances have been based on these 

assumptions. Secondly, in rehearsal, actors might be able to focus their attention solely 

on the ―make-believe‖ world they are creating, but in performance this is just not 

possible. As Konijn points out, in performance, ―the demands of the actual context of 

acting—in front of an audience—will prevent the actor from losing himself in 

character emotions‖ or the fictional world of the play (―The Actor‘s Emotions 
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Reconsidered‖ 78).  The actor in performance requires a more broadly ranging and 

expansive attention. Shelley Russell-Parks gives an example of what is needed: 

playing Blanche in A Streetcar Named Desire, at the height of emotional intensity, she 

had to undergo a complete costume change offstage, while simultaneously continuing 

the dialogue with Stella onstage: 

I had to learn to open the door precisely enough to expose my face, but not 

so much as to expose the woman doing my hair. Furthermore, I had to raise 

one arm to allow a second assistant to zip a side zipper. (129) 

Rather than being a distraction, Russell-Parks says the offstage ―invasion‖ of her 

costume and hair ―became part of the playworld‘s immediate focus‖ (129). She 

concluded: the actor in performance needs to be aware of much more than the 

character and the ―play-world‘s environment‖, but also the ―theatre, audience, and 

acting all become apparent to the perceiving consciousness‖ (130).  

  It would seem, therefore, that for actors to achieve expertise in performance 

they must have full situation awareness. They should be trained not only to be alert to 

their senses, partners and acting space, but also to ‗listen‘ to their total performance 

space, which includes an auditorium of spectators.  

(Re)cognizing audience.  

When Stanislavsky wrote that ―[t]he magnet of the audience is to be resisted‖ and 

―forget about the public. Think about yourself‖ he was countering inherited and 

outdated acting conventions aimed gratuitously at wooing audiences (AAP 73; 120). 

But over one hundred years later and removed from this context, one must be very 

careful about taking Stanislavsky literally. In the 1970s, Peter Handke may have 

offended his audience by direct insults, but for Australian director, Aubrey Mellor, the 

insult is now in a tendency to ignore the audience: 

that whole respect—or need—for an audience has sort of disappeared. And 

if the public doesn‘t need to be there, what are we doing? I actually get 

really offended by theatre where I know that if I walked out it would have 

no effect on anyone on stage. It‘s like there‘s the ‗old-fashioned‘ actor who 

likes performing, and the new actor who actually prefers the rehearsal 

room. (qtd. in Macaulay 54)  

The ―new actor‖ described by Mellor could well include the conservatory graduate, 

whose training, while being production-oriented, does not adequately address the 
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distinguishing feature of performance—audiences. Typically composed of peers, 

faculty, ‗friends‘ and potential employers (casting agents, agents, producers and 

directors), an audience‘s job is primarily to assess the students‘ acting and 

employability. This can develop in actors an ‗us‘ versus ‗them‘ attitude. Actor David 

Warrilow makes this point: 

There was a time when my perception of the audience was ‗us‘ and ‗them‘. 

[…] I therefore was for a long time in the position of investing a great deal 

of energy in defending what I was doing against supposed criticism. (qtd. in 

Lassiter 318).  

Warrilow goes on to say that: ―I was so full of anxiety and insecurity I was not able to 

enter into the proper flow of the exchange, as I now perceive it can and ideally must 

be‖ (318). What Warrilow suggests here is what many other actors, theatre 

practitioners and theorists also believe to be true: that the relationship between actor 

and audience, the ―flow of the exchange‖, is the essence of theatre, its base 

denominator. John Gielgud says this: ―nothing really matters except the actual 

momentary contact between actor and audience‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on 

Acting 402).  

For Brecht, the audience‘s importance in the theatrical exchange was 

paramount. Early in his career he stressed that a ―theatre which makes no contact with 

the public is a nonsense‘ and, accordingly, he considered the theatre of his time ―a 

nonsense‖ (―Emphasis on Sport‖ 7).  Some twenty years later, he repeated the same 

criticism. In ―A Short Organum for the Theatre‖, he writes: 

we can hardly accept the theatre as we see it before us. Let us go into one 

of these houses and observe the effect which it has on the spectators. 

Looking about us, we see somewhat motionless figures in a peculiar 

condition. […] True, their eyes are open, but they stare rather than see, just 

as they listen rather than hear. They look at the stage as if in a trance. […] 

This detached state, where they seem to be given over to vague but 

profound sensations, grows deeper the better the work of the actors. (sec. 

26. 187) 

Brecht‘s agenda for the theatre was to arouse theatre audiences not just emotionally 

but intellectually, and even more crucially, activate them politically. His enterprise 

sought to create a theatrical experience which ―leaves its spectators productively 

disposed even after the spectacle is over‖ (―Short Organum‖, sec. 77. 205). In order to 

achieve this goal, most of Brecht‘s reforms were aimed at developing techniques 

whereby actors could work directly on audiences‘ potential for action.  
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In ―The Theatre‘s New Testament‖, Grotowski goes further and actually 

defines theatre as essentially ―what takes place between spectator and actor‖ (32). 

Theatre ―cannot exist without the actor-spectator relationship of perceptual, direct, 

‗live‘ communion‖ (Grotowski, ―Towards a Poor Theatre‖ 19). Director Anne Bogart 

concurs: 

The theatre is what happens between spectator and actor. The actor is 

completely dependent upon the creative potential of each audience member 

and must be able to adjust and respond to whatever ensues. The actor 

initiates and the audience completes the circle with their imagination, 

memory and creative sensibilities. (A Director Prepares 69)  

Iain Mackintosh sums it up eloquently: actor and audience are ―the indispensable 

elements in making theatre for three concentrated hours. Everyone else […] is a 

voyeur‖ (126).  

If then, the overwhelming view is that the actor-audience relationship is at the 

heart of the theatrical enterprise, why has it been marginalized? Numerous and diverse 

reasons could be offered up. One explanation, for example, could lie in the fact that 

within Western theatre discourse, there has been very little theorizing on the role of 

theatre audiences. There are notable exceptions: Anne Ubersfeld, Herbert Blau, and 

Marco de Marinis to name some of the most prominent. They do not, however, 

theorize on the role of audiences in the performing process. In Theatre Audiences, 

Susan Bennett observes that ―we lack any detailed picture of the theatre audience, and 

in particular, their role(s) in the production-reception relationship‖ (86). Ten years 

after this statement was made, it still remains a neglected topic in acting theory.  

A more fundamental reason, however, lies within the hegemonic theatre praxis 

of psychological realism. With its fourth-wall convention and proscenium stage, 

audience and actor have been physically distanced. Such effects of theatre architecture 

on the audience-actor relationship cannot be underestimated. In his study of the 

relationship between audiences and actors in traditional Japanese theatre, Jacob Raz 

observed that, with regards to modern kabuki productions, the ―atmosphere has lost its 

spice and liveliness as the audience has receded into an auditorium separated from the 

stage by a proscenium‖ (Pronko 136).
4
 Sitting in a darkened auditorium, it is easy for 

an audience member to become invisible, detached, an onlooker but not a lively 

 
4
 Leonard C. Pronko is quoted here in his untitled review of Audience and Actors: a study of 

their interaction in the Japanese traditional theatre by Jacob Raz (Asian Theatre Journal 3.1 1986) 

135-37)   
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participant and, conversely, the lit actor can more easily retreat into his or her fictional 

world. Mackintosh makes the point that by the mid-nineteenth century with the 

introduction of gas and limelight: 

The auditorium could now be dimmed and the audience‘s attention directed 

mechanically to this actor or that scene. Theatergoers were able to see a 

show and, due to that well-known phenomenon of the lit actor being more 

audible than the unlit actor, could at least hear better. […] The actor was 

now happier to retreat behind the picture frame because he could be better 

lit there and therefore could function more effectively. (36) 

An intriguing side-effect of all this was that, as actors became more independent of 

their audiences, they became more dependent on their directors. Mackintosh observes 

that the actor ―soon became increasingly dependent on the scenic artists and on the 

‗stage-managers‘, who, within a century, evolved into the director‖ (36). Increasingly, 

since the end of the nineteenth century, the actor-director relationship has upstaged 

that between actor and audience. Fabrizio Cruciani makes the point that the fledgling 

―director-teachers‖ aimed ―not only to train students for the theatre, or for their own 

theatres, but also to forge the implements of their own creativity‖ (28). While the actor 

became the main ―implement‖ of the director‘s creativity, the actor‘s own creativity 

(as was shown in Chapter Six) became increasingly dependent on the director, and the 

partnership of actor and director was forged as the most significant creative 

relationship in theatre. Stanislavsky and Olga Knipper, Brecht and Helene Weigel, 

Grotowski and Ryszard Cieslak are testimonies to this. In On the Technique of Acting, 

Michael Chekhov is unequivocal: 

If there is any art of the theatre at all, it begins with acting and directing. 

The author and his play are not yet the theatre. […] The theatre starts when 

the actors and the director take the written script into their hands. Their 

Creative Individualities are what makes the theatre. (77) 

The corollary is even more significant: the actor-audience relationship is pre-empted. 

There were theatre practitioners who endeavoured to restore to audiences the 

―active participation in the act of theatre, enjoyed by ancient Athenians, Elizabethan 

groundlings and Georgian playgoers‖ (Mackintosh 56). Theatre architects and 

designers such as William Poel (1852-1914) and Tyrone Guthrie (1900-1973) aimed to 

restore ―to audiences the role of ‗assisting at‘ the event‖ (Mackintosh 56). And there 

have been many notable directors throughout the twentieth century and to this day who 

―have sought (rather than allowed) a central role for the spectator‖ (Bennett, Theatre 
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Audiences 89). Many have worked toward rekindling the actor-audience relationship 

by getting rid of the fourth wall. Examples include Artaud‘s experiments at the 

Théâtre Alfred Jarry where audiences were surrounded by the performers, Grotowski‘s 

productions (Dr Faustus, Akropolis, and Kordian) in which audience members became 

characters, and contemporary company Goat Island‘s experimentation with the 

physical relationship between audience and actors in non-theatre sites. Yet, despite 

these enterprises, in mainstream theatre with its predominant fare of psychologically 

realistic plays:  

performers are set apart and audiences asked to respond cognitively and 

emotionally in predefined categories of approval, disapproval, arousal or 

passivity. Audience interaction with the performers may enhance it, but it is 

not meant nor allowed to become part of its definition. (Dayan and Katz 

93)  

In psychologically realistic acting, the actor‘s job is to create a character presumably 

behaving as in real life. Creative actors are, therefore, deemed to be those who 

seemingly block out the audience and who, according to Merlin, ―preserve ‗nature‘s 

creative freedom‘‖ by connecting ―with a more useful onstage objective‖ (249). In 

Stanislavsky‘s own words:  

as soon as the actor stops paying any attention to him, the spectator will 

begin to show an interest in him, especially if the actor himself is interested 

in something on the stage that the audience, too, finds important. (On the 

Art of the Stage 21) 

The proper relationship between actors and audience is seen as an indirect one, a by-

product of the actor‘s total absorption in onstage actions and relationships. But as 

Nicholas Arnold observes, the relationship is far more direct than Stanislavsky and his 

followers suggest:   

Any performer knows that the conventional active/passive relationship 

between actor and audience is, in fact, a constantly shifting relationship 

between equals, signalled and sustained by a continuous interchange of 

messages between the two parties, which re-adjusts the relationship as the 

performance is developed in time and space. (76) 

Even in psychological realism, there is a direct (albeit subtle) dialogue between the 

actor and audience.  It would seem crucial, therefore, that in actor training the vitality 

of the actor-audience relationship be acknowledged and strategies developed to nurture 

in the student a greater sensitivity towards this interchange. This is not only important 

for a robust and lively theatre or, it would seem, an improved acting, but also for the 
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subject of this thesis: the creativity of the actor. For actors to be deemed creative 

artists, they should consider the relationship they have with their audiences, because 

the relationship between audience and artist is a crucial aspect of all acts of creativity.  

In Chapter Three, it was shown that a defining characteristic of the creative act 

is performativity: an event, occurring between producers and receivers. 

Anthropology‘s creativity research has highlighted this aspect of creativity and even 

within psychology, where creativity is seen almost ―exclusively as a mental process‖, 

there are those who view it otherwise, as ―a phenomenon that is constructed through an 

interaction between producer and audience‖ (Csikszentmihalyi, ―Implications of a 

Systems Perspective‖ 314). Csikszentmihalyi maintains that the ―audience is as 

important to [creativity‘s] constitution as the individual to whom it is credited‖ (314). 

This is consistent with what theorists in other disciplines have argued. For example, 

while Mikel Dufrenne acknowledges the independent existence of the ―work of art‖, 

what he defines as ―the aesthetic object exists only […] as it is experienced by the 

spectator‖ (xxiii-iv). Barthes asserts that reception is where meanings are ultimately 

created: ―a text‘s unity lies not in its origins but in its destination‖ (148). What this 

means for the stage actor is that his or her creativity, in no small measure, derives from 

the interaction with his or her audience. This in turn means that actors should speculate 

on the spectator, and not totally relinquish this creative responsibility to directors. 

Directors, faced by multiple choices of blocking, posture, rhythm, colour, and so forth 

have almost always made their decisions in terms of a wished-for audience response. 

Director Yevgeny Vakhtangov comments:  

From the first rehearsal, I imagine the theatre filled with the audience. […] 

I ‗hear‘ and ‗see‘ clearly the reaction of the imaginary audience. Very often 

I quarrel with the imaginary audience and insist upon my point of view. 

(qtd. in Chekhov 21) 

Anne Bogart is unequivocal about the central role the audience plays in her own 

creativity. In A Director Prepares, she writes that ―the fundamental issue that lies at 

the heart of the creative act‖ is ―the artist‘s intention vis-à-vis the audience‖ (6). If the 

actor is, therefore, to be deemed an artist, they too should not be exempt from asking 

the question: what is my intention vis-à-vis the audience?  

Arguably, the answer to this question is already important in rehearsal, but it is 

imperative in performance, where the actor assumes primary responsibility for 

communicating with an audience and maintaining that communication. Director 
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Aubrey Mellor reminds actors: ―[you] have to move into the act of communicating. 

Doing it! And night after night!‖ (qtd. in Macaulay 54). In part, what the actor 

communicates is circumscribed by the text and direction, but there is much more that 

is needed to engage an audience. Nicholas Arnold makes the point: 

It is also up to the actor to use manipulative devices to achieve the focus 

demanded by the director, and implied in the text of the writer. An actor 

may be dressed in red, while all the others are in black, be at the top of a 

flight of stairs in a spotlight, the recipient of the gaze and gesture of the 

entire company: but if the actor does not, firstly, engage techniques to 

acknowledge this focus, and then further techniques to maintain it, the 

focus loses significance, and will disappear. (79) 

This, ideally, has all been rehearsed: desired performance outcomes have been 

established in collaboration with the director and fellow-actors in rehearsals. After all, 

among its multiple meanings, performance is ―the general success of the activity in 

light of some standard of achievement‖ (Carlson, Performance 5). However, Carlson 

points out that, beyond this, and possibly ―even more significantly, the task of judging 

the success of the performance […] is in these cases not the responsibility of the 

performer but the observer‖ (5). What this implies for actors is that in order to be 

successful performers, they must gauge their performances not only in light of desired 

outcomes but in relation to actual audience responses. They must be able to read or 

listen to their audiences in order to monitor, calibrate and create successful 

performances. In order to achieve this they must be their own directors. Instructing his 

students on how to ―master the conventions of the stage‖, Tortsov reminds them: 

―[r]emember that I have told you more than once that every actor must be his own 

director‖ (CAR 140). It is crucial for actors to engage in this sort of speculation—and 

going even further, attempt to see themselves as the spectator might.  

It is obviously difficult, and some would say impossible, for the actor to 

observe his or her work. Richard Hornby makes the point that the ―problem 

traditionally with learning how to act has always been that an actor unlike a painter, 

composer, or novelist cannot experience his or her own work from the audience‘s 

viewpoint‖ (―Feeding the System‖ 71). Given this obstacle, it is somewhat surprising, 

according to Hornby, that video cameras have not been utilized to a far greater extent 

in acting classes.
5
 In the past, it seems that actors used available resources: Diderot‘s 

 
5
 Hornby notes that Ron Burrus (Adler Studio) is an exception, making ―use of the camera in 

his acting classes in an innovative way, not teaching the students to act for the camera, but using one 
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ideal actor, for example, had ―learnt before a mirror every particle of his despair‖ 

(Paradox 19), and Archer cites Wilson Barrett to stress the importance of actors 

having a good grasp of their ―outward expression‖ (140). Barrett comments: 

I have again and again held a mirror to a young actor, and when he has 

evidently been feeling deeply, his face, to his astonishment, has borne a 

peaceful, placid smile. (qtd. in Archer 139) 

Post-Stanislavsky, however, the idea of the actor observing him or herself from the 

outside, as a spectator might, is commonly perceived as being counter-productive and 

inhibiting of the actor‘s creativity. Stanislavsky‘s Tortsov considered the practice of 

using mirrors positively ―dangerous‖, stressing to his students: “[y]ou must be very 

careful in the use of a mirror. It teaches an actor to watch the outside rather than the 

inside of his soul” (AAP 19).  

In mainstream actor training in the West, students are not generally encouraged 

to speculate on their external effects. Declan Donnellan, for example, advises the actor 

against asking questions such as: ―[d]oes it look awful when I put my hand on the 

balcony like this?‖ He assumes that the answer is ―pure speculation, because none of 

us can ever know what we look like […] can never be sure of the effect we are having‖ 

(81-82). However, for actors to be able to gauge their effects, especially in 

performance, the ability to see themselves as an audience might would appear to be 

highly advantageous. It is most definitely encouraged in many Eastern performance 

traditions. In order to monitor his performance, the Noh actor must, in the words of 

Zeami, ―have come to an ability to see himself as the spectators do‖ (81). This advice, 

argues James Brandon ―could well apply to any genre of Asian theatre: the actor must 

always be aware of and respond to the mood of the spectator, he must see himself as 

the audience sees him […] and adjust his performance accordingly‖ (41). According to 

Kunio Komparu, ―only when this happens is he truly able to perceive himself as a 

performer‖ (16).  

It might be impossible for the actor to have a completely objective picture of 

him or herself, or of his or her effects but, difficult though it might be, Zeami 

maintained that the actor must strive to develop this ability for aesthetic detachment. 

Through ―assiduous training‖, according to Zeami, the actor must learn to ―grasp his 

own internalized outer image‖ (81). This is not a view restricted to non-Western 

 
as an analytical tool for allowing the students to examine their own stage work‖ (―Feeding the 

System‖ 71).  
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theorists. Michael Chekhov, for instance, comments that the actor must ―develop the 

habit of seeing himself objectively as an outsider‖ (156). Indeed, if anything 

distinguishes actors in performance and is a major foundation of their creative work, 

then it is this one very special ability. After all, as Carlson notes, by definition, 

performance is ―all activity carried out with a consciousness of itself‖ (Performance 

4). This being the case, the actor in performance must develop an ability for what is 

variously described as ‗detached vision‘, ‗aesthetic perception‘, ‗multiple awareness‘, 

or ‗divided consciousness‘.  

Divided consciousness. 

Diderot was the first Western theatre theorist to describe dual consciousness in detail, 

arising out of his need to answer the question: ―[i]f the actor‘s mind and body 

constitute a single entity, then how can his mind coldly direct his body through 

sequences of passion without really experiencing the same emotions?‖ (Roach 147) 

The answer is to ‗split into two‘ as it were. In performance, according to Diderot, the 

actor ―must have in himself an unmoved and disinterested onlooker‖ (Paradox 14). 

Since Diderot, discussions of the actor‘s divided consciousness have frequently 

resurfaced. Charles Marowitz makes the point that the concept of ―the actor‘s dual 

consciousness‖ was ―exhaustively discussed by Brecht in his writings on the Epic 

Theatre‖, informed ―Grotowski‘s notion of the I-I (the actor who acts and the same 

actor who ‗looks on‘)‖, and before that, ―elegantly defined by Artaud in The Theatre 

and its Double”, and ―refloated by Michael Chekhov in the late-thirties as ‗divided 

consciousness‘‖ (Marowitz 351). Michael Chekhov was adamant: ―divided 

consciousness‖ is crucial to acting, representing none other than the fourth and final 

stage of the actor‘s creative process. It is the ―happy moment‖ of inspiration when the 

actor ―becomes inwardly free of his own creation and becomes observer of his own 

work‖ (On the Technique of Acting 155). It is, according to Chekhov, ―the aim of the 

whole creative process, the true desire of the higher Ego of the actor. The conscious 

now stands divided‖ (155). Chekhov goes on to cite Rudolf Steiner: 

‗The actor must not be possessed by his role,‘ wrote Rudolf Steiner. ‗He 

must stand facing it so that his part becomes objective. He experiences his 

own creation. With his ego, he stands beside his creation, and is still able to 

enjoy its extreme joys and sorrows, as if he were facing the outer world‘.  

(On the Technique of Acting 155-156) 
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 For Chekhov, divided consciousness is not only central to the actor‘s creativity,  but is 

instrumental in defining the actor as a creative artist: cultivating the ―habit of seeing 

himself objectively as an outsider […] he will gradually experience the other part of 

his being as an artistic ego, as his Creative Individuality‖ (156-157). It is this capacity, 

this aesthetic distance or artistic consciousness which characterizes all artists and all 

creative acts. Chekhov makes the point, once again citing Steiner:  

‗Goethe was always in such a division of his personality. He was Goethe 

whose love was not weaker than that of anyone else, but at the same time 

he was Goethe who observed. Goethe could always draw back, out and 

from himself, feeling and contemplating his own experience.‘ (On the 

Technique of Acting 156) 

Diderot had made a similar point: his ideal actor was one that ―is capable of detached 

observation like all geniuses‖ (Roach 138-139). And Lewes maintained:  

We are all spectators of ourselves; but it is the peculiarity of the artistic 

nature to indulge in such introspection even in moments of all but the most 

disturbing passion, and to draw thence materials for art. This is true also of 

the fine actor. (94)  

In preparing their roles, actors routinely do this: stand outside themselves and watch. 

Anecdotes exist of how actors use, for example, their own personal tragedies—the end 

of a love affair, an argument, even the death of a loved one—and from these 

experiences ―draw material‖ for their art: gestures, tones of voice, looks, breathing 

patterns, and so on. However, while this artistic detachment may be part of the 

preparation phase of some actor‘s work, it is crucial to all actors in performance. In 

order to monitor their work in performances—from ensuring the basics of being heard 

and seen, to making sure the desired affect is crossing the footlights—actors must, and 

do, ‗sit on their own shoulders‘. This is a considerable feat: actors, and performing 

artists in general, unlike other artists, do not have the luxury of time to stand back and 

contemplate their work: they must do it instantly, simultaneously creating and 

assessing their creation at the very moment of reception. How this physically or 

mentally occurs is open to speculation and many scientific and psychological theories 

have been postulated.   

Toward the end of the 1800s, Lewes, for example, described divided 

consciousness as ―a rapid alternation of attention from one level of consciousness to 

another, not unlike the alternating current in standard electrical devices‖ (Roach 190). 

In Problems of Life and Mind (1879-1880), Lewes invokes the spectacular feats of 
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nineteenth-century equestrian performer Andrew Ducrow to describe this ―rapid 

alternation of attention‖: ―[w]hen Ducrow rode six horses at once he pressed the reins 

of each alternatively, now checking, now redirecting‖ (qtd. in Roach 190). On the 

other hand, Henry Irving conceived of ―double consciousness‖ occurring 

simultaneously:  

It is necessary to this art that the mind should have, as it were, a double 

consciousness, in which all the emotions proper to the occasion may have 

full swing, while the actor is all the time on the alert for every detail of his 

method. (qtd. in G.Taylor, Players and Performances 152)
6
 

The subject of attention and divided attention or consciousness has ―become a 

particularly active and vigorous area of research in cognitive and perceptual 

psychology‖ and a growing area of research in ―neuroscience, animal learning, social 

psychology, connectionist modelling, artificial intelligence, and psychophysiology‖ 

(Pashler in the preface to The Psychology of Attention). Yet to date, the question of 

whether attention is alternating—and therefore sequential, like Ducrow‘s reins—or 

whether one has the capacity to hold multiple attentions simultaneously remains 

unanswered. What appears conclusive, however, is that divided attention or 

consciousness exists. In The Psychology of Attention, Harold Pashler concludes that 

whether divided consciousness or attention occurs in parallel strands or sequentially 

remains inconclusive, but this notwithstanding, there is evidence to support its 

existence (400-401). And while, within neuroscience, there exists no ―full rational or 

scientific account of this phenomenon‖, the ‗split-brain‘ research conducted by Roger 

Sperry and his associates has opened up the possibility of a ―scientific basis for the 

dual self‖ (Lee 79). For Katherine Lee, the ―occurrence‖ of a ―dual self‖ is 

phenomenologically beyond question (79). In the opening sentences of Divided 

Consciousness, Ernest Hilgard asserts: 

The unity of consciousness is illusory. Man does more than one thing at a 

time—all the time. […] Our attention may be divided among two or more 

streams of thought or courses of action. (1)
7
 

 
6
 Henry Irving, The Drama; Addresses of Henry Irving (London: Heinemann, 1893) 56.  

7
 Hilgard‘s groundbreaking research into hypnosis produced some very useful findings on 

divided consciousness (cf. Hilgard Chapter 10). Accounts by his subjects are very similar to those 

given by actors about their performing experiences. One subject notes that under hypnosis ―There‘s 

Me 1, Me 2, and Me 3. Me 1 is hypnotized, Me 2 is hypnotized and observing, and Me 3 is when I‘m 

awake. The hidden observer [Me 2] is cognizant of everything that is going on. […] He‘s like a 

guardian angel that guards you from doing anything that will mess you up‖ (210).   
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Evidence that the actor in performance does more, and must do ―more than one 

thing‖ simultaneously, is overwhelming. In Masks or Faces?, William Archer devotes 

an entire chapter, quaintly titled ―Brownies of the Mind‖, in which he poses the 

question: ―Can you give any examples of the two or more strata of consciousness, or 

lines of thought, which must co-exist in your mind while acting?‖ (189). He concludes: 

There are many ‗brownies‘, as Mr Stevenson puts it, in the actor‘s brain, 

and one of them may be agonising with Othello, while another is criticising 

his every tone and gesture, a third restraining him from strangling Iago in 

good earnest, a fourth wondering whether the play will be over in time to 

let him catch his last train. (189)
8
 

Throughout the chapter, Archer cites examples of actors‘ divided consciousness. Janet 

Achurch, for example, comments that ―the only double line of thought I like to have on 

stage is a mental criticism on my own performance: ‗I got that exclamation better than 

last night‘ or ‗I‘m sure I‘m playing this scene slower than usual‘‖ (188). Clara Morris, 

comments: ―I am keenly alive to Clara Morris, to all the details of the play, to the other 

actors and how they act, and to the audience; another about the play and the character I 

represent‖ (qtd. in Archer 185). One of the most famous actresses of the day, Fanny 

Kemble, observes that the ―curious part of acting, to me, is the sort of double process 

which the mind carries on at once, the combined operation of one‘s faculties, so to 

speak, in diametrically opposite directions‖ (qtd. in Archer 185). She goes on to state 

that: 

[i]t is this watchful faculty (perfectly prosaic and commonplace in its 

nature), which never deserts me while I am uttering all that exquisite 

passionate poetry in Juliet‘s balcony scene, while I feel as if my own soul 

was on my lips, and my colour comes and goes with the intensity of the 

sentiment I am expressing: which prevents me from falling over my train, 

from setting fire to myself with the lamps placed close to me and from 

leaning upon my canvas balcony when I seem to throw myself all but over 

it. (185)
9
 

 
8
 A ―brownie‖ is ―a benevolent spirit or goblin‖ which performs ―useful household work 

while the family is asleep‖ (―Brownie‖ n. Def. 1). Mr. Stevenson may well have had this meaning in 

mind when referring to the ability of actors to juggle multiple trains of thought whilst performing: to 

be ―asleep‖ while the ―work‖ is being done.  
9
 This ―watchful faculty‖ appeared to ―desert‖ Kemble on one occasion: ―rushing off the stage 

[I] ran all round the back of the scenes […] perfectly unconscious of what I was doing, down the stairs 

[…] into the street, when I was captured and brought back to my dressing-room and my senses‖ (qtd. 

in Archer, Masks or Faces? 213). One wonders, of course, how she recalls this all so clearly given her 

claims to be ―unconscious‖ of her actions.  
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Indeed, far from being counter-productive, the ―watchful faculty‖ can enhance the 

actor‘s creativity. This is what Stanislavsky‘s fictional student, Kostya, had to say on 

the matter:  

As I was taking my bath I recalled the fact that while I was playing the part 

of the Critic I still did not lose the sense of being myself. The reason, I 

concluded, was that while I was acting I felt exceptionally pleased as I 

followed my own transformation. Actually I was my own observer at the 

same time that another part of me was being a fault-finding, critical 

creature. Yet can I really say that that creature is not a part of me? I derived 

him from my own nature. I divided myself, as it were, into two 

personalities. One continued as an actor, the other was an observer. 

Strangely enough this duality not only did not impede, it actually promoted 

my creative work. It encouraged and lent impetus to it. (BAC 21) 

―[P]romoted my creative work‖—this is the crucial point: divided consciousness does 

not ―impede‖ but is a boon to the actor‘s creativity. It is a point reiterated by actors 

time and time again. Between 1983 and 1988, Russell-Parks interviewed eighty 

professional actors and fifty-six student actors from varying backgrounds about their 

experiences in performance. She concluded: ―[e]very actor interviewed for this study 

cited knowledge of a particular transformational experience known to take place in 

performance‖ (14). This ―transformational experience‖ was defined as ―some kind of 

significant alteration of the perceiving consciousness during performance‖ (120). The 

―transformational experience‖ described by many of Russell-Parks‘ respondents was 

considered to be positive. In fact, what they describe is consistent with what 

psychologists, and notably sport psychologists, have termed ‗peak experiences‘—those 

experiences that are associated with peak performance or what Chandler Atkins terms 

―superior functioning‖ (22). Peak experiences are ―transpersonal‖ (Privette 1364). 

They are described as transcending ―the usual forms of consciousness‖ (Armor 49). 

They are characterized, among other things, by ―slowed passage of time‖, ―reduced 

fatigue/pain‖ (experiences common to actors in performance) and, most noteworthy 

for this thesis, ―out of body sensations‖ and ―detachment and control‖ (Fobes qtd. in 

Atkins 26).
10

 In addition to this, they are also considered a vital component of the 

creative act: ―the spice, the sense of adventure in the creative moment‖ (Blanchard 

109).   

Yet despite the overwhelming evidence of the occurrence and usefulness of 

divided consciousness in performance, and its links to creativity, it is not a subject 

 
10

 James L. Fobes, ―Training Lessons Learned from Peak Performance Episodes‖ (ERIC. 

Presidio of Monterey, California: Army Research, 1986).  
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explicitly addressed in the curricula of the acting schools. Russell-Parks makes the 

point: ―[t]his experience seems part of every actor‘s consciousness. And yet no actor 

questioned on the subject could recall having discussed this aspect of acting in their 

acting classes‖ (116).  The question remains: why? 

One reason could be that the concept of divided consciousness may seem 

somewhat mystical and not ‗scientific‘ enough for those who share with Stanislavsky 

the desire to develop a systematic and objective training. Another reason could lie in 

the association of split consciousness with the madness of multiple personality. The 

consciousness divided represents a rupturing of the essential, unitary, healthy self.  

Actor George C. Scott commented in an interview: 

I think you have to be schizoid three different ways to be an actor. You‘ve 

got to be three different people: you have to be a human being, then you 

have to be the character you‘re playing, and on top of that you‘ve got to be 

the guy sitting out there in row 10, watching yourself and judging yourself. 

That‘s why most of us are crazy to start with or go nuts when we get into it. 

(qtd. in R. Benedetti, The Actor at Work  227-28)  

Russell-Parks gives yet another possible reason why divided consciousness is a 

neglected topic in actor training: she claims that it is due to ―a critical prejudice‖ which 

―assigns the aesthetic experience to the audience‖ (and one could add, the director) 

―and not to the performer‖ (119). She counters, however, that ―[t]he aesthetic 

experience is not restricted to the perspective of the art observer‖ (133). Citing 

Dufrenne: ―[i]f this transcendence has a meaning, it exists first and foremost for the 

performer‖ (qtd. in Russell-Parks 133).
11

 

Beyond all these reasons, in the hegemonic acting of psychological realism—

defined primarily in terms of the actor‘s emotional identification with character—any 

‗distancing‘ or ‗gap‘ between actor and character (notwithstanding the influence of 

Brecht) is to be avoided. Consequently, the concept of the actor‘s aesthetic perception 

or divided consciousness becomes pejorative. Not all of Archer‘s informants, for 

instance, welcomed the ―watchful faculty‖: some resented the suggestion of a divided 

consciousness ―as though it implied carelessness or unconscientiousness on their part‖ 

(187). Forbes Robertson, for example, perceived it as a sign that his ―work is getting 

mechanical‖ (qtd. in Archer 188). Other respondents replied, not surprisingly, ―that the 
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 Mikel Dufrenne, The Phenomenology of the Aesthetic Experience, ed. Edward S. Casey et 

al. (Evanston: Northwestern UP, 1973) 27 
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actor should be ‗absorbed‘ in his character‖ (187). Since the emergence of Naturalism 

and its psychologically ‗real‘ characters, the notion of the actor‘s aesthetic distance in 

performance implies that they are not truly ‗in the moment‘ or they are ‗out of 

character‘; it is evidence of a gap which the ideal acting seeks to close. This has led to 

polarization: if there is complete identification with character, then there cannot be 

detachment.  It is constructed as an ‗either-or‘ situation.  

However, one could reverse this proposition. In fact, Zeami, centuries ago, had 

already done so. The argument for detachment versus identification which has, since 

Diderot, preoccupied acting discourse in the West, was not an issue for Zeami, for 

whom it was not a question of either mask or face, but both—mask and face. 

Masakazu writes that ―Zeami did not see the mask and face as requiring a choice 

among alternatives‖ but instead ―he wanted the actor to unify the two while retaining a 

positive consciousness of their opposition‖ (xlii). Centuries later and worlds apart, 

Archer also concludes that it is not a question of masks or faces, but both: the actors he 

interviewed were ―almost unanimous in holding that presence of mind […] by no 

means proves that the actor is personally unmoved‖ (193). One century on, Russell-

Parks‘ own survey of actors shows that there exists ―an abstracted mode of perception, 

in which the actor seems to exist within a simultaneously perceived and created 

aesthetic object‖ (10-11). In this latter mode of perception, the actor: 

may perceive herself gesturing in such a manner to note the audience 

reaction, and recognize a successful communication. She may do this 

without leaving character, or more to the point, without breaking the flow 

of her work on the stage. In another moment that actor may recognize the 

way in which a gelled light affects her skin tone or her costume, and 

physically adjust to take most advantage of the aesthetic affect she has 

perceived. (Russell-Parks 140) 

Given the widespread evidence of actors‘ divided consciousness in 

performance,  Russell-Parks is right to claim  that ―[t]he needed directional change in 

actor-training‖ is ―a new kind of focus that will permit a highly receptive 

consciousness‖, not as a side-issue, but ―as the core of a stage discipline‖ (164). It is 

this ―highly receptive‖ divided consciousness—a performing consciousness—that a 

performance-oriented training would work toward nurturing in the student actor. For it 

is in this state of divided consciousness that the actor is able to successfully perform: 

to observe and direct themselves, to monitor the performance situation—including the 
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audience—and to do all this without losing focus on what they are actually doing on 

stage.  

Such a performance-oriented training would have prestigious precedents to 

draw upon. Although in the West, few practitioners have proposed strategies and 

techniques aimed at developing the actor‘s capacity for divided consciousness, Saint-

Denis is a notable, yet not surprising exception. His major concern with Stanislavsky‘s 

psycho-technique was that it ―encouraged too interior an approach whereby the actor 

may become prisoner of his or her concentration, thus losing crucial, critical 

detachment‖ (Baldwin 192). For Saint-Denis, the ―actor must develop a kind of double 

concentration: he must be completely in what he is doing, but, at the same time, he 

must control his way of doing it‖ (Training for the Theatre 175). This ―double 

concentration‖, according to Saint-Denis, is ―one of the essential secrets of acting‖ 

(175). In order to develop it in students, Saint-Denis advocated mask work. Mask work 

is undertaken in most conservatories, where it is routinely used to develop full-body 

expressivity in the actor, to rid gestures and movements of any unnecessary fussiness 

or idiosyncrasies, and to overcome debilitating self-consciousness. Saint-Denis, 

however, also used mask work to develop ―double concentration‖. In Training for the 

Theatre, he writes: ―mask work is central to the training precisely because it enables 

the student to warm his feelings and cool his head‖. This, he goes on to assert: 

permits him to experience, in its most startling form, the chemistry of 

acting. [my emphasis]. At the very moment when the actor‘s feelings 

beneath the mask are at their height, the urgent necessity to control his 

physical actions compels him to detachment and lucidity. (170) 

Given the importance Michael Chekhov placed on divided consciousness, it is 

not surprising that that he too articulated strategies for its achievement. His comments 

on the importance of self-observation provide a good starting point for student actors. 

By observing ―how he walks, how he speaks, what gestures he uses in his everyday 

life‖, the actor can develop this capacity and ―gradually experience the other part of his 

being as an artistic ego, as his Creative Individuality, as the possessor of the 

instrument‖ (156-157). Chekhov, however, went no further in establishing techniques 

or strategies for ―Divided Consciousness‖.  

Exercises in Meyerhold‘s biomechanics were aimed, in part, at developing in 

―the students an exact ‗eye‘‖ (Igor Ilyinski qtd. in Leach 43). It is hardly surprising 
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that Meyerhold would value the actor‘s capacity to observe themselves, because as 

Robert Leach notes: 

In a theatre such as Meyerhold‘s, the actor needs to be extremely sensitive 

to what his body, his gestures, his movements are connoting. He needs a 

kind of in-built mirror. (43) 

It can of course be argued that all actors in all styles and genres of theatre require this 

―in-built mirror‖.  

 This is even more so the case with the Brechtian actor. Brecht‘s techniques 

aimed at achieving a form of ‗quotational‘ acting, whereby the actor observes his or 

her own performance. Brecht maintains that ―[i]n order to produce A-effects the actor 

has to discard whatever means he has learnt to identify itself with the characters‖  and 

endeavouring ―not to put his audience into a trance, he must not go into a trance 

himself‖ (―Short Organum‖ sec. 47. 193). Although rehearsal techniques designed to 

bring about A-effects (such as actors delivering lines in the third person and speaking 

the stage directions) are associated with the Brechtian acting style, they can be usefully 

used beyond this to develop divided consciousness in actors working in all styles. 

Diderot proposed that divided consciousness, so necessary in performance, can 

be facilitated and prepared already in rehearsal. In Diderot‘s time extensive rehearsals 

were not yet common, but he argued that once the actor ―has rehearsed to himself 

every note of his passion‖ he has achieved ―luckily for the poet, the spectator, and 

himself, a full freedom of mind‖ (Paradox 19). For Diderot, through rehearsing, or 

more accurately, through repeating (the French for ‗rehearsal‘ being répétition) the 

blocking, movements, gestures, lines and so forth, the entire role becomes habituated 

or ‗automatic‘, enabling the actor to detach and attend to other things that may arise in 

the performance situation.
12

 Ironically, the drilling of a role so that it becomes second-

nature allows the actor, according to Diderot, to become more spontaneous in 

performance. It would seem that this claim is supported by informed, current opinion. 

Endsley has found that recent research into performance in all fields shows:   

 
12

 Stanislavsky also advocated drilling and scoring a role: ―with time and frequent repetition, 

in rehearsal and performance, this score becomes habitual. An actor becomes so accustomed to all his 

objectives and their sequence that he cannot conceive of approaching his role otherwise. […] Habit 

plays a great part in creativeness. […] It makes what is difficult habitual, what is habitual easy, and 

what is easy beautiful. Habit creates second nature, what is second reality‖ (CAR 69). However, there 

is a crucial difference between Diderot and Stanislavsky‘s valuation of habituated action: for Diderot 

it resulted in greater freedom in performance, but for Stanislavsky it served to fix the role so that the 

actor ―cannot conceive of approaching his role otherwise‖.  
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The decrease in demand on mental resources associated with automaticity 

of physical tasks provides a boon for situation awareness, leaving more 

attention and working memory for attending to information and forming 

situation awareness. (639)  

Importantly, the commonly held view that repetition (a key aspect of the acting 

process) is counter-productive not only to performance but also creativity needs 

review. Howard Gruber maintains that ―if one looks closely at almost any creative 

process, one sees a great deal of repetitive work‖ (8).  Linda Jeffrey writes: 

Repetitive activity is as essential in creative work as it is in everyday life. 

[…] Sometimes [it] reflects simply the practical need to do the same thing 

yet again. […] Sometimes it is undertaken deliberately as part of an 

exploration of a complex enterprise. Each time we re-view something we 

re-vise it, seeing new aspects of the same thing. (69)
13

   

 Asian martial arts and meditation practices have provided a rich source from 

which some Western practitioners have borrowed or found inspiration for nurturing 

performance consciousness in actors. For example, in the late-1970s, enthused by the 

earlier training of A.C. Scott, Zarrilli established ―a repeatable set of intensive 

psychophysiological techniques‖ including  ―breath control exercises, t‟ai chi ch‟uan, 

kalarippayatta, and selected yoga exercises‖ in order to cultivate the ―bodymind 

toward  a state of readiness‖ (Zarrilli, Acting (Re)Considered 186).
14

 Zarrilli defines 

this ―state of readiness‖ as ―an optimal condition for the actor‖, a condition which in 

the words of Copeau, ―allows the artist…at the same time to be possessed by what he 

is expressing and to direct its expression‖ (Copeau qtd. in Zarrilli 185-186).     

All of these techniques and approaches provide a useful starting point. But to 

train actors to be effective and more creative performers it would seem that more work 

could be done toward developing a methodology for divided consciousness. 

Performance requires this split consciousness. In ―The Motion of Our Human Blood 

Almost Suspended: the Desirable Consciousness of the Actor‖, Harry Hill invokes 

Koestler: 

 
13

 Jeffrey makes the observation that, in fact, ―exact repetition is almost impossible. […] 

When we try to do exactly the same thing, we do it from the standpoint of the present, which includes 

every nuance of this moment, even including the fact that we have just done ‗it‘ before. So ‗it‘ 

evolves‖ (69).  
14

 A.C. Scott, a noted specialist in the theatres of Japan and China, founded the 

Asian/Experimental Theatre program at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1963.  
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The ideal theatrical experience for the spectator is to believe 

simultaneously that Hamlet is in front of them and that Laurence Olivier is 

in front of them so that the mind vacillates between both matrices in a 

constant fashion, at the speed of lightning, so too is the actor at the 

epicentre of the vacillation in the third coexistent and parallel personae. 

(Hill 74) 

The actor must straddle or move between, as it were, two worlds—because 

performance is itself liminal. In Chapter Three, it was noted that Victor Turner used 

the terms ―liminal‖, ―liminoid‖ and ―limen‖ to describe the transitional time/space 

wherein creative acts take place (52; 41). It is also where performance occurs. 

Theatrical performances, according to David George, ―do not occur on stage nor in the 

auditorium but in between the two: they are, in effect, exercises in the creation and 

occupation of thresholds‖ (Buddhism as/in Performance 20-21). Turner‘s observation 

on the etymology of ‗entertain‘ is pertinent: it is ―derived from the Old French 

entretenir, ―to hold apart‖.
15

 In other words, according to Turner, it is ―to create a 

liminal or liminoid space in which performance takes place‖ (41). It is here, in the 

limen that actors create those special creatures—dramatic characters—who live only in 

thresholds—and  it is here that they also take responsibility for all the other creations 

the audience has come to experience and enjoy, and which actors alone are now in a 

position to offer them. 

(Re)cognizing character. 

Julian Beck once posed the question: ―why do you go to the theatre?‖ ―Do you‖, for 

example, ―go to the theatre to see how well an actor can disguise himself as somebody 

else?‖ (17). It is neither an aim nor desire of this thesis to put a stop to training actors 

in the realization of theatrical characters. Having said this, there are aspects of 

Stanislavsky‘s approach to characterization (approaches which the Western training 

schools have routinely adopted) which need revision, not least because they are 

counterproductive to the actor‘s creativity, especially in performance. Worthen makes 

the point that while preparing the actor for ―artistic acting‖, Stanislavsky‘s 

methodology is ―an implicit restriction as well‖, his reason being that the ―actor is 

urged to embody a deterministic model of character that is fundamentally at odds with 

the autonomous performance he attempts to create onstage‖ (―Ethos of Acting‖ 40). 

Even in rehearsal, key concepts such as ‗objectives‘, ‗through-lines‘ and ‗given 

 
15

 The earliest use in English of ‗to entertain‘ had the meaning: ―to hold mutually, to hold 

intertwined‖ (OED ―Entertain‖ v. Def. 1).  
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circumstances‘, while arguably providing a useful framework for the actor, run the 

danger of overly circumscribing or pre-determining responses and courses of action. It 

is a danger one finds epitomized in the phrase which sounds a death knoll to creativity: 

‗My character would never do that.‘ In the words of Anne Bogart and Tina Landau: ―if 

one is always looking for a particular premeditated result then many things that are 

happening outside of those parameters are not recognized‖ (33). This, of course, is the 

big drawback of Stanislavsky‘s methodology: it runs the risk of restricting the actor‘s 

creative options. 

The creative process that Stanislavsky advocates for actors is, in many ways, a 

problem-solving process: the actor must find answers to questions about the 

character‘s given circumstances and objectives (‗given‘ and ‗objective‘ are revealing 

terms, suggesting a fait accompli with few other options). While creativity has 

frequently been conceived as a problem-solving process by psychology, there are (as 

was shown in Chapter Two) problems with such a conception, not least because it is 

overly reductive. In this light, acting as a form of problem-solving similarly restricts 

the actor‘s creative scope. Rather than striving for a more or less predetermined, 

singular solution suggested by a problem-solving creativity, it might be more fruitful 

for the actor to think of creativity as others have—making choices. Koestler, for 

example, claims:  

The limitations and peculiarities of his medium force the artist at each step 

to make choices, consciously or unconsciously; to select for representation 

those features or aspects which he considers to be relevant. (335)   

Poincaré goes even further: ―[i]nvention is discernment, choice‖ (qtd. in Ghiselin 35). 

For Poincaré, ―[t]o invent…is to choose‖ (32). Making choices suggests multiplicity, 

an opening up to other possibilities and options. Bogart and Landau make the point 

that ―there is only possibility and, later in the process, choice‖ (19). Even though a 

single choice is decided upon in the end, it is always haunted by all the other choices, 

latent but still potent, still useful. When Liviu Ciulei directed Kevin Kline in Hamlet, 

he observed that he ―varies his acting choices in every performance‖ (qtd. in S. Cole 

173). Wilfred Leach, who directed Kline in Henry V, comments: ―[h]e can think of so 

many alternatives that he wants to have them all‖ (qtd. in S. Cole 261). Kline might 

―want to have them all‖, but he can only ever commit to one choice at any one time. 

But, binaries are misleading: it is not a question of being committed to an objective or 

being open to other options. Rather, as Bogart and Landau claim both commitment and 
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openness are possible and are, in fact, essential: ―[b]eing fully committed yet open to 

change simultaneously‖ liberates the actor, allowing them to become more creative 

(69).  

Maximizing choices is a characteristic of creative acts. It, in turn, is predicated 

on openness and a highly receptive, wide-ranging attention. In his study of creativity in 

science, Dean Keith Simonton observes that: 

Most significantly and consistently, creativity is positively associated with 

openness to experience. […] This inclination is also related to the creative 

person‘s capacity for defocused attention. This is the capacity that enables 

the mind to encompass simultaneously two or more unrelated stimuli or 

associations, thus enabling the mind to conceive ideational combinations 

impossible under more focused attention. (Creativity in Science 111) 

Creativity researcher, Colin Martindale, supports this observation, noting that 

―[s]everal lines of experimental evidence‖ support the claim ―that creative people tend 

to have less focused attention than uncreative people‖ (255).  For this reason, in their 

Viewpoints training, Bogart and Landau encourage ―soft-focus‖. They describe this as 

the ―physical state in which we allow the eyes to soften and relax so that, rather than 

looking at one or two things in sharp focus, they can now take in many‖ (31). Soft-

focus helps to nurture the actor‘s capacity for ―a global perception‖, reversing ―our 

habitual directional focus‖ (Bogart and Landau 31-32).  The ―habitual focus‖ they 

refer to is a cornerstone of Stanislavsky‘s System, which provides techniques to assist 

the actor in focusing his or her attention. Merlin observes that ―his writings are riddled 

with references‖ to the concentration of attention and that ―An Actor Prepares has a 

whole chapter devoted to it‖ (36). Actors‘ ability to concentrate, according to 

Stanislavsky, was a crucial aspect of their creativity: 

Creativeness is first of all the complete concentration of the entire nature of 

the actor. […] In watching the acting of great artists…their creative 

inspiration is always bound up with their concentration of attention. […] 

Creativeness on the stage, whether during the preparation of a part or 

during its repeated performance, demands complete concentration of all 

[the actor‘s] physical and inner nature. (An Actor‟s Handbook 23-25) 

However, the concentrated focus Stanislavsky advocates is of little value to the actor 

in performance. Saint-Denis makes the point forcefully: 

Acting requires the right sort of concentration. Once the student has 

discovered the results that can be obtained through concentration, he tends, 

in improvisation, to over-concentrate and through that to become passive 
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and constrained, in a word, constipated. He may obtain a kind of truth but it 

has no performance value. (Training for the Theatre 175) 

 ―It has no performance value‖—that is the crux of the matter. Stanislavsky, himself, 

was on occasion, later in his career, concerned with the implications of an inwardly-

focussed acting process. In rehearsals for Tartuffe, his last production, he comments: 

―the actor comes on stage with a stuffed head and an empty heart, and can act nothing‖ 

(qtd. in Carnicke, ―Stanislavsky‘s System‖ 32).  

    Notwithstanding the Method of Physical Actions, the System predominantly 

promotes an interior, psychological acting in its concepts, techniques and, notably, its 

language of instruction. Stanislavsky‘s writings on character work abound with 

metaphors of interiority, penetration, digging below the surface to find essences. In An 

Actor Prepares, Tortsov describes the role of Hamlet:   

To what can it be compared? To an immense mountain filled with every 

kind of wealth. You can estimate its value only by uncovering its deposits 

of ore, or mining deep for precious metals, or marble. (268) 

Tortsov develops the metaphor at length, describing the actor as a ―prospector‖ who 

―builds roads, sinks shafts, burrows tunnels‖ to discover the mountain‘s ―incalculable 

riches‖ (AAP 268). The lesson for the students:  

An enormous amount of work will be done before the treasure is obtained 

[…] and the further men penetrate the greater their amazement at its extent. 

[…] A struggle like this goes on for years when an actor is working on 

Hamlet, because the spiritual riches in this part are hidden. He must dig 

deep to find the motive forces of that most subtle of human souls. (AAP 

268-269)  

As a word of warning, Tortsov tells the students: ―we frequently see actors skimming 

thoughtlessly over the surface of parts and not digging into great roles‖ (AAP 269).  

The language used to instruct and direct actors is very powerful. It was shown 

in Chapter Six that the longevity of Stanislavsky is due, in no small part, to the 

terminology he developed, and one could add, the metaphors he created. The danger 

with this ‗language of penetration‘ is that it promotes (and actors run the risk of getting 

stuck in) an inwardly-focused, tunnel-vision process of ‗finding‘ or ‗discovering‘ the 

‗essence‘ of their characters: ―I can‘t find my character‖, cries the frustrated student. 

The mainstream Western actor, acting student, and director all tend to invest a great 

deal of their energies into techniques and strategies that might assist in finding the 
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‗essence‘ of the character. It is a struggle, epitomized by the following anecdote: 

Michael Chekhov working at the Moscow Art Theatre, was ―trying to penetrate the 

very heart of the character and to grasp it all at once‖ (On the Technique of Acting 60). 

Then at one rehearsal the director, Vakhtangov, found a movement which encapsulated 

the character. This provided the impetus for Chekhov‘s Psychological Gesture which, 

in his own words, could ―easily embrace and express the complete psychology of the 

character‖ (90). However, it can be argued that their search was, from the outset, 

misguided, because there is no essential character to find. Worthen argues that ―a 

deterministic model of character‖ is an implicit contradiction to the creative freedom 

of the actor, and many more would argue further that, in fact, there is no pre-

determined, essential, character whom the actor can actually put on or slip into. Far 

from being a ‗given‘, character is a creature which is constantly—and only—evolving: 

being created.  

Actors, in fact, do not experience integral characters. They may speak of and 

give the impression that they seek whole, determined characters, which they must 

‗find‘ or ‗get into the skin of‘, but this is merely convenient shorthand. Quite simply, it 

is impossible for the actor to inhabit or grasp as a whole something they are in the 

process of creating.  It might be accurate to say that in preparing roles, actors do 

imagine their characters: how they might look, walk, talk, gesture, dress and so on—

but these are only glimpses, strands, never a complete picture which, in any case, is 

impossible:  

the object of the artist‘s work is held up to the mind‘s eye by way of 

perceptual adumbration. This means that a single perception yields no 

more than a one-sided presentation of the perceived thing, so that it appears 

to consciousness first under this aspect, next under that, and so on. The 

perceived thing remains indefinable in part because of the impossibility of 

the conscious mind to conceive it all at once. (Bindeman 74)   

Directors and audiences might attempt to fill-in or concretize what Roman Ingarden 

defines as ―the spots of indeterminacy‖ and may think they perceive a determinate 

object called Hamlet or Ophelia, but these characters are never fully determined. 

Ingarden argues that the represented object is not ―in the strict sense of the term a 

universally, quite unequivocally determined individual that constitutes a primary 

unity‖, but is instead:   

a schematic formation with spots of indeterminacy of various kinds and 

with an infinite number of determinations positively assigned to it, even 
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though formally it is projected as a fully determinate individual and is 

called upon to simulate such an individual. (251)  

This confirms what actors experience in acting: for the actor, the character is a 

―schematic formation‖ with an ―infinite number of determinations‖. In this sense, 

character refers more closely to its early definition which was invoked in Chapter Four 

of this thesis: a character which ―had not yet been tightly woven into the integrated, 

singular personality or subject of our modern conception‖ (62) In fact, it is more 

accurate to suggest that what is hypostasized as character is, for the actor, a collection 

or series of performable tasks or actions. Indeed, in performance, character is seldom 

even uppermost in the actor‘s consciousness. Russell-Parks found that in performances 

considered successful, the actors she surveyed did ―not contemplate character or action 

or actor goals during performance‖ (80). Rather, ―[e]very actor interviewed in the 

study felt that consciousness of their actor goals in terms of character inhibited a 

genuine performance‖ (82). This could, of course, be interpreted as the actors 

believing that they have so fully assimilated their characters that they no longer need 

to think about them, but what Russell-Parks proceeds to argue indicates otherwise: all 

of the actors in performance thought about ―vocal effectiveness, appropriateness of 

physical gesture, audience reaction, consistency of facial gesture, critical responses to 

characterization and self-evaluation‖ (82-83). This was, according to most of the actors 

interviewed, an alteration ―beyond becoming the character‖ (114): 

Tom Mull: ‗It‘s not just being in character.‘ 

Shelli Manzoline: ‗I used to think it was. I think a lot of people think that it 

is. Especially the young actors around here. But then one night it takes off 

and that‘s it. You know that‘s what acting is. And it is some kind of step 

beyond being the character.‘ (qtd. in Russell-Parks 122) 
16

 

It may, therefore, be more constructive to conceive of ‗performance scores‘ 

rather than ‗characters‘ as the primary creations of actors.
17

 In a recent article, Zarrilli 

argues the case for developing concepts and theories which go beyond a character-

 
16

 Russell-Parks‘ findings are corroborated by Elly Konijn‘s survey of 114 professional stage 

actors. In performance, the majority of actors questioned experienced what Konijn refers to as ―task 

emotions‖ as opposed to ―character-emotions‖ (―Actors and Emotions‖ 7). Task emotions relate to an 

actor‘s ―awareness of evaluative spectators with high expectations, in front of whom difficult acting 

tasks have to be performed‖ (―Actors and Emotions‖ 3).   
17

 Performance score is distinct from Stanislavsky‘s the ―score of a role‖, which refers to the 

―long catalogue of minor and major objectives, units, scenes, acts‖ (CAR 68). Stanislavsky‘s ―score of 

a role‖ is a technique for characterization only: ―[t]here can be no doubt‖, he writes, ―that such a 

score, based on such objectives, will draw the actor, as a human being—physically speaking—closer 

to the real life of his character or role‖ (CAR 69).   
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centric focus and, instead, prepare the actor ―to be fully responsive to theatrical 

environments and dramaturgies‖ (―An Enactive Approach to Understanding Acting‖ 

647). Zarrilli writes:  

I have considered a meta-theory of acting not in terms of how the actor 

constructs a character or how the actor makes a performance believable, but 

rather from the perspective of actor-as-(human) doer/enactor inside the 

performance of an acting score. (647)  

In practice, the notion of a performance score is not new. Helene Weigel, for example, 

meticulously scored her performance for Mother Courage.
18

 Playing John Proctor in 

the Wooster Group‘s production LSD (…Just the High Points…), Willem Dafoe 

articulates an approach that would not have been entirely out of place coming from 

Diderot‘s role model Clairon:   

I never think about John Proctor. I do think about what the effect of a 

certain speech should be, or a certain section should be. I do respond to 

‗here, you should relax a little bit more because you should have a lighter 

touch, he should be a nice guy here. Here he can be pissed.‘ (qtd. in 

Auslander 96) 

‗Scores‘ or even ‗roles‘ are useful terms because they carry the implication that acting 

encompasses more than characterization, and it is evident that actors in performance 

are responsible for far more than creating characters. 

Beyond character—what actors create. 

If the actor creates more than characters, what then are these other creations? By way 

of answering this, let us return to Julian Beck‘s question: ―why do you go to the 

theatre?‖ 

 ―do you go to the theatre for answers?‖ 

 ―do you go to the theatre to find out about life?‖  

 ―do you go to the theatre for sexual stimulation?‖ 

 ―do you like rubbing up against the person next to you?‘ 

 ―do you go to the theatre for intellectual exercises?‖ 

 ―do you go to the theatre to find out if it has figured out what is 

going on? 

 ―do you go to the theatre because it might be telling the truth?‖ 

 ―do you go to the theatre for a purge?‖ (Beck 17-20) 

 
18

 See Claudio Meldolesi‘s documentation of Weigel‘s preparation in Barba and Savarese 

234-35.  
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Beck‘s sometimes tongue-in-cheek tone should not obfuscate the seriousness of this 

question. It is one that every student actor—and professional actor—should be 

prompted to ask each time they perform: ‗Why have these people come to this 

production?‘ Audiences are not homogenous, so the answers to the question –‗why do 

people go to the theatre?‘—will provoke an almost endless array of responses. It  

remains useful, however, for the student-actor—in arriving at some understanding of 

what audiences might expect of him or her—to ask themselves the question that Beck 

actually asks: ―why do you go to the theatre?‖ Based on her own study of acting 

students, Leah Lowe observes that this is a question that most would not have 

seriously contemplated: 

While these students are passionately invested in the expressive 

opportunities that theatre affords them, they have given far less thought to 

what it means to participate in performance as a spectator. (142)  

Instead, they ―view theatre-going as a chance to hone their craft by observing how 

others practice it‖ (142). While acknowledging that ―this approach is quite legitimate‖, 

Lowe also recognizes that ―in focusing so narrowly‖ (142), the students fail to 

conceive of audiences as ―consumers and arbiters of theatrical events, to understanding 

an audience‘s role as reciprocal‖ (143). By broadening their attention beyond ―how 

specific actors interpreted specific characters‖ (142), and experiencing theatre as a 

spectator, they might begin to learn what they will be called upon to create in 

performances.  

The acting student might be surprised to discover that audiences expect more 

than characterization. In fact, characters might not loom as large in audiences‘ 

priorities as they had supposed. While students ―often feel very released‖, observes 

actor and teacher Fiona Shaw, ―when they become bag ladies or kings‖, as a spectator 

what she finds ―interesting is not the bag lady or the king or even the transformation, 

but what is the situation that the bag lady or king finds her or himself in‖ (qtd. in 

Byron 36).  Declan Donnellan concurs:  

As the audience, we may think we identify with the character, but really we 

identify with the situation. […] We identify not only with the prey, Isabella 

we also identify with the predatory Angelo. […] We navigate the thrilling 

space between the two. (81)  

If this is the case, then what is required to make a ―good actor‖ is quite different from 

current preconceptions. Ellis Jones observes:  
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Yes, a good actor will take you on a journey through an imaginary world 

and lead you through all the twists and turns of an ingenious plot; but part 

of the fun is to marvel at his skill. We in the business of training actors 

sweat for hours striving for ‗psychological and emotional truth‘; yet people 

love watching ‗Acting‘ for the sake of it. […] The thrill is in the risk the 

actor takes, soaring away on the edge of our disbelief, taking us into 

unchartered, scary areas of experience. (5) 

While the conservatories ―sweat for hours‖, striving towards psychologically 

profound and emotionally true characters, audiences might, in fact, be expecting 

something more. They just might want, as Jones suggests, to enjoy an ―ingenious 

plot‖.
19

 The playwright has done this for them, of course, cunningly and carefully 

spacing out the information to create the desired tension—as has the director working 

with the actors in rehearsal—but all of this is of very little use if the actor does not 

realize this in performance. Ellis Jones is unequivocal: ―the main business of actors 

[…] is acting out stories‖ (3).  

Audiences may also expect imaginary worlds to be created. Again, in 

mainstream theatre practice, this creation generally starts with playwrights, and then 

through sets, lights, sound and so forth the fictional world is realized by directors, 

designers, actors and, finally, audiences. All these key players are co-creators, 

transforming the empty stage into a world. On occasion, it is the actors who are fully 

responsible. Saint-Denis‘ description of Copeau‘s 1920 production of Le Pacquebot 

S.S. Tenacity provides a good example: ―he used the whole stage without any set—no 

material boundaries stopped the imagination from creating the intimacy of a seamen‘s 

café in a small seaport‖ (Training for the Theatre 27). On seeing this production, one 

of Naturalism‘s most dedicated proponents, Antoine, declared: ―[t]his demands a 

detailed perfection in the acting” [my emphasis] (qtd. in Training for the Theatre 30). 

But even on a set full of naturalistic detail, the actor is largely responsible for creating 

the mood and atmosphere of the fictional world. Anne Bogart, for example,  gives an 

account of seeing Glenda Jackson play Martha in Who‟s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, 

and how she maintained the emotional tension by quite simply using the space and  

―never, ever‖ allowing ―the line between her and the other three actors go slack‖ (A 

Director Prepares 104). Good actors charge or activate the space for their audiences. 

Saint-Denis makes the point: ―[h]ow easy it is not to be aware of space until a body 

creates it‖ (Training for the Theatre 138). 

 
19

 While acknowledging that narrative is not central to all theatre genres, in mainstream 

theatre of psychological realism character and narrative are important.     
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This is all based, to a great extent, on physical skills—which, according to 

Jones, audiences want to see, on occasion, foregrounded: to ―marvel‖ at the actor‘s 

skills and the ―thrill‖ it gives them (5). Audiences might desire something more than 

actors playing characters who behave ‗naturally‘ and ‗authentically‘. The observation 

made by George Ritzer and Allan Liska in relation to tourism may well apply to the 

theatre: ―[b]lissfully content with our simulated lives, why should we search for 

anything but inauthenticity in our leisure-time activities?‖ (qtd. in Bennett, 

―Theatre/Tourism‖ 419).
20

 Yet, a great part of the aesthetic of Naturalism and the 

Stanislavsky methodology is to give the illusion of people behaving ‗naturally‘ and 

‗authentically‘. Brandon makes the point that the ―fundamental theory of 

Stanislavskian acting is that the audience should perceive the action on the stage ‗as if‘ 

occurring in ordinary life‖ (39). The actor, therefore, strives to hide the skills that 

underpin the artifice of acting, and in the extreme, one suspects that there are some 

who might even believe that, beyond being heard and learning the lines, acting is 

merely a matter of being ‗natural‘ and ‗authentic‘. American actor, Edward Hugh 

Sothern (1859-1933), makes the claim (with tongue firmly placed in cheek) that 

anybody can act, that is anybody who ―can walk and talk and look and gesticulate‖ 

(qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting, 572). However as ‗ludicrous‘ as this 

statement is, it is given some putative credence by the common practice of untrained 

television stars and celebrities taking up stage roles. As discussed in Chapter Two, this 

ubiquity of ‗acting‘ is a major obstacle in its being acknowledged as creative: if 

everybody can do it, then it is hardly extraordinary. Hornby observes: ―the acting that 

most people are likely to encounter‖—on television—―gives little sense of its high 

artistic potential‖ (The End of Acting 50). However, as Robert Benedetti points out, 

there are perhaps audiences who actually want and crave a display of extraordinary 

skills and the ―thrill‖ or ―kinaesthetic experiences‖ this affords them. Describing his 

reaction to a performance by the Chinese actor-singer Patricia Ching Chiang, 

Benedetti writes:  

I found myself overwhelmed by a sense of exhilaration. Sad, I thought, that 

our own theatre so rarely provides kinetic and kinaesthetic experiences of 

such potency. Our culture‘s enormous hunger for such experiences is 

unfortunately satisfied more by Monday Night Football than by the stage, 

despite the fact that audiences consistently respond vigorously to any 

 
20

 George Ritzer and Allan Liska, ―‗McDisneyization‘ and ‗Post-Tourism‘‖ Touring 

Cultures: Transformations of Travel and Theory, ed. Chris Rojek and John Urry (London: Routledge, 

1997) 108.  
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indication that actors are capable of doing more than ‗behaving‘. (―What 

we need to learn from the Asian actor‖ 464-465)  

That audiences may ―respond vigorously‖ to actors ―doing more than behaving‖ is, 

arguably, evidenced by the appeal of musical theatre in the West or the phenomenon of 

Cirque du Soleil, which generates ―multibillion-dollar revenues‖ and employs ―more 

than 2,500 people (more than five hundred of them performers)‖ (Bennett, 

―Theatre/Tourism‖ 423). Cirque du Soleil represents what has come to be known 

generically as ‗physical theatre‘—as if there were a non-physical theatre.  

For actors, of any genre, physical skills are an essential part, not just of their 

‗bag of tricks‘ but, of their creativity. Saint-Denis was unequivocal: 

The development of the student‘s faculties of physical expression is of 

immense importance. To learn how to think, how to speak, with the body 

and the whole being, how to invent an alphabet of a physical language and 

how to communicate this language to others, is the truly creative part of the 

actor. (Training for the Theatre 147-148) 

 Peter Brook makes the point in reference to the vocal skills of two of the most 

successful and respected actors of the twentieth century: Paul Scofield and John 

Gielgud. On Scofield, Brook makes the following observation: 

It was as though the act of speaking a word sent through him vibrations that 

echoed back meanings far more complex than his rational thinking could 

find: he would pronounce a word like ‗night‘ and then he would be 

compelled to pause: listening with all his being into amazing impulses 

stirring. […] He would experience the wonder of discovery at the moment 

when it happened. (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 424) 

On Gielgud‘s vocal skills, Brook writes: ―his form of theatre is one that is known to 

reach above the ordinary, the common, the banal. His tongue, his vocal chords, his 

feeling for rhythm compose an instrument that he has consciously developed‖ (Cole 

and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 424). Gielgud and Scofield‘s vocal skills can be 

compared to the technical control all exceptional artists must have over their 

instrument—the painter‘s expertise in brush work or the writer‘s skilled mastery of 

language and syntax. Without well-developed technique and, in the case of many 

artists, physical skills, there is no creative act. For the actor in performance this 

becomes apparent. Once again, Brook is apposite:  

A creative actor will be most ready to discard the hardened shells of his 

work at the last rehearsal because here, with the first night approaching, a 
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brilliant searchlight is cast on his creation, and he sees its pitiful 

inadequacy. […] He must destroy and abandon his results even if what he 

picks up seems almost the same. […] This is where the experienced 

creative artist is compelled to fall back on a second level called technique 

to carry him through. (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 427) 

It is, evidently, more than just a matter of technique and skill carrying the actor 

through, but they are an integral part of his or her creativity, giving rise to the 

innovative acts which make Gielgud‘s acting, for instance, ―above the ordinary, the 

common, the banal‖. It is through Scofield‘s vocal virtuosity that both he and his 

audience ―experience the wonder of discovery‖.  

 Nevertheless, it can be argued that, part of the actor‘s creativity lies beyond 

learned technique and skills. Zeami makes this point:  

Thus it is that an actor who has merely perfected his technique will have 

little of interest to show. […] There is a level of skill that will simply make 

the audience gasp, without reflection, in surprise and pleasure. (90-91) 

Technique and skill are clearly not sufficient to create ‗Eureka moments‘. The actor‘s 

imagination, sensibilities, intellect are also crucial.
21

 However, skills and techniques 

play a greater and more significant role here too than is often commonly held. In fact, 

Robert Benedetti observes that ―Western acting students‖ often ―respond to technique 

as a limitation upon their technique‖ (―What we need to learn from the Asian actor‖ 

464). This view is supported by the conservatory training which, following the model 

established by Saint-Denis and Stanislavsky before him, routinely bifurcates skills 

training and acting classes. Australia‘s National Institute of Dramatic Art describes its 

actor training as follows: 

The course is concerned with developing two complementary aspects of 

actor‘s art: craft and imagination. Craft is that part of the actor‘s art that can 

be learnt. […] Imagination is that part which cannot be learnt, but which 

can be continually enriched by improvisation […] and by exploration of the 

creative impulse.
22

  

The message is clear: while ―craft‖ is considered important to the actor‘s art, the 

―creative impulse‖ is not to be found there and in its composite skills and techniques. 

Yet, returning to Zeami, it is noteworthy that while he claims that there is a level of 

 
21

 Zeami writes: ―the Flower blooms from the imagination; the seed represents merely the 

various skills of our art‖ (30; 53).  
22

 ―Acting‖ National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA), 2006, 3 Sept. 2007  

<http://www.nida.edu.au/Acting/default.aspx>. 
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mastery beyond technique, what makes ―the audience gasp‖ is actually achieved 

through ―a level of skill‖. On the ‗Eureka moments‘ (the hana or Flower), he writes:  

Indeed, the Flower is not something special unto itself. The Flower 

represents a mastery of technique and thorough practice, achieved in order 

to create a feeling of novelty. (53)  

Zeami articulated certain skills, strategies and techniques which would assist the Noh 

actor in achieving hana moments. However, before this novelty can occur there is a 

vital, preliminary step. 

For ‗Eureka moments‘ or ―beautiful surprises‖ to occur, in any creative act, it is 

essential to create the space for them. Crystal Woodward‘s observations of her father‘s 

work in organic chemistry are fitting:  

Woodward created a space, an arena, in which beautiful surprises could 

arise. […] May be that he feels initially as though he had spontaneously 

found something. But at the same time he has created the […] context in 

which the spontaneous can arise. There is a sense of fit, as though the found 

unexpectedly ‗fits‘ into the created. […] A sense of fit that can bring a 

feeling of aesthetic pleasure. (247) 

Good actors and performers create the spaces in which their audiences can engage. 

They open up gaps in which audiences are given license to join them as co-creators or, 

at the very least, conspirators breathing the same liminal air. Jacques Lecoq is 

unequivocal on the importance of this: ―I always look for an actor who ‗shines‘, who 

develops a space around himself in which the spectators are also present‖ (17).  Actors 

who ―shine‖ let their spectators in on the creative act—allow them to be, according to 

Bogart, ―part of the act […] to be in a relationship‖ (A Director Prepares 69). Forging 

this relationship must preoccupy the actor from the very first entrance. Bogart writes:     

The actor stands backstage and listens to the audience before making an 

entrance. The reception is palpable. Listening to the listening, the actor 

makes adjustments in the speed of an entrance, the intensity of the first line 

spoken or the length of a pause. An actor learns when to hold back and 

when to open up based on the agility of the audience. (Bogart 73) 

This echoes the point that, centuries earlier, Zeami made repeatedly:  

First the actor leaves the green room, stops as he approaches the stage from 

the bridge, takes cognizance of the audience, and then, just when the 

spectators think that he is to begin his opening speech, he must commence 

at exactly that instant when his feelings match those of his audience. […] It 

is the moment when the experienced actor can absorb the concentration of 
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the audience into his own performance. This moment is, in fact, the most 

crucial one in the entire day‘s presentation. (Zeami 82)
23

 

Zeami and Bogart both make the claim, that in order to create the spaces in which 

audiences are entertained, the actor must learn to listen to the audience and know 

precisely when and how to respond. Broadly speaking, when to respond is a matter of 

timing (―the length of a pause‖); how to respond is a matter of controlling energy 

(―speed of an entrance‖ or ―the intensity of the first line‖). They both rely, in other 

words, on well-honed skills and techniques, which can be taught.  

Timing. 

Timing is an important aspect of all creative acts. Margaret Boden makes the point: 

―[i]f, by some miracle, a composer had written atonal music in the sixteenth century, it 

would not have been recognized as creative‖ (The Creative Mind 74). Similarly, 

Csikszentmihalyi avers that an artist may be considered creative at one time and not 

another because the field does not recognize his or her contribution to the domain 

(Creativity: flow and the psychology of discovery and invention 30). In other words, if 

the timing is wrong creativity cannot be said to exist. This macro- (historical) timing is 

obviously important for the actor too (one cannot imagine, for instance, Brando being 

a ‗hit‘ on the seventeenth-century stage of Molière). If macro-timing is important, then 

micro-timing is even more essential to an actor‘s creative performance.   

Australian actor Henri Szeps distinguishes between two types of timing. 

Firstly, there is ―inner timing‖, which he defines as: ―[t]he time it takes for an emotion 

or thought to develop inside a character, or how long it takes for an interaction to occur 

between two characters‖ (Szeps 17). This concept of timing, like Stanislavsky‘s 

―tempo-rhythm‖, is centered on character.
24

 The second type of timing Szeps outlines 

relates more closely to Zeami‘s and Bogart‘s notion, that is, the ―act of timing an 

audience‖ (Szeps ix). It is, in Szeps‘ words, quite simply, ―knowing when the audience 

 
23

 Describing performing before a large audience, Zeami writes: ―On such an occasion, the 

performer must wait until the audience falls silent. […] The performer should emerge at precisely the 

proper moment and begin. […] This atmosphere that is created by such precise timing will in turn be 

transferred to the spectators, and their emotions will fall in harmony with the actor‘s performance. 

Once this atmosphere has been established, the day‘s performance can already be judged a success‖ 

(Zeami 18).  
24

 In Building a Character, Stanislavsky devotes two chapters to ―tempo-rhythm‖ (one 

related to movement and the other, speech). It is a vital aspect of his System, not least because, as 

Tortsov claims, a ―correctly established tempo-rhythm of a play or role, can of itself, intuitively (on 

occasion automatically) take hold of the feelings of an actor and arouse in him a true sense of living 

his part‖ (BAC 244).  
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is ready for the next piece of information‖ (17). It is this timing which is crucial to the 

actor in performance. Bogart describes it as a ―special gift‖ or ―ability‖ which the actor 

uses in order to play ―with the spectators‘ kinesthetic sensibilities and prevents them 

from predicting what is about to happen‖ (A Director Prepares 68). At ―every 

moment‖, writes Bogart, ―the aim is to conceal the predetermined structure and the 

outcome from the spectator‖ (68). She goes on to claim:   

I always feel that the best actors possess a secret that they enjoy keeping 

from me. The spectator should be drawn to the stage like a detective hot on 

the trail of a crime. The actor chooses when to hide and when to reveal. 

(68-69)  

Put another way, it is through their good timing that actors create the gaps in which 

audiences engage with the story, action or performance.  

Working on comedy, student actors are routinely taught timing: time your 

punch-line, anticipate laugh lines, pick up cues, and pause until the laughter subsides. 

The importance of timing does not, however, stop at comedies. Although it is harder 

for the actor to detect the much more subtle ―timing indicators‖ in a drama or 

tragedy—the audience inching forward in their seats, leaning back, suddenly falling 

silent or fidgeting—it should be as much a consideration (Szeps 23). Saint-Denis 

writes:  

If one slows down, the very meaning of the text disappears. Imagine an 

allegro passage by Mozart played largo in slow motion, by a musician 

who, trying to concentrate on ‗feeling‘ every note, thereby destroys the 

rhythm.
25

 (Training for the Theatre 130) 

Yet despite its enormous importance to the actor‘s creativity in performance, timing is 

not, according to Szeps, discussed or taught to the extent one would expect. He 

suggests that this is because timing ―is regarded as a taboo. It is [putatively] elusive, 

ephemeral, ethereal‖ (ix). It [supposedly] defies ―analysis and, by conventional 

wisdom, cannot be discussed‖ (ix). However, Szeps maintains that the actor ―timing a 

good line‖ is a process that is ―deliberate‖ in the same way as the tennis player ―hitting 

a good return‖ (ix). In other words, they are teachable and learnable skills.  

 
25

 Rhythm and timing are closely related skills. While timing refers to when an action or 

information should be delivered by the actor, I define rhythm as the temporal pattern that this 

establishes and, consequently, consider it an outcome of timing.  
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The same case can be made for actors‘ energy in space—what Eugenio Barba 

describes in Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology as ―the dynamic patterns of their 

scenic behaviour‖ (61) or, put simply, presence. Beyond everything else, this is, 

arguably, why we go to the theatre: to experience and partake in the actor‘s immediate 

presence. In Salman Rushdie‘s novel Shalimar the Clown, the character Max Ophuls 

forsakes watching films and television, and even listening to recorded music, 

preferring ―the infinitely superior appeal of the immediacy, spontaneity, and continuity 

of live performance‖ and above all ―the thrilling power of the physical presence of the 

performer‖ (25). Presence, commonly conceived as the ultimate enigma of acting, is 

arguably the actor‘s most important creation.   

Recognizing presence. 

Australian actor John Derum writes: 

If you‘ve ever been moved by a performance, if you have a favourite actor, 

a favourite performance, then you‘ll recognize that the saying and the doing 

are far from describing the totality of that experience. The bit that is 

missing is like the gulf between gymnastics and dance, between scales and 

Chopin, between typing and poetry. What is that extra bit? All sorts of 

expressions are used to describe this ability or facility in the actor to 

communicate this intangible to audiences—‗star quality‘, ‗instinct‘ or even 

‗It‘. (qtd in Seton 2) 

 This ―star-quality‖, ―instinct‖ or ―It‖ are often conceived as an ―indefinable‖ and 

―intangible quality‖ which, according to Stanislavsky, is possessed by a few fortunate 

actors:  

There are certain actors who have only to step on the stage and the public is 

already enthralled by them…What is the basis of the fascination they 

exercise? It is an indefinable, intangible quality… (An Actor‟s Handbook 

34) 

This is what is commonly referred to as ‗presence‘: we recognize it when we see it. It 

belongs to those actors we cannot take our eyes off, who are riveting, who draw us in, 

are magnetic, charming, and charismatic. Defined as ―the (forceful) impression made 

by a performer on an audience‖, stage-presence is a highly desirable and supposedly 

innate quality (―Stage‖ n. Def. 14). Stanislavsky writes: ―[a]s I grow older and think 

about our art, I am inclined to believe that the highest gift that nature can give an actor 

is stage charm‖ (An Actor‟s Handbook 35). But even while acknowledging presence, 

Stanislavsky abdicated from defining, analyzing and, therefore, teaching it: you either 
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have ―It‖ or you don‘t. But presence is more than just an ‗added extra‘, a sheen or 

patina that ‗value adds‘ to the performance. It is a much more profound and complex 

(or, conversely, a less mysterious and unfathomable) phenomenon than is routinely 

conceived.  

In the first place, presence is not a quality or thing but, more accurately, an act, 

occasion or event. It is social: ―the fact or condition of being present; the state of being 

with or in the same place as a person or thing; attendance, company, society, or 

association‖ (―Presence‖ n. Def. 2a). In performance, presence is the occasion when 

the actor and audience are fully and totally in communion, when they are both 

consumed by the moment, and are fully present together. David George makes the 

point that presence is not ―only something which an actor achieves at the height of his 

craft‖, but also ―describes the audience‘s peak experience‖ (George, Buddhism as/in 

Performance 153). Most Asian theatre forms have similar terms which all describe 

something special, experienced simultaneously by actor and audience. In Balinese 

theatre, for example, taksu represents both the performer‘s presence, and ―also a 

moment in a performance when something special ‗comes off‘ which affects the 

audience as much as the dancer‖ (George, Balinese Ritual Theatre 13). In Kathakali, 

there is bhangi, and in Noh, the flower moment or hana, which implies both novelty 

and presence: ―[f]lower, charm and novelty: all three of these partake of the same 

essence‖ (Zeami 52).  

Presence is arguably the most significant interaction in theatre: it is moments 

like these that actors and audiences, alike, desire. It is, in the words of Stanislavsky, 

something ―one can never forget‖—―it is the event of a lifetime‖ (BAC 299). It has 

―the quality of the unexpected which startles, overwhelms, stuns‖: 

Something that lifts the spectator off the ground, sets him in a land where 

he has never walked, but which he recognizes easily through a sense of 

foreboding or conjecture. He does, however, see this unexpected thing face 

to face, and for the first time. It shakes, enthralls, and engulfs him. (BAC 

298) 

It is in such moments as these that no-one asks the question: ‗Are actors creative?‘ 

These are moments when, for Eugenio Barba, ―the dilation of the actor‘s presence and 

the spectator‘s perception corresponds to a dilation of the fabula, the plot and its 

interweavings, the drama, the story or the situation represented‖ (Dictionary of Theatre 

Anthropology 61). The present can become so dilated or expanded that it may even 
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seem to incorporate the extraordinary, where other time-spaces appear immanent. 

Taksu, for example, is proof that the performer and the performance have connected 

with an ―unseen audience of deities‖ (George, Balinese Ritual Theatre 13). In the 

Raslila plays of India, the performances serve to summon Krishna to be present. It is 

noteworthy that in one of its earliest uses in English, presence defines ―the manner in 

which Christ is held to be present in the Eucharist‖ (―Presence‖ n. Def. 2c). This 

exclusive association with the Divine becomes more catholic in the seventeenth 

century, extending to any ―person or thing that exists or is present in a place but is not 

seen, esp. a divine, spiritual, or incorporeal being or influence felt or perceived to be 

present‖ (―Presence‖ n. Def. 6). In a modern theatrical context, we might find presence 

described in the following terms:  

You see the actor connecting with something on a higher level, and they are 

able to play it in such a way that brings the heart up into the room in a kind 

of super-reality that is ‗undeniable‘ and absolutely true to that moment. 

(Australian director Simon Phillips qtd. in Macaulay 189)  

If presence is an experience which stamps an actor or performer as truly 

creative, the crucial question remains whether one can train actors to achieve presence, 

or to be more present. One further etymological foray clears the path for this 

possibility. In the fifteenth century, presence was defined in terms of a personal 

attribute; it was used to denote ―a person‘s self or embodied personality‖ (―Presence‖ 

n. Def. 4a). In the later part of the sixteenth century a new definition expanded on that 

and, although it still links presence to notions of personality and selfhood, it is now 

also conceived that presence is a skill, a ―capacity‖ whose source is in actions, 

specifically in how one deports or carries themselves:  

Demeanour, carriage esp. when stately or impressive; nobleness or 

handsomeness of bearing or appearance, esp. the capacity to project or 

suggest inner strength, force of personality, etc., merely by being present. 

(―Presence‖ n. Def. 5a) 

Presence is here recast as something which is done, enacted, or performed, and 

consequently it must be possible that presence can, to some extent, be acquired and 

taught.  

From a Western perspective, where presence is commonly conceived of as an 

innate quality, and not an acquired ability, teaching presence may appear a radical 

proposition. In Stanislavsky‘s view, presence is outside of the actor‘s control—―an 
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inner tidal wave‖, an ―unexpected something‖ which ―has surged up from the well 

springs of organic nature‖, enthralling, overwhelming and carrying the actor ―away to 

a point beyond his own consciousness‖ (BAC 298). However, even a cursory survey of 

some Asian theatrical traditions reveals not only extensive theorizing on presence, but 

also specific strategies, techniques and methodologies for achieving it which, it must 

be stressed, need not remain restricted to this source.  

Notwithstanding that the source of presence is, according to Zeami, elusive: 

―precisely where can it be located?‖ he asks, ―It seems to be found nowhere‖ (98), he 

does not underestimate the role of skill in its achievement. Towards attaining this level 

of skill, Zeami articulates how actors can create and maximize presence in a way 

which is quite startlingly simple, teachable and learnable: actors can fascinate 

audiences if, for example, they juxtapose body and feet movements—―Violent Body 

Movement, Gentle Foot Movements‖ (75-76)—or if they communicate to audiences 

―first by hearing and then by sight‖:  

in the matter of weeping the actor should first allow the audience to hear 

the word ‗weeping‘, and then, just afterwards, bring the sleeve up to the 

face and so complete the total action with this gesture. If the audience sees 

the motion of the sleeve before the concept of weeping is settled in their 

minds, however, the words will somehow seem left over. […] The total 

image will lack intensity. (76) 

In addition to these, there is the skill of ―mutuality of balance‖, namely countering 

freedom of movement with the control of jo, ha, kyu (80). If this is achieved, then the 

flower will bloom and presence will be achieved.
26

 

For the Chinese jingju (Peking or Beijing Opera) performer, presence is 

similarly vital. Jo Riley stresses that the jingju actor ―must fa qi (radiate presence)‖, 

because if not ―the performance is considered worthless, a waste of effort‖ (206). Qi 

simultaneously represents some sort of divine inspiration and, more prosaically, 

―breath control‖ (206). The jingju actor is trained, therefore, to ―ensure he has the right 

quantity of breath [qi or presence] at all times‖ (206). Riley observes that in ―training, 

the master will often point to the student‘s abdomen and demand that the student draw 

up his qi‖ (206). In addition to this, the set poses of jingju are designed to retain qi and 

 
26

 Rimer and Masakazu suggest that jo, ha, kyu can be literally translated as ―introduction‖ 

(jo), ―breaking‖ (ha), and ―rapid‖ (kyu) (Zeami 20). According to Dymphna Callery, at the macro-

scale, jo, ha, kyu refers to ―the overall flow of a play‖, and on the ―micro-scale‖ to the ―interior 

qualitative dynamic of each move and utterance‖ (120).  
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not dissipate it.
27

  In fact, the entire jingju performance is itself structured around 

maximizing the actor‘s presence or qi. Riley makes the point that the ―performer 

moves on the stage curving around one point, and moving directly to another, like a 

chess piece on a board. As he does so, he is involved in a process of continual 

expending and gathering of qi‖ (212).    

These techniques belong to highly codified traditions, very different to Western 

theatre forms, especially the theatre of psychological realism. However, Eugenio 

Barba‘s groundbreaking research into theatre anthropology has shown that there are 

certain, specific, underlying principles which are common to a broad cross-section of 

Asian performance traditions—and which can also be identified in Western praxes. All 

of these serve one thing: presence. It is perhaps Barba, above all, in recent Western 

actor-training, who has paved the way for training for presence. In fact, as Watson 

notes, Barba‘s ―analysis of presence […] and how to control it technically are the 

essence of his acting theory‖ (Towards a Third Theatre 32). In Barba‘s own words:  

I am interested in a very, very elemental question. Why when I see two 

actors on stage doing the same thing, I get fascinated by one and not by the 

other? (―Anthropology and Theatre: Interviews‖ 12)  

As a first step towards answering this question, Barba distinguishes between what he 

calls ―extra-daily‖ and ―daily‖ techniques.
28

 Daily techniques refer to the ―way we use 

our bodies in daily life‖ which, according to Barba:   

is substantially different from the way we use them in performance. We are 

not conscious of our daily techniques: we move, we sit, we carry things, we 

kiss, we agree and disagree with gestures which we believe to be natural 

but which are in fact culturally determined. (Dictionary of Theatre 

Anthropology 19) 

However, in performance, Barba claims that extra-daily techniques are required.  

Distinct from, but not completely separate from daily techniques: ―they maintain a 

tension between them without becoming isolated‖ (Dictionary of Theatre 

Anthropology 12). The actor‘s actions and gestures are neither necessarily discernible 

nor obviously distinct from everyday behaviour but, Barba argues, spectators are 

 
27

 Renowned jingju performer Zhang Chunhua was extremely critical of Western, classical 

ballet: ―the ballet dancer does nothing but throw the qi away—hands, feet, and even the position of the 

head, are fully extended‖ (Riley 207-8). 
28

 Barba also defines a third category: ―techniques of virtuosity‖. Used in acrobatics, for 

example, these techniques ―aim for amazement and the transformation of the body‖ (Dictionary of 

Theatre Anthropology 10). 
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drawn in, because by utilizing these extra-daily techniques the actor achieves ―scenic 

bios‖, ―biological presence‖ or ―scenic presence‖.  

It can be argued that Stanislavsky was also concerned with ―immediacy and 

presence on stage‖, his System aimed at achieving ―a sense of being fully present in 

the dramatic moment‖ (Carnicke, Stanislavsky in Focus 173; 177). Certainly, concepts 

such as character objectives, absorption and concentration, faith and focus can all be 

conceived of as techniques of presence. However, they differ from Barba‘s techniques 

in one crucial way: Stanislavsky‘s concept of presence is hitched to a fictive character, 

whereas Barba‘s is linked to a pre-expressive, ―fictive body‖. In Dictionary of Theatre 

Anthropology, he writes: 

In the Occidental tradition, the performer‘s work has been oriented towards 

a network of fictions, of ‗magic ifs‘ which deal with the psychology, the 

behaviour and the history of his or her person and that of the character he or 

she is playing. The pre-expressive principles of the performer‘s life are not 

cold concepts concerned only with the body‘s physiology and mechanics. 

They also are based on a network of fictions, but fictions, ‗magic-ifs‘, 

which deal with the physical forces which move the body. What the 

performer is looking for, in this case, is a fictive body, not a fictive 

personality. (19) 

These ―pre-expressive principles‖, common across the performance traditions 

investigated by Barba, are very technical—and therefore highly teachable. They 

provide a scaffolding on which training for presence can be built.  

The first principle—precarious balance—defines ―the abandonment of daily 

balance in favour of a ‗precarious‘ or extra-daily ‗balance‘‖ (Dictionary of Theatre 

Anthropology 34). It is this ―dynamic balance, based on the body‘s tensions‖ that has 

the potential to arouse an audience‘s kinaesthetic responses and generate ―the 

sensation of movement in the spectator even when there is only immobility‖ 

(Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology 40). Through precarious balance, the performer 

can create presence ―at a stage which precedes intentional, individualised expression‖ 

(Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology 35).  It is, according to Barba, the ―characteristic 

most common to actors and dancers from different cultures and times‖ (Dictionary of 

Theatre Anthropology 34). Examples of precarious balance can be found in the 

serpentine tribhangi posture of traditional Indian dance, the animated poses of 

commedia dell‟arte actors, and the twentieth-century mime tradition of Étienne 

Decroux. 
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 Precarious balance need not, however, be restricted to physically stylized 

genres. The principle of the body in disequilibrium is just as useful for the actor 

working in psychological realism. In this context, the balance is likely to be less 

precarious, but it could, nevertheless, usefully inform the actor‘s physicality, making 

the actor appear more dynamic. This runs counter to a rather widespread notion in 

contemporary Western training that the actor should be in equilibrium. Jean Benedetti, 

for example, claims that actors ―need a firm sense of balance and the ability to transfer 

weight without losing control or equilibrium‖ (20).  However, this is to ignore the 

energy that precarious balance can bestow on an actor. Rudolf Arnheim makes the 

point that ―movement looks dead when it gives the impression of mere displacement‖, 

or what Benedetti refers to as the ―ability to transfer weight without losing control‖ 

(Arnheim qtd. in Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology 44). On the contrary, movement 

looks alive, even in moments of immobility, when the body is neither always in 

balance nor is fully at ease as Stanislavsky‘s Tortsov advocates in An Actor Prepares, 

exhorting the students to ―[r]elax more!‖ (287). While on stage, he argues, the actor 

must ―feel more at ease than when you are at home‖ (287). Yet such a state of 

relaxation in an actor is clearly not desirable, and one suspects that Stanislavsky 

thought as much too.
29

 Rather than striving for balance, comfort, or ease, actors should 

work toward what Decroux calls being ―at ease in unease‖ (qtd. in Dictionary of 

Theatre Anthropology 12); they should be encouraged to take risks and ―exit‖ the 

comfort of what Bogart and Landau term the ―Gray Zone‖, because then they are more 

likely to engage and excite their audience. (60). Victor Turner‘s description of the 

liminal stage of rites of passage could equally pertain to the thrill of watching an actor 

in precarious balance: ―the past is momentarily negated, suspended, or abrogated, and 

the future has not yet begun, an instant of pure potentiality when everything, as it 

were, trembles in the balance‖ (44). It is also a fitting description for creativity as such, 

because precarious balance, what Koestler describes as the ―transitory state of unstable 

equilibrium‖, is a characteristic of all creative acts (35).   

Precarious balance is facilitated by the second principle of pre-expressivity: 

opposition. Barba claims that ―[t]he performer‘s body reveals its life to the spectator 

 
29

 Barba makes the point that the ―impulse to action‖ which ―alters balance and breaks the 

body line‖ (what the Odin Teatret termed ―sats‖) is similar to Stanislavsky‘s notion of ―standing in the 

right rhythm‖ (94). Barba cites an anecdote from Toporkov‘s Stanislavski in Rehearsal, where 

Stanislavsky suggests that an actor stand as if he were watching for a mouse around the corner: ―Do 

you feel the difference?‖ he asks ―To stand and watch for a mouse—that is one rhythm: to watch a 

tiger that is creeping up on you is quite another‖ (qtd. in Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology 94).   
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by means of a tension between opposing forces‖ (Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology 

12). This principle also has a long history: creating oppositions and juxtapositions was 

crucial, for instance, to Zeami‘s actor. Yamazaki Masakazu makes the point that 

Zeami‘s theory of acting was, to a great degree, based on the premise that ―man‘s 

sensitivity is heightened by the addition of an opposing element‖ (xxxviii). From this 

principle, Zeami developed several techniques and strategies, notably: appearing 

―angry while possessing a tender heart‖ (58) and moving ―in a powerful way‖ while 

stamping the feet ―in a gentle way‖: 

To appear angry while possessing a tender heart gives rise to the principle 

of novelty. On the other hand, in a performance requiring Grace, an actor 

must not forget to remain strong. […] When he moves himself about in a 

powerful way, he must stamp his foot in a gentle way. And when he stamps 

his feet strongly, he must hold the upper part of his body quiet. (Zeami 58) 

The principle of opposition informs many aspects of Noh, including the basic Noh 

walk, where actors walk as if somebody is pulling them back by their hips. This 

creates koshi or energy, as does the basic Noh posture, where the ―actor must imagine 

that above him is suspended a ring of iron which is pulling him upwards‖ and ―must 

resist this pull in order to keep his feet on the ground‖ (Dictionary of Theatre 

Anthropology 12). Opposition between head and feet is one that is commonplace in 

Western ‗warm-ups‘, where it is recognized that this tension creates an energized 

body.
30

 For the same reason, however, it is just as important in performance. Like 

precarious balance, oppositions in the body generate an energy which, in the words of 

Barba, creates a ―kind of elementary drama‖, which is ―sensed kinaesthetically by the 

spectator as a conflict between elementary forces‖ (Dictionary of Theatre 

Anthropology 39).  

This tension between opposing forces can also usefully inform the actor‘s 

relationship with other actors, audience and objects in the space: it is the principle 

underlying the example cited earlier in this chapter, where Glenda Jackson created 

emotional tension by maintaining a distance (or opposition) between the other actors. 

In addition to this, it can also enrich the complexity of a role. Zeami recognized this 

when he advised actors playing the role of the old man, for instance, that they should 

 
30

 In Viewpoints training, for example, warm-ups include standing, walking or running while 

imagining ―a golden band around your head pulling gently upward‖, ―bare feet accustomed to 

working in the soil‖ and ―an open heart‖. All these opposing images work toward ―a line between 

heaven and earth‖ and energizing the body when it becomes ―exhausted or confused‖ (Bogart and 

Landau 26).   
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―resemble an old tree that puts forth flowers‖ (12). For actors schooled in a 

Stanislavsky-based methodology, where there is a tendency for objectives, super-

objectives, and through lines to eradicate contradictions in a character (―my character 

would never do that!‖), the principle of opposition could provide a valuable alternative 

to approaching characterizations.  

Just as precarious balance may be considered a trait of all creative acts, so too 

opposition and juxtaposition. Koestler describes the creative act as ―bisociative‖, 

meaning by this that it involves the interaction between ―two independent matrices of 

perception or reasoning‖ (45). The greater the difference between the matrices, the 

greater the creative impact. Koestler‘s conception of creativity as ―connecting 

previously unrelated dimensions of experience‖ is consistent with how some eminent 

creators have described their own creating practices (98). Poincaré, for example, 

described creativity in mathematics as making combinations ―which reveal to us 

unsuspected kinship between other facts, long known, but wrongly believed to be 

strangers to one another‖ (qtd. in Ghiselin 35).  

  Omission, the third and last of Barba‘s pre-expressive principles, similarly 

facilitates presence and can be argued to inform all creative acts.  Barba defines it as 

―the omission of certain elements in order to put other elements into relief‖, making 

them appear ―essential‖ (Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology 13). This is achieved on 

stage by eliminating all the fussiness of everyday movements, refining them to what is 

essential both expressively and aesthetically. It also refers to the concentration of the 

performer‘s energy, that is, the ―compression, into restricted movements, of the same 

energy which would be used to accomplish a much larger and heavier action‖ 

(Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology 14). Once again, Zeami is apposite: the principle 

of omission is encapsulated in his instruction ―when you feel ten in your heart, express 

seven in your movements‖ (75). Zeami elaborates: 

In terms of general stage deportment, no matter how slight a bodily action, 

if the motion is more restrained than the emotion behind it, the emotion will 

become the Substance and the movements of the body its Function, thus 

moving the audience. (75).  

Anne Bogart invokes Zeami when she writes a ―great actor, like a striptease artist, 

withholds more than she or he shows‖ (68). Like Zeami, she maintains that this 

―concentration and restraint generates energy in the actor and interest in the audience‖ 

(68). She goes on to say: 
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An actor‘s special gift is the ability to resist, to hold back, to tame, to keep 

energy in, to concentrate. With this compression, the actor plays with the 

spectators‘ kinesthetic sensibilities. (68) 

The same point was made by Tyrone Guthrie who, when asked ―Surely actors are just 

showing off?‖ replied, ―On the contrary…what they are doing is hiding‖ (qtd. in Szeps 

viii). The actor‘s creativity always lies in choosing what to show and what to hide.  

 As is the case with precarious balance and opposition, omission is also an 

important aspect of all creative acts. Of Koestler‘s three main criteria of creativity: 

―unexpectedness‖, ―emphasis‖, and ―economy‖ (83; 97), the last two relate to the 

principle of omission. According to Koestler, emphasis refers to the process of 

choosing the relevant stimuli and omitting ―non-essential elements‖ (84). The chosen 

elements are then emphasized, exaggerated, or to use Barba‘s words ―put into relief‖. 

Economy is its counterbalance: where emphasis exaggerates, economy implies. 

Koestler describes it as ―hints instead of statements‖ (84). Economy tempers emphasis, 

ensuring that what is emphasized also remains, simultaneously, seductive to the 

receiver, in the way that Bogart‘s ―great actor‖ teases.  

Barba‘s three pre-expressive principles—precarious balance, opposition and 

omission—provide a valuable basis for developing presence. Far from being limited in 

their application to highly codified genres—Eastern or Western—pre-expressive 

techniques have the potential to offer all actors working in all traditions a way to 

enhance their presence. James Brandon observes:   

Barba‘s formulation is useful to the Western actor searching for a personal 

acting style, for it points the actor to developing both representational 

ability (conveying life as we know it) and a theatrical skill (however that 

may be defined). (39) 

For the Western conservatory student, steeped in a Stanislavsky-tradition, such 

training could broaden the focus from a concept of presence primarily located in the 

―fictive character‖ to one which resonates with an audience in performance—because 

what is being investigated here has little to do with character or plot, but everything to 

do with performance. For, in the end:  

What makes a Jeremy Irons ‗interesting‘ is the same thing that draws the 

spectator to Panigrahi: a way of using the body, of moving through space, 

of gesturing, speaking, and making contact separate and prior to any 

‗characterization‘. (Schechner, ―East and West and Eugenio Barba‖ xi) 
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In sum: a performance-oriented actor training would recognize the actor‘s 

creations beyond character. As a preliminary and fundamental step, students‘ situation 

awareness would be expanded beyond the confines of the stage to encompass the 

auditorium, and their attention focused on what has been marginalized in Western, 

mainstream actor training: audiences. Students would be encouraged to (re)cognize the 

integral role that audiences play in their creativity and to think of performance not as 

an ‗us‘ versus ‗them‘ situation, or as the time and place a prior creation is 

(re)presented. Rather, performance would be conceived of as a new act of creation 

undertaken for and in collaboration with audiences. In part, this could be achieved by, 

quite simply, having students experience theatre not as prospective actors but as 

spectators, recognizing what they themselves look for and want when they go to the 

theatre. This may lead them to realize that characterization is just one aspect of their 

creativity, and that beyond this it is they who have the primary creative responsibility.  

In addition to the obvious need for a highly-developed imagination and well-

honed physical skills, this expanded creativity is based on three main competencies: 

firstly, divided or performance consciousness enables actors to sit on their own 

shoulders  and  see themselves as a spectator might in order to monitor and direct the 

aesthetic, kinaesthetic and emotional effects of their work; secondly, equipped with 

skills in timing, actors control ‗meaning‘, create tension and suspense, and provide 

audiences with the opportunities to become part of the performance; thirdly, by 

controlling and maximizing their energy in space, actors can achieve those special, 

most eagerly anticipated instances in the theatre: moments of presence.   

Such a performance-oriented training could usefully supplement the current, 

mainstream, conservatory training, which focuses primarily, and to some extent 

exclusively, on techniques for characterization and working in rehearsal with directors. 

Such training could be called Creatics. Derived from the adjective ‗creatic‘, meaning 

―of or pertaining to flesh‖, it simultaneously evokes both the bodily presence of the 

actor in performance, and creativity. It is beyond the parameters of this doctoral thesis 

to set out in detail a curriculum for Creatics, but what has, hopefully, been achieved is 

a sound rationale for it and the ground prepared for its development.  
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Conclusion 
 

Performing creativity. 

 

Despite the differences in their theories and their conceptions of what acting is, the 

acting theorists principally profiled in this thesis (Diderot, Lewes and Stanislavsky) 

had one thing in common: they all sought to establish the creative status of acting by   

aligning it with the aesthetic orientations of the day and enlisting it among the 

recognized arts.  

Diderot‘s investigations of acting were, to a large degree, inspired by the 

question: ―[w]hy should the actor‘s art differ from that of the sculptor, the painter, the 

orator, and the musician?‖ He goes on to ask: 

Why should the great actor not command materials, processes, and 

techniques from which issue, in orderly stages, illusions of surpassing 

beauty and grandeur. (Diderot qtd. in Roach 133) 

In Paradoxe sur le Comédien, the creative actor is often likened to a sculptor or 

painter; his modèle idéal a concept clearly inspired by these arts. Diderot stressed the 

importance of the actor, like the visual artist, choosing the appropriate model. Drawing 

an analogy between ―a statue by a sculptor who has given a close transcript of a bad 

model‖, he writes that one ―may admire the exactitude, but the whole effect is poor 

and wretched‖ (Paradox 39). Invoking painting, he goes on to say: 

Your picture, your acting, are mere portraits of individuals far below the 

general idea traced by the poet and the ideal type of which I hoped to have 

a representation. (Paradox 40) 

For Diderot, the creativity of all artists, including actors, resides chiefly in their ability 

to conceive of a modèle idéal:  the ―stronger your conception‖, he claims, ―the greater, 

the more rare, marvellous, sublime you will be‖ (qtd. in Roach 127).  

In addition to this, like all artists of genius, Diderot‘s ideal actor requires the 

capacity for aesthetic detachment, the ―[c]ool reflection‖ which marks ―the poet, the 

painter, the orator, the musician‖ (Paradox 17). Flashy displays of spontaneous and 

fiery passions issuing from a highly-strung sensibility may lead, according to Diderot, 

to ―one sublime moment‖ on the stage (Paradox 17). Such an actor may:  
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bear you down with his fire and the intoxication of his emotions. And you 

will applaud him as an expert of painting might smile at a free sketch. 

(Paradox 64) 

But for Diderot, actors such as this are ―mere roughed-out actors‖, who cannot be 

compared to the ―finished picture‖ (Paradox 64). In order to achieve the ―finished 

picture‖—a performance in which the passions are well-rendered, carefully modulated 

and affective—the ability to be an ―unmoved and disinterested onlooker‖ is essential 

(Paradox 12).   

The enterprise of George Henry Lewes can similarly be seen as an attempt to 

identify and highlight acting as an art: ―I want to direct attention‖ he writes, ―not 

simply to the fact that acting is art, but that, like all other arts, it is obstructed by a 

mass of unsystematized opinion‖ (On Actors 8-9). With the advent of the new 

“natural acting‖, one of his major concerns is that ―excellence or deficiencies‖ are 

commonly attributed to ―the actor‘s mind, when in reality they depend solely on his 

means of physical expression‖ (8). Without ―pathos in the tones‖, writes Lewes, ―the 

actor‘s soul may be a sob, yet we shall remain unmoved‖ (8). According to Lewes, a 

major obstacle to the conception of acting as an art is the commonly held perception 

that it is a ‗natural‘ ability without the need for ―trained skill‖ (1) or ―special training‖ 

(7):   

Almost every young person imagines he could act, if he tried. There is a 

story of some one who, on being asked if he could play the violin, 

answered, ‗I don‘t know; I never tried.‘ This is the ordinary view of acting. 

The answer should have been, ‗No, I cannot play, because I never tried.‘ 

Violin-playing and acting do not come by nature.  (Lewes 7) 

For Lewes, however, while acting is undoubtedly an art requiring specialized skills 

and techniques, he does not, as did Diderot, enrol acting into the creative arts, the 

reason being, according to Lewes, that the actor is not creative in the same way as the 

writer or poet: ―I cannot bring myself to place the actor on a level with the painter or 

the author. I cannot concede to the actor such a parity of intellectual greatness‖ (49).  

Yet, while Lewes may have been somewhat ambivalent about the creative 

status of the actor, he did articulate in On Actors and the Art of Acting what he 

perceived as creative acting: ―the great actor, the creative artist‖ does not draw from 

the canon of conventional, theatrical gestures and expressions, but relies ―on the truth 

of his own individual expression‖ (146). This shift from conventional to individual 
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expression was necessitated in Lewes‘ times by what had come to be perceived as 

acting‘s new creative product: the psychological, naturalistic character. Conventional 

expressions could not serve the creation of the new, complex, highly individuated 

characters of Naturalism, which the actor was now called upon to create. In what 

marks a paradigmatic shift, acting became from then on overwhelmingly focused on 

the actor aligning his or her own inner self with the inner life of the character. Lewes, 

thus, led directly to Stanislavsky and his System.  

 For Stanislavsky, there was no question that acting could be a creative art form, 

if the actor engaged in ―the art of living a part‖ (AAP 12). In the words of Tortsov, the 

creative actor must ―begin by thinking about the inner side of a role, and how to create 

its spiritual life through the help of the internal process of living the part‖ (AAP 14). 

By defining acting as ―living the part‖, Stanislavsky reconciled the two dominant 

aesthetics of his age: Naturalism and Romanticism. Successful acting could give the 

illusion of characters behaving naturally as in real life and this, in turn, would be 

achieved by actors‘ identification with their characters and ―sincere self-engagement‖ 

(Worthen, The Idea of the Actor 133). Worthen makes the point that Stanislavsky‘s 

enterprise was, to a great degree, an attempt to bring acting in line with the dominant 

Romantic aesthetic of his day: ―to align acting with the aesthetic orientation of other 

artists‖ (―Ethos of Acting‖ 33), and ―accommodate theater to the prevailing attitudes of 

Romantic art‖ (The Idea of the Actor 150). Like ―the poet‖, Stanislavsky‘s creative 

actor ―discovers the material of his art within himself‖ and this requires ―an authentic 

confrontation with the self‖ (The Idea of the Actor 133). In ―Stanislavsky and the 

Ethos of Acting‖, Worthen writes:   

Much like the Romantic artist that Lionel Trilling describes, struggling ‗to 

be as self-defining as the art-object he creates,‘ Stanislavsky‘s actor must 

overcome the invalidating restrictions of his milieu and achieve a genuine, 

self-creating art form—a ‗life in art‘. (34)  

Ironically, however, although Stanislavsky passionately promoted acting as a creative 

art, in trying to bring it within the rubrics of Romanticism and Naturalism, he actually 

paved the way for its dismissal as an art form. Notwithstanding the Method of Physical 

Actions and Stanislavsky‘s earlier exhortations to focus only on ―what you have to do‖ 

(AAP 151), the aspect of his System which has had the greatest influence on 

mainstream acting in the West—the psycho-technique—promotes an acting which is 

focused not on doing but, on feeling, thinking and being. In the words of Harley 
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Granville-Barker, the actor‘s ―chances of doing are curtailed‖ and ―in their stead new 

obligations of being are laid upon him‖ (qtd. in Cole and Chinoy, Actors on Acting 

396). If actors are perceived to be doing anything at all, it is behaving naturally with 

lifelike verisimilitude, and this is something, putatively, anybody can do. In this way, 

Stanislavsky unwittingly lent support to what Lewes already considered to be the 

major obstacle to acting‘s perceived status as a creative art form: its seeming ubiquity.   

This notion that acting is ubiquitous remains in the contemporary context one 

major obstacle to its being conceived as creative. ‗Performing‘ and by association 

‗acting‘ have infiltrated almost all facets of everyday life, and while this proliferation 

of acting/performing metaphors has, to some degree, served to position theatre 

influentially in relation to other discourses, the paradox is that it has simultaneously 

contributed to the devaluation of acting as a creative art. If performing and acting can 

be used to describe how we function in our everyday lives—from the bedroom to the 

boardroom—then not only are they ubiquitous, but what is more damaging to the 

status of acting as an art form—anybody can do it. Acting, especially the dominant 

style of psychological realism, often strives to appear effortless, giving the erroneous 

impression that it actually is. But, to recall Lewes‘ contemporary William Archer, 

those who ―seek to exclude acting from the dignity of art […] ignore the amount of 

labor and thought required to transmute, not only the general tendency, but even a very 

special aptitude, into accomplished mastery‖ (217-18).  

One reason everybody imagines they can act is because it is mimetic. Archer 

notes, ―acting is imitative or it is nothing‖ (qtd. in Cole & Chinoy, Actors on Acting 

364). This then becomes a second objection to acting as a creative art: being 

necessarily mimetic, it does not have the capacity for abstraction like other art forms, 

such as music or painting. William Archer observed:  

Acting is of all the arts the most purely imitative. In this respect it stands at 

the very opposite pole from music, with sculpture, painting, poetry, in 

intermediate positions. (qtd. Cole & Chinoy, Actors on Acting 364) 

Abstraction, with its potential for originality, implies creativity; mimesis, on the other 

hand, is merely copying nature. However, the mimesis/abstraction binary is easily 

collapsed, because to varying degrees, all art, including acting, is abstracted. Koestler 

argues that direct copies of nature are impossible: ―[t]he thing represented had to pass 

through two distorting lenses: the artist‘s mind, and his medium of expression, before 
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it emerged as a man-made dream‖ (Koestler 335). Plato was only too aware of this and 

Barish makes the point that it formed the basis of his objection to all art.
1
 Even in its 

most purportedly mimetic form—Naturalism—theatrical performance is not 

unmediated mimesis. Zola, one of Naturalism‘s most dedicated advocates, writes that a 

work of art ―est un coin de la création vu à travers un tempérament." (73).
2
  

Collapsing the mimesis/abstraction binary destabilizes another closely related 

dichotomy used to devalue acting: originality and interpretation. While actors may be 

acknowledged as artists, they are often not deemed creative artists. Lewes articulates 

what is commonly argued: actors do not create original works, but are beholden to the 

creativity of others. In his own words: 

while the painter has nothing but his canvas and the author has nothing but 

white paper […] the actor has all other arts as handmaids: the poet labors 

for him, creates his part, gives him eloquence, his music, his imagery, his 

tenderness, his pathos, his sublimity. (50) 

Such evaluations are based on the assumption that there exist two distinct types of 

artist: ‗creative‘ artists, who produce original works, and ‗interpretative‘ artists, who 

merely interpret these works. Performing artists are commonly relegated to the inferior 

position of interpretative artist, the ‗true‘ creators being composers, choreographers 

and playwrights. Dufrenne argues this point when he writes that the creative acts of 

these originating artists:  

cannot be likened to that of the actor and the instrumentalist. They too 

hesitate, feel their way, progress through repetitions. They too strain, but 

only in order to realize a model, not to create something out of nothing. 

(35)  

But as has been argued in this thesis, creating something from nothing, outside of 

Heaven, is impossible. Indeed, if the defining characteristic of creativity were ex-nihilo 

creation, there would be no creative artists. Ex-nihilo creation does not and cannot 

exist—all that exists is interpretation. Hornby observes that ―all the arts start with 

something; even a blank canvas imposes limitations and suggests possibilities‖ (The 

End of Acting 53).  

 
1
 ―The painter, when he paints a bed, paints […] a world of appearances, a debased version of 

what in nature is already only an appearance, since even the carpenter‘s solid wooden object is no more 

than a particular instance of the Idea bed, which alone can be said to be real and true‖ (Barish 6).  
2
 ―A work of art is a corner of the world, seen through a medium‖ [my emphasis].  
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But if the supposed ubiquity of acting, its uninspired mimesis and its purported 

unoriginality can all be readily dismissed, there remains one final, major obstacle to 

the recognition of acting as creative: its ephemerality. American actor Lawrence 

Barrett describes the actor as ―forever carving a statue of snow‖ (qtd. in Cole and 

Chinoy, Actors on Acting xiii). In whatever way the actor‘s creations are defined 

(characters, narratives, atmospheres, worlds and/or performances), they are all 

evanescent. The actor does not produce an artifact which can be hung on a wall, 

published, placed on a pedestal, and which has the capacity to live on and, like truly 

‗great‘ art—masterpieces—pass the test of time. Lewes makes the point: ―[t]he curtain 

falls—the artist is annihilated. Succeeding generations may be told of his genius; none 

can test it‖ (49). Given the logocentric tendency of the West which has always 

privileged things over actions, processes and events, it is not surprising that the art 

object, the artifact, has been culturally privileged. However, as argued in Chapter 

Three, twentieth-century Process and Event philosophy in addition to science‘s 

Quantum, Chaos and Complexity theories have all come to conceive of the event as 

primary. They have all argued successfully that the indeterminacy of the event need 

not be a deterrent to its being analyzed or theorized. Furthermore, reception theories 

have destabilized the determinacy and permanency of the aesthetic object, arguing that 

creative products and, indeed, creators themselves only ever exist as such in the event 

of their reception. Lewes himself concedes that while acting is ephemeral, the 

‗permanency‘ and, therefore, the determinacy of any creation can also be fleeting; the 

aesthetic object can only ever be guaranteed in the instances of its reception:  

The author can be read by future ages! Oh! Yes, he can be read: the books 

are preserved; but is he read? Who disturbs them from their repose upon the 

dusty shelves of silent libraries? (Lewes 51) 

If, therefore, it is not too difficult to dispose of the major—vulgar—objections 

to actors being enrolled in the pantheon of creative artists, the question remains: what, 

specifically, do stage actors create? What is the special object of their creativity? To 

the degree that the question of the actor‘s creativity has been answered in the 

affirmative, it has been radically reduced to characterization. This is notably the case 

in the current hegemonic practice of psychological realism. Retracing the route which 

has led to this reduction, one can start with the theatre of Naturalism, which put 

character centre-stage, and proceed to Stanislavsky‘s System, which reinforced its 

centrality. Simultaneously, the director emerged, not only to coordinate all the 

production elements and create the mise en scène for the new Naturalistic theatre, but 
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also to collaborate with actors on their characterizations, freeing them from all other 

creative responsibilities, mediating between them and their prospective audiences. The 

director‘s expanded creative role enabled actors to give their full attention to what 

acting had become primarily about: creating characters. As a result, much more time 

and significance is allotted to rehearsal, which emerges as the main creative site of the 

actor, where they work with directors to create their main—and even sole—creative 

product. This is the tradition which informs contemporary psychological realism—a 

tradition which is based on a definition of acting that is reduced to and completed by 

the creation of character. Such a reductive definition invites—and has received in this 

thesis—comprehensive rebuttal: all acting styles, including psychological realism, 

involve more than this. Actors‘ creative responsibilities are far more wide-ranging and 

significant: they are, in fact, the ones responsible for creating theatre‘s main events—

performances—for (and with) their most important collaborators: audiences.  

It might be useful at this point to refer back to and adopt the terminology and 

parameters of psychology‘s creativity research examined in Chapter Two and compare 

the conception of acting‘s creativity assumed by the dominant, Western acting style—

psychological realism—with the one argued in this thesis. Psychology‘s research fell 

into three categories: Product, Person, Process. According to psychological realism, 

the creative Product of acting is character, the Person is the actor-as-character, and 

the Process is identification with and transformation of the actor into character. In 

contrast, what is argued in this thesis is that the creative Product is performance, the 

Person is the actor-as-performer and the Process is performing.  

Performance is not just the end point of a process, the presentation of a prior 

creation. It is itself a new act of creation, for which both the play-text and the 

achievements made in rehearsal are merely a blueprint. In performance, actors strive 

not only to reach benchmarks established in rehearsals, but they must also monitor 

audience responses and their own affect/effectiveness. In other words, they must 

become the actor-as-performer and, as such, do more than act: they must create the 

liminal spaces—the openings—into which they can draw and engage their audience, 

and in which performance takes place. This fundamental revision of the established 

formula (re)cognizes the full and expansive scope of the actor‘s creativity. Mark 

Nearman‘s observations on Noh, which are pertinent to all theatre, are apposite:  
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Genuinely effective theatre is dependent on the actor-audience relationship. 

The professional actor‘s most immediate performance goal is to impel and 

maintain the interest of his audience. […] The actor must be able to create a 

performance at which the spectators […] unanimously feel, ‗How 

interesting!‘ (41-42) 

―How interesting!‖ reaches its apotheosis in what creativity theorists refer to as 

‗Eureka-moments‘ and performers call moments of ‗presence‘—those instances when 

something special and startling occurs, something which represents the best possible—

the most creative—outcome. ‗Presence‘ represents those moments when something 

extraordinary is experienced simultaneously by both actors and audience. Like 

creativity itself, it is commonly conceived as a special attribute innate to certain 

individuals. However, it was argued in the previous chapter, that presence is not a 

quality of the individual, but more accurately an interaction between performers and 

audiences, and the most significant interaction in theatre. It follows, therefore, that as 

an action, it can be done: as a thing done, it can be learnt: and as a thing learnt, it can 

be nurtured and taught. 

 Training actors not only to meet the demands of performance, but to create 

performances is one of the main proposals of this thesis. In Chapter Seven, it was 

argued that Western, mainstream actor training, whilst being nominally production-

oriented, does not adequately equip its students for performance, let alone conceive of 

performance as a vital creative site. For the Western conservatory student, his or her 

training is overwhelmingly focused on character work and rehearsal processes. A 

future enterprise arising from this thesis would be, as stipulated in the previous 

chapter, the formulation of Creatics: a training course designed to develop the actor‘s 

creativity for the immediacy of performance. Creatics would focus on developing 

skills in the three main areas outlined in Chapter Eight as the main creative sites of the 

actor in performance: divided consciousness, timing, and presence. Skilled in these 

areas, actors would be better equipped not only to deal with performance situations 

and monitor and control their (kin)aesthetic affect on audiences but, more 

significantly, they would be more able to assume the responsibility for what is their 

ultimate creation: performances. 

In the broader context of creativity research which, as Chapter Two revealed, 

has been dominated by psychology, it can be noted that acting has followed similar 

trajectories to that of creativity in general. Both have undergone an increasing 

democratization: almost anybody can be creative and anybody can act. In the extreme, 
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acting and creativity are merely manifestations of everyday behaving and thinking, or 

have become synonymous with unfettered self-expression. Undervalued (and at times 

ignored) are the roles that skills, regimes of discipline, and training play—not just as 

facilitators of creativity but as integral to it. Beyond this, both creativity and acting 

have become locked in subject positions. This is hardly surprising given psychology‘s 

overwhelming influence on both creativity research and acting.  In more recent years, 

psychology itself has attempted to wrest creativity away from the exclusive domain of 

the individual, but to date these endeavours have not yielded significant results. Given 

psychology‘s inherent disciplinary focus and the financial gains to be had by nurturing 

individual creativity, the enterprise aimed at moving beyond the ‗person‘ was perhaps 

handicapped to start with. In focusing attention away from the individual onto the 

creative act, anthropology‘s creativity research promises a more fruitful line of 

enquiry. It is promising because, as concluded in Part One, the locus of creativity is 

never in the person or the product, but always in the act: without a creative act, there 

is no ‗creator‘ or ‗creation‘.  

The creative act requires skills, expertise, knowledge and imagination. It 

usually involves hard work and committed application, the repetition of processes, trial 

and error. It is a process of refinement, of making discerning choices, while 

simultaneously maximizing options. It is based on the ability for aesthetic or critical 

detachment: a divided consciousness. It aims to produce the novel and the innovative. 

This can be attained by extending the boundaries of a tradition: taking what is already 

there and pushing it beyond its parameters or in a new and unexpected direction. In 

this way new traditions are created. Novelty can also be brought about by the interplay 

of oppositions: making unusual, even paradoxical juxtapositions and analogies. Or, it 

can arise from a process of revelation: bringing out what has previously been hidden or 

overlooked and putting it into relief.  

However, all this is only part of the act; these processes aimed at creating 

novelty do not, in themselves, guarantee creativity. Returning to the almost universally 

accepted definition cited in Chapter Two, creativity must yield products that are novel 

and also valuable. Of course, ‗valuable‘ can be defined in numerous ways: useful, 

lucrative, beautiful, efficient and so on. But in whatever way it is defined, it demands 

one crucial thing: performativity. The creative act must itself create the potential to 

engage an actual or prospective audience. Armed with this new perspective, creativity 

can be defined not just as an act but as an interaction (virtual or actual) between 
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producers and their audiences (imagined or real), which is initiated by the producer 

and sustained by techniques of engagement. Creativity is performative, and herein lies 

the obvious potential of acting to inform and invigorate current creativity research. 

However, in order for acting to make an impact beyond its own borders, it must itself 

move beyond its subject positions, beyond the hegemonic conception of acting as 

character-centric and start to see its own creativity as performative. That, it is hoped, is 

what this thesis has set in motion.  
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